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1

Introduction

1.1

Domain-specific languages

Domain Specific Languages (or DSLs for short) are a widely used technique in the programming world. Their
main advantage is the effectiveness with which domain experts can describe the solution to a problem, even
with little prior programming experience. Examples abound, ranging from SQL for database processing to
describing drawings [140] and even music harmony analysis [61].
There are two main approaches to developing DSLs: in the external approach a new compiler toolchain is
built, including a parser, a code generator and associated tooling. The drawback of such a standalone DSL is
the amount of work required; for that reason frameworks have been designed to help developers [131].
The second approach is that of internal or embedded DSLs [52]. Embedded DSLs are developed as libraries
in a host language, in order to reuse all the machinery which is already implemented for that host. Being mere
libraries, it is easy to combine several of them into a single application, something very complex in the external
approach.
The embedded approach is common in the functional programming world. Indeed, in this thesis whenever
we talk of DSLs we mean DSLs embedded in statically-typed functional languages. The strong typing discipline
and the expressiveness of the type systems enable many checks to occur as part of the compilation process, a
task which needs separate static analysis when embedding in simpler languages.
Taha [126] describes four characteristics of a good DSL: (1) the domain is well-defined, (2) the notation is
clear, (3) the informal meaning is clear, and (4) the formal meaning is clear and implemented. This overlooks
one important feature of a good DSL: its implementation should communicate with the user using terms
from the specific domain. Otherwise, using a DSL imposes a burden on the programmer, which needs to
decipher the encoding of the DSL in order to fix problems.
Unfortunately, the converse situation is the rule when working with embedded DSLs [42]. From the
point of view of the compiler, a DSL is merely a library, and by itself cannot phrase error messages in domain
terms. As a result, error messages are phrased in terms of the underlying general purpose language.
Couldn’t match ’True’ with ’False’
while checking ’Elem (Field "name" String) [...]’
1
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The nice abstraction provided by the DSL is broken and the internals of the library are exposed to users of
the DSL. This is a clear disadvantage, because now programmers have to understand not only the DSL terms,
but also some details of the implementation in order to make sense of the error messages. Some authors of
DSLs have decided to include a special section in the documentation devoted to explain the most common
type errors, like in diagrams [141, section 5.5], whereas others like persistent [119] directly document the
library internals. Both are clearly sub-optimal solutions.
In this thesis we describe different techniques applied in the different phases of type checking, which
when applied together lead to better error messages for users of DSLs. Since DSL authors, in combination
with domain experts, know best how to effectively use a DSL, we need their collaboration in obtaining better
messages. As we shall see, they input extra information which guides the compiler in the task. One important
characteristic of our work is context-dependence: similarly-looking errors can be transformed into different
messages depending on the rules given by the DSL.

1.1.1

Examples of DSLs

Throughout the text we use types and functions coming from several Haskell libraries, each of them providing
a language for a different domain. These libraries can be obtained from Hackage, a community-maintained
repository, and each has at least 20 other packages that depend on it, according to the Hackage Reverse
Dependencies listing,1 which suggests real-world usage.
Diagrams. If there is one well-known library in the Haskell ecosystem for creating and manipulating
drawings in a declarative fashion, this is diagrams [140]. The library uses a lot of type-level machinery,
including type classes and type families,2 to get generic algorithms working on a large variety of diagrams. As
mentioned above, the downside of this approach is that error messages can be daunting until the programmer
has some practice with the library.
The fundamental type in this library is QDiagram b v n m, where the type parameters represent:
b the drawing back-end, such as Scalable Vector Graphics or bitmap. The choice of back-end plays a role

during rendering, and constrains the set of primitive drawing operations which are available.

v represents the vector space; in many cases diagrams can deal with 2-D and 3-D drawings in a uniform
way. In most cases this parameter is set to either V2 or V3 .
n is the numeric field in which quantities are expressed. In most drawings this will be a concrete type,
such as Float or Double , but thanks to polymorphic numeric operations available in Haskell, most
primitives only require a Num or Real instance.
m is used for annotations. In particular, each point in the diagram can have an associated value of this
type. In most cases this parameter is set to the type Any .

In most practical scenarios, the choice of a back-end implies a choice of vector space and numeric field. For
example, using SVG requires two-dimensional diagrams where coordinates are represented by Double values.
The core library defines two type families which make this association explicit:
type family V a :: ∗ → ∗
type family N a :: ∗ → ∗
1
2

Available at http://packdeps.haskellers.com/reverse at the time of writing
Type families are described in depth in § 2.
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As a result, users of diagrams are often confronted with this simpler type,
type Diagram b = QDiagram b (V b) (N b) Any

whereas operations try to be as generic as possible. One such example is the atop operator used to arrange
diagrams vertically,
atop :: (OrderedField n, Metric v , Semigroup m)
⇒ QDiagram b v n m → QDiagram b v n m → QDiagram b v n m

This function shows the dichotomy between the author of the DSL and their users. If we happen to write
atop d1 d2 for diagrams for which different vector spaces are inferred, the user is suddenly confronted with
the type QDiagram with no less than four parameters, which he or she has never heard about.
Persistent. This library is one of the many in the Yesod web framework ecosystem [119]. In particular,
persistent is used in the data layer to access database systems, both relational and non-relational, to save
and query information. The main difference of persistent with respect to other database libraries is its approach
to type safety. Each entity or record, that is, each set of values which is thought of as a single element in the
database, is associated with a different Haskell data type.
The operations in the library ensure that only operations which “make sense” are executed. The archetypical
example is given by primary keys, sets of values which uniquely identify a row in a table. In many cases, keys
from different entities are represented in the database by the same type, like INT. As a result, nothing forbids
us to compare the identifier of a person and a book, even though this is almost sure to be an error. In persistent
primary keys are assigned a type Key e , where e is the entity they uniquely identify. In that way, Key Person
and Key Book can be distinguished at the type level.
Along with the data type definition itself, persistent needs to know some additional information about
the location of the data. In most database systems this translates to the name of the table. By instantiating
the PersistEntity type class this information is provided. This requirement is visible in those operations, like
querying and updating, which access the database:
insertUnique :: (MonadIO m, PersistUniqueWrite backend, PersistEntity record)
⇒ record → ReaderT backend m (Maybe (Key record))

As stated above, persistent supports different database systems, known as back-ends. Since different backends provide different degrees of functionality, persistent defines several type classes providing different
sets of behavior. In this case we use PersistUniqueWrite , which allows saving information in the database with
a prior check of integrity constraints.
One peculiarity of persistent (and one of its most contested features) is the use of Template Haskell
[117] to derive data types and PersistEntity instances from an entity definition. The following example is taken
straight from its documentation:
mkPersist sqlSettings [persistLowerCase |
Person
name String
age Int
deriving Show
|]

4
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As a result we get the following piece of code:
= Person {personName :: !String , personAge :: !Int }
deriving Show
type PersonId = Key Person

data Person

instance PersistEntity Person where
newtype Key Person = PersonKey (BackendKey SqlBackend)
data EntityField Person typ where
PersonId
:: EntityField Person PersonId
PersonName :: EntityField Person String
PersonAge :: EntityField Person Int
data Unique Person
type PersistEntityBackend Person = SqlBackend
... -- and a lot of methods

A lot of domain-specific knowledge is present in this translation. But a user of persistent never sees this
code, so it can be difficult to relate a type error message to something in the original entity. This makes the
library very suitable for custom error diagnosis.
Along with diagrams, persistent shows a trend among DSLs embedded in Haskell: the extensive use
of type-level features. In this case, we can find an associated data type – EntityField Person – which is itself
declared as a generalized algebraic data type, and a great number of type classes and type families. Techniques
which aim to handle modern DSLs must then be aware of these language extensions used in practice [42].
Vinyl. The record system in Haskell is quite simple; many libraries exist which extend it. In particular,
several libraries model extensible records in the spirit of [54, 63], and vinyl3 is one of the many libraries listed
in Hackage under the “Records” category.
One of the main features of extensible records is that the type of a value with a record type encodes the
name and types of each of the fields. In particular, in vinyl fields need to be declared beforehand.
name = Field :: Field "name" String
age = Field :: Field "age" Integer

Each of the fields has the same representation in memory (after optimization, they take zero bytes, so there is
no run-time overhead), but are given different types in the type annotation found after the :: symbol. vinyl
uses type-level strings, as described in § 2, to encode the labels.
A record type is defined by giving a list of fields. For example,
PlainRec [Field "name" String , Field "age" Integer ]

represents values with the two fields defined above. As in the case of diagrams, PlainRec is a synonym of a
specific instance of a more general type, Rec in this case. Record values in vinyl may have a functor applied
to each element. In this way we arrive at the definition of Rec as a GADT:
data Rec where
RNil ::
Rec [ ]
f
(: &) :: f t → Rec rs f → Rec (Field sy t : rs) f
3

In this thesis we refer to the design of vinyl up to version 0.3. Later versions have changed both the interface and the internals.
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We can build record values directly using the constructors. Note that in that case we do not need to indicate
the name and type of the fields, since they come from the record type:
john :: PlainRec [Field "name" String , Field "age" Integer ]
john = "John" : & 30 : & RNil

The most common approach to using this library uses two derived combinators. Using (h+i) we put together
two records, regardless of the number of fields. Using the suggestively-named (=:) we create a record value
with a single field, defined by one of the Field values declared beforehand. As a result john and emily can be
defined as:
john = name =: "John" h+i age =: 30
emily = name =: "Emily"

The key point of this library is, of course, the definition of a strongly-typed rGet function, which given
a field and a record, returns the value associated with such field. By strongly-typed we mean that it should
reject code such as rGet age emily , where a field is requested from a record which does not contain it. This is
achieved in the aforementioned library, by leveraging Haskell’s type system.
rGet :: IElem (f ::: t) rs ⇒ (f ::: t) → PlainRec rs t → t

You can read this signature as ensuring that given a field named f with a type t and a record whose list of fields
is rs , the field is an element of the list rs . As in the other DSLs, whenever an error is signalled, the message
exposes the internals of the library. In this thesis we present techniques to make the compiler produce a message
similar to the following when faced with rGet age emily :
Couldn’t find field ‘age‘ in record ‘emily‘
Path. The path library [30] provides operations to manipulate file paths in a safer way than the usual stringbased manipulation. The extra type safety comes from using a specialized data type Path, which is parametrized
by the base location of the path, which can be absolute or relative, and the type of path it represents, either a
directory or a file.
newtype Path b t = Path FilePath

For example, you may only extract the file name of a path representing a file,
filename :: Path b File → Path Rel File

and may only concatenate two paths if the first one is a directory and the second one is relative:
(h/i) :: Path b Dir → Path Rel t → Path b t

In Haskell, the FilePath type is plainly a synonym for String . As a result if the constructor for Path was
exposed, users could create ill-formed Paths. Users of the DSL are required instead to use a parsing function,
which might fail if the shape of the string does not comply with its base location or type.
parseAbsDir :: MonadThrow m ⇒ FilePath → m (Path Abs Dir )

Compared with the other three libraries, path is quite a small library with a single module. We will take
advantage of this fact to provide a version of the whole library with custom error messages later in this thesis,
as a case study of how to apply our techniques in a complete DSL.

6
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1.2

Type errors

Not all type errors are created equally. We need to understand the different sorts of errors in order to provide
techniques which cater specifically to each sort. We shall use different examples coming from the DSLs discussed
above.
Inconsistencies. When a piece of code has an inconsistency, this means that stating that it is well-typed
would imply a formula inconsistent with the typing rules of the language. The archetypal example is forcing a
variable in a signature to be instantiated with two different types.
More concretely, let us consider the output of the compiler when the atop function is given True and ’c’
as arguments, non of which are drawings:
Couldn’t match type ’QDiagram b v n m’ with type ’Bool’
Couldn’t match type ’QDiagram b v n m’ with type ’Char’
Inconsistencies might also arise at a deeper level. For example, the arguments to atop might be rightfully
diagrams, but living in different vector spaces, like square :: Diagram b V2 Double Any and sphere ::
Diagram b V3 Double Any . In that case, the default error message:
Couldn’t match type ’V2’ with type ’V3’
already assumes some knowledge of the internals of the diagrams library, namely that V2 and V3 are the
types used to represent the two- and three-dimensional vector spaces, and that this information is somehow
encoded in the diagram type. A better diagnosis uses domain terms:
Vector spaces do not coincide: 2-D vs. 3-D
In other words, we aim to state what an inconsistency means in terms of the domain, not merely acknowledge
its existence. This is not possible though without external input from the DSL authors, since strictly speaking
all inconsistencies have the same shape from the point of view of the compiler.
Left-undischarged. Suppose now that a user of persistent calls insertUnique with a value of a data
type Person which has not been annotated as a PersistEntity . This fact does not lead to an inconsistency
with the rules of the language. However, by the end of the typing process, we are left with a constraint
PersistEntity Person which remains undischarged. Operationally, this means that the compiler cannot generate
code for this call because a dictionary for the instance is missing, so an error must be signaled. Formally, a
left-undischarged errors describes a situation where the program is consistent, but there is some information
missing to compile the program.
Left-undischarged errors also benefit from a domain-specific wording. In this example, if we find out that
an instance of PersistEntity is missing, we can do better than plainly reporting this fact: we can point the user
to the documentation discussing how to properly annotate the data type. Even more, the user need not be
aware of the fact that type classes are involved in the implementation, we can just output:
Data type ’Person’ is not declared as a Persistent entity.
Hint: entity definition can be automatically derived.
Check the documentation at http://www.yesodweb.com/...
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Ambiguities. The third kind of error comes from ambiguous types, those for which the compiler was not
able to find a ground type to unify with, nor was it able to make the expression polymorphic by abstracting
type variables. The diagrams user manual [141] points out a handful of cases. One such example is:
width :: (InSpace V2 w t, Enveloped t)
⇒t→w
circle :: (TrailLike t, V t ∼ V2 , N t ∼ n, Transformable t) ⇒ n → t
shouldBeOne = width (circle 1.0)

In order to compile this code, we need to find a type to instantiate the variable t mediating between circle
and width. Otherwise, the compiler is not able to decide on an instance for the corresponding type classes.
Alas, neither the return type of circle nor the input of width constrains t enough to assign a specific type.
Furthermore, the result type of the whole expression is simply w , there is no mention of the type t and thus
we cannot quantify over it. As a result, GHC reports the following (shortened) error message.
Could not deduce (N a0 ~ N a)
...
Probable cause: the inferred type is ambiguous
In order to fix ambiguities, you need to give the compiler enough information to figure out the type, usually
by means of a type annotation. Some compilers implement a defaulting strategy to try assigning some types
before signaling an error. For example, the Haskell 2010 Report [72] mandates conforming implementations
to default numerical types. There are proposals to open this mechanism to other type classes [45], which can
be very useful to DSL authors.
Ambiguity errors benefit from implementations which better point out where the ambiguous type is
located. Going even further, one could think of a compiler which tells the user where to write a type annotation
in order to fix a certain variable. But apart from the aforementioned defaulting mechanism, there is not much
domain-specific knowledge which could be injected to fix ambiguities. For that reason, we consider in this
thesis only inconsistencies and left-undischarged errors.

1.2.1

Good type errors

In [139], Yang, Michaelson, Trinder and Wells include a manifesto for good type error reporting. Ideally, a
good type error message should be:
1. Correct: the algorithm should not have false positives – programs which actually can be typed but are
reported as erroneous – and not have false negatives – programs which are ill-typed but are allowed to
continue in the compiler pipeline.
2. Precise: point to the smallest possible location and the smallest context contributing to the error.
3. Succinct: maximize useful and minimize non-useful information.
4. Amechanical: hide implementation details. One (unfortunately extremely common) example is the
use of the term “occurs check” to refer to an occurrence of an infinitely recursive type. The latter is
an amechanical view of the problem, whereas the former describes a detail in the implementation of
infinite recursion detection.
5. Source-based: phrase errors in terms of the source code input by the programmer. In many cases, a
full language is translated to a smaller core language before type checking. The downside is that errors
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no longer refer to the original code. Techniques such as resugaring [94] alleviate this problem by
propagating information about the translation.
6. Unbiased: error reports should not be affected by the order in which the source code is examined. As an
example, if we type check True ≡ ’a’, the error message
Expected ’Bool’, got ’Char’ in expression True == ’a’
is biased, since it gives priority to the left-most subexpression True when wording the message. In
contrast, the message (similar to what GHC would produce)
Couldn’t match ’Char’ with ’Bool’
scores better in the bias problem. Bias can be subtler, though. For example, when faced with [True, ’c’, False, 3]
most compilers would point to two specific elements in the list as conflicting, instead of reporting the
error on the whole list.
7. Comprehensive: all sites contributing to the error should be reported. This idea led to the notion of error
slices, a set of all program points involved in an error. This property seems to be less valued than the
others, since most modern compilers heuristically decide on a subset of all possible use sites to report,
instead of showing them all.

When speaking about DSLs, we should also consider the properties laid down by Taha [126]:
8. Domain-speciﬁcity: errors should be reported in the same domain terms that the programmer uses to
describe his or her problem.
There is plenty of work related to improvements for general type error diagnosis, focusing on some subset of
the seven first properties in the manifesto. Approaches include representing constraints using graphs [144, 43],
counter-factual typing [18], type error slicing [98, 41, 122], and interactive type debuggers [130, 121, 20]. These
ideas can (and should) be combined with type error diagnosis for embedded DSLs in order to provide the best
possible user experience for the programmer.

1.2.2

Context-dependence

We have discussed how several languages provide support for customizing left-undischarged errors and generate
inconsistency errors with a custom message. Is this enough to provide good error messages for embedded
DSLs? Not at all! When using a DSL, the context in which an expression appears gives meaningful information
which should be considered when building an informative error message.
As an example, let us consider a version of atop in which each single constraint over the types appears
as a single constraint in the source code. In particular, instead of a single equality constraint between the
arguments, QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 we separate the equalities between each of the
sub-components.
atop :: (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 , d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ,
b1 ∼ b2 , v1 ∼ v2 , n1 ∼ n2 , m1 ∼ m2 ,
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1 ) -- These constraints remain
⇒ d1 → d2 → d1
-- Argument types are replaced by variables
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From the compiler’s point of view, the equality b1 ∼ b2 is no different from v1 ∼ v2 . But from the DSL point
of view, these are quite different: the former checks an agreement between back-ends, whereas the latter speaks
about vector spaces. If an inconsistency is found between v1 and v2 we want to report:
Vector spaces do not coincide: 2-D vs. 3-D
In this case we are giving a meaning to each type variable in a type. But this meaning is the same across all uses of
QDiagram, and we say the information is context-independent. We describe techniques for context-independent
error customization in § 5.
Going one step further, we should also consider error messages which depend on the expression-level
structure of the program, not merely on the type-level structure. Consider the following combinator:
strokePath :: (TypeableFloat n, Renderable (Path V2 n) b)
⇒ Path V2 n → QDiagram b V2 n Any

In this case we demand that the argument lives in a two-dimensional space by setting the corresponding
type parameters to V2 . Whereas in the atop case there are two vector spaces with equal status, in the case of
strokePath the two-dimensional requirement is key, and thus we prefer a message along the lines of:
’strokePath’ requires a 2-D path, but was passed a 3-D one
The key point to notice is that the underlying type-level structure is the same: a V3 type does not match an
expected V2 . But the justification of why this is a problem and the suggestion to fix it is entirely different
between atop and strokePath, and such a different is only apparent when looking at the source code of the
program. In other words, the context in which an expression appears should influence the error message being
reported if we want good domain-specific error messages. We present techniques for context-dependent error
customization in § 6.
Note that both styles – depending or not on the context when phrasing a type error – are not at odds with
each other: context-independent techniques (the ones we describe in § 5) are theoretically less powerful but
may have a more global effect, whereas context-dependent techniques (as described in § 6) need a description
of each error context in which they apply, that is, more information from the DSL author. There is also a
trade-off in terms of work required by the author of the DSL: a single annotation about errors may apply in
many scenarios if that annotation is independent of the context, whereas each function (or even each shape of
expression) needs to be annotated if you want full context-dependency.

1.3

Research questions

We are now ready to formulate our research questions more precisely. The goal of this thesis is to provide tools
for customization of type error messages for embedded domain-specific languages. There is already work in
that direction [46, 47, 135], but we focus on three challenges which remain unsolved.
Research question 1.
under different scenarios?

It is possible to increase the ability of error messages to be customized differently

We have already mentioned context-dependence as a key feature to provide customized error messages. The
simplest form of context-dependence is using a different error message depending on the syntactic structure
of the term. Previous work on specialized type rules [46, 47] allows describing the applicability of a rule
depending on the form of an application. For example, apply a rule for map only when it appears applied to
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two arguments, map fn lst . But for example, we cannot express a rule which tells to use list-specific terms
when fmap is applied in a list context.
Research question 2. What are useful abstraction mechanisms for common error patterns?
One big disadvantage of existing techniques is that type error patterns cannot be abstracted. For example, we
cannot reuse the same template for error messages of the same kind, like conflicting arguments. This means that
parts of the error message need to be duplicated, which in turn increases the maintenance burden. Our work
aims to fix this problem by introducing the usual functional constructs for abstraction, so that descriptions of
error templates may use maps and folds, among others.
Research question 3. How to make our techniques support advanced type system features?
Previous work on type error customization focused on languages like ML or Haskell 98, based on the HindleyMilner typing discipline. But nowadays embedded DSLs usually take advantage of new features in modern
versions of those languages, such as GADTs, type families or higher-rank types. Thus, if we want our techniques
to be integrated with existing compilers, we need our developments to cope with these features.
In short:

context-dependence, abstraction and integration with advanced types.

One important remark is that we focus on increasing the expressiveness of the type error customization
mechanism. That is, we want to offer the DSL authors more tools to adapt error messages to their specific
needs. In order to evaluate this expressiveness, we ensure that our techniques are enough to simulate all the
other approaches found in the literature.
Another related question, which we do not answer in this thesis, is the effect of customized error messages
on the understanding of the error by the programmer. Even though we hope that DSL authors use our
techniques to pursue the goal of more informative messages, it could also be (mis)used to print
I don’t want to tell you what you did wrong
for every type error that the compiler finds. But if we restrict ourselves to the scenario in which DSL authors
provide error messages tailored to their context, we expect usability of those DSLs to increase, in the same way
as the use of DSLs themselves have a positive impact into productivity [9].

1.4

Constraint-based type inference

The first step to enhance typing is to understand how it is performed by the compiler. Note that type checking
is never the first operation performed by a compiler. The source code, a stream of bytes, needs to obey a
certain lexical and syntactic structure. This first process is called parsing and produces an Abstract Syntax Tree
– AST for short – as a result. In most cases this AST goes through a process of resolution which decides for
each identifier which declaration it refers to. For example, a usage of head in a certain piece of Haskell code is
resolved to the function head in the module Prelude in the library base. The type engine takes the resolved
AST as an input, and decorates it with types for the expressions in the tree if successful, or produces a list of
errors. In the former case, the code continues its way in the compiler during more phases until object code is
generated, and ultimately linked to obtain a library or executable.
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of a constraint-based type checker
Each compiler does type checking and inference in its own special way, according to the rules of the
language they treat and of the requirements of subsequent phases. Nevertheless, the approaches in the realm
of functional languages can be roughly divided in two big groups:
• Direct approaches traverse the AST, performing some computation at each step. By the time all nodes
have been visited, the algorithm has determined the correctness of the code and the type of each
subexpression. The classical W and M implementations of the Hindley-Milner type system [25, 62]
use a direct approach.
• Constraint-based approaches divide their operation into two phases. The first phase also involves a
traversal of the AST, but only to generate constraints that the assigned types must satisfy. A dedicated
solver then is called, which checks whether the constraints are consistent. This process is repeated per
binding group. The type checker in the GHC Haskell compiler [133] is an example as are many others
[125, 124, 95].
The components of a constraint-based type checker are depicted in Figure 1.1. In addition to the
gathering and solving phases, we consider an additional blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase,
which runs only when an error is found. The goal of this phase is to decide which part of the program is
responsible for an error (blaming), how to phrase the error message (explanation) and to suggest ways
in which the error can be fixed (reparation).
Apart from constraints themselves, the solver may also have axioms as additional input. These axioms
model general facts about the current or imported modules, which are instantiated during solving to
handle concrete constraints. One example of axioms within Haskell is rules coming from type class
instance declarations. The following definition,
instance Eq a ⇒ Eq [a]

declares that whenever we have a constraint that matches the form Eq [τ ] for a type τ we can turn it
into the simpler Eq τ . During solving this same axioms might be applied several times, over different
constraints, Eq [α], Eq [Int ]...
Direct approaches have a clear disadvantage with respect to error reporting: since they traverse the AST in
a fixed manner, their errors are biased [75]. A constraint-based type checker does not impose such a strict
ordering [46, 47]. The solver has a more holistic view of the process, and can decide how to proceed and what
part of the program to blame based on the entire set of constraints. Given our end goal of improving error
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Figure 1.2: Architecture of a type checker with domain-specific diagnosis
diagnosis, we build our compiler using the constraint-based approach. We are not the first ones to do so, the
PhD theses of Heeren [47] and Wazny [135], both related to type error diagnosis, base their techniques on
constraint-based approaches to typing.
The main disadvantage of constraint-based approaches lies in their performance: having two phases means
that intermediate results need to be computed and stored. We do not have to pay the full price of constraints,
though: we can use a faster alternative, and only when an error is found, run the constraint-based type checker.
In many cases, we only need to re-run the checking on the current binding group. This way we reach a good
balance between speed and quality of error messages.

1.4.1

Compiler architecture for domain-specific errors

The basic architecture for a type engine does not differ too much when making it aware of domain-specific
concepts. As depicted in Figure 1.2, what changes is the information manipulated by each of these phases.
In the original architecture, constraints make up all the information shared between the phases, optionally
augmented with the trace of constraint solving to be inspected during the blaming-reparation-explanation
phase. In the new architecture this information is extended with error contexts and annotations.
Error contexts (§ 6) are the main tool for attaching custom error messages in a context-dependent way.
From a high-level perspective, error contexts are partitions of the constraints, upon which a tree-like structure
is imposed. Error contexts allow specifying which constraints are conceptually near – this distance may not
coincide with distance in the source code – and the diagnosis if those constraints happen to be inconsistent.
Error contexts also play an important role in deciding the solving order (§ 6.2) and guiding pruning (§ 8.4).
Domain-speciﬁc transformations influence the later phase, that of blaming and reparation (§ 7). The
core idea is that reporting a type error is equivalent to fixing the original constraint set to be consistent and
without undischarged elements. Most approaches to reporting just consider the crude operation of removing
a constraint, but in other domains better heuristics can be devised. Annotations are the context-dependent
information used by transformations: using them we can detect, for example, whether some constraints come
from a conditional, or from the use of a specific function.
The first phase of typing gathers constraints, but it is in no sense aware of error contexts or annotations.
We need to introduce this knowledge into the system. There are many possibilities (§ 8), the most powerful and
flexible being domain-speciﬁc type rules. In short, these type rules override the default ones of the programming
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language, giving the DSL author the required control over the generation of constraints, error contexts and
annotations.
Although outside of the scope of this thesis, a compiler with domain-specific diagnosis may also allow
DSLs to augment or modify some of the typing rules themselves. For example, the vinyl library could provide
a special rule which considers record types equivalent irrespective of the order of fields. Note however that
in more powerful languages, such as Haskell, many of those rules can directly be embedded in the host type
system by using the axiom facility.4

1.5

Overview of the thesis

This thesis is divided into five parts, each of them focusing on a different element of the compiler architecture
for domain-specific errors depicted in Figure 1.2.
In these boxes I mention the publication(s) on which this thesis is based, and describe my contribution
to each piece of work. Contributors are stated as A.S. (me), J.H. (Jurriaan Hage, my daily supervisor),
and for § 4 also S.P.J. (Simon Peyton Jones) and D.V. (Dimitrios Vytioniotis).

i In § 2 we describe some notions of the Haskell language, like GADTs or data type promotion, required to
fully understand the contents of the thesis.
ii Then we move to describing the language of constraints and constraint solving as performed by a nondomain-aware compiler. In that way we provide a basis for forthcoming modifications. In particular, in
§ 3 we describe the CHR∇ formalism, a language for describing rewrite rules with a notion of scoping,
making it well-suited for describing sophisticated type systems.
This chapter is based on three published or presented works:
• The CHR∇ formalism was first published in [112].
• Scoped for Constraint Handling Rules were described in [106].
• The description of unification using CHRs is taken from [108].
Contributions: A.S. conducted the research and wrote the initial manuscript. J.H. participated in
discussion and edited the manuscript.

Describing this formalism, by itself, is no proof of its usefulness. In § 4 we describe a completely constraintbased type inference algorithm for a Haskell-like language with higher-rank types and impredicative instantiation. Existing algorithms targeting those type system features were syntax-directed, and often run as
a preliminary phase to constraint-based inference; our system unifies all type inference in a single phase,
improving type error diagnosis as a result.
4

In fact, Haskell’s type system is Turing-complete, see https://github.com/seliopou/typo.
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Guarded impredicative polymorphism – one of the impredicative type systems described in the
chapter – has been reported on [116]. The description in this thesis provides a different point of
view: how the design of a naı̈ve constraint-based type system for impredicative polymorphism can be
refined to a practical yet expressive system.
Contributions: A.S. conducted the research and wrote the prototype implementation. J.H., S.P.J. and
D.V. participated in discussion. A.S. wrote the initial manuscript for [116], which J.H., S.P.J. and D.V.
heavily edited.

iii We have already discussed how enhancing domain-specific type error diagnosis requires keeping additional
information about the generated constraints, which affects the different phases of the compiler. Chapters § 5
and § 6 introduce several techniques related to the solving phase; the former focuses on context-independent
techniques, and the latter on those which take the context of the expression into account.
The reason to start with the solving phase, instead of gathering, is that the design decisions on this part of
the compiler pipeline greatly influence the design of gathering. In essence, if we need additional information
during solving, we must have produced it beforehand.
The custom names and tracking type equalities techniques described in § 5 are novel and have not
been published at the time of writing. With respect to § 6: the integration of context-dependent type
errors in GHC has been reported in [114]; error contexts has been reported in [108].
Contributions: A.S. conducted the research and wrote the initial manuscripts. A.S. wrote both the
prototype implementation of error contexts, and integrated custom type errors in the development
branch of GHC 8.3. J.H. participated in discussion and edited the manuscripts.

iv Blaming and reparation is the focus of § 7. We describe the model of reparation as application of transformations, and how they can be influenced by annotations and priorities.
This model is a big departure from the usual architecture of type engines. For that reason, in § 7.4 we
concern ourselves with how many of these techniques can be transferred back to the solving phase with
the use of custom solving rules.
Only the last section of this chapter has been previously reported, as part of [114].
Contributions: A.S. conducted the research and wrote the initial manuscript. J.H. participated in
discussion and edited the manuscript.

v Once the information needed for solving and blaming-reparation-explanation is settled, we discuss how to
generate it during the gathering phase. Chapter § 8 describes several, increasingly-powerful, ways to address
the problem of attaching custom constraints to sets of expressions. Any of those approaches can be done
in two stages (§ 8.4) to make gathering conditional on the type of the expression being examined.
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The sections about specialized type rules and conditional rules in § 8 are based on [111]. Matching
tree regular expressions over Haskell data types is described in [110].
Contributions: A.S. conducted the research and wrote the initial manuscripts. A.S. wrote the prototype implementation of conditional rules and wrote the t-regex library for tree regular expressions.
J.H. participated in discussion and edited the manuscripts.
One issue which generally arises when the gathering phase is customized is that the default and user-defined
typings may not be equivalent. This should be forbidden in order to remain sound. Chapter § 9 describes
how soundness of domain-specific type rules can be guaranteed, by posing the problem in the more general
scenario of soundness of language extensions.
This chapter is based on [113].
Contributions: A.S. conducted the research and wrote the initial manuscript. J.H. participated in
discussion and edited the manuscript.

1.6

Implementations

During the development of the work presented in this thesis, two prototype compilers have been written. Both
of them implement a Haskell-like language, type classes and type families, and local reasoning for generalized
algebraic data types (GADTs).
• Cobalt (from “COnstraint BAsed Little Typechecker”), available at https://github.com/serras/
cobalt features a constraint gathering phase with support for specialized type rules with conditions
over expression types using two stages. This gathering phase is implemented directly as an attribute
grammar using the t-regex package.5
The solver implements the higher-rank fragment of Haskell (without impredicative instantiation), but
is not based on the CHR∇ formalism. As a consequence, the manipulation of contexts is done by an
external driver, instead of internalized in the solver phase.
• Quique, available at https://git.science.uu.nl/f100183/quique, is written using the CHR∇
formalism and features impredicative instantiation. The formalism is nevertheless not 100% as described
in this thesis: ∇ quantification is not explicit, but rather inferred from the scope information. The
supporting package uchrp6 provides an embedded DSL for describing typed Constraint Handling
Rules in Haskell.
Quique supports only a subset of the constraint gathering mechanisms described in this thesis. In
particular, custom error contexts can only be attached to function signatures, instead of custom-shaped
expressions.
5
The t-regex package, available at http://hackage.haskell.org/package/t-regex has been developed by the author of this
thesis and described in [110].
6
Also maintained by the author of this thesis at https://git.science.uu.nl/f100183/uchrp.
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The reason for developing two prototype compilers is the introduction of CHR∇ as a unifying formalism
during the development of the work, which led to the creation of Quique. The constraint gathering portion of
Cobalt, featuring two-stage type rules, cannot be easily ported to the new compiler, but this is an engineering
(and time) problem rather than a conceptual one.
In addition to these two prototype compilers, several techniques related to the constraint solving phase
have been implemented within the GHC Haskell compiler. The new code is available at https://git.
science.uu.nl/f100183/ghc: the wip/error-customization branch implements hints as in § 6.1
and wip/when-not contains the IfNot constraint described in § 6.2. The integration of type error customization in GHC proves that these techniques are ready for integration into a widely-used compiler, and provides a
platform to try our techniques on real-world libraries.

2

Haskell preliminaries

Throughout this thesis we use the Haskell language [72], and in particular the dialect understood by the
Glasgow Haskell Compiler (or GHC for short) in two different ways:
1. As a host language for DSLs: for this reason we need a thorough description of the type system, including
how types are inferred and checked by the compiler.
2. As an implementation language for some of the techniques: in some cases, we can reformulate a problem
as type checking or defining a particular Haskell value.
Thus, some knowledge of Haskell is a prerequisite for a good understanding of this thesis.
We shall not describe here the entire Haskell language, though. The reader is assumed to be familiar with
the main concepts in functional languages – like higher-order functions and parametric polymorphism –, and
with some specific Haskell ideas, including higher-rank types, ad-hoc polymorphism via type classes and the
Functor , Applicative and Monad classes. Essentially, everything which is covered in an introductory Haskell
course or book [67, 105].
The aim of this chapter is to give the reader enough background on the more advanced Haskell features
we use. In most cases, these features are only available as language extensions in modern versions of GHC.

2.1

Generalized algebraic data types (GADTs)

Let us consider the usual definition for lists, pairs and sums in Haskell:
data List a = Nil | Cons a (List a)
data Pair a = Pair a a
data Either a b = Left a | Right b

The data constructors may also be viewed as normal functions, whose types are:
Nil :: List a
Cons :: a → List a → List a
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Pair :: a → a → Pair a
Left :: a → Either a b
Right :: b → Either a b

The important pattern to notice here is that the return type of all these constructor leave the type variable
polymorphic. In other words, Nil or Cons can be used to construct a List a value, regardless of the choice of a.
In contrast, sometimes it is desirable to restrict the possible ways to build a value.
As an example of a small embedded domain-specific language, we want to define a Haskell data type
representing arithmetic expressions and comparisons between them. In order to keep things simple, this
language only includes numeric and Boolean literals, addition, equality between numbers and conjunction.
data Expr = ELit Int | ETrue | EFalse
| EPlus Expr Expr
| EEquals Expr Expr
| EAnd Expr Expr

Unfortunately, with this data type we can describe expressions without a reasonable interpretation, like
Lit 3 ‘And‘ Lit 5. This problems is also manifest when writing that interpretation function: we need to handle
error cases explicitly:
data Value = AnInt Int | ABool Bool
value :: Expr → Maybe Value
value (ELit n)
= Just (AnInt n)
value ETrue
= Just (ABool True)
value EFalse
= Just (ABool False)
value (EPlus e1 e2 ) = case (value e1 , value e2 ) of
(Just (AnInt n1 ), Just (AnInt n2 )) → Just (AnInt $ n1 + n2 )
→ Nothing

The solution in this case is to index expressions with a tag specifying whether they correspond to integral
or Boolean expressions. In this simple case, this index may just be one of the types Bool or Int . However,
the restrictions on the shape of constructors in Haskell do not allow us to declare that the value of an ELit
constructor is always of Int type. Lifting this restriction is exactly the purpose of generalized algebraic data
types (or GADTs, for short) [138, 124]. When describing a GADT we list the type of each constructor, with the
only restriction that the result value should be an instance of the data type being defined.
data Expr t where
ELit
:: Int → Expr Int
ETrue :: Expr Bool
EFalse :: Expr Bool
EPlus :: Expr Int
→ Expr Int → Expr Int
EEquals :: Eq a ⇒ Expr a → Expr a
→ Expr Bool
EAnd :: Expr Bool
→ Expr Bool → Expr Bool

We no longer need error checking when defining value . Even better, we do not need a custom Value data type,
since we can specify the return type to coincide with the index of the expression:
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value
value
value
value
value
value
value
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:: Expr t
→t
(ELit n)
= n
ETrue
= True
EFalse
= False
(EPlus e1 e2 ) = value e1 + value e2
(EEquals e1 e2 ) = value e1 ≡ value e2
(EAnd e2 e2 ) = value e1 ∧ value e2

The important realization here is that in order to type check the value function, the compiler needs to
make different assumptions depending on the value of a. In the branch EPlus e1 e2 we know by construction
that both e1 and e2 have type Expr Int , and thus applying value to them result in integral values, which
in turn can be added using (+). The result type of the whole expression is Int , which is compatible with
the assumption gained from pattern matching on EPlus . In contrast, the EAnd branch mandates that the
arguments are of type Expr Bool and that the result type is Bool . In the EEquals case we ensure that the
values we are comparing come from a type which supports equality. So suddenly pattern matching on a given
constructor reﬁnes the typing environment with some extra assumptions. This shall become very relevant in
the description of type inference in § 3.
Under the hood, constructors of a GADT still comply with the shape restriction of constructors. The
compiler turns the definition of Expr t into an equivalent one where all result types are polymorphic, but
where instantiations must satisfy some constraints.
data Expr t where
ELit
:: a ∼ Int
⇒ Int → Expr a
ETrue :: a ∼ Bool
⇒ Expr a
EFalse :: a ∼ Bool
⇒ Expr a
EPlus :: a ∼ Int
⇒ Expr Int → Expr Int → Expr a
EEquals :: (a ∼ Bool, Eq b) ⇒ Expr b
→ Expr b
→ Expr a
EAnd :: a ∼ Bool
⇒ Expr Bool → Expr Bool → Expr a

In this case every constructor has a type equality constraint, written as a ∼ b in GHC Haskell. In fact, in the
declaration of a GADT any sort of constraint may be used. For example, we might require a type class instance
of a given argument. The EEquals constructor above is an example; here is another one in which we require
the value to provide a conversion to String via the Show type class.
data Showable where
Showable :: Show t ⇒ t → Showable

Note that in this case the type variable t is not present in any form as an index of Showable . However, when
we pattern match on Showable we know a t exists – since it was used to construct the value – and that it has a
Show instance. Thus, the following code is well-typed:
shout :: Showable → String
shout (Showable x) = map toUpper (show x)

From this perspective, GADTs are no longer about refining types with data constructors, but rather having
constraints which differ depending on the constructor and which become available after pattern matching on a
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particular constructor. These constraints may quantify over type variables which are not present in the result
type of the constructor; those type variables are existential in each branch.
One problematic aspect of GADTs with respect to type inference is the loss of principal types. The following
example is taken from [133]:
data T a where
A :: Int → T Bool
B :: T a
test (A a) = a > 0
test B
r =r

We can assign two different types to test , namely T a → Bool → Bool and T a → a → a. No type is
more general than the other – remember that if we substitute a for Bool in the latter case we get T Bool →
Bool → Bool , which is less general than the former type. We have found an expression which does not possess
a principal type.
In Haskell 2010 code, we are guaranteed to find a principal type for every expression. The only error
scenario then is that a required type is not an instance of such principal type. Once GADTs enter the game, it
might be the case that the compiler is not “smart enough” and requires an annotation from the programmer.
This has important implications in type error diagnosis.

2.2

Data type promotion

In the previous section the index on Expr reflects somehow the sort of elements “contained” in an expression.
This does not have to be the case: indices have a much broader application to guarantee invariants over the
shape and usage of a value.
As any Haskeller knows, the usual definition of head may throw a run-time exception.
head :: [a] → a
head [ ]
= error "Empty list"
head (x: ) = x

One invariant we are interested to guarantee is “never take the head of an empty list”, so that we statically verify
that such an exception never arises. The definition of [a] unfortunately throws away essential information, in
this case the length of the list. Once we know that piece of information, we can restrict head to only operate
on lists of positive length.
In Haskell, in contrast with dependently-typed languages such as Coq, Agda or Idris, terms and types live
in separate worlds. We cannot use the normal Int s to index lists with their length; we need to define our own
type-level version. For the sake of simplicity we define them following the Peano construction:
data Zero
data Succ n

A number like 2 is represented by nested application of these constructors, like Succ (Succ Zero). The refined
version of lists is usually called vector in the literature.1
1

And here it comes, yet another explanation of type indices using vectors as the example.
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data Vec n a where
VNil ::
Vec Zero a
VCons :: a → Vec n a → Vec (Succ n) a

The compiler is able to check and infer some (but not all) indices when using this GADT:
> :t VCons True (VCons False VNil)
VCons True (VCons False VNil) :: Vec (Succ (Succ Zero)) Bool
More importantly, having the length information available at compile-time makes it possible to write a head
function which never fails:
head :: Vec (Succ n) a → a
head (VCons x ) = x

In this case, even pattern matching on VNil is wrong, since the constructor does not lead to a type of the form
Vec (Succ n) a for any n.
It should be noted that the definition of Succ imposes no restriction on its type argument. Thus, a
programmer could write a clearly nonsensical type such as Vec (Succ Int) Bool which would be accepted by
the compiler. The reason is that in Haskell 2010 the kind system is rather simple: runtime values are given
types of kind ∗, and type constructors have kinds built with →.
Maybe :: ∗ → ∗

Int :: ∗

Maybe Int :: ∗

This simple picture experienced a radical change with the introduction of data type promotion [142].
When this extension is enabled in GHC, each data type defined in the source is promoted one level up: the
defined type is promoted into a kind, and each of the data constructors becomes a type constructor. Take the
following data type representing unary numbers:
data Nat = Zero | Succ Nat

Promoting Nat generates a new kind, ‘Nat , along with two new type constructors:
‘Zero :: ‘Nat
‘Succ :: ‘Nat → ‘Nat

As a result, the kind of Vec changes from ∗ → ∗ → ∗ – that is, accepting any ground type as first argument –
to ‘Nat → ∗ → ∗, in which the first type variable is known to have the right shape of a Peano numeral.
Modern versions of GHC also provide promoted versions of some built-in data types:
• Type-level strings are assigned the Symbol kind. As of this writing, it is only possible to create literal
type-level strings, there is no facility for manipulation.
• Nat is the kind of type-level naturals. The compiler understands some basic operations over them,
such an addition, and by interfacing with an SMT solver [28] it recognizes some non-trivial equalities
between numerical expressions. The downside of the built-in Nat kind is that we cannot access the
internal representation as we do with our custom ‘Nat .
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• The special syntax for lists available in Haskell – that is, [1, 2, 3] being expanded to 1 : 2 : 3 : [ ] – has
been promoted to the type level. For example, [Int, Bool ] represents Int ‘: Bool ‘: ‘[ ], a type level list
whose elements are the basic types Int and Bool . The kind of such a list, that is, the “type” of such list
of types, is ‘[∗].

In the rest of this thesis we omit the quote symbol when there is no risk of confusion between a type and the
kind resulting from its promotion.

2.3

Type families

Type families [104] play the role of functions over types, although operationally they work via term rewriting.
Type families come in two flavors: closed and open. At the time of writing type families are only available in
GHC: open and associated type families are available since version 6.8, and closed type families since 7.8.
Closed type families, albeit introduced later [34], resemble functions the most. After the declaration of
the type family, the number and optionally the kind of the arguments, we find a series of patterns and the
corresponding rewriting:
type family Add m n where
Add Zero
n=n
Add (Succ m) n = Succ (Add m n)

The previous definition of addition on type-level Peano numerals allow us to define type-safe append:
append :: Vec m a → Vec n a → Vec (Add m n) a
append VNil
ys = ys
append (VCons x xs) ys = VCons x (append xs ys)

Note that the compiler accepts this code as-is only because the shape of induction is similar on both Add and
append . In other cases it is necessary to introduce a proof object stating some property of the involved types,
as usually done in dependently-typed programming.
The conjunction of the facts that closed type family patterns are checked in order and that equality is
defined over all types in Haskell gives extra power not available in patterns at term level: non-linear patterns.
In essence, non-linearity allows a type variable to be repeated in a pattern; such pattern only matches if the
arguments unifying with those variables are indeed equal. As an example, we can define equality at type-level
once and for all:
type family Equals a b :: Bool where
Equals a a = True
Equals a b = False

This ability introduces one subtlety during type checking, better explained considering a type family application
Equals a [b ] where a and b are unification variables. At first sight, it looks like we can rewrite to False , since a
and [b ] are not equal. But this is unsound: later unification may inform us that a is indeed equal to [b ], which
means that we should have rewritten to True . Thus we must delay stepping over a branch in a closed family
until we are completely sure that no unification can “break” our choice.
The notion which captures this property is called apartness in [34]. Formally, we first define the ﬂattening
of a type τ as the result of traversing the type top-down, replacing every type family application with a type
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variable, but with special care so that two syntactically-equal type family applications are replaced with the
same variable. Then we say that a type τ is apart from a pattern ρ if the flattening of τ does not unify with ρ.
This check is sufficient to know that no substitution can make the match succeed.
The careful reader may have noticed that flattening also replaced nested type family applications. For
example, if we are checking whether Equals [G Bool ] [G Int ] is apart from the first branch, we check the
flattened version Equals [a] [b ] instead. This fact enables reasoning at the level of the local closed family,
without resorting to look at the definition of every nested type family. But indeed it might be the case that
G Bool and G Int rewrite to different things – the apartness check is sufficient but not necessary.
Closed type families cannot be extended once defined. On the other extreme we have open type families.
In this case the declaration of the type family itself is independent of each of the patterns (or instances) of the
family. The following S type family defines the best type to save sets of values of the given type.
type family S t
type instance S Bool = BitSet
type instance S Int
= IntSet
type instance S String = PrefixTree

Importing a module may not bring new instances of S in scope. There is one potential problem: that two
modules define conflicting rewritings of the same type family. We need thus a more stringent check to ensure
that there are no overlapping rules. A sufficient condition is to check that no two patterns unify if we rule out
non-linear patterns. GHC incorporates a more sophisticated check, in which patterns are allowed to overlap if
they can be proven to rewrite to the same type.
The open nature of this second flavor of type families matches very well the behavior of type classes. In
fact, a type family can be associated with a type class [16]. This means that whenever we give an instance of
such a class, we also need to provide an equation for the family. The S type family defined above is a good
candidate: along with the desired set representation we usually need a set of basic operations.
class SetOf t where
type S t
empty :: S t
add :: t → S t → S t

There is one important difference between open type families and type classes. In the latter case, overlapping is
permitted (but discouraged), whereas in type families it is completely forbidden. The reason is that whereas
in the first case overlapping may just turn into a different dictionary being chosen, allowing overlapping
type instances threatens the soundness of the system. Suppose we have F [a] = Bool and F [Int ] = Int .
By instantiating the first rule to Int , we can write a proof of Bool = F [Int ] = Int , which is completely
undesirable.
There is one last question to be answered: what does the compiler do when it finds a type family application
such as S Float , for which no pattern matches? This may happen not only with open type families, but also
in a closed scenario, since type families are not required to be total. GHC’s answer is to make S Float a type
of its own, for which we do not know the equality relation with other types. We can certainly know that
S Float ∼ S Float , we have no clue about S Float ∼ [Bool ].
This behavior may be surprising: why not turn S Float into an error, in the same way that an undischarged
Eq Float instance is reported as such? The reason is two-fold: it might be the case that the given piece of code
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type checks regardless of the actual value of S Float . Furthermore, the compiler might have other constraints
informing us about assumptions about this rewriting. For example, consider:
f :: S Float ∼ [Bool ] ⇒ [S Float ] → Bool
f = ¬.head

In the body of f we can be sure that S Float ∼ [Bool ], so there is no reason to flag S Float as an error.
Nevertheless, there are proposals to associate to each type family a type class which defines its domain [81].
This approach would take care of surprising situations like the previous one, by issuing an error about Float
not being in the domain of S . However, by the time of writing this proposal has not been integrated into
mainline GHC.

2.4

Kind polymorphism

We have previously introduced type-level lists. Using type families we can write a type-level Append operation
working on such lists:
type family Append xs ys where
Append [ ]
ys = ys
Append (x : xs) ys = x : (Append xs ys)

Given this code, GHC infers the kinds of xs and ys to be both [∗], that is, lists of ground types such as
[Int, Maybe Bool ].
> :info Append
type family Append (xs :: [*]) (ys :: [*]) :: [*]
But there is no reason to be so constrained! The same operation could be applied to lists of type constructors,
[∗ → ∗], or of type-level numerals, [Nat ]. Haskell already gives us the tool to obtain this generality at the term
level: polymorphism. [142] promotes this idea also to the type level, introducing kind polymorphism. When
the corresponding flag is enabled in GHC, the kind of Append is reported as follows. Note the a standing for
a kind variable.
> :info Append
type family Append (xs :: [a]) (ys :: [a]) :: [a]
Many other structures in Haskell have been updated in GHC to consider this new kind system with
promotion and polymorphism. In the base library we find the declaration of a category as a type class:
class Category (m :: ∗ → ∗ → ∗) where
id :: m a a
(.) :: m b c → m a b → m a c

The requirement on the arguments of m to be ground types is not needed to type check the signatures of the
methods. It is enough to require them to have the same kind:
class Category (m :: o → o → ∗) where
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Under the hood, the previous declaration introduces an implicit 2 argument in the type class, which is only
shown by GHC if explicitly told so:
> :set -fprint-explicit-kinds
> :info Category
class Category o (m :: o -> o -> *) where
Internally there is no difference between implicit and explicit arguments: all of them participate in inference,
and the overlapping check affects both.

2.5

Constraints as types

In Haskell, types can contain constraints, like Eq a in the type for Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool that says that
this type only holds for types a that belong to the Eq type class. Another common constraint is that of type
equalities, such as a ∼ Bool . In a final twist, when the appropriate extension [10] is enabled, constraints are
treated as inhabitants of yet another new kind, Constraint , meaning that type level programming can also be
applied to constraints. For example, we can define a synonym for a set of constraints using the same aliasing
procedure that works for regular types,
type ReadShow a = (Read a, Show a)

Type families may also consume or produce constraints. The following family takes a parametric constraint

c , such as Show or Eq , and produces a set of constraints by applying c to each type in a type-level list. Note
that GHC considers tupling of constraints as their conjunction with the unit tuple () as identity element; thus

the level of nesting is irrelevant.

type family All (c :: k → Constraint) (xs :: [k ]) :: Constraint where
All c [ ]
= ()
All c (x : xs) = (c x, All c xs)

We can now write All Show [Int, Bool ], which is equivalent to (Show Int, Show Bool). The other side of
the coin is being able to match on constraints.3 Here is a type family which removes Show a constraints:
type family NoShow (xs :: Constraint) :: Constraint where
NoShow ()
= ()
NoShow (Show a, b) = NoShow b
NoShow (a, Show b) = NoShow a
NoShow (a, b)
= (NoShow a, NoShow b)

Since constraints are now types, it is possible to make a data type parametric on it. Consider a version of

Vec where all values need to be contained in a given type constructor f :
data FVec (f :: k → ∗) (n :: Nat) where
FNil ::
FVec f Zero
FCons :: f a → FVec f n → FVec f (Succ n)

2
The behavior of such implicit arguments is much simpler than in Agda or Scala. In particular, they must be filled by simple unification,
without any search, like type variables in a Haskell signature.
3
Dear reader, believe it or not, this feature is going to be used in this thesis!
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In the same way we can parametrize over a constraint, ensuring that all elements in the list satisfy it:
data CVec (c :: ∗ → Constraint) (n :: Nat) where
CNil ::
CVec c Zero
CCons :: c a ⇒ a → CVec c n → CVec c (Succ n)

Operationally, the proof of this constraint becomes part of the data in a value; we unwrap it by pattern
matching. As an example, here is a function which concatenates the string representation of all values in a
CVec Show , which guarantees that we can apply the show function to them:
showAll :: CVec Show n → String
showAll CNil
= ""
showAll (CCons x xs) = show x +
+ showAll xs

2.6

Visible type application and Proxy values

The first versions of Haskell embodied the philosophy that it should be possible to infer the type of every
expression. In particular, every expression had a most general, or principal type. As a result, there was no need
to influence the type of a particular expression, other than using a top-level type annotation.
This line of thinking is not entirely correct; in some cases types influence the behavior of a program. Type
classes are one such case: the type inferred for an expression influences the dictionary chosen for the type class,
which ultimately leads to different code being executed. This is the reason why a Haskell compiler must forbid
ambiguous :: String → String
ambiguous = show .read

to compile due to an ambiguous type variable. Since read :: Read a ⇒ String → a and show :: Show a ⇒
a → String both have class instance constraints, the choice of a is very relevant. However, there is not enough
information to completely specify this type. We could think of quantifying upon this type, but the resulting
type, ambiguous :: (Read a, Show a) ⇒ String → String is not valid in Haskell, since there is no way to
instantiate such type variable a. The only remaining case is a being some fixed and known type, like Int ; then
we can annotate one of the functions with the expected type:
notAmbiguous = show .(read :: String → Int)

Having to add annotations to fix type variables becomes cumbersome very soon. One of the reasons is that
when you specify a type signature, you need to specify all the type parameters. However, many of them could
be inferred by the compiler; we are only interested in informing the compiler about those that cannot. One
solution is to use a partial type signature [137], leaving all inferrable types as an exercise to the compiler:
notAmbiguous = show .(read ::

→ Int)

In any case, we cannot really “touch” type parameters as we do in System F or dependently-typed languages.
In Haskell we must always resort to indirect methods such as type signatures to specify how to instantiate a
term-level function or value. At least until visible type application [35] was introduced in GHC. Using this
extension we can explicitly indicate the value of type arguments:
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notAmbiguous = show .read @ Int

Another solution is to reify the type information as a value. In order to do so, we introduce a dummy Proxy
type. Since it holds no data, it is guaranteed to be erased completely by the compiler.
data Proxy (a :: k) = Proxy

We use Proxy in those places in which we need type information from the user. The Proxy only exists to fix a
type, we do not even have to match on their value:
read 0 :: Proxy a → String → a
read 0 = read

Now we just need to have a type signature on the Proxy value:
notAmbiguous = show .read 0 (Proxy :: Proxy Int)

Almost all use cases of the Proxy type are now covered by visible type application. However, since the latter
feature is quite modern, many Haskell libraries still make use of a Proxy for legacy reasons.
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3

Constraint solving using CHR∇

Type inference in the constraint-based approach is usually considered to have two phases: gathering and solving.
In our architecture we have a third phase for blaming, explanation and reparation. In this chapter we focus on
the first two phases, especially on constraint solving; while discussing gathering only as required to describe a
complete pipeline.
In theory, the only requirement on a constraint solver is to give back a list of residual constraints and found
errors when passed the initial set of constraints gathered from the Abstract Syntax Tree. In practice, almost
every constraint solver used in type inference is based on term rewriting. The set of constraints is refined and
simplified until no more information can be gained from it. This means that in order to make our techniques
reusable, we should apply them over a formalism describing term rewriting on set of constraints. A formalism
of this kind is that of Constraint Handling Rules [37], CHRs for short.
Constraint Handling Rules are sufficient for type systems where constraints do not involve any quantification, like simply-typed λ-calculus. Once fancier features are introduced, like GADTs or higher-rank types,
quantification becomes essential, so we need to extend our formalism. This is what we do in this chapter:
CHR∇ introduces the ∇ quantifier to the language of CHRs, and scoped constraints allow us to describe
implications. In the rest of the thesis CHR∇ shall become our lingua franca to describe how to manipulate
constraint solving to add domain-specific type error diagnosis.

3.1

Type inference for hm

The simply-typed λ-calculus with let-polymorphism, also known as Hindley-Damas-Milner [25], is one of the
classical type systems in the literature. Several type checking and inference algorithms have been described, some
of them focusing on better error diagnosis [62, 75]. In this section we present a constraint-based formulation of
the fragment without let, inspired by OutsideIn(X) [133]; other descriptions of the same or more powerful
type systems include [46] and [95].
The term syntax for this simple language, which we shall refer to as hm, can be stated in the one production
given in Figure 3.1. The syntax of monomorphic types is quite simple too: just a type constructor applied to
other types, and a function type τ1 → τ2 required to assign types to abstractions. This system is sometimes also
29
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Term variables
Expressions

Rigid variables
Type constructors
Monomorphic types

e

3
::=
|
|

x, y , f , g , ...
x
λx. e
e1 e2
a, b, ...
F, G, ...
a
τ1 → τ2
F τ1 ... τn
∀a.τ
 | x : σ, Γ

Type schemes

σ

3
3
::=
|
|
::=

Environments

Γ

::=

τ, ρ

Variable
Abstraction
Application

Variable
Function
Data type

Figure 3.1: Syntax of hm
Unification variables
Monomorphic types
Atomic constraints
Constraint sets

τ, ρ

3
::=
|

α, β, ...
a | α
...

B
Q

::=
::=

τ ∼ρ
 | B | Q1 , Q2

Variable
Rest
Equality

Figure 3.2: Syntax of constraints for hm inference
presented with → being a binary type constructor instead of having its own production rule; that presentation
is equivalent to the current one. Term variables, however, are not assigned one monomorphic type, but rather
a type scheme in which variables are allowed to appear quantified. An example of a type scheme is ∀ a.[a] → a,
the signature of Haskell’s head function. Finally, an environment Γ associates variables x with type schemes σ .
During type inference the syntax of types needs to be extended with unification variables, which represent
yet-unknown types. In order to obtain a coherent assignment for all those unification variables we need to solve
a set of type equality constraints. In the syntax given in Figure 3.2 we distinguish between atomic constraints B
and sets of them which we represent as Q . This categorization is not present in the original OutsideIn(X)
presentation [133], but will prove useful in later chapters.

3.1.1

Constraint gathering

The first phase of the type checker is usually a syntax-directed process which collects constraints by visiting the
nodes of the tree bottom-up. We represent it using a judgment Γ ` e : τ
Q , meaning that expression e in
an environment Γ is assigned a type τ whenever the constraint set Q is satisfied.
The constraint gathering judgment for hm is given in Figure 3.3. In the case of a term variable, we need to
freshen the variables in the type scheme before returning its type (remember that the judgment assigns a type
to every expression, not a type scheme). In the case of abstraction and application, we just need to build or
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x : ∀a.τ ∈ Γ
α fresh
var
Γ ` x : [a 7→ α]τ


α fresh
x : α, Γ ` e : τ
Γ ` λx.e : α → τ
C
α fresh

C

abs

Γ ` e 1 : τ1
C1
Γ ` e 2 : τ2
Γ ` e1 e2 : α
C1 , C2 , τ1 ∼ τ2 → α

C2

app

Figure 3.3: Constraint gathering for hm
check the types based on its subexpressions.
At this point constraint gathering is still very simple. In § 8 we describe techniques to customize this
process; these techniques are even more useful once we consider how constraints must be transformed and
annotated for domain-specific type error diagnosis.

3.1.2

Constraint solving as rewriting

Once constraints have been gathered, it is time to solve them in order to obtain a complete type derivation for the
expression or signal inconsistencies. In full generality solving is represented by a judgment Qinitial
Qresidual
which states that solving an initial set of constraints returns a new set of information; this new information is
made of what we call residual constraints.
Usually, this residual set is in a much more simplified form; for example, in the case of hm all residual
constraints are of the form α ∼ τ for a unification variable α. In addition, residual constraints may contain the
special constant ⊥, which signals that an error or inconsistency among the initial constraints has been found.
Although the constraint-based approach does not mandate any specific implementation of the solving
judgment, in practice almost all type inference engines use rewriting. That is, under the hood the solver applies
steps of a rewriting relation Q ,→ Q 0 as much as possible. Each of these steps can be of two kinds:
• Simpliﬁcation steps (also known as canonicalization rules) rewrite a single constraint in the left-hand side.
Rewriting a constraint [Int ] ∼ [α] to Int ∼ α is an example of application of one such rule. Intuitively,
a simplification step does not introduce knowledge derived from several parts of the program, it merely
turns constraints into a simpler form.
• Interaction steps rewrite more than one constraint in the left-hand side. When an interaction steps
kicks in, information about different parts of the program, or about dependencies inherent in a single
part, is merged. The archetypal example is the substitution of type variable α with τ coming from an
assignment α ∼ τ into all other types that mention α.
If we aim to make our type error diagnosis reusable across different compilers and languages, we need to find a
formalism that encompasses this kind of rewriting relations. Fortunately, there is one such formalism which is
well documented in the literature and which has already been used for type inference purposes: Constraint
Handling Rules.
Type errors. Describing solving as a judgment Qinitial
inconsistency and left-undischarged errors are:

Qresidual allows us to formally define what
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• Inconsistencies occur when a constraint has been rewritten to the special constant ⊥. Thus, what
is considered an inconsistency depends on the type system at hand; but usually the term is taken as
synonym for “logical inconsistency”, like making the type Int equal to Bool . In a real implementation,
each of these inconsistent constraints keeps track of pieces of information about its origin, in order to
phrase the corresponding error message.
• Left-undischarged errors are reported whenever the set of residual constraints (those left after the solving
phase) was expected to be empty – like when checking a function definition against its signature – but
this was not the case.

In most cases, left-undischarged constraints are not reported if there is an inconsistency.

3.2

Constraint Handling Rules

Constraint Handling Rules (CHRs for short) form a high-level, declarative language originally designed to
describe constraint solvers and simplifiers [39]. The programmer specifies a set of rules which describe how
to rewrite sets of constraints. The CHR engine then applies those rules exhaustively; the resulting set of
constraints is thought of as the solution of the constraint problem.
The language of CHRs has three kinds of rules:
Hr
Hk
Hk

\

Hr

⇐⇒
=⇒
⇐⇒

g | B
g | B
g | B

simplification
propagation
simpagation

In each case, H k , H r and B are sets of constraints, called the heads and the body respectively. We use > to
represent an empty set of constraints (reminiscent of “true”). In order for a rule to be applied, some constraints
from the current set must match the heads, and the guard g must be satisfied. Rewriting depends on the kind
of rule: with simplification rules the constraints H r are replaced by B , in propagation rules the constraints B
are added to the set but H k are kept. Simpagation rules are a generalization of both: H k constraints are kept
and H r are removed. In fact, we can view any CHR as a simpagation rule where one of the heads is empty.
CHRs are applied non-deterministically. For a given initial constraint set, many different sequences of
applications of rules are usually possible. Confluence, that is, the fact that the outcome of the process does not
depend on the order in which rules are applied, must be proven externally by the author of the CHRs. The
same problem holds for termination: an external proof is required to guarantee that a set of CHRs do not
rewrite indefinitely for a given set of inputs.
To illustrate how CHRs operate, we provide a simple example to find the largest number in a set S .1 There
are two kinds of constraints: in(n) says that the number n belongs to S , and max(n) to represent that the
largest observed number is n. The initial state is {in(n) | n ∈ S} ∪ {max(−∞)}. We need only one rule
replacing the maximum if a larger number is found:
in(n) \ max(m)

⇐⇒

n > m | max(n)

For S = {1, 3, 2}, the initial state is in(1), in(3), in(2), max(−∞). Non-deterministically, the solver may
choose in(1) and max(−∞) to apply the CHR to. Since the guard, 1 > −∞, is true, max(−∞) is replaced by
1

Examples related to type inference are described in the following sections.
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max(1). Since max has changed, it may try in(1) and max(1) again; now 1 > 1 is false, so the rule does not
apply. Note the importance of using > instead of > to ensure termination. The CHR solver may continue
with in(3) and max(1), which leads to the replacement of max(1) with max(3). Finally, max(3) is matched
with every other in constraint, but since no number is higher than 3 solving stops.

Sometimes the soundness of a constraint solving procedure is only guaranteed if some rules are known to
be applied before others. In other scenarios, control of the order in which CHRs are applied is necessary to
increase performance. In both cases, a description of a rewriting strategy [84] is required. In the case of CHRs,
this control over the ordering in which rules are applied is done via rule priorities [59]. A Constraint Handling
Rule annotated with a priority has the following general form:
Hk \ Hr

⇐⇒

g | B

priority e

The expression in e might involve information from the constraints in the heads, giving a great degree of
control. The CHR engine then guarantees that applications of a rule with a higher priority are tried first.
When more than one rule has the highest priority, the choice is again non-deterministic. Any ordered set can
be used for priorities. Throughout the thesis we use natural numbers, where 0 has the highest priority and
higher numbers represent lower priorities. This choice might be counterintuitive at first, but allows us to write
more compact rules than the alternative.
An example of the use of priorities is Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [59]. We have three kinds of
constraints: edge(A, B, n) describes a directed edge between nodes A and B with a weight n and source(A)
states the starting point of the search. At the end, the constraint set is enlarged with dist(B, n) describing the
shortest distance n found from the source to B .
source(A) ⇐⇒ dist(A, 0)
dist(B, d1 ) \ dist(B, d2 ) ⇐⇒ d1 < d2 | >
dist(B, d), edge(B, C , w ) =⇒ dist(C , d + w )

priority 1
priority 1
priority d + 2

The priorities ensure that the edges are visited as Dijkstra’s algorithm requires, without the need for any
intermediate data structure. Note that the priority of the last rule depends on the value d encoded in its head.
This ability shall prove itself helpful in the following sections.
In their original formulation, when more than one rule matches a set of constraints, the CHR engine is
free to choose which one to apply. Once this decision is made, though, everything is settled: it is not possible
to explore the implications of using another rule instead. This mode of operation is called committed choice. In
some cases we prefer the engine to try the different options, performing backtracking if one fails, in a similar
fashion to Prolog. CHR∨ [2] provides one such choice operator. Rules now take the general form:
Hk

\

Hr

⇐⇒

g | B1 ∨ ... ∨ Bn

In this setting, we must have some way to indicate the engine that a given branch leads to failure, and thus
another branch should be tried. In this case, it is done by means of a special constraint . In most cases – and
certainly in those related to type inference – the constraint coincides with the constant ⊥ used to indicate an
inconsistency. A (certainly convoluted) way to compute the minimum value of a binary tree involves trying
the two possibilities coming from the two subtrees, and then pruning those cases which are not consistent.
node (P, L, R), min (L, N), min (R, M) =⇒ min (P, N) ∨ min (P, M)
node (P, L, R), min (P, N), min (L, M) =⇒ N > M |
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node (P, L, R), min (P, N), min (R, M) =⇒ N > M |
leaf (L, N)
=⇒ min (L, N)

The semantics of the choice operator gives preference to the left-most branch which succeeds. However,
the order of exploration of the branches is not fixed. In some systems, this order can be programmed by the
user of the CHRs [60], essentially by extending the notion of rule priorities to branch priorities.

3.2.1

Implementing unification

In most CHR engines we only need one rule to describe a solver for the type equalities produced for hm:
τ ∼ ρ ⇐⇒ unify(τ , ρ)

The reason is that in CHR unification of two terms is usually seen as built-in functionality. Although it is
certainly the most efficient way to deal with type equalities, the fact that it operates on a global level on the
whole sets of constraints makes its use impossible. There are three reasons for making a certain type equality
only visible on a subset of other constraints:
• Some language features, such as type families, extend the set of valid type equalities to not only include
unifiable types. It is not possible to extend the built-in unification algorithm to understand these new
rules.
• In order to get good type error diagnosis we need to restrict the flow of information at certain points in
solving, as described in § 6.
• Once local assumptions enter the game, as described in § 3.5, global unification becomes unsound. For
example, when pattern matching on different branches of a GADT, the same unification variable may
have different types assigned to it. Making a global unification means “infecting” one branch with
knowledge that should be local to the other one.
Nevertheless, we still need a solver for type equalities. We give a set of CHRs implementing it in Figure 3.4.
It is similar to the algorithm given by Martelli and Montanari [73]. Both algorithms check for syntactic equality
and decompose terms (in this case, terms are those types headed by constructors). We signal an error whenever
the type constructors do not match or the number of arguments differ. As usual there is an occurs check to
forbid infinite types.
The main difference between the algorithm of Martelli and Montanari and ours lies in the handling of
substitutions. Martelli and Montanari apply a global substitution when an equality of the form α ∼ τ is
found. Our algorithm does not thread substitutions to all other equalities at once, but one at a time. However,
this has a caveat: equalities with cyclic dependencies, such as α ∼ β, β ∼ α, loop indefinitely. The solution is
to impose an arbitrary ordering ≺ on variables so that in every equality the smaller variable always comes first
[6, 133]. We call this step orientation. We extend the ≺ relation to all types by mandating type variables to be
always smaller than types headed by a constructor.
Given a set of type equalities, if the solver returns a residual constraint set with no ⊥ constraint, this
resulting set can be turned into an assignment from unification variables to types. First of all, no equality of
the form F τ ∼ G ρ is present, because one of the three decomposition rules would match otherwise. Thus,
we are left with just constraints of the form α ∼ τ . Furthermore, orientation and substitution ensure that the
obtained type assignment is acyclic, or otherwise the occurs check would have produced a ⊥ constraint.
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τ ∼τ

⇐⇒

>

F τ1 ... τn ∼ F ρ1 ... ρn
F τ1 ... τn ∼ F ρ1 ... ρm
F τ1 ... τn ∼ G ρ1 ... ρm

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

n 6= m |
F 6≡ G |

α∼Fτ

⇐⇒

α ∈ fv(τ ) |

τ1 ∼ τ2

⇐⇒

τ2 ≺ τ1 |

α ∼ τ 1 \ α ∼ τ2
α∼τ \ β∼ρ

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

α 6∈ fv(τ1 , τ2 ) |
α ≺ β, α ∈ fv(ρ) |

τ1 ∼ ρ1 , ... , τn ∼ ρn
⊥
⊥
⊥
τ2 ∼ τ1
τ1 ∼ τ2
β ∼ [α 7→ τ ]ρ

Note: the orientation ordering ≺ is formally defined in the text.

Figure 3.4: Unification as CHRs

3.2.2

Modeling type classes

The theory behind Haskell’s type classes with functional dependencies has been modeled using Constraint
Handling Rules [123, 29]. We recap here the main ingredients, and highlight the additions needed for our
unification procedure to become a full-blown solver for Haskell 98 code. For the sake of conciseness we restrict
ourselves to single-parameter type classes; the same ideas apply in the multi-parameter setting.
In Haskell, type class features appear in three different places. The first one is type class declarations, which
introduce a new type class C . A type class may define superclasses D1 , ... , Dn which every instance of C must
implement. For example, the Eq type class which represents types with decidable equality is a superclass of
Ord , whose instances have a notion of ordering. Haskell’s syntax for the type class declaration of C along with
its superclasses is:
class (D1 τ , ..., Dn τ ) ⇒ C τ

In Haskell each type class comes with an associated set of methods. Here we are only interested in the typing
perspective of type classes, and thus omit further discussion of that topic.
The second kind of declarations are instance declarations. Instance declarations state that a given type τ is
an instance of a type class C . The membership can be conditional on a context, that is, on instances of subparts
of τ . Furthermore, these declarations introduce a notion of unicity: τ is an instance of C if and only if the
context holds, there is no other way to make C τ hold.2 Haskell’s syntax for instance declarations, disregarding
method implementation, is:
instance (D1 ρ1 , ..., Dm ρm ) ⇒ C τ

Finally, type schemes may require that an instance exists for a given type variable. Such a requirement
stems from using one of the methods declared in a type class. For example, the equality operator (≡) uses the
previously introduced Eq class:
(≡) :: Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool
2

If this restriction is relaxed, we speak of overlapping instances.
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Atomic constraints

B

::=
|

τ ∼ρ
Cτ

Type schemes

σ

::=

∀a.Q ⇒ τ

x : ∀a.Q ⇒ τ ∈ Γ
Γ ` x : [a 7→ α]τ

Equality
Type class instance

α fresh
var
[a 7→ α]Q

Figure 3.5: Extensions to support type classes in hm
In order to accommodate this new shape of type schemes, we shall go a step further in generalization, as given
in Figure 3.5. First, we introduce a new sort of atomic constraints, namely instance constraints. Then, we allow
a set of constraints to appear inside a type scheme. Note that we get the ability to use type equality constraints
in that position for free. Finally, the var rule in solving needs to introduce constraints from the type schemes.
Many constraint-based descriptions of type inference, notably OutsideIn(X), consider a rewriting relation
parametrized by a set of axioms. These axioms are gathered from the source code being checked, and describe
general patterns which are not described by the default rewriting rules. In the case of the dialect of Haskell
implemented by GHC, axioms stem from type classes and type families. For example, if you declare a type
class instance of the form:
instance Eq a ⇒ Eq [a]

you expect the solver to rewrite Eq [τ ] to Eq τ regardless of τ . In this thesis we take a different approach, in
the spirit of [123]. Each declaration gives rise to a CHR rule, which is added to the set of default rules. The
main advantage is uniformity: the same techniques for error diagnosis apply in both cases. The restrictions
that the Haskell language imposes on type classes ensure that the CHRs resulting from this translation form a
confluent set.
Given a class declaration as stated above, if we know that τ is an instance of C , then it must also be an
instance of D1 , ... , Dn . Otherwise, the instance does not satisfy its superclass constraints. We can express this
relationship via a propagation rule:
C τ =⇒ D1 τ , ... , Dn τ

Instance declarations pose a stricter requirement: if we want an instance declaration to be satisfied, the entire
context needs to be satisfied. In CHR terms, this is a simplification rule:
C τ ⇐⇒ D1 τ , ... , Dn τ

As an example, the instance for lists [τ ] is only available if there is an instance for the element type τ .
Eq [τ ] ⇐⇒ Eq τ

Remember that in our CHR implementation, unification is not global, but rather we need to apply
substitution constraint by constraint. In the algorithm in Figure 3.4 substitution is only threaded to other
type equalities. We need a new rule to apply a substitution also over instance constraints:
α ∼ τ \ C ρ ⇐⇒ α ∈ fv(ρ) | C [α 7→ τ ]ρ
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In general, for every kind of constraint we have in our system, we need an explicit substitution rule. Implementers must be careful to ensure that substitution happens after orientation. Otherwise, cyclic dependencies
between variables may cause the CHR solver to loop indefinitely.
Consider the following Haskell excerpt:
distinct :: Ord a ⇒ a → a → a → Bool
distinct x y z = x 6≡ y ∧ y 6≡ z ∧ x 6≡ z

In the definition of the function we only use methods from the Eq type class, namely (6≡). However, in the
type signature we ask for the stronger requirement of an Ord constraint. This is perfectly allowed in Haskell:
we can strengthen the constraints in a function. Alas, up to now the only way to check whether a type signature
is correct is by obtaining a principal type for the corresponding expression and checking that it corresponds to
the given signature up to α-equivalence. In this case, the principal type is Eq a ⇒ a → a → a → Bool , which
does not coincide with the signature stated in the code, so this code would be refused. However, it is expected
for a reasonable language to accept this code. After all, the constraint Eq a is implied by the Ord a constraint
in the given signature.
In several descriptions of constraint solving the rewriting relation is extended to consider a second set of
assumed constraints, moving to a judgment hQa ; Qw i ,→ hQa0 ; Qw0 i. In addition, rigid variables may now
also appear during constraint solving – previously, they were restricted to type schemes, but always replaced by
unification variables by rule var. In order to check that an expression e can be assigned a type ∀a.Q ⇒ τ , we
first gather constraints and solve them assuming Q ,
Γ`e:ρ

C

hQ ; C , ρ ∼ τ i ,→ hQ 0 ; C 0 i

and then check that C 0 is equivalent to the type assignment over the unification variables in C , with no other
undischarged constraint remaining. Another possibility is to mark each constraint as assumed or to be proven
and then check the invariants only on the remaining to-be-proven ones. This is the method described in [29].

3.2.3

Problems ahead

Regardless of how to handle assumed versus wanted constraints, the methodology for detecting whether a type
equality is valid is still quite simple: two rigid variables cannot be unified with each other, since they represent
different “unknown” types we want to universally quantify over. The policy of constraint interaction between
both groups is also simple: an assumed constraint may interact with a wanted one to produce a new wanted
constraint. More expressive type systems do not follow such simple rules, unfortunately.
In Hindley-Damas-Milner type systems, the argument bound by an abstraction is only allowed to have
a monomorphic type, as shown in Figure 3.1. In some situations [89, 12, 33] it becomes necessary to lift this
restriction and allow type schemes – known from now on as polymorphic types – as arguments. We speak
then of higher-rank types. For example, the following code:
applyTwice f = (f True, f ’a’)

cannot be given a type using only hm types, since the type of the argument f is used with both Bool and Char
values. The higher-rank type (∀ a.a → a) → (Bool, Char ), on the other hand, allows f to be used with values
of different types by choosing different instantiations of the type variable a.
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One of the key operations of hm was the instantiation of type schemes at the use site of the variable; to
type check a program with higher-rank types we cannot be so eager, but have to delay instantiation as much as
possible. For that reason we introduce a new sort of constraints:
Atomic constraints

B

::=

... | σ1 6 σ2

Instantiation

The first rule for rewriting instantiation constraints deals with the case where the left-hand side is polymorphic
– that is, of the form ∀ x.τ :
∀ x.τ 6 σ ⇐⇒ ρ = inst (x, τ ) | ρ ∼ σ

Intuitively, this rule states that the instantiation ought to be replaced by a type equality ρ ∼ σ where ρ is
derived from τ by instantiating the variable x . There are some problems with this presentation of the rule,
though:
1. There is no way to guarantee that variables are correctly bound in polymorphic types. We need to
rely on the invariant that inside τ we are allowed to use variable x , but not elsewhere. The distinction
between unification and rigid variables is not enough: some variables are allowed to unify with some
types but not with others.
2. How to adequately represent type variables within CHRs is not yet well understood [24]. The simplest
solution, using a unique number per variable, does not work well with binding structures.
3. The inst function has to be defined externally to the constraint solver. Generation of fresh variables
needs some extra state not reflected directly in the rules. Furthermore, instantiation is tricky due to
variable capture.
In summary, higher-rank types require a subtler treatment of variables than the one considered for hm.
Another well-known extension to the Hindley-Damas-Milner discipline which the simple constraint
solving rules presented for hm cannot handle is GADTs [138, 124, 133]. As discussed in § 2, pattern matching
over a value of a GADT may introduce different assumptions for different branches. It is therefore not enough
to have a global set of assumed constraints in our rewriting engine.
The majority of constraint-based type engines deal with GADTs by introducing a new sort of constraints
which encode implications, Q1 ⊃ Q2 . An external driver then calls the rewriting engine several times with the
appropriate set of assumed and wanted constraints [124, 133]. This separation in phases poses a big problem
for good type error diagnosis, since the outcome of one run of the rewriting engine may lead to problems on a
later run, but we generally cannot backtrack to the previous phase.
These problems suggest that Constraint Handling Rules must be extended if we want to support fancier
languages with complex forms of scoping between variables and constraints. In this chapter we deal with
both problems: an intrinsic notion of rigid variable is available in CHR∇ (§ 3.4), and implication is dealt with
through the introduction of scopes (§ 3.5).
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Higher-order patterns and ∇ quantification

Our goal of a language in which variable handling is explicit forces us to consider the issue of variable binding. An
explicit binding structure is needed to determine where a variable comes from and how to perform substitution
in a correct way. For example, in the previously introduced ∀ x.τ , the information that x is bound in τ is
paramount to correctly handling such a structure.
Several approaches exist for the representation of binding inside a language in a both convenient and
efficient way, including de Bruijn indices [26], locally nameless representation [17], and extensions dealing
with hygiene in macros and different namespaces. Here we use λ-tree syntax [78], which is closely related to
higher-order abstract syntax [90]. Our example constraint becomes ∀ (λx.τ ) in this framework.
Consider λ-terms, which extend a base language of terms with a binding operator λ, variables x and an
application form T1 T2 . The equality relation between λ-terms includes not only syntactic equality, but also
the following three rules:
λx. B
(λx. B) E
λx. F x

=
=
=

λy . B[x 7→ y ] if B does not contain y
B[x 7→ E ] if E does not contain x
F

(α)
(β)
(η)

During solving, the CHR engine needs to check whether any subset of the active constraints matches a rule.
In order to do so, it matches the constraints with the patterns appearing in the head of the rule. In the setting
of normal CHRs using first-order terms this check is done via unification. But now we have λ-terms, leading us
to higher-order unification [53]. Full higher-order unification has several drawbacks, including undecidability.
Miller [78] argues for a weaker matching procedure, which guarantees decidability, and finds most general
unifiers, and has a good linear complexity [96]. This procedure is called Lλ -unification, or (higher-order)
pattern unification.
Pattern unification is derived from higher-order unification by restricting the shape of the terms which
are checked to unify. The main restriction affects applications F x1 ... xn where the head F is a metavariable –
metavariables are placeholders for those places where we want unification to take place. In this case, all the
arguments to the application must be bound variables and distinct from each other. In particular, this implies
that:
1. Using a variable repeatedly is not allowed, so λx.λy .F x y is OK, but λx.F x x is not.
2. Using a term that is not a variable as an argument, as in λx.F (G x) is not allowed either.
There is one subtlety, though: this rule must be applied to η -reduced forms. Thus we may have a pattern where
an argument is not a variable, if that argument is just the η -expanded version of a variable, as in λx.F (λz.x z),
the η -long version of λx.F x .
The theory of unification of patterns is simply the theory of equality of λ-terms with the above restriction
imposed on terms. In such a scenario, the full power of β -reduction is not needed, but just a restricted version
for variables.
(λx. B) y = B[x 7→ y ]
(rule β0 )
The reader may be worried about patterns being overly restrictive for our purposes. Miller argues [77]
that for practical purposes pattern unification was enough, citing developments in the Isabelle theorem prover
and the λProlog logic system. Later developments, such as the Abella theorem prover, also make use of
Lλ -unification. Thus, patterns seem to be a sweet spot to base a language on.
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Γ, B[x 7→ a] ` C
a 6∈ supp(B)
∇l
Γ, ∇x.B ` C
Γ ` C [x 7→ a]
a 6∈ supp(C )
∇r
Γ ` ∇x.C
π(B) ≡ π 0 (B 0 )

π, π 0 permutations of constants
Γ, B ` B 0

idπ

Figure 3.6: Rules for ∇ quantification

3.3.1

The ∇ quantifier

Just by making the binding structure explicit we are already able to encode some rules for type checking
higher-rank types. The previous rule using an external inst constraint is declared as:
∀ (τ ) 6 σ ⇐⇒ τ v 6 σ

where the variable v is implicitly introduced by following the semantics of CHRs. Remember that in this
cas ∀ (τ ) is simply a term which represents a polymorphic type. What happens if the polymorphic type is
in the right-hand side? The usual definition of instantiation says that σ 6 ∀a.τ if and only if σ 6 τ [a 7→ ρ]
for any choice of ρ. But in practice we use another method: we introduce a rigid variable c in τ and prove
σ 6 [a 7→ c]τ . These two techniques correspond to the two ways to prove a universally quantified proposition
∀x.F , as described by Miller and Tiu [80]:
1. Extensional: proving F [x 7→ T ] for every closed term T . Usually the set of terms is inductively defined,
in which case induction can be used to reduce the number of cases.
2. Intensional: proving F [x 7→ c] for a completely new constant c , called an eigenvariable, which shall
remain fresh during the whole proof.
These two notions are not completely interchangeable. For example, ∀x y .P(x, y ) =⇒ ∀z.P(z, z) holds for
the extensional interpretation, since you can instantiate x and y in the first universal with the same value z .
On the other hand, ∀x y .P(x, y ) =⇒ ∀z.P(z, z) does not hold in general with the intensional reading, since
the antecedent mandates x and y to be different constants.
In order to distinguish these different mechanics, Miller has introduced a new quantifier ∇ to account for
the intensional nature in contrast to the extensional one [80]. During proof search, ∇ introduces a new scoped
constant, different from any other such constant in the proof. The resulting logic was later extended [127] to
account for some desirable properties of ∇, such as the formula ∇x. B being equivalent to B whenever x is not
free in B . The resulting logic, LG ω , forms the basis of our work. Formally, the rules governing the intensional
universal quantifier ∇ are given in Figure 3.6. In the rules, the support of a formula B , supp(B), is defined as
the set of scoped constants in B . The reader can see that left and right-introduction rules for ∇ work in the
same way: ∇ is indeed a self-dual quantifier.
Having only these two rules is not enough to prove some of the theorems we would like to hold; in
particular ∇x.B(x) ` ∇y .B(y ) is not true. The reason is that each ∇ introduces its own fresh constant, which
are guaranteed to be distinct.3 The solution is to allow a permutation of constants in both the antecedent
3

More of these “non-examples” can be found in Figure 4 of [80]
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Variables
Nominal constants

V
K

3
3

x, y , r , s, t, u, v ...
a, b, ...

Constraints
Terms / patterns

C
T

::=
::=
|
|
|

c(T1 , ... , Tn )
x | a
f (T1 , ... , Tn )
λx.T
T1 T2

c∈C
f ∈F

Figure 3.7: Syntax of constraints and terms in CHR∇
and the consequent, as shown in rule idπ . In our case, assume that after the introduction of constants we
have to prove B(a) ` B(b) for constants a and b. By applying an identity permutation on the left and the
permutation [a 7→ b, b 7→ a] on the right, we obtain syntactically equal formulas.
The previous rules make ∇ commute with the ∨, ∧ and ⊃ connectives. Swapping of constants respects
provability: ∇x.∇y .B(x, y ) ≡ ∇y .∇x.B(x, y ), as witnessed by one application of idπ . Finally, we have that
∀x.B(x) ` ∇x.B(x) and ∇x.B(x) ` ∃x.B(x).
The problem which led to the creation of ∇ was to reason about eigenvariables in an object logic in a
different meta-logic [127]. This idea fits our problem: we want to reason about constraints with universal
quantification, our object logic, at a higher level, namely CHRs. The integration of λ-tree syntax and ∇ was
already present in the Abella theorem prover [7], the integration with CHRs is entirely novel.

3.4

CHR∇

We are now ready to describe CHR∇ , which integrates Constraint Handling Rules, pattern unification and ∇
quantification in a single framework. In the syntax of CHR∇ , given in Figure 3.7, we use four sets of objects.
These sets must be disjoint, except for constraint and term constructors, which may overlap.
• A set of constraint constructors C, each annotated with its arity.
• A set of term constructors F annotated with its arity.
We denote both types of constructors by lowercase letters such as c, f , g , ...
• An infinite set of term variables V, which we denote by lowercase letters x, y , ...
• An infinite set of nominal constants K, which we denote by teletype letters a, b, ...
Note that at the constraint level, abstraction and application are not permitted; this richer syntactic structure
is only available to terms. In CHR∇ the syntax of terms and patterns coincide; we use the second term to
emphasize the role of a term being part of a rule. In the following we often use C to refer to both single
constraints and sets composed of several of them; the context is enough to distinguish the intended meaning.
One of our goals is to allow the more powerful Lλ -unification to be used instead of plain term unification.
In order to do so, we need to restrict the shape of constraints that may appear.
Deﬁnition 3.1. We say that a pattern P is well-deﬁned if and only if its free variables appear only applied to
distinct bound variables or η -equivalent versions of them.
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We say that a constraint C is well-deﬁned if and only if all of its terms are well-defined patterns and do not
contain any nominal constant.
Finally we can describe the syntax of a rule in CHR∇ :
H k \ H r ⇐⇒ G | ∇x1 ... xn . ∃y1 ... ym . B

where H k , H r are sets of well-defined constraints. Both the set of universally quantified and of existentially
quantified variables may be empty. Each variable in B is required to come from a variable introduced by either
H k or H r , or from the set of quantified variables. In other words,
fv(B) ⊆ fv(H k ) ∪ fv(H r ) ∪ {x1 , ... , xn , y1 , ... , ym }

Note that all these requisites imply that variables in a set of constraints maintained by the CHR engine must
come from either the initial set or introduced by explicit quantification. In contrast, “classical” CHRs quantify
variables implicitly. We define simplification and propagation rules as a restriction of the main kind of rule
with empty H k and H r , respectively.

3.4.1

Semantics

There are different ways to interpret a set of Constraint Handling Rules. In other words, we can attach
different semantics to them. The declarative semantics maps each rule to a logic formula. First, let us consider
the declarative semantics of a rule without any of our extensions, that is:
H k \ H r ⇐⇒ G | ∃y .B

Let us call z the set of free variables in H k and H r ; all the variables in B are thus elements of z ∪ y . The
declarative semantics of such rule is defined as:
∀z.(H k ∧ G ) ⊃ (H r ↔ ∃y .B)

The declarative semantics of an extended rule H k \ H r ⇐⇒ G | ∇x̄.∃y .B looks pretty similar,
∀z.(H k ∧ G ) ⊃ (H r ↔ ∇x.∃y .B)

However, notice that in a “classical” rule the quantified variables range over terms, whereas in CHR∇ the
variables range over λ-trees. This means that abstraction and application are also allowed by the syntax, and
that α, β0 and η rules relate equivalent sets of constraints.
The other common semantics for CHRs is the so-called theoretical operational semantics ωt [31], akin to
a small-step operational semantics. In this case, each rule gives rise to a transition between execution states.
Each of these execution states is of the form hG , S, B, T , N i where G is the set of goal constraints; S is the
constraint store, which saves constraints along with an identifier; B is a set of built-in constraints; and T is the
propagation history. Built-in constraints are those known internally to the CHR engine and for which the
engine may perform reasoning; we assume that an entailment relation is given for such constraints.
The rules defining the operational semantics for CHR∇ are given in Figure 3.8. They are quite similar to
the original presentation of ωt .
• The Solve rule moves a built-in constraint c from the goal set to the built-in set. In practice, this means
that the underlying procedure for c is invoked.
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Solve. For each built-in constraint c ,
h{c} ] G , S, B, T , N i

hG , S, c ∧ B, T , N i

Introduce. For each constraint c , given a fresh identifier i ,
h{c} ] G , S, B, T , N i

hG , {c#i} ∪ S, B, T , N i

Apply. If the set of rules contains a rule named r , which takes the general form
H k \ H r ⇐⇒ G | ∇x.∃y .C

and there is a matching Lλ -substitution θ such that H1 ≡ θ(H k ), H2 ≡ θ(H r ), the set of built-ins B
implies θ(G ), that is, B θ(G ) and t = hid(H1 ), id(H2 ), r i 6∈ T ,
hG , H1 ] H2 ] S, B, T , N i

hĈ ] G , H1 ∪ S, θ ∧ B, T ∪ {t}, N ∪ xi

where Ĉ results from taking C and replacing the universally quantified variables x by fresh nominal
constants, the existentially quantified variables y by fresh variables, and β0 -reducing as much as possible.
Figure 3.8: Theoretical operational semantics of CHR∇
• The Introduce step assigns new identifiers to yet-unsolved goals. Attaching such an identifier is
necessary to prevent trivial non-termination arising from using the same rule over the same set of
constraints repeatedly.
• The Apply rule executes a rule with a matching set of constraints. This is where the differences with
“classical” CHRs arise. First, unification is higher-order. Second, since we have two types of quantification
in the body C , we must introduce new nominal constants and new variables. We need to keep track
of which nominal constants have been introduced when dealing with confluence, so we introduce a
set N in the execution state to hold that information. Finally, we might need to β0 -reduce some of the
obtained constraints in order to put them in the expected syntax for further rewriting steps.
Note that we require that constraints C 0 obtained after freshening and reduction to be in normal form.
That is, they must be headed by a constraint constructor; abstraction and application are not allowed at
constraint level.
We conjecture that the proofs relating the declarative and theoretical operational semantics given by Frühwirth
[37] still hold when first-order unification is replaced by pattern unification and nominal constants are available
in the language.

3.4.2

Constraint solving for higher-rank types

We have introduced higher-rank types in § 3.2.3 and discussed why classical CHRs are not well-suited to perform
type inference for type systems which include them. It is time to put CHR∇ to the test. Note that at this
point we are not interested in theoretical properties of the type system itself – which we study thoroughly in
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x :σ∈Γ
var
Γ`x :σ
>
Γ, x : α ` e : σ2
C
Γ ` λx.e : α → σ2
Γ, x : σ1 ` e : σ2
C
Γ ` λ(x :: σ1 ).e : σ1 → σ2
Γ ` e1 : σ1
C1
Γ ` e1 e2 : β

α fresh
abs
C

C

annabs

Γ ` e2 : σ2
C2
α and β fresh
app
σ1 6 (α → β), σ2 6 α, C1 , C2

Figure 3.9: Constraint generation for higher-rank types
σ

6σ

⇐⇒ true

C σ1 ... σn 6 φ
⇐⇒ C σ1 ... σn ∼ φ
∀ (Q)
6φ
⇐⇒ φ 6≡ ∀ ( ) | ∃ v .Q v 6 φ
σ
6 ∀ (Q) ⇐⇒
∇ v .σ 6 Q v

Figure 3.10: Constraint solving for higher-rank types
§ 4 – but rather to describe an intuitive algorithm which handles a certain subset of programs that make use of
higher-rank polymorphism.
Before we move to solving, we need to accommodate the representation of polymorphic types to the
λ-term syntax required by CHR∇ . In particular, we assume that there is a new form of constructing a type,
∀(T ), with the invariant that T is always a λ-abstraction binding a single variable. For example, ∀ a.a → a is
turned into ∀ (λa.a → a). In the rest of the chapter we shall be very explicit about this new syntax, but we
revert back to the more usual one later on.
As discussed earlier, the higher-rank type system delays instantiation. As a consequence, our gathering
judgment has to be reworked as shown in Figure 3.9. Now the var rule merely propagates the type in the
environment. It is only in the app rule that the argument is checked for compliance with the type of the
function. Let us check how the type engine proceeds with an expression such as id 3, for the common
id :: ∀ a.a → a function. The generated derivation is:
Γ ` id : ∀ (λa.a → a)
Γ ` id 3 : T

>

Γ ` 3 : Int

>

∀ (λa.a → a) 6 (α → β), Int 6 α

We implement the solving procedure as a set of rules, given in Figure 3.10, to be applied exhaustively to
the constraints generated in the first phase. The first rule implements reflexivity. The reader might wonder
whether σ 6 σ is a well-defined constraint: it is so, since the duplicated variable appears as argument to a
known constructor 6, not as argument to a free variable. The next rule simplifies instantiations in which the
left-hand side is not polymorphic to an equality. By choosing this rewriting we are implicitly making function
types invariant, since function types are matches by this rule. Finally, polymorphic types are dealt with by the
remaining two rules, which generate fresh variables or nominal constants, as required.
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Going on with our example of type checking id 3, the first constraint is simplified by instantiating the
bound variable a with a fresh variable γ , leading to γ → γ 6 α → β . Then the instantiation constraint is
turned into an equality, effectively unifying all of α, β and γ . The second constraint is now Int 6 γ , which is
also simplified to a unification Int ∼ γ . At this point, no instantiation constraint is left and the resulting set of
constraints can be turned into a type assignment.

3.4.3

Termination and confluence

Constraint Handling Rules are non-deterministic, as discussed in § 3.2. In contrast with logic languages such as
Prolog, CHRs feature committed choice, that is, once a rule has been applied there is no built-in backtracking
mechanism to return to the previous state. Thus, an important question when faced with a set of CHRs is
whether they are conﬂuent, which means that the same final state is achieved regardless of the order in which
rules are applied. The other important question is whether a set of CHRs terminates for any given input. In
theory, CHRs could be treated as an instance of an abstract rewriting system. However, the fact that matching
involves more than one constraint at once sets them apart from other rewriting systems. For that reason, both
confluence [1, 32] and termination [132, 92] require techniques specific to CHRs. In this section we study the
applicability of those techniques to our setting.
Confluence. In order to define confluence we first need to define when two execution states are thought
of as equivalent. We build on the definition given by Duck et al. [32], which we extend to account for nominal
constants.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let σ1 = hG1 , S1 , B1 , T1 , N1 i and σ2 = hG2 , S2 , B2 , T2 , N2 i be two execution states. We
assume N1 and N2 have the same number of variables, otherwise we can just extend the shorter with new fresh
ones. For each execution state σi , let Ti0 be the set of tokens from Ti which mention any of the constraints in
Si and let Vi be the set of variables appearing in Gi , Si , Bi or Ti . We say that σ1 and σ2 are variants, σ1 ≈ σ2 ,
if either:
• There exists a unifier ρ of S1 , S2 , G1 , G2 , T10 and T20 , and a permutation π between N2 and N1 such
that ∃V1 . B1 ⊃ ∃V1 . ρ ∧ π(B2 ) and ∃V2 . B2 ⊃ ∃V2 . ρ ∧ π −1 (B1 ). In other words, there exists a unifier
modulo renaming.
• Or both B1 and B2 are logically inconsistent.
The idea of being equal modulo permutation comes from the usage of the idπ rule introduced in § 3.3.1. In a
logical sense, two execution states which are variants satisfy the following:
∇N1 . ∃V1 . B1 ⊃ ∇N1 . ∃V2 . ρ ∧ B2

∇N2 . ∃V2 . B2 ⊃ ∇N2 . ∃V1 . ρ ∧ B1

However, the reading using permutations is more operational.
Once the notion of variance is settled, we can formally define the confluence property. In the following,
refers to the theoretical operational semantics relation defined in Figure 3.8 for CHR∇ , and ∗ to its transitive
and reflexive closure.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Given two execution states σ1 and σ2 , we say that they are joinable and write σ1 ↓ σ2 if there
exist σ10 and σ20 such that σ1 ∗ σ10 , σ2 ∗ σ20 and the end states are variants, σ10 ≈ σ20 .
Deﬁnition 3.4. A set of CHRs is said to be locally conﬂuent if for any states σ0 , σ1 and σ2 such that σ0
and σ0 σ2 , we have that σ1 and σ2 are joinable.

σ1
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Deﬁnition 3.5. A set of CHRs is said to be conﬂuent if for any states σ0 , σ1 and σ2 such that σ0
σ0 ∗ σ2 , we have that σ1 and σ2 are joinable.

∗

σ1 and

Note the difference between the two notions of confluence. In local confluence, we take one step and then
try to join the new states, whereas in normal confluence we are allowed to take any number of steps in the
hypothesis. Both notions are tied together by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Newman, [83]). If a terminating abstract rewrite system is locally conﬂuent, then it is conﬂuent.
The classical way to prove confluence of CHRs is to determine that your rules are locally confluent and
then use Newman’s Lemma. Proving local confluence directly is still hard, though. For that reason, several
authors [1, 32] use the notion of critical pair to provide sufficient conditions for a set of CHRs to be locally
confluent. Intuitively, a critical pair is a minimal description of a point in solving where confluence is at risk,
for example, because more than one rule may apply. As previously, we follow Duck et al. [32].
Deﬁnition 3.6. Let r1 and r2 be two rule instances with the following general form:
r1
r2

≡
≡

H1k \ H1r ⇐⇒ g1 | ∇X 1 . ∃Y 1 . B1
H2k \ H2r ⇐⇒ g2 | ∇X 2 . ∃Y 2 . B2

We define the following multisets of constraints, using ] for disjoint unions:
H1k ] H1r = H1∩ ] H1∆

and H2k ] H2r = H2∩ ] H2∆

We define the propagation history TCP to include an element of the form ei = hid(Hik ), id(Hir ), ri i for each
rule which is a propagation rule. A critical pair for these two rules is the pair of execution states:
hB1 , (H1∆ ] H2∆ ] H1∩ ) − H1r , H1∩ = H2∩ ∧ g1 ∧ g2 , TCP − {e1 }, G1 ∪ G2 ∪ X 1 i
hB2 , (H1∆ ] H2∆ ] H1∩ ) − H2r , H1∩ = H2∩ ∧ g1 ∧ g2 , TCP − {e2 }, G1 ∪ G2 ∪ X 2 i

where Gi is the set of nominal constants in each rule instance.
A critical pair encodes the result of applying the two rules starting from an initial execution state to which both
rules may be applied. You can think of H1∩ and H2∩ as the sets of constraints in which the rules overlap, and
H1∆ and H2∆ the non-overlapping constraints. Note that if H1∩ and H2∩ do not really overlap, then the equality
H1∩ = H2∩ in the definition of critical pair is always false – which in turn means that no critical pair exists. Note
also that in the first case, the set (H1∆ ] H2∆ ] H1∩ ) − H1r is equal to H1k ] H2∆ , but the given formulation is
more symmetrical.
Theorem 3.2. Given a set C of CHRs, if all critical pairs are joinable, then C is locally conﬂuent.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in [1], we need to consider each possible pair of execution steps in the
theoretical operational semantics ωt .
• Solve + Solve. In this case we start with an execution state h{c1 , c2 } ] G , S, B, T , N i for which two
different built-ins are moved into the third component:
h{c2 } ] G , S, {c1 } ∧ B, T , N i and h{c1 } ] G , S, {c2 } ∧ B, T , N i

We then move the other built-in to restore variance – in fact, equality – of the execution states.
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• Introduce + Introduce, Solve + Introduce. Similar to the Solve + Solve case, since the variance
of the execution states is independent of the other in which we perform those steps. As in the previous
case, we have equality of the joined states.
• Solve + Apply, Introduce + Apply. By inspection of the rules for the semantics, we see that
the constraints affected by Solve and Introduce come from the G component of the execution state,
whereas those affected by Apply come from S . This means that it is not possible for the execution steps
to affect the same constraint. As a result, if we take a step in one direction we can always apply the other
one irrespectively of the former, leading to variant states.
• Apply + Apply. This is the most interesting case. Suppose that the following instances of rules have
been applied:
H1k \ H1r ⇐⇒ g1 | ∇x 1 . ∃y 1 . B1 and H2k \ H2r ⇐⇒ g2 | ∇x 2 . ∃y 2 . B2

Following [1] we further distinguish between two scenarios.
– No constraint in the first rule unifies with another in the second rule (“disjoint peaks”). In this
case the application of one rule does not interfere with the application of the other. Thus, given
the states S1 and S2 resulting from applying the first and second rule, respectively, we can join
them by applying the second rule to S1 and the first rule to S2 .
The only problem is finding the permutation between the nominal constants introduced by each
rule. Take N1 to be the set of constants introduced by the first rule in the first state, N2 those
introduced then by applying the second rule, and the same for M1 and M2 with respect to S2 .
We just need to permute N1 to M1 and N2 to M2 to satisfy the variance requirements.
– At least one constraint in the first rule unifies with another in the second rule (“critical peaks”).
In this case the condition on joinability of critical pairs is enough to guarantee joinability of the
corresponding execution states: all the other constraints not mentioned in the critical pair remain
untouched by the execution of the rules.

Corollary 3.3. Given a terminating set C of CHRs, if all critical pairs are joinable, then C is conﬂuent.
As an example of how to apply this technique, let us look at a critical pair for the CHRs in Figure 3.10. In
particular, when instantiation involves a type of the form ∀ (λX1 .∀ (λX2 . ... ∀ (λXn.Q))) both the first rule,
which encodes reflexivity, and the last rule, which tells us what to do when the right-hand side is a quantified
type, are applicable. In the first case the resulting state is >, and in the second case,
∀ (λx1 .∀ (λx2 . ... ∀ (λxn .Q))) 6 ∀ (λx2 . ... ∀ (λxn .Q a1 ))

We need to check that these two states are joinable. The first resulting state does not allow more rules to be
applied, but for the second we can keep going until we end up with a constraint of the form
Q α1 α2 ... αn = Q a1 a2 ... an
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for fresh existential variables αi and fresh nominal constants ai . Reading the definition of variants, we need to
prove the two implications
> ⊃ ∃αi . Q α1 ... αn = Q a1 ... an

and ∃αi . Q α1 ... αn = Q a1 ... an ⊃ >

The second one is trivial. For the first one, just take αi equal to ai and we are done. For the second case, we
can choose any permutation we want for the ai ’s to make the two execution states variants, since we have not
introduced any constant in the former state.
Termination. Most approaches to termination of CHRs are based on a quantity which decreases after each
step of solving [38, 132, 92]. A norm is merely a function from terms to natural numbers k · k : Term → N, a
level mapping is the same concept, but applied to constraints | · | : Constraint → N. If some conditions over
the rules and initial constraints referring to the value of norms and level mappings after each rewriting step are
satisfied, then the CHRs are terminating for a given initial set of constraints.
In most realizations of these conditions we are only interested in so-called rigid level mappings. A rigid
| · | is invariant under substitution: for all constraints C and substitutions θ, |C | = |θC |. This notion can be
translated to our higher-order setting, provided that some additional side conditions are guaranteed:
• Level mappings should assume that constraints are β0 -reduced before application.
• Substitutions θ now map variables to possibly higher-order terms.
• The level mapping must be independent of nominal constraints. Formally, for every permutation
of variables π , |C | = |π(C )|. Otherwise a rule like c(X ) ⇐⇒ ∇Y . c(Y ) may generate an infinite
number of new constants.
Using these ingredients, the following ranking condition is enough to guarantee termination. Other
authors [38, 92] describe different procedures to prove termination in the same spirit.
Deﬁnition 3.7. Given a set of CHRs R and an initial set of constraints I , the call set Call(R, I ) is the union,
over all possible computations of R for I , of all constraints added to the store during those computations.
Deﬁnition 3.8. A set of CHRs R and an initial set of constraints I is said to satisfy the ranking condition with
respect to a level mapping | · | if every constraint in Call(R, I ) is rigid with respect to | · | and for each rule
R ∈ R , matching substitution θ and answer substitution ϕ:
• If R is a propagation rule H1 , ... , Hn =⇒ G | B1 , ... , Bm , for every i = 1, ... , n and j = 1, ... , m
such that Bj is not built-in, |θHi | > |ϕθBj |
• If R is a simpagation rule H \ H1 , ... , Hn =⇒ G | B1 , ... , Bm , let
p = max{|θH1 |, ... , |θHn |, |ϕθB1 |, ... , |ϕθBm | | Bj not built-in}

Then the number of constraints with level value p in {θH1 , ... , θHn } is higher than the same number
computed for {ϕθB1 , ... , ϕθBm }.
As an example, in the rules for type inference given in Figure 3.10, the only problematic rule with respect
to nominal constants is the last one, since the others do not introduce any constant. We can use a norm which
puts equality constraints before instantiation constraints, and for the latter type, adds up the number of ∀
constituents from both sides. The reader can check that this norm always decreases during solving, and that it
is independent of permutations of nominal constants.
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CHR∇ with scopes

Extending Constraint Handling Rules with λ-tree syntax and ∇ quantification is enough for implementing a
simple form of higher-rank types. In particular, λ-tree syntax takes care of variable binding in polymorphic
types, and ∇ quantification deals with variable scoping. Alas, other extensions such as GADTs also require
manipulating not only variables in different scopes, but also constraints in different scopes. In this section we
show how to extend CHR∇ to deal with implication and quantification within constraints. In this case we
do not need to extend the language: all the manipulation happens inside the CHR∇ formalism. In fact, if ∇
quantification is not required, then these techniques can be ported back to plain CHRs.

3.5.1

Higher-rank types with constraints and GADTs

The rules in § 3.4.2 do not cover the entire spectrum of higher-rank types available in our language. A polymorphic type has the general shape ∀a.Q ⇒ τ , but the rules only cover those types without qualified constraints,
that is, with Q = . For example, take the following constraint:
∀ a.Eq a ⇒ a → a 6 ∀ a.Ord a ⇒ a → a

In the standard Haskell base libraries, Ord is a subclass of Eq . Thus, in the final iteration of our higher-rank
system, we want that instantiation constraint to hold.
Intuitively, in order to discharge the previous instantiation constraint, we proceed by rewriting to ∀ a.Eq a ⇒
a → a 6 b → b for some constant b assuming that Ord b holds. This is a form of implication combined with
∇ quantification:
∇ b.Ord b ⊃ (∀ a.Eq a ⇒ a → a 6 b → b)

In the case of higher-rank types implication constraints are generated as a by-product of solving. Inference
for generalized algebraic data types, on the other hand, requires implications already in the gathering process.
We recall the main ingredients following the OutsideIn(X) methodology [133].
As described in § 2.1, the two additions that GADTs bring to data type constructors are existential variables
– types which do not appear indexed in the data type itself – and local constraints – which become constraints
in the constructors, and become available at pattern matching. Formally, the shape of each data constructor is:
∀a b.Q ⇒ vi → T a

where a are the universal variables, b the existential ones, Q the set of local constraints and vi the type of the
i -th argument of the constructor.
When we pattern match on such a data constructor, the a are turned into unification variables, since their
type can be provided externally, but the b have to be treated rigidly, since once we construct the value we lose
the information about the type. This is reflected in Figure 3.11 by using ∇ to quantify over the rigid variables
and ∃ to quantify over the unification variables. Note that the presentation of this rule differs slightly from the
one in OutsideIn(X): in our formalism universally quantified variables are explicitly recorded in the ∇ block,
and we do not have to be as careful about whether an implication constraint is introduced or not. The reason
for this last choice will be clear once we describe how implication constraints are usually solved.
As an example of gathering constraints from pattern matching over a GADT, let us look at the constraints
obtained by pattern matching on an Expr t value as introduced in § 2.1:
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Data constructors
Expressions

e

Extended constraints

C

3
::=
|

K
...
case e of {Ki xi → ei }

::=
|

 | Q | C1 , C2
∇a. ∃α. (Q ⊃ C )

Γ`e:τ

Pattern matching

β, γ fresh

C

for each branch Ki xi → ei with Ki :: ∀ai bi .Qi ⇒ vij → T ai :
Γ, xij : [a 7→ γ]vij ` ei : τi
Ci
δi = fv(τi , Ci ) − fv(Γ, γ)
Ci0 = ∇bi . ∃δi . ([a 7→ γ]Qi ⊃ Ci , τi ∼ β)
C 0 = conjunction of all Ci0
Γ ` case e of {Ki xi → ei } : β

C, T γ ∼ τ, C0

case

Figure 3.11: Pattern matching for hm
case e of
ELit n
ETrue
...
EEquals x y

→ e1
→ e2
→ ...
→ e3

ELit
ETrue

:: a ∼ Int ⇒ Int
:: a ∼ Bool ⇒

→ Expr a
Expr a

EEquals :: a ∼ Bool ⇒ Expr b → Expr b → Expr a

The part before the ⇒ arrow in each constructor is kept as the antecedent of each implication. Furthermore,
the type variable b in the signature of EEquals becomes universally quantified. In the following constraints we
refer to the unification variables introduced by gathering each branch ei as δi .
∃δ1 . (α ∼ Int
∃δ2 . (α ∼ Bool
∇b. ∃δ3 . (α ∼ Bool

3.5.2

⊃
⊃
...
⊃

constraints for e1 )
constraints for e2 )
constraints for e3 )

Solving implication constraints

The natural question to ask once we introduce implications in our constraint language is how the solver treats
them. The answer given by OutsideIn(X) [133], among others [124], is to user an external driver on top of
the main rewriting engine. The presentation in this section follows our work on impredicative polymorphism
[116], where implications take a similar shape to those described for higher-rank types.
The judgment corresponding to the external driver Qa ; C ; υ Qa0 ; C 0 ; υ is described in Figures 3.12
and 3.13. It takes two sets of constraints – one assumed and one wanted – and the set of touchable unification
variables – any other variable is assumed to be rigid, so no unification may take place on them. Rules assumed,
wanted and interact simply embed the main rewriting relation ∗ into the enlarged driver. The key rule
is forall, which “opens” an implication by starting a new round of the driver but with updated assumed and
wanted constraints.
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Qa ∧ Q ; C ; υ in

∗

Qa0 ; υ forget
Qa0 ; C ; υ

Qa ; C ; υ
C ;υ
Qa ; C ; υ

Q 0 ; C 0 ; υ 0in

Qa ; ∀a. ∃υ 0in . (Q ⊃ C 0 ) ; υ

Qa ; ∀a. ∃υ in . (Q ⊃ C ) ; υ
Qa ; υ

∗

∗

forall

assumed

C 0 ; υ0
wanted
Qa ; C 0 ; υ 0

Q ∧ C ∗ ; υ ∗ C 0 ; υ0
interact
Qa ∧ Q ; C ∧ C ∗ ; υ
Qa ∧ Q ; C ∧ C 0 ; υ 0

Figure 3.12: External driver for handling implication constraints

F is an equality
αs

= fuv(F ) ∩ υin

Qa ; ∀a. ∃υ in . (Q ⊃ C ∧ F ) ; υ

γs

ftv(F ) ∩ a = ∅
V
fresh
E = αs ∈ α α s ∼ γ s

Qa ; [αs 7→ γ s ]F ∧ ∀a. ∃υ in . (Q ⊃ C ∧ E ) ; υ, γ s

Qa ∧ Q ; C ∧ Q ; υ

Qa ∧ Q ; C ; υ

dedupl

Figure 3.13: External driver rules for floating and deduplication

float
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Extended constraints

Ĉ

Antecedent
Simple constraints

I
C

::=
|
|
|
|
::=
::=

C
Ĉ1 , ... , Ĉ n
∇x1 ... x` . Ĉ
∃x1 ... x` . Ĉ
I ⊃ Ĉ
C1 , ... , Cn
c(T1 , ... , Tn )

c∈C

Figure 3.14: Syntax of extended constraints
This procedure for solving implications is simple, but fails to solve some sets of constraints because of the
strict separation between touchable variables in each phase. For example, the obvious solution β ∼ Int for the
following:
∃α β. (α ∼ [β], ∇a. (a ∼ Int ⊃ β ∼ a))

is rejected, since the variable β is not touchable when we consider the problem β ∼ a. We would like to find a
way to enlarge the set of accepted programs.
Since the problem stems from quantification, one possible direction is ensuring that we generate the least
possible number of implications. This is how the gathering rule for pattern matching in OutsideIn(X) works:
it analyzes whether we really need an implication for a given branch before issuing one. However, we only
obtain an approximation to the real dependency structure of constraints in this way.
The second approach – usually implemented in combination with the former one – is to make the solver
a bit more clever and detect at solving time when we may move a constraint out of an implication. This step is
known as ﬂoating. That way, the variables that it mentions may become touchable and solving may proceed
further. Another related problem is that of duplicated constraints in nested implications: we need to detect this
case and remove the innermost one. Figure 3.13 includes rules for floating and deduplication. Many compilers,
including GHC, implement these rules in a more or less heuristic fashion.
Alas, using an external driver to solve implications, separate from the main rewriting relation, does not fit
well with good type error reporting. First of all, the techniques to be presented in forthcoming chapters work
on CHRs, but it is not obvious how they translate to the driver judgment in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Furthermore,
on a conceptual level having several phases which interact with each other makes it more difficult to trace the
source of a given inconsistency. As a response, we have developed a method to solve implication constraints
while keeping everything inside the CHR∇ framework.

3.5.3

Scoped constraints

The key point of our CHR∇ -only approach to handle implication constraints is to annotate each constraint
with a scope, which is used to decide which constraints may interact and to make it possible to reconstruct a
complex constraint from its constituents. This approach, however, cannot handle arbitrarily nested structures
of implications and quantification. In particular, implication and quantification are not allowed on the lefthand side of an implication. That means that A ⊃ (B ⊃ C ) is allowed, but (A ⊃ B) ⊃ C is not; later,
in § 3.5.5, we relax these restrictions and allow some form of quantification in the left-hand side. The formal
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C simple
C @ς

{C @ ς}

Ĉi @ ς

Ci
S

Ĉ1 , ... , Ĉn @ ς
i fresh

Ĉ [xj 7→ aj ] @ ς, ∇i

Ĉ [xj 7→ αj ] @ ς, ∃i

∃x1 ... x` . Ĉ @ ς
Î @ ς, ⊃Li
Î ⊃ Ĉ @ ς

I

C

C

α1 , ... , α` fresh variables

i fresh

conj

Ci

a1 , ... , a` fresh constants
∇x1 ... x` . Ĉ @ ς

i fresh

simple

C
Ĉ @ ς, ⊃R
i

C

C

∇

∃

⊃

I ∪C

Figure 3.15: Translation from extended to a set of scoped simple constraints
description of the syntax of constraints is given in Figure 3.14.4 Fortunately, type inference does not typically
use more complex forms of implications.
Built-in constraints are not considered in this section. The reason is that built-in constraints are opaque
to the CHR machinery, and might perform arbitrary changes to the constraint set, like unification across all
constraints. This does not make our technique useless: type inference algorithms, for example, can be described
without any kind of built-in process [133]. In fact, we have described in § 3.2.1 how to replace the main offender,
unification, with a set of rules in the CHR language.
Now we can state our goal more precisely: we want to associate to each extended constraint Ĉ a set of
scoped simple constraints {Ci @ ςi } in a bijective manner. Furthermore, we must modify the existing CHRs
so that they obey the restrictions imposed by the scopes. The first step is defining scopes themselves.
Deﬁnition 3.9. We denote a ﬁnite sequence of elements by he1 , ... , en i. We denote the split of a sequence ς
into two (possibly empty) subsequences ς1 and ς2 as ς = ς1 , ς2 . In that case we say ς1 is a preﬁx and ς2 a suﬃx
of ς , respectively. When ς2 = h?i is a singleton sequence, we write ς = ς1 , ?.
Deﬁnition 3.10. A scope is a sequence of scope elements hi1 , ... , in i where:
• The symbol  ∈ {∇, ∃, ⊃L , ⊃R } denotes the type of nested structure.
• Each identifier ij is unique and taken from a set I. The set I must be endowed with an operation to
generate fresh elements. For simplicity, we assume that I is the set of natural numbers N.
The translation Ĉ @ ς
C from extended constraints to simple constraints annotated with scopes is
given in Figure 3.15. During translation, a current scope ς is pushed down, which will ultimately be reflected
as an annotation in rule simple. In conj, that current scope is distributed among constraints. The three
remaining rules extend the current scope to reflect a new nesting level. Note that in the case of implications,
4
We acknowledge a discrepancy between the conventional names used in the type inference literature, Q for simple and C for extended
constraints, and that used in CHRs, where C is used for simple constraints.
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the two parts are recursively converted to simple constraints annotated with symbols ⊃L and ⊃R with the
same identifier, shown in the text as subscript. In that way we keep the connection between antecedent and
consequent of the implication.
Take for example the set of constraints from the example in the previous section,
∃δ1 . (α ∼ Int
∃δ2 . (α ∼ Bool
∇b. ∃δ3 . (α ∼ Bool

⊃
⊃
...
⊃

constraints for e1 )
constraints for e2 )
constraints for e3 )

The translation flattens the implication structure and attaches scopes to each of them:
α ∼ Int @ h∃1 , ⊃L2 i,
α ∼ Bool @ h∃3 , ⊃L4 i,
...
α ∼ Int @ h∇5 , ∃6 , ⊃L7 i,

constraints for e1 @ h∃1 , ⊃R2 i,
constraints for e2 @ h∃3 , ⊃R4 i,
constraints for e3 @ h∇5 , ∃6 , ⊃R7 i

The result is a set of simple constraints, whose implication and quantification structure is saved as part of the
scope instead of as nested extended constraints.
In the given form, the rules in Figure 3.15 define a function, but not an invertible one. The information we
need to recover an extended constraint from a set of scoped simple constraints is given by the sets of variables
which have been introduced in each step. The translation judgment can easily be extended to recall that
information too; we refrain from doing so for the sake of conciseness.

3.5.4

Rules with scoped constraints

Extended constraints feature implication and quantification, which come with a uniform meaning derived
from logic. This suggests that given a set of Constraint Handling Rules working on the language of simple
constraints, it is possible to modify them to work on scoped constraints.
Generation rules. The first question is how to handle the generation of new scopes when universal
or existential quantification is involved in a rule. An example of such a rule was given in our discussion of
higher-rank types:
τ 6 ∀ (λx.Q) ⇐⇒ ∇ v .τ 6 Q v

The scoped variant of that rule starts with a scoped head, and in the body we need to enlarge ς to account for
the new level of nesting:
(τ 6 ∀ (λx.Q)) @ ς ⇐⇒ ∇ v .(τ 6 Q v ) @ (ς, ∇i ) where i fresh

The same transformation, modulo change of symbol, can be performed if existential variables are introduced.
When both ∇ and ∃ are used in the body of a rule, we need to generate two fresh identifiers, one per level. This
is the case for the implications generated by pattern matching over a GADT.
We mentioned at the beginning of the section that one of our aims is to extend polymorphic types with
qualified constraints. When the polymorphic type is on the left-hand side of an instantiation constraint, we
just need to generate the extra constraints as part of the rule, but otherwise the rule is left unchanged:
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∀ (λx.C1 , ...Cn ⇒ Q) 6 τ @ ς
⇐⇒ ∃ v .C1 v @ (ς, ∃i ), ..., Cn v @ (ς, ∃i ), Q v 6 τ @ (ς, ∃i ) where i fresh

In the case of a polymorphic type on the right-hand side, an implication is introduced. This means that we
need to introduce different symbols for antecedent and consequent, sharing a common identifier.
τ 6 ∀ (λx.C1 , ..., Cn ⇒ Q) @ ς
⇐⇒ ∇ v .C1 v @ (ς, ∇i , ⊃Lj ), ..., Cn v @ (ς, ∇i , ⊃Lj ), τ 6 Q v @ (ς, ∇i , ⊃R
j ) where i, j fresh

Note that we have also introduced a ∇ symbol, since this rule introduces a new nominal constant along with
the constraints.
The previous transformation relies on an operation generating fresh identifiers. This operation can be seen
as a built-in from the CHR engine, or can be implemented purely. In order to achieve the latter, we introduce
an extra constraint current-id (i) which saves the state of the fresh name generator. Whenever we need a new
identifier, we update the generator using the next-id operation we assume for the set I of identifiers. When
applied in the first rule for higher-rank types, the modified rule reads:
(τ 6 ∀ (λx.Q)) @ ς \ current-id (i) ⇐⇒ ∇ v .(τ 6 Q v ) @ (ς, ∇i ), current-id (next-id (i))

In order to clarify how the constraints work, let us look at the rewriting induced by a concrete constraint,
namely ∀ a.Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool 6 ∀ b.Ord b ⇒ b → b → Bool @ ς . Note that in our syntax that
constraint uses λ-tree syntax instead:
∀ (λa.Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool) 6 ∀ (λb.Ord b ⇒ b → b → Bool) @ ς

Applying the latest rule the constraint is rewritten to:
∇ v . (λb.Ord b) v @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃L2 ),
∀ (λa.Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool) 6 (λb.b → b → Bool) v @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃R
2)

which is then β0 -reduced to obtain:
∇ v . Ord v @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃L2 ),
∀ (λa.Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool) 6 v → v → Bool @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃R
2)

The rule for instantiation now enters the game, and introduces a new existential scope:
∇ v . Ord v @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃L2 ),
∃ w . Eq w @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃R
2 , ∃3 ),
w → w → Bool 6 v → v → Bool @ (ς, ∇1 , ⊃R
2 , ∃3 )

The next question, of course, is how to modify the rule for type classes in such a way that the Eq w constraint
can be discharged from the Ord v in a different scope.
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Flow transformation. Apart from being able to generate new scopes when quantifiers are used, we
need to restrict the application of rules to those cases in which they would be allowed when considering full
extended constraints. For simplicity, let us first consider the case in which only one constraint appears as a
head to be simplified, and no quantification takes place.
H1k , ... , Hnk \ H r ⇐⇒ G | B1 , ... , Bm

Intuitively, if this rule applies, then all Hik are allowed to interact with H r . For example, we may have the H k at
the left-hand side of an implication and H r at the right-hand side. Or they might all be in the same scope. We
formalize this intuition by the notion of ﬂow or nesting between scopes.
Deﬁnition 3.11. We say that a scope ς ﬂows to ς 0 , or that ς 0 is nested into ς , denoted ς ≫ ς 0 , if ς 0 does not
include ⊃L elements, and either:
• ς is a prefix of ς 0 , or
• ς ∗ , ⊃Li is a prefix of ς and ς ∗ , ⊃Ri is a prefix of ς 0 for some identifier i .
Now we can be precise: the rule can be applied only if all the scopes of the H k constraints flow to the scope of
H r . The resulting body B replaces H r , and thus B must have the same scope as H r .
H1k @ ς1 , ... , Hnk @ ςn \
⇐⇒
|

Hr @ ς0
G , ς1 ≫ ς 0 , ... , ςn ≫ ς 0
B1 @ ς 0 , ... , Bm @ ς 0

(3.1)

Take for example the rule embodying the superclass relationship between Eq a and Ord a: Ord a =⇒

Eq a. By applying this transformation we arrive at the scoped version:
Ord a @ ς =⇒ Eq a @ ς

In a similar fashion, we can transform the rule which simplifies Eq [a] to Eq a,
Eq [a] @ ς ⇐⇒ Eq a @ ς

Those rules only took one constraint as input, so there is no need to check any restriction on the flow. But now
consider one of the unification rules from Figure 3.4:
α ∼ τ1 \ α ∼ τ2 ⇐⇒ α 6∈ fv(τ1 , τ2 ) | τ1 ∼ τ2

In this case, the first constraint may only interact with the second one if the scopes allow this:
α ∼ τ1 @ ς1 \ α ∼ τ2 @ ς2 ⇐⇒ α 6∈ fv(τ1 , τ2 ), ς1 ≫ ς2

| τ1 ∼ τ2 @ ς 2

For example, an a ∼ Int constraint in the left-hand side of an implication may interact with β ∼ [a] in the
right-hand side, since ≫ relates both scopes.
The transformation over rules we have just introduced may also be seen as the combination of two different
rules. The first transformation is plainly an extension of the original CHR rule to account for the extra scoping
information, which only works when all constraints live in the same scope ς .
H1k @ ς, ... , Hnk @ ς \
⇐⇒

Hr @ ς
G | B1 @ ς, ... , Bm @ ς

(3.2)

The second rule allows us to copy a constraint to a nested scope:
H @ ς =⇒ ς ≫ ς 0 | H @ ς 0

(3.3)
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Lemma 3.4. Equation (3.3) is sound with respect to the classical rules of logic.
Proof. We look at how the transformations are translated back to extended constraints. We only need to
consider four cases depending on how ς is extended to get ς 0 , other cases follow by induction:
• If ς is extended by ∃, this translates back to:
(∃v . C ), Q

∃v . (C , Q), Q

In other words, the constraint Q is introduced inside the existential. This transformation follows from
the rule of logic, as v is not bound inside Q .
• The extension by ∇ follows the exact same pattern as ∃:
(∇v . C ), Q

∇v . (C , Q), Q

• If we extend by ⊃R , there are two possible cases depending on the last element of ς . If the last element
is ⊃L , the transformation is equivalent to:
(Q, Q 0 ) ⊃ C

(Q, Q 0 ) ⊃ (C , Q 0 )

In the other cases, the transformation is different:
(Q ⊃ C ), R

(Q ⊃ C , R), R

Both transformations are allowed by the rules of implication. The first case is reflexivity of the implication. In the second case, if we can prove R without any assumption for Q , it must be the case that
we can also prove it with those extra assumptions.
• We do not need to consider the case in which ς 0 ends in ⊃L , since flowing is then not allowed by the
definition of ≫. As an extended constraint, this rule would allow moving constraints to the antecedent
of an implication. Note also that we do not allow extended constraints in the left-hand side of an
implication, which means that ⊃L may only appear at the end of a scope.

Equation (3.1) can be derived by several applications of Equation (3.3) followed by one application of
Equation (3.2). Logically speaking, thus, we are fine by including the latter two. Operationally, however, their
effect is quite different: Equation (3.3) leads to an explosion of copies of every constraint in every possible scope
in which it could be applied. Equation (3.1) is more efficient: it only allows moving a constraint to a nested
scope when it takes part in some simpagation.
In the case in which more than one constraint appears in the set H r , we need to be a bit more careful. In
order for the rule to be applicable, there must be a scope ς ∗ that all scopes {ς1 , ... , ςn } from H k and H r may
flow to, that is ςi ≫ ς ∗ for every i . The constraints generated in the body B should be annotated with the
scope ς ∗ .
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Antecedent

I

::=
|
|

C
I1 , ... , In
∇X1 ... X` . I

Figure 3.16: Upgraded syntax for implications
Collapse rules. The approach we presented to generate scopes is a bit naı̈ve, and might lead to too much
nesting. Consider for example the extended constraint ∇x.(Q1 , ∇y .Q2 ). Once translated, Q2 is assigned a
scope nested into that of Q1 . Because of our flow restriction, that means that Q2 is not allowed to interact with
Q1 in the outer scope. However, logically speaking, that extended constraint is equivalent to ∇x y . Q1 , Q2 ,
since y is not free in Q1 . This suggests that we should remove one level of nesting, so Q1 and Q2 can interact
freely.
More formally, we want to forbid scopes to have two consecutive ∇ or ∃ identifiers. A quantifier with
an empty set of variables is not useful either, so we want to get rid of these too. One possibility is to have an
operation that performs the reduction of scopes. However, scheduling them to happen at the right time is a
difficult task. Instead, we prefer to prevent bad scopes from being introduced, by modifying the generation
rules given above. In order to upgrade the generation rules, we introduce an extend(ς, , n, i) operation, which
given a scope ς , a symbol  quantifying over n variables and an identifier i , returns an enlarged scope satisfying
all the restrictions.


if n = 0

ς
extend(ς, , n, i) = ς
if ς = ς ∗ , j for some j


ς,  otherwise
i
If we combine this change with the manual manipulation of generator state, we come to rules such as:
(τ 6 ∀ (λx.Q)) @ ς \ current-id (i)
⇐⇒ ∇ v .(τ 6 Q v ) @ extend (ς, ∇, 1, next-id (i)), current-id (next-id (i))

This rule says that if the CHR engine is presented with a constraint τ 6 ∀ (λx.Q), it should replace it by
τ 6 Q v where the v is universally quantified. In case the original τ 6 ∀ (λx.Q) constraint came from an
existential or implication scope, we must create a new universal scope; this is taken care of by extend. For the
operation of extend we need access to the fresh variable generator, encoded in the current-id constraint.

3.5.5

Universally quantified antecedents

Scoped constraints as presented up to now impose restrictions on the antecedents of implications. In this
section we lift some of them, allowing some amount of ∇ quantification on both sides of an implication, not
only in the right-hand side. The presence of quantification in the antecedent is governed by the syntax given in
Figure 3.16.
The rules described above for dealing with extended constraints do not have to undergo any change: the
definition of nesting can be kept the same, and the soundness result still holds. Unfortunately, they are not
enough for practical uses. Take for example the implication:
∇x. P(x) ⊃ ∇y . P(y )
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Since each of the sides is a simple α-renaming of the other one, this formula trivially holds. During the operation
of the CHR engine, however, we obtain the following scoped constraints:
P(x) @ h⊃L1 , ∇2 i, P(y) @ h⊃R
1 , ∇3 i

Although the first one is allowed to flow into the second one, and thus they can interact, we cannot discharge the
second constraint. The problem is that at each ∇ quantifier different nominal constants have been introduced.
These constants are different, so P(x) 6≡ P(y).
The solution to this problem lies in the idπ rule (§ 3.3.1):
π(B) ≡ π 0 (B 0 )

π, π 0 permutations of constants
Γ, B ` B 0

idπ

In our case, the permutation [x 7→ y, y 7→ x] does the job. If by renaming all the nominal constants we can
find a common instance of the predicate, the left-hand side version can discharge the one on the right-hand
side. As a Constraint Handling Rule, idπ reads:
B @ (ς ∗ , ⊃Li , ς1 ) \ B 0 @ (ς ∗ , ⊃R
i , ς2 )
⇐⇒ B, B 0 permutations over the vars. of ς1 and ς2
| >

There are several remarks to be made regarding this rule:
• The general structure says that if B is in the left-hand side of an implication, B 0 is in the right-hand side
and there is a permutation taking one to the other, then the second one can be removed. In CHR terms,
B 0 is simplified to >.
• The usual flow relation ≫ is too general for this case, since two constraints may flow into one another
also in cases where no implication is involved. However, the idπ rule really needs constraints in an
implication hierarchy. For that reason we match directly on the scope structure of the rules, instead of
reusing the ≫ relation.
• The definition of permutation in the usual presentation of the ∇ quantifier may affect any variable.
However, in that case the information about nominal constants is scoped over each constraint. In our
case, that information is constant. The effect is that we cannot allow arbitrary nominal constants to
be renamed, just the ones introduced after the implication. This is the reason the guard specifies that
the permutation must be over the variables in the tails of the scope sequences. This last restriction is
satisfied in our example: x comes from the ∇2 subscope, y from ∇3 , so they can be swapped.
This small extension to CHR∇ with implications is not merely theoretical, but also has some practical
uses. In particular, we can extend Haskell’s class language to account for universally quantified contexts, of the
form ∀ a.C a. For example, the Alternative class is defined in the base library:
class Applicative f ⇒ Alternative f where
empty :: f a
(h|i) :: f a → f a → f a
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where empty and (h|i) form a monoid for each a. The Haskell class declaration, however, does not show any
relation between Alternative and Monoid . Even more, the names from Monoid are not reused in Alternative ,
so you need to know when to use (h|i) instead of mappend . Disregarding the Applicative superclass, a more
direct definition is:
class ∀ a.Monoid (f a) ⇒ Alternative f

Building on the translation of Haskell’s type classes as CHRs from [123], the more direct definition of
Alternative gives rise to two different rules.
Alternative f ⇒ ∇ a.Monoid (f a)
Alternative f \ Monoid (f τ ) ⇐⇒ >

The reader may wonder why the second rule is needed instead of just reading ∀ as ∇. The reason is that we
want the semantics of ∀ in this context to coincide with its extensional reading, not simply the intensional one
embodied by ∇. Thus, a constraint Alternative f can be used also to discharge a constraint Monoid (f a) for
a given instantiation of a, not simply for the constant case.
Imagine now that you need to provide a transformation for Alternative values of the type Alternative f ⇒
f a → f a and you decide to use a function Monoid m ⇒ m → m. The generated constraint is:
∀ (λm.Monoid m ⇒ m → m) 6 ∀ (λf .∀ (λa.Alternative f ⇒ f a → f a))

which is then simplified into scoped constraints equivalent to:
∇ f .∇ a.Alternative f ⊃ ∃ m.Monoid m, m → m ∼ f a → f a

From the last constraint, we get m ∼ f a. Then, we need to discharge Monoid (f a). Since we know that
Alternative f , we can discharge it.
Universally quantified constraints may also appear in types. For example, you may ask for a value of the
type (∀ a.Semigroup (f a)) ⇒ f b → f b, a relaxation of the Alternative pre-condition. If we provide a value
of type Alternative g ⇒ g c → g c , we end up having to solve the constraint:
Alternative g ⊃ ∇ a.Semigroup (g a)

In the CHR engine, these constraints are represented as Alternative g and Semigroup (g a) for some nominal
constants g and a.5 From the left-hand side, we propagate the constraint Monoid (g b) for a new nominal constant b. Since every Monoid is also a Semigroup , a second propagation takes place, leading to Semigroup (g b).
Finally, we can use the CHR version of the idπ rule and discharge the version of Semigroup instance with a
with the one of b, as desired.

3.6

Related work

λ-tree syntax and ∇ quantification.

The closest system to ours is λProlog [77, 79]. We have drawn
inspiration from several of its features, like the use of λ-tree syntax and pattern unification in heads. The main
difference is that λProlog, as its name suggests, builds upon the logic programming paradigm, so it includes
search with backtracking. On the other hand, CHR∇ embodies committed choice: no backtracking is done once
5

We use a different teletype font g, a to distinguish nominal constants.
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a rule is chosen to apply. As a result, the kind of formulas we can represent in CHR∇ with implication is more
limited than in λProlog: the latter allows hereditary Harrop formulas, where both universal quantification and
implication may appear in the left-hand side of an implication, whereas we do not allow left-nested implications.
The Abella theorem prover [7] was developed to reason about λProlog and inherits many of its features.
Abella uses the ∇ quantifier to reason about eigenvariables from the object logic into its meta-logic. Our
approach is similar, but we have blurred the lines between object and meta-logic: in CHR∇ only intensional
universal quantification is available. This results in a more uniform approach to deal with constraints. However,
when the extensional reading is needed, we need to resort to several CHRs, as done for universally quantified
classes.
In the field of functional languages, ML has been extended to support binder information using an
approach similar to λ-tree syntax [76]. A type a ⇒ b represents values of type b where a variable of type a is
bound. Pattern matching on a value of this type binds to a function.
Nominal abstract syntax. Another approach to introduce binders in the syntax of a language is given
by nominal syntax. The main theoretical difference is that correctness is based on the idea of variable swapping
and introduces a new quantifier for fresh nominal variables. This quantifier shares some properties with ∇, but
not all of them [127]. Using this idea, it can be proven that programs operate correctly under α-equivalence.
In the realm of logic languages, αProlog extends Horn clauses with nominal binding [19]. FreshML [118]
implements these ideas in the functional world.
Implication in CHRs. In order to type check programs with Extended Algebraic Data Types, implication
checking for CHRs has been developed [124]. The main difference is that [124] introduces an external driver
for solving, whereas we transform the constraints and rules themselves by adding scope information, and keep
the solver untouched.
Another approach [103] for implication checking in CHRs is based on the fact that proving A ⊃ B is
equivalent to proving that A ↔ (A ∧ B). The CHR engine itself does not need to be modified, its trace is
inspected afterwards to determine whether A ∧ B has been ultimately proven when assuming A. In our case,
no post-processing is needed.
Quantified class constraints. We are definitely not the first ones to speak about quantification in
type class constraints. Class contexts featuring both universal quantification and implication have been found
useful in the field of generic programming [50]. In some cases, a translation to Haskell 98 is possible [129], but
such an approach requires non-local changes to the code. The work in [13] deals with unambiguous quantified
class constraints. Our approach, more limited in expressivity, only entails changes in the class definition itself.
Since the introduction of ConstraintKinds in GHC [10], it is possible to encode some form of universal
quantification, as witnessed by the constraints package. The main idea is to have un-exported types play
the role of Skolem variables. Since our code cannot know the type being manipulated, it must be the case that
a constraint holds for every type. This reading is closer to the extensional style for universal quantification,
although the “Skolem types” are quite similar to our nominal constants, except that un-exported Skolem types
cannot be checked for inequality.
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4

Impredicativity using constraints

In § 3.4.2 we have described a simple algorithm for dealing with higher-rank types in a constraint-based type
system. Higher-rank types allow having polymorphic types as arguments to a function, like:
applyTwice :: (∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool)
applyTwice f = (f 3, f True)

Type systems such as that described in [89] support higher-rank types but are still predicative. In the context of
type systems, predicativity means that type variables may only be substituted with monomorphic types, not
with polymorphic types. This restricts the expressiveness of the language; for example, we cannot predicatively
assign a type to the application
map applyTwice

since that would require instantiating the type variable a in the type of map, ∀ a b.(a → b) → [a] → [b ],
with a polymorphic type ∀ a.a → a. Furthermore, there would be no way to build a list of polymorphic
functions, since none of the constructors [ ] and (:) can be instantiated in such a way that they return a value of
type [∀ a.a → a]. From a user perspective, such restrictions are very annoying: there seem to be no intuitive
reasons for them, only technical ones.
Another well-known example is the function ($) :: (a → b) → a → b. Haskellers use that function
to remove parentheses in their code. However, when the function is higher-rank, like the aforementioned
applyTwice , we need to instantiate a or b impredicatively, that is, with a quantified type ∀ a..... Not being
able to use ($) whenever you can use application is so annoying that GHC contains a built-in rule for f $ x .
The downside is that programmers cannot define their own version of the application operator with the same
characteristics as the special purpose one. Such a function, (#) :: a → (a → b) → b has been defined in the
diagrams package, for example.
There is no shortage of type systems with support for impredicative instantiation in the literature: MLF
[11, 99, 12], HMF [64], FPH [134], HML [65], and QML [100] – among others – target functional languages
in the ML tradition. Alas, none of them ever made it into a working compiler: either the implementation
was too complicated, or the specification was difficult or unintuitive for programmers. The former problem
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Term variables
Expressions

e

3
::=
|
|
|

x, y , f , g , ...
x
λx. e
λ(x :: σ). e
e1 e2
a, b, ...
F, G, ...
a
σ1 → σ2
F σ1 ... σn
∀a.µ
 | x : σ, Γ

Rigid variables
Type constructors
Top-level monomorphic types

µ, η

Polymorphic types

σ, φ

3
3
::=
|
|
::=

Γ

::=

Environments

Variable
Abstraction
Annotated abstraction
Application

Variable
Function
Data type

Figure 4.1: Syntax of nii
is not merely a matter of effort for the compiler writer; a complex algorithm for type checking prevents the
integration of impredicativity with other type system features such as type classes or type families.
In this chapter we explore the design of a new type system with support for impredicative polymorphism,
guided by the ideas of constraint-based formulations, starting with the naı̈ve approach described in § 4.1. In
that first approximation, we obtain a system for which implementation is relatively simple, and which is ready
to integrate with other constraint-based extensions to the type system. On the other hand, being too naı̈ve
about constraint solving leads to situations in which we cannot make progress during type checking. This
forces us to make design decisions which ensure termination of the process.
The goal is to ensure termination without placing too many artificial restrictions, since that would make
the system difficult to explain to users. The final design we explore in § 4.2 is based on the idea of guarded
instantiation – ensuring that all polymorphic instantiation appears under a type constructor. The type system
enjoys a relatively simple declarative specification, which means that users do not need to think in terms of
the algorithm to understand when and why a program type checks. One nice result is that impredicative
instantiation is never guessed: any two types which can be assigned to a given expression may only differ in
monomorphic components. As a corollary, the system enjoys a principal types property. All these properties
are explored in § 4.3.

4.1

Naı̈ve impredicativity constraints

Figure 4.1 presents the syntax of nii,1 the first type system to be discussed in this chapter. It is a simple generalization of hm as presented in § 3. The expression syntax now includes annotated abstractions, as commonly
found in higher-rank and impredicative type systems. The syntax of types defines top-level monomorphic
and polymorphic types as mutually recursive: the type arguments to a data type constructor – including the
function type – may have polymorphic types.
1

Monty Python would also refer to this system by EkkeEkkeEkkeEkkePtangZooBoing.
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Unification variables
Polymorphic types

σ, φ

Atomic constraints
Constraint sets
Extended constraints

B
Q
C
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3
::=
|

α, β, γ, δ, , π, ...
α
...

::=
::=
::=
|
|
|

σ∼φ
 | B | Q1 , Q2
 | Q | C1 , C2
∇a. ∃α. (Q ⊃ C )
σ6φ
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  φ

Variable
Rest
Equality

Instantiation
Generalization

Figure 4.2: Syntax of constraints for nii inference
x :σ∈Γ
Γ`x :α

α fresh
var
σ6α

Γ, x : φ ` e : σ
C
Γ ` λ(x :: φ).e : φ → σ

C

α fresh
Γ, x : α ` e : σ
Γ ` λx.e : α → σ
C
Γ ` e1 : σ1
α and β fresh
Γ ` e1 e2 : β

C1

Γ ` e2 : σ2

annabs
C

abs
C2

γ = fuv(σ2 , C2 ) − fuv(Γ, σ1 , C1 )
app
A
C1 , σ1 6 α → β, ( {γ}. C2 ⇒ σ2 )  α

Figure 4.3: Constraint generation for nii
The syntax of constraints, given in Figure 4.2, is greatly extended with respect to hm. In addition to
equality constraints σ ∼ φ, there are instantiation and generalization constraints. The reason for why one is not
enough shall become clear once we describe the constraint generation rules. These new kinds of constraints are
classified as extended, which means that they may not appear in the left-hand side of an implication constraint.
The constraint generation judgment for nii is given in Figure 4.3. The variable rule var for hm instantiates
the type scheme in the environment on the spot. Since we now have proper instantiation constraints, we can
defer the introduction of new variables to the constraint solving phase.
Abstraction works as before: we introduce a new fresh variable α that the constraints refine to the appropriate type. Note that, even though the rule is literally the same as for hm, variables may now be unified with
polymorphic types. Thus, we can infer a polymorphic type for the argument, giving rise to higher-rank types.
The rule for annotated abstraction just considers the type of the argument as it appears in the source code.
The application rule, in contrast, needs major changes in order to deal with impredicative polymorphism.
Consider an expression such as head [True ]. In order to apply the function we first need to instantiate the
type of head to a function shape σ → φ. Instantiation might not only happen in the function, but also in
the argument of an application. For example, the application [True ] ++ [ ] requires the type of the elements
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of both lists to match. However, the general type of an empty list – which appears as second argument in
this function call – is ∀ a.[a]. Thus, we need to cast that type to [Bool ] to align it with the type of the first
argument. Putting all of this together, we come to a first version of the new app rule which instantiates the
types of both the function and the value passed as argument:
Γ ` e1 : σ1
C1
Γ ` e1 e2 : β

Γ ` e2 : σ2
C2
α and β fresh
app
C1 , σ1 6 α → β, C2 , σ2 6 α

Now, consider the function applyTwice :: (∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool) from the beginning of this chapter.
We expect applyTwice (λx.x) to be accepted by the system. However, equality and instantiation constraints
do not offer enough flexibility to describe this scenario. Let us look at the constraints generated using the first
version of app:
applyTwice : α
Γ ` applyTwice : α

(∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool) ∈ Γ
(∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool) 6 α
applyTwice (λx.x) : δ2

var

x :β∈Γ
var
Γ, x : β ` x : γ
β6γ
abs
Γ ` λx.x : β → γ
β6γ

C

app

where C = (∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool) 6 α, α 6 δ1 → δ2 , β 6 γ, β → γ 6 δ1
After some amount of solving – which we shall consider in a later section – we come to the conclusion that

δ1 ∼ ∀ a.a → a. Thus, we need to fulfill the constraint β → γ 6 ∀ a.a → a. But there is no way we could do

so: a top-level monomorphic type cannot be instantiated to a polymorphic one!
The problem lies in the fact that, when dealing with abstractions, implicit generalizations of some variable
might need to happen in order to make the program well-typed. This is in fact visible in a language with explicit
type abstraction, such as System F, in which applyTwice (λ(x :: α).x) is ill-typed, but applyTwice (Λa. λ(x ::
a).x) is type-correct.
In the final version of the app rule we recall which variables we are allowed to generalize by means of a
generalization constraint. In this example, such constraint takes the form
A

{β}. β → β  ∀ a.a → a

In contrast to the version in which we use an instantiation constraint, we might now quantify over β to obtain
a solution for the constraint set.
As a consequence of the introduction of generalization constraints, some of the constraints gathered from
A
the argument may become ill-scoped, since they might mention variables which are quantified by . The
A
solution is to move those constraints inside the generalization, which takes the general form ( {α}. C ⇒
σ)  φ. The syntax is chosen to resemble qualified types as found in Haskell, like ∀ a.Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool .
However, we strive to resolve all of the instantiation and generalization constraints as part of the solving
process, in contrast with qualified types, where some residual constraints such as Eq a may remain at the end
of the solving process and be generalized upon.

4.1.1

Solving instantiation and generalization constraints

The rules for solving type equalities and implications are the same as in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.15, so we just
need to describe how to deal with instantiation and generalization constraints. As we shall see in a moment,
there is no single way to deal with them, but several possibilities with different trade-offs in terms of expressivity
and termination.
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σ6σ

⇐⇒

>

(∀a.µ) 6 η
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  η

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

∃a. (µ 6 η)
C, σ 6 η

σ 6 ∀a.η
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  ∀a.η

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

∇a. (σ 6 η)
A
∇a. (( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  η)

Figure 4.4: Common solving rules for instantiation and generalization constraints
The common set of rules dealing with instantiation and generalization constraints are given in Figure 4.4.
Note that in those rules we use CHR∇ syntax, as described in the previous chapter.
• The first rule is mere reflexivity: a type should always be an instance of itself.
• The second and third rules deal with instantiation itself, that is, with the introduction of fresh unification
variables. Note that in Figure 4.4 µ and η refer to types of the form a (a rigid variable), or types headed
by a constructor, that is, σ → φ or F σ1 ... σn , but not to unification variables α. We do not introduce
new variables in the case of a generalization, since the qualified variables are already unification variables.
• The remaining two rules embody the same idea that was already discussed in § 3.4.2. When a polymorphic
type is at the right-hand side of an instantiation or generalization constraint, we introduce new nominal
constants and proceed to solve the constraint under the new scope.
There are two form of constraints to which the aforementioned set of rules is not applicable. The first
scenario which we do not treat is having unification variables on the left-hand side of a constraint. And we’d
better not include rules for that case! When faced with a constraint σ → φ 6 α, for example, we would
proceed in a completely different way depending whether α is substituted by a top-level monomorphic type or
by a truly polymorphic type – in the second case we introduce a ∇ quantifier. As a result, we lose confluence, a
key requirement for deterministic type checking. Alas, not having rules to deal with this scenario comes with
its own set of problems – sometimes we cannot find a solution even if an “obvious” one is avaible – which is
discussed in § 4.1.2.
The second scenario is checking whether top-level monomorphic types µ and η are in an instance relation,
that is, a constraint of the form µ 6 η . Here is one trade-off to be made between expressiveness and termination.
Co- and contravariance. A simple approach to deal with top-level monomorphic types is to make them
invariant. In other words, two top-level monomorphic types are in an instance relation if and only if they are
syntactically equal. In the language of Constraint Handling Rules:
µ6η

⇐⇒

µ∼η

This simple rule, however, prevents the following program from type checking:
f :: Bool → (∀ a.a → a)
g :: (Bool → Int → Int) → Int
h=g f

To please the type checker the programmer would have to η -expand the application manually,
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h = g (λx.f x)

because then the resulting type of f x , ∀ a.a → a, can be instantiated to the required Int → Int . Another
possibility is to introduce some amount of variance for function types in the solving rules:
F σ1 ... σn 6 η
σ1 → σ2 6 φ1 → φ2

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

F σ1 ... σn ∼ η
φ1 6 σ1 , σ2 6 φ2

You might not even stop there. Other types apart from functions have covariant or contravariant behavior.
One example is lists, a value of type [∀ a.a → a] can be readily transformed to [Int → Int ] by mapping a
function of type (∀ a.a → a) → (Int → Int) over the list, whose role is only to perform instantiation, but
without any behavior at run-time. A reasonable extension to the rules is then:
[σ] 6 [φ]

⇐⇒

σ6φ

There is a trade-off here, the more types we consider to have non-invariant behavior, the fewer equality
constraints we end up with. On the other hand, if all types are invariant then type checking can more often
proceed further, but the programmers need to perform more conversions manually, like η -expanding a function.
Transitivity and antisymmetry. The use of the 6 symbol for the instantiation relation strongly
suggests that it should form a partial order. We can indeed prove that such properties hold for ground types,
that is, for types without unification variables. But as we have discussed earlier, having a unification variable
in the left-hand side of an instantiation constraint makes it stuck, meaning that transitivity does not hold in
general during the solving process. The same problem occurs with the antisymmetry property, that is, turning
a pair of dual constraints into an equality.
We can remedy this problem by adding explicit rules for those cases:
σ1 6 φ, φ 6 σ2
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ1 )  φ, φ 6 σ2

=⇒
=⇒

σ1 6 σ2
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ1 )  σ2

σ 6 φ, φ 6 σ

⇐⇒

σ∼φ

These rules add new information to the set of constraints, and thus seem to benefit the solving process. But
remember that the end goal of the solving process is to come to a type assignment for all unification variables,
and these rules do not bring us closer in that direction. Consider the following set of constraints:
∀ a.a → a 6 α

α 6 Int → Int

By applying transitivity we get ∀ a.a → a 6 Int → Int , which is completely solved. But we still do not know
what α should be; it could be any one of those types, and in a more complex setting even a third type such as
∀ a.Eq a ⇒ a → a. All those types give us a compatible type assignment, but it is not clear how to obtain the
right one other than trying all possibilities.
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Defaulting

Suppose we want to type the expression id : [ ] where (:) and [] are the constructors of the list type [a] and
id :: ∀ a.a → a is the usual identity function. The generated constraints are:
From id
From [ ]
From (:)

∀ a.a → a 6 α
∀ a.[a] 6 β
∀ a.a → [a] → [a] 6 γ

From the whole
expression

∀ a.a → [a] → [a] 6 γ, γ 6 δ1 → 1 , 1 6 δ2 → 2
A
A
( {α}. ∀ a.a → a 6 α ⇒ α)  δ1 , ( {α}. ∀ a.[a] 6 β ⇒ β)  δ2

We focus on the last set of constraints, which is the one for the whole expression id : [ ]. From those, the
first constraint is instantiated as π → [π] → [π]. By substitution in the second constraint, we obtain
π → [π] → [π] 6 δ1 → 1 . Suppose for a moment that we have co- and contra-variant function types in our
system, we can then perform another simplification step leading to δ1 6 π and [π] → [π] 6 1 . Since all the
remaining constraints have unification variables in top-level positions, we cannot apply any further solving
rule. This is not a good situation: we do not want to present the programmer this bunch of constraints and
state that they are “unsolved”.
Even if we take functions as invariant, the problem remains. In this case we would find that δ1 ∼ π
and δ2 ∼ [π]. The second constraint is enough to “unwrap” the second generalization constraint and get
∀ a.[a] 6 β, β 6 [π]. By transitivity we could proceed to ∀ a.[a] 6 [π] – we do not care at this moment that
we will not be able to obtain a value for β . The constraint ∀ a.[a] 6 [π] does not fix a value for π , which means
that the first generalization constraint is stuck. Once again, an undesirable scenario.
The previous examples make our end goal clear: we want to eventually rewrite our initial gathered set into
a new set without instantiation or generalization constraints, only equalities and implications. Such a set is
said to be in solved form, and leads naturally to an assignment from unification (type) variables to actual types.
The enemies to beat are instantiation and generalization constraints featuring a unification variable.
Predicative variables. One simple way to prevent being stuck is to treat unification variables as top-level
monomorphic types. This amounts to including the following new rules in addition to those in Figure 4.4.
Whereas the rules in Figure 4.4 only perform instantiation in the presence of a top-level monomorphic type,
here the right-hand side is a unification variable.
(∀a.µ) 6 β
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  β

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

∃a. (µ 6 β)
C, σ 6 β

If we really treat unification variables as top-level monomorphic types, we need to prevent truly polymorphic
types to be assigned to variables. In such a case we issue an error.
α ∼ (∀a.µ)

⇐⇒

⊥

But then we are back to square one. If variables may only be assigned top-level monomorphic types, this means
that the system is predicative, not impredicative! Even worse, we also lose the ability to type the higher-rank
fragment. Remember that in an application a constraint of the form σ 6 α → β is generated. If σ happens to
be (∀ a.a → a) → Bool , this implies that α ∼ ∀ a.a → a, which is forbidden by the previous rule.
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Luckily, this same problem pointed us into a direction which has been ultimately very fruitful: distinguish
between different sorts of variables, which may only be substituted with types of a specific kind. For the
higher-rank fragment we distinguish between predicative variables αp and unrestricted variables αu . The
former sort of variables is used for all those introduced by instantiation:
(∀a.µ) 6 η

∃a. ([a 7→ ap ]µ 6 η)

⇐⇒

whereas unrestricted variables are used in the application rule to allow higher-rank arguments:
Γ ` e1 : σ1

Γ ` e2 : σ2

C1

C2

α and β fresh
Γ ` e1 e2 : β u

γ = fuv(σ2 , C2 ) − fuv(Γ, σ1 , C1 )
app
A
C1 , σ1 6 αu → β u , ( {γ}. C2 ⇒ σ2 )  αu

Since predicative variables stand for types which do not have polymorphism, we are free to consider them part
of the µ grammar and then instantiate when they are present in the right-hand side:
(∀a.µ) 6 β p
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  β p

∃a. ([a 7→ ap ]µ 6 β p )
C , σ 6 βp

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

On the other hand, we need to restrict unifications involving a predicative variable to a top-level polymorphic
type, since that would account for impredicative instantiation.
αp ∼ (∀a.µ)

⇐⇒

⊥

As a glimpse into the forthcoming topics in this thesis, guarded instantiation or gi, described in § 4.2, is
nothing but a generalization of this idea; in addition to predicative and unrestricted variables, there is a third
sort for top-level monomorphic types. gi enjoys some good properties, such as principal types or never getting
stuck during solving. Those properties – and their proofs – also work for this system in which there is only a
distinction between predicative and unrestricted variables.
Heuristic defaulting. Another possibility to prevent the constraint solver from getting stuck is to
implement heuristics which decide when an instantiation or generalization constraint should be turned into
an equality. Note the difference between rewriting, in which all steps we take move us between equivalent sets
of constraints, and heuristic defaulting, which prunes part of the solution space, with the hope of finding a
solution where only simple constraints remain as residual. This is expected: if we had a complete procedure for
solving instantiation constraints, we would be able to decide for every System F term whether it is well-typed,
which is known to be an undecidable problem [136].
The simplest heuristic is to default all instantiation and generalization constraints when we cannot take
any more simplification steps. In each case we take a step “as if the involved type variables were predicative”,
leading to the largest amount of instantiation.
α6β
α6µ
(∀a.µ) 6 β
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  β

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

α∼β
α∼µ
∃a. (µ ∼ β)
C, σ 6 β

The aforementioned rewriting is applied only once per constraint. In particular, the constraints C stemming
from the fourth rule are not defaulted recursively. Otherwise we lose the ability of propagating impredicative
information to those inner constraints. This defaulting heuristic has several advantages:
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• Since we are defaulting all the constraints at once, we refrain from choosing an ordering between
constraints. Otherwise the solution might depend on this arbitrary order between constraints. We
prefer to retain a less powerful but confluent system. Indeed, how can we justify to the programmer
that a program type checks, or not, based on some non-deterministic property?
• No higher-rank or impredicative type will ever be obtained which was not already present either in the
environment or in annotations in program text. Both simplification and defaulting rules destructure σ
types, they never generate new ones.
As a consequence of this latter property, if an abstraction is assigned a type which contains a polymorphic
component, such polymorphic type must be given explicitly, either as an annotation in the argument or
inside the body. For example, our approach is not able to type check
(λf . (f 3, f True)) :: (Int, Bool)

because the type we ought to assign to f , ∀a. a → a, does not appear as an annotation or in the
environment needed to type the program, Γ = 3 : Int, True : Bool .
• This defaulting heuristic is guaranteed to propagate all the higher-rank information when no impredicative instantiation is in place. In particular, this heuristic behaves identically to the previous method if
all variables are predicative. However, when impredicative instantiation is involved, it might be too
eager to make things equal and lead to an inconsistency, even when a solution exists.
The main problem with heuristic defaulting is its lack of predictability. Confluence ensures that for a
given program the answer of whether it type checks or not will always be the same. Alas, a small change in the
program might lead to slightly different constraints for which the heuristic cannot find a solution. It is hard to
understand and prove which program transformations respect typability, as defaulting is so tied to the shape
of the types being dealt with.
For that reason, we prefer the path of choosing upfront the sort of a type variable, instead of deciding
heuristically during the solving phase. On the other hand, such a choice feels too eager in some occassions, especially when co- and contravariance are involved. It remains future work to devise other defaulting mechanisms
which extend the set of typeable programs, but which do not act in surprising or hard-to-explain ways.

4.2

Guarded impredicative polymorphism

As briefly introduced above, guarded instantiation or gi sharpens the distinction between sorts of variables
in order to maximize the amount of typeable programs without getting stuck. If we assume that all type
constructors, including function types, are invariant – that is, T σ 6 T φ can always be simplified to T σ ∼ T φ –
we do not need to guarantee that a type variable is fully predicative – that is, without any trace of polymorphism
– to make progress, we only need it to be top-level monomorphic – headed by a type constructor.
In the case of the higher-rank type system, the question whether a unification variable was predicative or
unrestricted had a simple answer: it is of the former sort if it originates from the instantiation of a polymorphic
type, and unrestricted if it was introduced as part of the app rule of constraint generation. In the case of gi,
the rule is slightly more complex:
1. Consider the longer sequence of binary applications as a single n-ary application e0 e1 ... en .
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Term variables
Heads

h

Expressions

e

Rigid variables
Type constructors
Unification variable names
Sorts of variables
Unification variables
Fully monomorphic types
Top-level mono. types
Polymorphic types
Environments
Substitutions
Sort assignment
Atomic constraints
Constraint sets
Extended constraints

3
::=
|
::=
|
|
|

x, y , f , g , ...
x
e
λx. e
λ(x :: σ). e
h e1 ... en
h e1 ... en :: σ

s
υ

3
3
3
::=
::=

a, b, ...
F, G, ...
α, β, ...
m | t | u
αs

τ
µ, η
σ, φ

::=
::=
::=

αm | a | τ1 → τ2 | F τ1 ... τn
αt | a | σ1 → σ2 | F σ1 ... σn
αu | ∀a.µ

Γ
θ, ϕ, π
∆

::=
::=
::=

 | x : σ, Γ
[a 7→ σ]
[a 7→ s]

B
Q
C

::=
::=
::=
|
|
|

σ1 ∼ σ2
 | B | Q1 , Q2
 | Q | C1 , C2
∇a. ∃α. (Q ⊃ C )
σ6φ
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  φ

Figure 4.5: Syntax of gi

Variable
Abstraction
Ann. abstraction
Application
Ann. application

Equality

Instantiation
Generalization
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2. The type of the head of the application e0 has a generic form ∀a1 ... an .τ . Consider the substitution θ
over the quantified variables which makes the application well-typed.
3. Each of the assignments in the substitution, αi 7→ σi is allowed if in the instantiated type θτ = φ1 →
· · · → φn → φr , σi appears at least once under a constructor in one of the types φ1 , ..., φn .
The behavior of a type variable depends thus on the number of arguments which are supplied to a function. The
syntax of gi shown in Figure 4.5 does not include binary, but rather n-ary application.2 In particular, a lonely
variable is treated as a nullary application. Let us look at some examples to clarify whether an instantiation is
allowed or not:
• map applyTwice is OK because the type of map is instantiated to ((∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool)) →
[∀ a.a → a] → [(Int, Bool)]. Since we only have one argument in the application, we should only
look at φ1 = ((∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool)) to determined whether the instantiation is allowed. In this
case ∀ a.a → a appears under the function type constructor (→), so it is.
• Suppose single :: a → [a] and ids :: [∀ a.a → a]. In the application single ids , single ’s type becomes
[∀ a.a → a] → [[∀ a.a → a]]. Once again, we only look at the first argument [∀ a.a → a], and we find
out that the polymorphic type appears under a constructor, [ ]. As a result, the instantiation is allowed.
• id applyTwice (λx.x) is a bit trickier, since the formal type of id , ∀ a.a → a, shows only one argument
but the application has two. Nevertheless, the variable a is instantiated with (∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool),
which means that φ1 = (∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool). Polymorphism appears under the (→) constructor,
so the instantiation is allowed.
• ids ++ (single id) is not allowed, even though there is only one possible instantiation which would make
the application work. The reason is that the type of single cannot be instantiated as (∀ a.a → a) →
[∀ a.a → a], since the type of the first argument φ1 = ∀ a.a → a would expose a polymorphic type to
appear outside any constructor.
The last example shows that the guardedness rule is applied uniformly in a bottom-up manner. Different
arguments to the same call do not influence the choice of variable sorts of each other. The benefit is that the
whole system becomes more modular, making the metatheory much simpler. On the other hand, there are
some instances where an obvious instantiation is rejected.
The formal rules related to the guardedness requirement are given in Figure 4.6. Given an n-ary application,
the judgment σ Bns ∆ classifies the free type variables of the type σ . The result is an assignment ∆ from
variables to sorts:
• If a type variable a appears under a type constructor – in our terms, guarded – in the first n formal
arguments of σ , then a is classified as unrestricted. As the ` σ : u judgement shows, this means that a
may be substituted by any type, including a polymorphic one.
• If a appears in one of the first arguments, but never guarded, then only top-level monomorphic types µ
are allowed. Top-level monomorphic types always have a constructor as head.
• Finally, if a appears in the result of the type – what is left after stripping off the first n arguments – then
a may be instantiated by a type of sort s , which is a parameter to the Bns judgment.
2

We assume that iterated binary applications like (f x) y have been normalized to n-ary applications, f x y .
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σ ` a guarded
a 6∈ b

µ ` a guarded

∀b. µ ` a guarded

a ∈ ftv(φ)
T φ ` a guarded

σ Bns ∆
µ Bns ∆
µ B0

s

[ftv(µ) 7→ s ]

∀a. µ Bns ∆\a

σ2 Bn−1
∆
s
σ1 → σ2 Bns ∆ t [a 7→ if σ1 ` a guarded then u else t | a ∈ ftv(σ1 )]

`σ:s

θ respects ∆
for all a ∈ dom(θ), ` θ(a) : ∆(a)

`σ:u

`µ:t

`τ :m

θ respects ∆

Figure 4.6: Definitions related to guardedness
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To combine information from different sources we use the t operation from sorts lifted to sort assignments. We
assume that sorts form a lattice with m @ t @ u . The same figure also defines what it means for a substitution
θ to respect a variable assignment ∆. By abuse of language we say that a substitution is fully monomorphic if it
respects an assignment which maps every variable to the sort m.

4.2.1

Declarative specification

We begin by giving a declarative specification of gi, where we use declarative in the sense of not syntaxdirected. Once we prove soundness and completeness of the constraint-based formulation with respect to this
specification, the programmer may use it as a starting point to reason why a certain piece of code is accepted or
not by the type system, without having to think about every single step of the solving process.
The main typing judgment Γ ` e : σ is defined in Figure 4.7. The rules abs and annabs pose no surprises.
As in other type systems that support impredicative polymorphism, we give a fully monomorphic type to any
argument to an abstraction which is not annotated.
The most interesting bits are found in rule app. The head h in an application h e1 ... en goes through an
auxiliary judgment Γ `h e : σ to obtain its type. Then the relation 6ns allows instantiation of the type of that
head, parametrized by the number of arguments and the sort of the result type. This last argument is the same
as the one used in the classification judgment Bns . As discussed at the beginning of this section, all constructors
are considered invariant by the instantiation judgement.
However, if enough arguments are provided, some amount of covariance is allowed in function types.
Given a function f of type ∀ a.a → (∀ b.b → a), we are allowed to first instantiate a with some type µ to get
∀ b.b → µ, and then instantiate b further. As a consequence we can work around the lack of covariance in
functions by η -expanding. Using the same f as above, we cannot use f directly in a place where Int → Int → Int
is required, but we can use λx y .f x y , which allows the 62s judgment to kick in and instantiate the two type
variables.
In the same way as we described for nii in § 4.1, generalization might be needed for the arguments
of functions. In the declarative specification an auxiliary judgment Γ `arg e : σ takes care of possible
generalizations in function arguments; when describing the constraint-based formulation we shall use the
same generalization constraints as described for nii.
Note that only `h is allowed to query the environment, not the ` jugdment itself. Thus, any variable x
appearing outside of an application must be typed using the following derivation:
x :σ∈Γ
varhead
Γ `h x : σ
Γ`x :µ

σ 60m µ

app

Since the rule app is involved in this typing derivation, we say that a single variable is treated as a nullary
application. The instantiation judgment in this case 60m assigns the sort m to the type variables which appear
only in the result type. But in this case the result type is the entire type σ , which implies that a single variable is
always given a fully monomorphic type.
Theorem 4.1 (Compatibility with Hindley-Milner). Let e be an expression in the syntax of Hindley-Milner
without let. If Γ `HM e : τ , then Γ ` e : τ .
Proof. By inspection of the rules for the syntax-directed version of Hindley-Milner. Notice that all instantiations done in Hindley-Milner are admissible in gi, since the fully monomorphic types form a subset of the
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Γ `h e : σ
e not variable or application

x :σ∈Γ
varhead
Γ `h x : σ

Γ`e:σ

exprhead

Γ `h e : σ

Γ `arg e : σ
Γ`e:σ

b fresh
σ 60m [a 7→ b]µ
arggen
arg
Γ ` e : ∀a. µ

σ 6ns φ1 , ... , φn , µ

µ 60s µ

instmono

µ Bns ∆

φ2 6ns σ2 , ... , σn , µ

n>0
φ1 →

φ2 6n+1
s

φ1 , σ2 , ... , σn , µ

instarrow

θ respects ∆
θµ 6ns σ1 , ... , σn , η
instpoly
∀a. µ 6ns σ1 , ... , σn , η

Γ`e:σ
Γ, x : φ ` e : σ
annabs
Γ ` λ(x :: φ). e : φ → σ

Γ, x : τ ` e : σ
abs
Γ ` λx. e : τ → σ
Γ `h h : φ

Γ `h h : φ

φ 6nm σ1 , ... , σn , µ
Γ `arg e1 : σ1
Γ ` h e1 ... en : µ
φ 6nu σ1 , ... , σn , µ

Γ `arg e1 : σ1

...

...

Γ ` (h e1 ... en :: ∀b. µ) : ∀b. µ

Figure 4.7: Declarative gi type system

Γ `arg en : σn

Γ `arg en : σn

app

annapp
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top-level monomorphic types which again form a subset of the fully polymorphic types. So even if a type
variable is sorted as t or u , an instance of sort m can be chosen.
Annotated applications. The type rules in Figure 4.7 require a single variable to be typed with a
top-level monomorphic type. Furthermore, since they are treated as nullary applications, they must obey the
restrictions of the 60m judgment: all type variables must be assigned fully monomorphic types. As a result, we
cannot assign the type [∀ a.a → a] to the empty list constructor [ ] :: ∀ a.[a]! This means in particular that an
expression like [ ] ++ ids is not allowed.
One solution is to allow the programmer to give an annotation for a type variable, so he or she could write
([ ] :: [∀ a.a → a]) +
+ ids . In fact, we do not need to stop at nullary applications, we can extend this idea to
any application, giving rise to annotated applications.
Rule annapp is invoked for those cases. Giving u as parameter to the 6ns relation removes every restriction
imposed to those type variables appearing in the result type of the function. This is sensible in this case, since
the instantiation of each type variable is given explicitly in the source code by means of the annotation. We do
not have the same guarantees for those type variables which do not appear in the result type; for those we fall
back to the classification based on guardedness.

4.2.2

Constraint generation

The constraint generation judgment for gi, given in Figure 4.8, is not very different from the one in the naı̈ve
type system described in § 4.1. The main changes are found the app and annapp rules:
• Both rules deal now with n-ary applications instead of binary ones. These applications can be optionally
decorated by an annotation, as in the declarative specification.
• The instantiation judgment is decorated with the number of provided arguments n and the sort of the
final variable s . By construction, the second argument in the instantiation relation is always top-level
monomorphic. Thus, we relate two types by σ 6ns µ.
A

• Generalization constraints ( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  φ correspond to the generalization judgment `arg in the
declarative specification. We recall that such a constraint should be read as “a term σ with constraints C
and unification variables α can be instantiated and/or generalized to have type φ”.
• All the fresh variables are introduced unrestricted, as in the case of the higher-rank fragment, so that they
can stand for any part of the original σ . Those type variables are really a by-product of how the single
relation σ0 6ns σ1 , ... , σn , µ is encoded in the constraint-based formulation as a sequence of constraints
σ0 6ns σ1 → φ1

φ1 6n−1
σ2 → φ2
s

...

φn−1 61s σn → φn

φn 60s µ

In order to ensure that the result of the application is a top-level monomorphic type, we include a
final instantiation constraint βn 60s δ t . Note that the variable in the right-hand side is of sort t , which
ensures that during solving only top-level monomorphic types are assigned to it.

4.2.3

Constraint solving

Figure 4.9 gives the CHR∇ rules for solving the constraints generated for gi programs. In most respects they are
identical to the rules for equality constraints described in § 3.2.1 and those for instantiation and generalization
from § 4.1.1, except for changes involving the newly introduced sorts:
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Γ `h e : σ

e not var. or app.

x :σ∈Γ
varhead
Γ `h x : σ


α fresh
Γ, x : αm ` e : σ
Γ ` λx. e : αm → σ
C

C

Γ ` h e1 ... en : δt

Γ`e:σ

Γ `h e : σ

Γ`e:σ

Γ `h h : φ

C

C

exprhead

C
Γ, x : φ ` e : σ
C
Γ ` λ(x :: φ). e : φ → σ

abs

C

C

C

Γ ` ei : σi
Ci
α, β, δ fresh
υ i = fuv(σi , Ci ) − fuv(Γ, φ, C )
A
{υ 1 }. C1 ⇒ σ1  αu1 ,
C,
φ 6nm αu1 → β1u ,
A
u → βu ,
β1u 6n−1
α
{υ 2 }. C2 ⇒ σ2  αu2 ,
m
2
2

..
.

annabs

app

..
.

βnu 60m δ t
Γ `h h : φ
C
υ 0 = fuv(φ, C ) − fuv(Γ)

Γ ` ei : σi
Ci
υi = fuv(σi , Ci ) − fuv(Γ, φ, C )

Γ ` (h e1 ... en :: ∀b. µ) : ∀b. µ

C,
φ 6nu αu1 → β1u ,
u 6n−1 αu → β u ,

β
u

1
2
2
∇b. ∃αu β u υ 0 . 
..


.

α, β fresh


A
{υ1 }. C1 ⇒ σ1  αu1 ,
A
{υ2 }. C2 ⇒ σ2  αu, 


..


.

βnu 60u µ

Figure 4.8: Constraint generation for gi
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• If we find an equality αs ∼ σ which does not respect the sort of α, we must signal an error. For example,
we should not allow αm ∼ [∀ a.a → a], since the sort of α imposes that any type unified with it should
be fully monomorphic.
• We also have to ensure that substitutions are sort-respecting. We can either do this by an eager check on
every variable, but this imposes a cost at each unification. Another possibility we describe in the rules is
checking the sort only when a substitution is about to be made.
• The rule that instantiates type variables from a polymorphic type uses the classification judgment Bns
– via an ancillary freshen operation – to decide which sort to assign to each of the fresh unification
variables.
We have just described when sorts ought to be checked. But this is not all: we also need to propagate this
information. For example, if we encounter the constraint αm ∼ [β u ], that is, α must be fully monomorphic
and is equated to a list of elements of type β which is itself unrestricted, the only way to satisfy it is by β being
assigned a fully monomorphic type. The rules in Figure 4.9 perform this operation by unifying β u with a fresh
fully monomorphic γ m .
The case of top-level monomorphic variables is a bit simpler: we only propagate the sorts if two variables
are equated. This is because a constraint like αt ∼ [β u ] does not give us any additional information about β ,
we have already guaranteed that αt is top-level monomorphic because it is unified with a type headed by a type
constructor. For example, making β ∼ ∀ a.a → a satisfies all the sort restrictions.
Keeping track of the sort assignment. The presentation of the rules in Figure 4.9 keeps some information implicit: the sort of each of the unification variables in the constraints. In a pure CHR implementation,
this piece of state would be kept as an additional constraint, which is matched by those rules which need access
to the information. We represent such constraint as sorts(∆). For example, the rule for orientation of variables:
αs1 ∼ β s2

⇐⇒

s1 @ s2 |

β s2 ∼ αs1

ought to be rewritten as:
sorts(∆) \ α ∼ β

⇐⇒

∆(α) = s1 , ∆(β) = s2 , s1 @ s2 |

β∼α

We find that being so explicit pollutes the rules and distracts from its essence, and for that reason we chose
the given presentation. However, this explicitness plays a role once we start relaxing some of the guardedness
restrictions in § 4.5.
Stuck constraints. As we already discussed for the naı̈ve impredicative type system nii, the rules
applicable to instantiation and generalization constraints do not handle every case. In particular, whenever an
unrestricted variable appears in one of the sides of the constraint, there are good reasons to wait:
1. If we have αu 6ns µ we cannot turn it directly into αu ∼ µ, because αu might be unified later to a
polymorphic type and then we must apply instantiation.
A

2. Similarly, if we have ( {α}. C ⇒ µ)  αu , and αu is later substituted by a polymorphic type, we must
introduce new nominal constants.
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µ Bns ∆

α fresh

freshenns (∀a. µ)

∆(ai )

υi = α i

= h∆, υ, [a 7→ υ]µi

σ∼σ

⇐⇒

>

F σ1 ... σn ∼ F φ1 ... φn
F σ1 ... σn ∼ F φ1 ... φm
F σ1 ... σn ∼ G φ1 ... φm

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

n 6= m |
F 6≡ G |

αs ∼ F σ
αs ∼ σ

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

α ∈ fv(σ) |
σ 6≡ β s2 , 6` σ : s |

αs 1 ∼ β s 2
σ∼φ
αm ∼ σ

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
=⇒

s1 @ s2 |
φ≺σ |

αs ∼ σ \ αs ∼ φ
αs1 ∼ σ \ β s2 ∼ φ
αs ∼ σ \ C

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

α 6∈ fv(σ, φ) |
α ≺ β, α ∈ fv(φ), ` σ : s |
C not eq., α ∈ fv(C ), ` σ : s |

µ 6ns η
∀a.µ 6ns η
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  η

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

freshenns (∀a.µ) = h∆0 , υ, µ0 i |

A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  ∀a.η

⇐⇒

Figure 4.9: Solving rules for gi

σ1 ∼ φ1 , ... , σn ∼ φn
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
β s2 ∼ αs1
φ∼σ
{β s ∼ γ m | β s ∈ fuv(σ), s 6= m}
σ∼φ
β s2 ∼ [α 7→ σ]φ
[α 7→ σ]C
µ∼η
∃υ. (µ0 ∼ η)
C , σ 60m η
A
∇a. (( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  η)
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The risk if we decide not to handle those kinds of constraints is for the solver to become stuck. The guardedness
restrictions are designed to forbid that case: a specific constraint in the set may become stuck for some time, but
if we are dealing with a constraint set for which a solution exists, all of the constraints shall eventually become
unstuck. In particular, we can always rewrite a consistent constraint set with instantiation and generalization
constraints to an equivalent set which contains only implications and equalities.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Γ ` e : σ C or Γ `h e : σ C . Then C is either inconsistent, or can be rewritten to
a new set C 0 without instantiation and generalization constraints which ﬁxes the value of all unrestricted and
top-level monomorphic variables.
Proof. We prove both cases by mutual induction. Note that the case for `h follows simply from the case for the
main typing judgment, as the head typing judgment either produces no constraints with the rule varhead
or refers to the normal typing judgment as a premise with the rule exprhead. For the other case, we proceed
by induction on the constraint generation judgment Γ ` e : σ C .
• Case abs and annabs. Follows directly from the induction hypothesis, since the constraints from the
body are copied as the output.
• Case app. We need to consider three sets of constraints: the set C coming from generating constraints
for the head, the set of instantiation constraints C6 which extract the expected types of arguments from
the function types, and the set of generalisation constraints C which check that the actual arguments
fit into those expected types.
The desired properties for the first set of constraints, C , follow by induction. Since C fixes all the unrestricted and top-level monomorphic variables, this implies that φ is fixed up to fully monomorphic
variables. As a result, we can rewrite all the constraints in C6 into equalities – but note that instantiations may introduce new variables which we need to fix.
The newly-introduced variables are divided between unrestricted u , top-level monomorphic t and fully
monomorphic m. Only the first two interact with arguments, by definition. For the first set we know
that for each variable α ∈ u there is at least one argument of the form ∀a. T φ, where α ∈ ftv(φ). For
that argument there is a corresponding expression ej and generalisation,
A
{γj }. Cj ⇒ σj  ∀a. T φ

The rules from Figure 4.9 rewrite this constraint to Cj , σj 60m T φ, possibly under a universal quantifier
∀b . Now we apply the induction hypothesis to Cj , so these constraints are rewritten to a set of equalities
which fixes the unrestricted and top-level monomorphic variables.
We still have a remaining constraint σj 60m T φ and we have not proven yet that the variable α ∈ ftv(φ)
is fixed. But since σj is fixed up to fully monomorphic components, we can decide which instantiation
rule to apply; in either case a type equality is produced. In turn, this equality fixes a type assignment for
α. As a result, the generalisation constraint can be completely turned into equalities, as desired. Furthermore, the type assigned to α is floated out of the universal quantification – if it was ever introduced
– up to the point where the variable was introduced.
Once the value of α is fixed — because of its appearance under a type constructor —, we can deal with
those cases in which the variable appears alone as an argument,
A
{γk }. Ck ⇒ σk  α
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But now we already know the type for α up to its fully monomorphic components! Thus, we are able
to decide which rule in the solver to apply, and then apply the induction hypothesis. The end result is
again a set of equalities, maybe under a universal quantifier.
Arguments which feature a top-level monomorphic variable β ∈ t are dealt with in the same way;
the fact that the variable is top-level monomorphic is enough to unwrap the generalisation constraint.
Then, the solving proceeds as with α unrestricted.
Finally, no constraints are generated over the set of fully monomorphic types m. This is OK, since these
variables are already fixed up to fully monomorphic components, by definition.
• Case annapp. This case is almost identical to app. The only difference is that now there is a set of
variables u 0 which would have been classified as either top-level or fully monomorphic but which are
now classified as unrestricted.
As in the case of app, we apply the induction hypothesis to guarantee that the set of constraints C
can be turned into a set of equalities under a mixed prefix. Since these equalities fix σ up to fully
monomorphic components, we can still apply the same reasoning to the set of instantiation constraints
C6 . In particular, the constraint βn 60u η is turned into an equality, too, and fixes the value of all those
u 0 variables – those are the ones appearing in the assignment to βn and η is completely known since it
is given by the programmer. For the remaining variables we apply the same reasoning as before.

The resulting constraint set is an instance of the problem of first-order unification under a mixed prefix
[23], which in our system is expressed by nested quantification constraints. A complete algorithm to solve this
kind of problem is described in [95]. As a consequence, we have this result:
Corollary 4.3. Suppose Γ ` e : σ

4.2.4

C . Then C is either inconsistent, or can be rewritten to a solved form.

let bindings, do notation and pattern matching

A realistic language such as Haskell [72] includes many other syntactic forms apart from variables, abstraction
and application. Since they are derived forms, they can always be translated back to the core forms. But as we
shall see here, taking this translation as a basis for type inference is not the best option.
Take for example the well-known translation of let x = e1 in e2 to (λx.e2 ) e1 . This leads to the following
derivation:
Γ, x : τ ` e2 : σ
Γ ` λx.e2 : τ → σ

61m

τ →σ
τ, µ
Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 : µ

Γ ` e1 : φ
φ 60m τ
arg
Γ ` e1 : τ

Alas, this translation restricts the type of x to be fully monomorphic, inheriting the restriction imposed on
arguments of abstractions. The problem is that we are trying to guess the type for e1 by looking at how it
is used in e2 . This makes sense for abstractions, where we do not have information about what values the
argument will have, but for let we actually have access to e1 itself! Therefore, the rule in Figure 4.10 works
in the other direction: we propagate the type obtained from typing e1 – which is now unrestricted – to the
environment in which we type e2 .
Note also that we do not generalize the type of e1 before putting it into the environment; this is a departure
from the classic Hindley-Damas-Milner typing discipline, but we are not the first ones to do so. Indeed,
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Data constructor
do-statements

Expressions

s
e
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3

K

::=
::=

e | x ← e ; s | let x = e ; s
... | let x = e1 in e2 | do s | case e0 of {K x → e}

Γ`e:σ
Γ ` e1 : φ
Γ, x : φ ` e2 : σ
let
Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 : σ

Γ `do
M s :Mφ

do

Γ ` do s : M φ

for each branch Ki xi → ei with
Γ ` e0 : σ0

σ0 60m T φ0

Ki : ∀a b. σi → T a ∈ Γ
Γ, xi : [a 7→ φ0 ]σi ` ei : φ?

Γ ` case e0 of{K x → e} : φ?

case

Γ `do
M s :µ
Γ `arg e : M φ
Γ `do
M e :Mφ

Γ `arg e : M φ

Γ, x : φ `do
M s :η

Γ `do
M x ←e ;s :η

Γ`e:φ

Γ, x : φ `do
M s :η

Γ `do
M let x = e ; s : η

Figure 4.10: Declarative gi type system with let, do and pattern matching
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Γ`e:σ
Γ ` e1 : φ
C1
Γ, x : φ ` e2 : σ
Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 : σ
C1 , C2

C

C2

T fresh

let

Γ `do
T s :µ

Γ ` do s : µ

do

for each branch Ki xi → ei
Γ ` e0 : σ0

Ki : ∀a b i . σi → T a ∈ Γ
Ci
Γ, xi : [a 7→ αu ]σi ` ei : φi
υ i = fuv(φi , Ci ) − fuv(Γ) − α

α, β fresh

C0

Γ ` case e0 of{K x → e} : β u

C0 , (σ0 60m T αu ), ∇b i . ∃υ i . (Ci , β u ∼ φi )

Γ `do
T s :µ

case

C

Γ`e:σ
C
δ fresh
u
0 T δu
Γ `do
e
:
T
δ
C
,
σ
6
m
T
Γ`e:σ
Γ

δ fresh

C1
`do
T

x ←e;s:µ

Γ`e:σ
Γ

`do
T

C1

Γ, x : δ u `do
T s :µ
C1 , σ

60m

T

δu , C

Γ, x : σ `do
T s :µ

let x = e ; s : µ

C2

2

C2

C1 , C2

Figure 4.11: Constraint generation for gi with let, do and pattern matching

Vytiniotis et al. [133] argue that let generalization is not so important in practice and that in complex type
systems it is not completely clear how to generalize. The good news is that we can always annotate an expression
as let x = (e1 :: σ) in e2 to obtain the desired type.
If we follow the Haskell Report literally we find the same problem with the do notation, since the translation introduces abstractions – like e1 >>= λx → e2 – which force the type of x to be fully monomorphic. This
restriction forbids some classes of domain-specific languages, as reported by Augustsson [4]. The solution is
the same as for let, just use the type from an expression to inform the following ones. In this case we make use
of an ancillary judgment `do
M to type the statements.
The last syntactic form we consider in Figure 4.10 is pattern matching. First of all, by looking at the data
constructors we know which data type we are working with, so we can directly ask for the type of e0 to be
compatible with T φ0 . In each of the branches we introduce new term variables standing for those in the
patterns, and then proceed to type the inner expression. At this point we have a design choice: we can ask all
the branches to return exactly the same type, or we can ask the branches to have a common compatible type,
that is, a type to which the types of all branches can be instantiated. Only the first route guarantees that we can
fix a type without trying to guess, so this is the one we take in gi.
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Constraint generation is extended in a similar fashion, as describe in Figure 4.11. The only remarkable
feature is the use of ∇ to account for those type variables local to each constructor. This is needed to support
data types with existential constructors.
For the sake of conciseness, in the rest of this chapter we only consider the subset of the language which
includes variables, abstractions, applications and let bindings. The results – including non-guessing of impredicativity, soundness and principality of the inference algorithm – still hold for the full language.

4.3

Metatheory for gi

One key property of gi is that all impredicative instantiations are settled by the shape of the expression and the
types in the environment. Formally, every possible type derivation for an expression e results in the same type,
modulo some monomorphic substitution. For that reason, we say that impredicative polymorphism is not
guessed in gi.3
Theorem 4.4 (Impredicative instantiation is not guessed). Let Γ be a (possibly open) environment and e an
expression. For every pair of fully monomorphic substitutions θ1 and θ2 ,
1. If θ1 Γ `h e : σ1 and θ2 Γ `h e : σ2 , then there exists a polymorphic type σ ∗ and fully monomorphic
substitutions ϕ1 and ϕ2 such that σi = ϕi σ ∗ .
2. If θ1 Γ ` e : σ1 and θ2 Γ ` e : σ2 , then there exists a polymorphic type σ ∗ and fully monomorphic
substitutions ϕ1 and ϕ2 such that σi = ϕi σ ∗ .
Proof. We prove this theorem by mutual induction over the typing derivation of e .
Proof of (1).

We distinguish two cases by inversion:

• Case varhead. The two derivations to consider are:
x : θ1 σ ∈ θ1 Γ

x : θ2 σ ∈ θ2 Γ

θ1 Γ `h x : θ1 σ

θ2 Γ `h x : θ2 σ

where σ ∈ Γ. That σ contains all the polymorphism information, since by hypothesis θ1 and θ2 are
fully monomorphic substitutions. Thus we can take σ ∗ = σ and as substitutions those applied to Γ.
• Case exprhead. Follows by induction over the premise.
Proof of (2). We distinguish seven cases by inversion:
• Case abs. The derivations look like:
θ1 Γ, x : τ1 ` e : σ1
θ1 Γ ` λx.e : τ1 → σ1
3

θ2 Γ, x : τ2 ` e : σ2
θ2 Γ ` λx.e : τ2 → σ2

The use of superscript ∗ in some types in the following results does not preclude any special meaning.
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We cannot apply the induction hypothesis yet, since the environments in the premises are not of the
right shape. Consider instead Γ0 = Γ, x : α for a fresh α, and substitutions
θ10 = [α 7→ τ1 ] ◦ θ1

θ20 = [α 7→ τ2 ] ◦ θ2

These substitutions are fully monomorphic, since all of θi and τi (1 6 i 6 2) are fully monomorphic
by hypothesis. We have then the following equalities over the environments
θ1 Γ, x : τ1 = θ10 Γ0

θ2 Γ, x : τ2 = θ20 Γ0

and thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to e to obtain σ ∗ , ϕ1 and ϕ2 such that σi = ϕi σ ∗ .
Consider now the extended substitutions:
ϕ01 = [α 7→ τ1 ] ◦ ϕ

ϕ02 = [α 7→ τ2 ] ◦ ϕ2

Since τ1 and τ2 are fully monomorphic types, ϕ0i are fully monomorphic substitutions. Take σ 0 =
α → σ ∗ . We have, for each derivation, that
ϕ0i σ 0 = ϕ0i (α → σ ∗ ) = ϕ0i α → ϕ0i σ ∗ = τi → σi

And we are done: σ 0 , ϕ01 and ϕ02 are the desired outputs of the theorem.
• Case annabs. Similar to abs.
• Case app. In this case the derivations have the following shape:
θi Γ `h h : θi φ

φ 6nm σi,1 , ... , σi,n , µi

θi Γ `arg ej : σi,j

θi Γ ` h e1 ... en : µi

for i ∈ {1, 2}

We have two choices: either φ is a top-level monomorphic type η , or θi φ = ∀a. θi η . This shall remain
true during the derivation of 6nm . Intuitively, the substitutions do not alter the “polymorphic structure” of the type. In particular, as result type of the instantiation, we get µ1 and µ2 for which we know
that there exists a common µ∗ such that:
r
∗
µ1 = ϕm
1 ϕ1 θ1 µ

r
∗
µ2 = ϕm
2 ϕ2 θ2 µ

where ϕm
i correspond to the fully monomorphic substitutions applied to those type variables which
do not appear in any of the arguments. But we should be careful here: ϕri are unrestricted, and for
those we do not directly obtain the conclusion of the theorem.
By the definition of the respects relation for substitutions, for each quantified type variable a in φ
we have at least one σi,j for which ϕri θi σi,j is of the form ∀a. T ψ for both derivations. We can see
this by distinguishing between unrestricted variables, for which we already have the type constructor
in φ, and top-level monomorphic variables, for which the applied substitution must map to top-level
monomorphic types.
Take the expression corresponding to this type variable a – let us call it ea – and the derivations θ1 Γ `
ea : ϕr1 θ1 σ1,a and θ2 Γ ` ea : ϕr2 θ2 σ2,a . By the induction hypothesis there exists a σj∗ and fully
monomorphic substitutions ξi,a such that ϕri θi σi,a = ξi,a σa∗ .
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We know that for each type variable a appearing in some argument of the application we have at least
one ξa so that a is in its domain. It does not matter which one we choose: they all have to agree or
otherwise the derivation is ill-formed. Take now the following substitutions:
ξi =

a∈argsn (φ) [a

7→ ξi,a (a)] ,

where denotes substitution composition. By construction, we know that ϕri = ξi : they have the
same domain and they map to the same outputs. But now we are sure that the ξi ’s are fully monomorphic, since they arise from a composition of fully monomorphic substitutions. In conclusion, we have
∗
µ1 = ϕm
1 ξ1 θ1 µ

∗
µ2 = ϕm
2 ξ 2 θ2 µ

and all of ϕm
i , ξi and θi are fully monomorphic.
• Case annapp. This case is trivial, since the annotation makes both derivations yield the same type.
• Case let. In this case the derivations are:
θ i Γ ` e 1 : φi
θi Γ, x : φi ` e2 : σi
θi Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 : σi

for i ∈ {1, 2}

We cannot readily apply the induction hypothesis to the second premise – which would give us the
desired conclusion –, since the environment may not be in the right shape. By the induction hypothesis
on the first premise, there exists a type φ∗ and fully monomorphic substitutions ϕ1 and ϕ2 such that
φi = ϕi φ∗ . We can build a new version of φ∗ , φ0 , where all the free variables are fresh – and thus
disjoint from those in Γ – and corresponding ϕ0i where the domain is replaced by these free variables.
Consider θi0 = θi ◦ ϕ0i :
θi0 (Γ, x : φ0 )

=
=
=

θi0 (Γ), x : θi0 φ0
θi Γ, x : ϕ0i φ0
θi Γ, x : φi

(substitutions have disjoint domains)
(by definition of ϕ0i )

This means that we have found a fully monomorphic substitution θi0 for the environment, which allows us to apply induction on the second premise and reach the desired conclusion.
• Case do. For this case we need induction also over `do . The case for expressions follows by induction
on the premise, the cases in which variables are introduced follow the same shape as the previous case
for let.
• Case case. By induction on the first premise of case, we get σ0∗ and two substitutions ϕ1 and ϕ2 such
that σ0,i = ϕi σ0∗ for each of the two derivations. Without loss of generality, assume that σ0∗ = ∀a. µ∗0 .
Then σ0,i = ∀a. ϕi µ∗0 .
The next step is to notice that the instantiation judgment is nullary. As a result, all the type variables in a
must be substituted by fully monomorphic types. Let πi be the substitution for each of the derivations.
Then we know that T φ0,i = πi ϕi µ∗0 = T πi ϕi φ∗0 . Following the same shape as for let, we can build
substitutions θi0 such that,
θi0 (Γ, xi : [a 7→ φ0,i ]σj ) = θi Γ, xi : [a 7→ πi ϕi φ∗0 ]σj
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The last step is applying induction hypothesis to one of the branches and obtain the desired common
polymorphic type and fully monomorphic instantiations. The branch we choose does not matter,
since they all give the same type as result.

Corollary 4.5. Let Γ be a closed environment. If Γ ` e : σ1 and Γ ` e : σ2 , then there exists a polymorphic
type σ ∗ and fully monomorphic substitutions ϕ1 and ϕ2 such that σi = ϕi σ ∗ .

4.3.1

Stability under transformations

In this section we look at some properties of gi concerning derivations and stability under transformations.
The latter are important as they provide a basis for the compiler to optimize the code while respecting the
typing semantics.
Theorem 4.6 (Subject reduction). If Γ ` u : σ and Γ, x : σ ` e[x] : φ, then Γ ` e[u] : φ.
Proof. By induction over the expression e[x]. The only interesting case is when x is the head of an application,
that is, e = x e1 ... en and u is also an application, u = h u1 ... ur . Note that in that case the assigned types
are always top-level monomorphic, so σ = µ and φ = η . In these cases, the derivations for each expression
are:
Γ `h h : σ u

σu 6rm σ1 , ... , σr , µ

Γ `h x : µ

µ 6nm φ1 , ... , φn , η
Γ `arg ej : φj

Γ `arg ui : σi
Γ ` h u1 ... ur : µ

Γ ` x e1 ... en : η

and the question is whether we can derive:
Γ `h h : σ u

σu 6rm+n σ1 , ... , σr , φ1 , ... , φn , η

Γ `arg ui : σi

Γ `arg ej : φj

Γ ` h u1 ... ur e1 ... en : η

All the premises of this last rule come directly from those in the hypotheses, except for the instantiation
σu 6rm+n σ1 , ... , σr , φ1 , ... , φn , η . For the n last components we can reuse the derivation in the second hypothesis. For the first r components, inspection on the rules of guardedness show that any instantiation with
r arguments is admissible when r + n are considered and the sort assigned to the variables in the result type is
fully monomorphic.
Theorem 4.7. Let app :: ∀ a b.(a → b) → a → b and revapp :: ∀ a b.a → (a → b) → b be the application
and reverse application functions, respectively. Given two expressions f and e such that Γ `h f : σ0 , and
σ0 60m σ1 → φ then:
Γ ` f e : φ ⇐⇒ Γ ` app f e : φ ⇐⇒ Γ ` revapp e f : φ

The hypothesis σ0 60m σ1 → φ means that type variables may only be instantiated with fully monomorphic
variables. Thus, this transformation only respects well-typedness for the whole predicative and higher-rank
fragment, but not in the fully impredicative system in general.
Proof. Let us compare the derivations of the first two expressions.
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System F terms e F , hF ::= x | λ(x :: σ). e F | Λa. e F | e F e F | e F σ

Γ `F e F : σ
x :σ∈Γ
var
Γ `F x : σ
Γ, x : σ `F e F : φ
Γ

`F

Γ

λ(x ::

σ).e F

:σ→φ

Γ `F e1F : σ → φ

abs

Γ

`F

e1F e2F

Γ `F e2F : σ
:φ

app

Γ `F e F : ∀a. σ
tyapp
Γ `F e F φ : [a 7→ φ]σ

Γ `F e F : σ
tyabs
Λa. e F : ∀a. σ

`F

Figure 4.12: Syntax and typing judgment for System F
Γ `h f : σ 0

σ0 61m σ1 , µ

Γ `arg e : σ1

Γ`f e:µ
Γ `h f : σ 0
Γ

`h

app : ∀ a b.(a → b) → a → b

Γ

`arg

σ0 60m σ1 → µ
f : σ1 → µ

Γ `arg e : σ1

∀ a b.(a → b) → a → b 62m (σ1 → µ), σ1 , µ
Γ`f e:µ

The application of app can be instantiated with any type, given that both variables a and b are guarded. The
premises coming from f and e are the same, except for the highlighted ones. We know that if σ0 60m σ1 → φ,
then σ0 61m σ1 , φ, by inspection of the rule relating instantiation and function types. The case for revapp is
similar.

4.3.2

From and to System F

When dealing with an impredicative type system, we always need to ask ourselves: how do we do with respect
to System F? By System F we refer to the polymorphic λ-calculus defined in Figure 4.12. In this section we
describe translations from System F to gi and viceversa.
Since System F is fully typed, the question of embedding a System F expression in gi is a question of
expressivity rather than of power of inference. We can always embed a System F expression e F and make it
pass the type checking process if we include enough annotations, as shown in Figure 4.13. The main difference
between gi and System F is that in the former impredicative instantiation is restricted, which brings the need
for annotations.
The translation from Figure 4.13 is driven by the type assigned to the expression by System F; this can be
seen by comparing the translation judgment with the typing judgment from Figure 4.12. In order to minimize
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Γ `F e F : σ
x :µ∈Γ
Γ

`F

x :µ

Γ

λ(x ::

τ ).e F

x :σ∈Γ
σ var
Γ `F x : σ
(x :: σ)

µvar

x

Γ, x : τ `F e F : φ
`F

e

:τ →φ

λx.e

Λa1 . ... Λan

. eF

Γ, x : σ `F e F : φ

µabs

Γ
Γ `F e0F : σ
σ0 6nu

e0

`F

Γ

Γ `F e F : φ
`F

e

λ(x :: σ).e F : σ → φ

e

: ∀a1 . ... ∀an . φ

(bec :: ∀a1 ... an . φ)

e
λ(x :: σ).e

σ abs

tyabs

σ0 = ∀a1 . σ1 → ∀a2 . σ2 → ... ∀an . σn → ∀ar ap . µr

[a1 7→ φ1 ]σ1 , [a1 7→ φ1 , a2 7→ φ2 ]σ2 , ... , [a1 7→ φ1 , ... , an 7→ φn , ar 7→ φr ]µr

Γ `F e1F : [a1 7→ φ1 ]σ1

e1

...

Γ `F e0F φ1 e1F φ2 e2F ... φn enF φr : ∀ar . µr

Γ `F enF : [a1 7→ φ1 , ... , an →
7 φn ]σn
en


if ap is empty

e0 e1 ... en
and φr fully mono.


(e e ... e :: ∀a . µ ) otherwise
0 1

(

where

n

r

r

be :: σc = bec
bec = e

otherwise

Figure 4.13: Translation from System F to gi

tyapp&app
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Γ `h e : σ

eF

x :σ∈Γ
varhead
Γ `h x : σ
x
e not variable or application
Γ

`h

e:σ

σ 6ns φ1 , ... , φn , µ
µ 60s µ

φ1 →

φ2 6n+1
s

∀a. µ Bns ∆

instmono



∀a. µ

6ns

ψ2 , ... , ψn , ψr

φ1 , σ2 , ... , σn , µ

σ1 , ... , σn , η

b fresh

eF

Γ, x : τ ` e : σ

Γ

φ 6nm σ1 , ... , σn , µ
e1F

e1 : σ1

...

Γ `h h : φ
Γ

`arg

hF

e1 : σ1

ψ1 e1F

φ 6nu σ1 , ... , σn , η
e1F

e1F

...

annabs

ψ1 , ... , ψn , ψr

`arg

enF

en : σn

ψn enF

ψr

enF

Λb. hF ψ1 e1F ... ψn enF ψr
Γ, x : φ ` e2 : σ

Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 : σ

app

ψ1 , ... , ψn , ψr

Γ `arg en : σn

...

Γ ` (h e1 ... en :: ∀b. η) : ∀b. η
Γ ` e1 : φ

Γ

hF

Γ ` h e1 ... en : µ

abs

λ(x :: φ). e F

Γ ` λ(x :: φ). e : φ → σ

`arg

eF

eF

Γ, x : φ ` e : σ

arggen

eF

λ(x :: τ ). e F

Γ ` λx. e : τ → σ

hF

ψr

Λa. e F ψr

Γ`e:σ

instpoly

eF

σ 60m [a 7→ b]µ

Γ `arg e : ∀a. µ

Γ `h h : φ

, ψ2 , ... , ψn , ψr

θ(a), ψ2 , ... , ψn , ψr

Γ `arg e : σ
Γ`e:σ

instarrow

, ψ2 , ... , ψn , ψr

θµ 6ns σ1 , ... , σn , η

θ respects ∆

exprhead

ψ1 , ... , ψn , ψr

φ2 6ns σ2 , ... , σn , µ

n>1

eF

Γ`e:σ
eF

e2F

(λ(x :: φ). e2F ) e1F

Figure 4.14: Translation from gi to System F

let

annapp
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the number of annotations, we include special cases for variables and abstractions where the involved type is
top-level monomorphic; in those cases neither System F not gi need an annotation.
Following gi we present n-ary application, which in the case of System F also includes type application.
For that reason, we have a single tyapp&app rule in the translation.
• The given application rule only works if the guardedness restrictions are satisfied, otherwise an annotation on e0 needs to be added before applying the rule.
• In gi the result of a non-annotated application always gets a top-level monomorphic type. This is not
the case in System F, and thus an annotation may be required to further generalize.
• Completely unrestricted instantiation is only available via annotations. In order to apply this translation,
we need to split applications so that guardedness guarantees are always met. Every time we split, we
introduce a new annotation guiding the type checking process.
Theorem 4.8 (Embedding of System F). Let e F be a System F expression. If Γ `F e F : σ
Figure 4.13, then Γ ` e : σ in gi.

e , as deﬁned in

Proof. By induction on the typing derivation in System F, Γ `F e : σ .
• Case var. We need to derive Γ ` x : σ , for a general σ = ∀a. µ. We recall that single variables are
treated like nullary application, so some amount of instantiation must take place.
x :σ∈Γ
Γ `h x : σ
σ 60m µ
app
Γ`x :µ

If the set of quantified variables a is empty, then this derivation works. If it is not, we need an annotation to re-generalise those.
x :σ∈Γ
Γ `h x : σ

σ 60u µ

Γ ` (x :: ∀a. µ) : ∀a. µ

annapp

• Case abs. By the induction hypothesis we are able to type check the body of the abstraction. The
distinction between fully monomorphic and unrestricted types in the translation ensures that we can
use the right abs or annabs rule from the declarative specification.
• Case tyabs. There are two cases to consider:
– bec is an application. In this case e results from the application of either app or annapp in the
declarative specification. By inspection of the rule annapp, we can see that we can always choose
to quantify over more variables if an annotation is added to the application.
– bec is a variable. We assume without loss of generality that the type assigned to e in the environment is φ = ∀b. µ, and thus Γ ` e : ∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ]. In this case we can build the following
derivation tree:
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Solved set of constraints Cs ::=  | σ1 ∼ σ2 | Cs , Cs | ∇a. ∃α. (Q ⊃ Cs )

a ; α ; β ` Cs solved
`σ:s

ftv(σ) ⊆ a ∪ α

a ; α ; {β} ` β s ∼ σ solved
a ; α ; β 1 ` C1 solved

solvedvar

a ; α ; β 2 ` C2 solved

a ; α ; β 1 ] β 2 ` C1 , C2 solved
υ = γ1 ] γ2

a ∪ b ; α ∪ γ 1 ; γ 2 ` C solved

a ; α ; ∅ ` ∀b. ∃υ.C solved

solvedconj

solvedquant

Figure 4.15: Definition of solved set of constraints
e : ∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ] ∈ Γ
Γ `h e : ∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ]

varhead

∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ] 60u µ[a1 , ... , an ]

Γ ` (e :: ∀a b. µ) : ∀a b. µ

annapp

– bec is neither an application nor a variable. In this case the annotation is treated as an annotated application with zero arguments. By the induction hypothesis, we know that Γ ` e :
φ[a1 , ... , an ]. As previously, we assume without loss of generality that φ = ∀b. µ, and thus
Γ ` e : ∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ]. Now we can build the following derivation:
Γ ` e : ∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ]
Γ `h e : ∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ]

exprhead

∀b. µ[a1 , ... , an ] 60u µ[a1 , ... , an ]

Γ ` (e :: ∀a b. µ) : ∀a b. µ

annapp

• Case tyapp and app. The premises about guardedness ensure that we can apply the rule app or annapp
in the declarative specification. As discussed in the main text, if at a certain application we cannot apply
this rule, we can always split the application, annotate the head and then use the application rule.
The converse transformation is also important, since many compilers – including GHC – use fully-typed
core languages based on System F as a target for compilation. Optimizations and code generation are usually
defined on this core language instead of directly in terms of source language constructs. Figure 4.14 gives the
rules as an extension of the gi typing judgment. For the sake of conciseness we have omitted the rules for do
notation and pattern matching.

4.3.3

Soundness and principality

Solved forms. The end goal of the solving process is to rewrite a constraint set into a solved form, as defined
by Figure 4.15. A solved form consists (1) only of quantifications and equality constraints – this is given by its
syntactic form Cs – where (2) the equalities constitute a well-scoped and well-sorted idempotent substitution of
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its unification variables. This latter condition is checked by means of a special judgment a ; α ; β ` Cs solved,
which states that with the rigid variables a in scope and the unification variables α ∪ β in need of a type
assignment, the set of constraints Cs is a solved set. That judgment assumes that the solved set of constraints
Cs is top-level quantified, which we can do by taking ∀ ftv(Cs ). ∃ fuv(Cs ). Cs as the initial set.
For example, the following constraints with quantification
∃αm .(αm ∼ Int), (∀b.∃β u . β u ∼ (b → Int))

are in solved form. On the other hand, the following two constraints:
∃α.(α ∼ Int), (α ∼ Bool)

∃α. ... (∀b.α ∼ [b]) ...

respect the syntax of solved sets, but do not pass the solved test. In the first there are two equalities for α; in
the second, there is an issue with variable scope: the type assigned to α uses a universal variable introduced in a
nested scope. Note that the judgment allows for a unification variable to have no equalities attached to it; it is
simply unconstrained.
The judgment defining when a set of constraints is solved partitions the unification variables in two
disjoint sets α and β . From those, each variable in β gets precisely one equality constraint in the current scope,
whereas the variables in α get none. Rule solvedvar expects β to consist of one variable β only, checks
well-sortedness, and also checks that σ does not mention any variables other than the rigid a and unconstrained
unification variables – the latter check ensures idempotence. Rule solvedconj partitions the β between the
two conjunctions. Rule solvedquant partitions the local existentials υ into the unconstrained sets, γ1 and
γ2 resp.
Let us look at our example of constraints which are not in solved form and determine why they do not
satisfy the solved judgment. In the case of ∃α.(α ∼ Int), (α ∼ Bool), the rule solvedconj determines a split
in the existential variables. That rule mandates the split to be disjoint, hence if a derivation exists, it has to be
in one of these forms.
impossible
∅ ; ∅ ; {α} ` α ∼ Int solved

∅ ; ∅ ; ∅ ` α ∼ Bool solved

∅ ; ∅ ; {α} ` α ∼ Int, α ∼ Bool solved

impossible
∅ ; ∅ ; ∅ ` α ∼ Int solved

∅ ; ∅ ; {α} ` α ∼ Bool solved

∅ ; ∅ ; {α} ` α ∼ Int, α ∼ Bool solved

In both cases there is one premise, the one where all the sets of constraints are empty, which cannot be derived
with the rules of solved. In other words, that constraint set is not a solved form.
In the case of ∃α. ... (∀b.α ∼ [b]) ..., the rule solvedquant resets the set of unification variables in need
of a type assignment. That means that the rule solvedvar cannot kick in when we arrive to the constraint
α ∼ [b], since the constraint α is not present in that set.
Solutions. The notion of solved form is independent of the set of constraints for which we started solving
constraints. In order to relate the initial set with the residual set of constraints, we define in Figure 4.16 the
notion of Cs being a solution for a set of constraints C , Cs |= C .
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In order to define Cs |= C we use two ancillary judgments. First of all, we define the substitution induced by
a solved set, subst(Cs ). This substitution is based only on the top-level equalities, not those under quantifiers.
For example, the substitution for the following set of constraints:
Cs = α ∼ Int, β ∼ Bool, ∇a. ∃γ. (γ ∼ [a])

does not mention variable γ :
subst(Cs ) = [α 7→ Int, β 7→ Bool]

For the sake of conciseness, we shall sometimes write Cs (C ) to mean subst(Cs )(C ). In other words, we
sometimes use a solved set of constraints directly as substitution.
The only rule for Cs |= C merely applies the substitution induced by Cs to C and then relies on Cs |=0 C
to do all the heavy lifting. The first rule of |=0 just checks that a type equality is true. The next two rules of
|=0 propagate the solution structurally among the set of constraints C . The only subtle part is that both Cs
and C have to quantify over exactly the same universal variables for the former to be considered a solution
of the latter. The other three rules ensure that the solved set Cs assigns types to those variables arising from
instantiation and generalization constraints. In those cases we go back to the top-level judgment Cs |= C to
ensure that all equalities are applied before going on.
Given two solutions Cs and Ds which range over the same set of variables, we say that Cs is more general
than Ds if there exists a fully monomorphic substitution π such that for every pair of assignments α ∼ σ in
Cs , and α ∼ φ in Ds , φ = πσ . The solver described in [95] returns most general solutions for a given set of
equalities under a mixed prefix. This is a consequence of the fact that they reuse the first-order solver in [73],
which always returns most general substitutions.
Using this definition of solution, we can prove soundness (Theorem 4.11) and principality (Theorem 4.15)
results for our constraint-based formulation of gi. But first we need to prove a small lemma about instantiation
constraints.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that Cs is a solution for the set of constraints
σ 6rs αu1 → β1u

β1u 6rs −1 αu2 → β2u

...

βru−1 61s αur → βru

βru 60s δ

Then Cs (σ) 6rs Cs (αu1 ), ... , Cs (αur ), Cs (δ) (as deﬁned in the declarative speciﬁcation)
During constraint generation, application nodes give rise to sequences such as those given in the lemma, which
perform one step of instantiation at a time. In contrast, the declarative specification defines one single judgment
to perform several instantiations at once. This lemma states that the constraint-based formulation effectively
simulates the declarative one.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of constraints r .
Case r = 0. In this case we have just one constraint, σ 60s η . By inspection of the rule leading to the
derivation of Cs |= σ 60s η , we know that Cs |= Cs (σ) 60s Cs (η). And from there, we get
Cs ([a 7→ α]Cs (σ)) ∼ Cs (η)

where a are the quantified variables in Cs (σ) and α the variables that are introduced by solving at instantiation
time. Note that we can rewrite the last constraint as
[a 7→ Cs (α)]Cs (σ) ∼ Cs (η)

From that we build the following derivation
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Cs |= C
Cs |=0 θ(C )

subst(Cs ) = θ
Cs |= C

subst(Cs )
Cs = E , R , where E are all the equalities in Cs
subst(Cs ) = [α 7→ σ | α ∼ σ ∈ E ]

Cs |=0 C
Cs |=0 C1
Cs |=0 σ ∼ σ

Cs
a instantiated to α

|=0

Cs |=0 C2

∀b.Cs0 ∈ Cs
Cs

C1 , C2

|=0

Cs0 |= C
∀b. C

Cs |= [a 7→ α]µ ∼ η

Cs |=0 ∀a. µ 6ns η
Cs |= σ 60s η
A
0
Cs |= ( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  η

Cs |= C

A
Cs |=0 ∀b. ( {α}. C ⇒ σ  η)
A
Cs |=0 ( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  ∀b. η

Figure 4.16: Definition of solution
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[a 7→ Cs (α)]Cs (σ) ∼ Cs (η)
[a 7→ Cs (α)]Cs (σ) 60s Cs (η)
∀a. Cs (σ) 60s Cs (η)

instmono
instpoly

and finally we note that ∀a. Cs (σ) = Cs (∀a. σ).
Case r > 1. By inspection of the rules of constraint solving the shape of σ must be a function type, possibly
quantified over some variables, ∀a. φ → ψ . We proceed as in the previous case by inversion on the solution
relation Cs |= σ 6rs αu1 → β1u to eventually obtain that:
[a 7→ Cs (α)]Cs (φ → ψ) ∼ Cs (αu1 ) → Cs (β1u )

In particular this implies that we have the following equalities:
Cs ([a 7→ α]φ) ∼ Cs (αu1 )

Cs ([a 7→ α]ψ) ∼ Cs (β1u )

Now we apply the induction hypothesis to the remaining constraints to get that
Cs (β1u ) 6rs −1 Cs (αu2 ), ... , Cs (αur ), Cs (η)

Using these facts we can build a derivation for the declarative specification:
Cs ([a 7→ α]φ) ∼ Cs (αu1 )

Cs ([a 7→ α]ψ) 6rs −1 Cs (αu2 ), ... , Cs (αur ), Cs (η)

Cs ([a 7→ α]φ) → Cs ([a 7→ α]ψ) 6rs Cs (αu1 ), Cs (αu2 ), ... , Cs (αur ), Cs (η)
Cs (∀a.φ → ψ) 6rs Cs (αu1 ), Cs (αu2 ), ... , Cs (αur ), Cs (η)

instarrow
instpoly

In the last two steps we need to massage the types a bit to get them into the required form:
Cs ([a 7→ α]φ) → Cs ([a 7→ α]ψ) ∼ [a 7→ Cs (α)]Cs (φ → ψ)
∀a. Cs (φ → ψ) ∼ Cs (∀a. φ → ψ)

Theorem 4.10 (Soundness, solution version). Let Γ be an environment and e an expression. Then, for every
set of constraints C 0 ,
1. If Γ `h e : σ

C , and Cs |= C , C 0 , then we can build a derivation for Cs (Γ) `h e : Cs (σ).

2. If Γ ` e : σ

C and Cs |= C , C 0 , then we can build a derivation for Cs (Γ) ` e : Cs (σ).
A
C and Cs |= ( {υ}. C ⇒ σ  φ), C 0 , then can derive Cs (Γ) `arg e : Cs (φ).

3. If Γ ` e : σ

The additional set of constraints C 0 which we introduce in this theorem, is necessary for using induction in the
case in which a constraint generation rule adds new constraints to the set. This is one of those cases in which
the induction hypothesis must be generalized for the proof to go through.
Proof. We prove this theorem by mutual induction over the expression e .
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Proof of (1).

We distinguish two cases by inversion:

• Case varhead. We have in this case that Γ `h x : σ  if x : σ ∈ Γ. In this case Cs is a solution of C 0 .
By applying the corresponding substitution to the environment we get that x : Cs (σ) ∈ Cs (Γ), which
allows us to conclude that Cs (Γ) `h x : Cs (σ).
• Case exprhead. Follows directly from the induction hypothesis and (2).
Proof of (2). We distinguish four cases by inversion:
• Case abs. In this case the constraint gathering looks like:
Γ, x : αm ` e : µ
C
Γ ` λx.e : αm → µ
C

By the induction hypothesis we know that for every C 0 , if C , C 0 is solved to Cs , then we have Cs (Γ), x :
Cs (αm ) ` e : Cs (σ). From this we can apply the corresponding rule from the declarative specification.
Cs (Γ), x : Cs (α) ` e : Cs (σ)
Cs (Γ) ` λx.e : Cs (α) → Cs (σ)

Now we just need to notice that Cs (α) → Cs (σ) ∼ Cs (α → σ) and we are done.
• Case annabs. Similar to the abs case.
• Case app. Suppose that the shape of the expression is h e1 ... en . By applying (1) to h we know that a
solution Cs determines a derivation Cs (Γ) `h h : Cs (σ). By Lemma 4.9, a solution for the column of
the set of 6im constraints determines a derivation for Cs (σ) 6nm Cs (αu1 ), ... , Cs (αun ), Cs (δ t ). Finally, by
applying (3) to each argument, we get the corresponding derivations for Cs (Γ) `arg ei : Cs (αui ). As a
result, we can apply the app rule from the declarative specification.
• Case annapp. Similar to the app case.
Proof of (3).

We can assume, without loss of generality, that the generalisation constraint has the form

A
{υ}. C ⇒ σ  ∀b. η .

Let us first consider the case in which the set of quantified variables b is empty. By the definition of
solution, this implies that we have
Cs |= C

and Cs |= σ 60m η

Now we can apply (2) to Cs |= C and derive that Cs (Γ) ` Cs (σ). By Lemma 4.9 applied to the second
constraint, we know that Cs (σ) 60m Cs (η) in the declarative specification. As a result, we can apply rule
ArgGen and obtain the desired result.
The case for a non-empty set of quantified variables is similar. By the definition of the solution relation,
there must be a ∀b. Cs0 ∈ Cs such that
Cs0 |= Cs (C )

and Cs0 |= Cs (σ) 60m Cs (η)

4.3. METATHEORY FOR GI
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Note the contrast between the use of Cs0 in this latter case and Cs in the former. Applying (2) and Lemma 4.9
we know that Cs0 (Cs (Γ)) ` e : Cs0 (Cs (σ)) and Cs0 (Cs (σ)) 60m Cs0 (Cs (η)). Notice that neither Γ, σ nor η have
free variables unified in Cs0 , which means that we actually have Cs (Γ) ` e : Cs (σ) and Cs (σ) 60m Cs (η). Finally
we can apply arggen, remarking that η has Skolem variables which are correctly scoped by the universal
quantification introduced in the solution.
Theorem 4.11 (Soundness). Let Γ be a closed environment and e an expression. If Γ ` e : σ
solution for C , then we have Γ ` e : Cs (σ).

C and Cs is a

Proof. By Theorem 4.10 we know that the existence of such a solution Cs implies that Cs (Γ) ` e : Cs (σ).
Since Γ is closed, Cs (Γ) = Γ, as desired.
Theorem 4.12 (Derivations provide solutions). Let Γ be an environment, e an expression and θ a fully
monomorphic substitution.
1. If θΓ `h e : σ and Γ `h e : φ
monomorphic and Cs (θφ) ∼ σ .

C , then there exists a solution Cs for C such that subst(Cs ) is fully

C , then there exists a solution Cs for C such that subst(Cs ) is fully
2. If θΓ ` e : σ and Γ ` e : φ
monomorphic and Cs (θφ) ∼ σ .

Proof. We prove this theorem by mutual induction over the expression e .
Proof of (1).

We distinguish two cases by inversion:

• Case varhead. In this case the generated set of constraints C is empty, so we can just take an empty
solved form as solution Cs . The corresponding substitution subst(Cs ) is the identity function, which
is trivially fully monomorphic.
Now, we just need to prove that Cs (θφ) ∼ θφ ∼ σ . By inversion of the rule varhead in the constraintbased formulation we know that φ must come from an element x : φ ∈ Γ. On the other hand, we
know that in the declarative specification σ must come from x : σ ∈ θΓ. Since Γ is the same in both
derivations, it must be the case that σ ∼ θφ.
• Case exprhead. Follows by induction on the premise.
Proof of (2). We distinguish four cases:
• Case abs. The derivation in the declarative specification looks like:
θΓ, x : τ ` e : σ
θΓ ` λx.e : τ → σ

Let us first rewrite the premise as θ0 (Γ, x : α), where θ0 = [a 7→ τ ] ◦ θ. Now we can apply the
induction hypothesis to obtain a solution Cs0 such that Cs0 (θ0 φ) ∼ σ , where φ is the type assigned to
the abstraction body during constraint gathering.
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Now consider the set of constraints D = Cs0 , α ∼ τ . We know that a solution Ds exists for D , or
otherwise the expression would be ill-typed. Furthermore, subst(Cs0 ) ◦ θ0 = subst(Ds ) ◦ θ – we are
just moving the α assignment from one place to the other. In conclusion, we have that:
Ds (θ(α → φ)) ∼ Cs0 (θ0 (α → φ)) ∼ τ → σ

• Case annabs. Similar to the abs case.
• Case app. The derivation in the declarative specification is:
θΓ `h h : σh

σf 6n σ1 , ... , σn , µ
θΓ ` h e1 ... en : φ

θΓ `arg ei : σi

app

The constraints generated by this application of the app rule are:
Ch

φh 6nm αu1 → β1u

..
.

u
βn−1
61m αun → βnu

A

{υ1 }. C1 ⇒ φ1  αu1

..
.

A
{υn }. Cn ⇒ φ1  αun

βnu 60m δ t

By (1) applied to h there exists a solution Csh such that Csh (θφj ) ∼ σh . From the derivation of σf 6nm
σ1 , ... , σn , µ in the declarative specification we obtain a list of equalities Csinst for αu1 , β1u , ... , αun , βnu , δ t .
In particular, αui ∼ σi and δ t ∼ µ.
Let us call Cs0 = Csh , Csinst and consider for each argument the derivation Cs0 (θΓ) `arg ei : Cs0 (σi );
which holds by substitutivity in the typing judgment. In the case σi is polymorphic, the rule arggen
performs the job required to obtain a solution, namely introducing rigid variables. We are thus left
with Cs0 (θΓ) ` ei : Cs0 (ηi ), where we can apply induction hypothesis to obtain Csargi . Define Csi to
be exactly Csargi if no rigid variables were introduced and ∀b. Csargi otherwise. The final solution is the
conjunction Csh , Csinst , Cs1 , ... Csn .
• Case annapp. Similar to the app case.
Corollary 4.13. Suppose Γ ` e : σ and let Γ ` e : φ
subst(Cs ) is fully monomorphic and Cs (φ) ∼ σ .

C . Then there exists a solution Cs for C such that

Corollary 4.14 (Principality, solution version). Let Γ ` e : σ and let Γ ` e : φ C . If C is solved to Cs , then
Γ ` e : Cs (φ) and there exists a monomorphic substitution π such that πCs (φ) ∼ σ .
Proof. By soundness we know that if C is solved to Cs , then Γ ` e : Cs (φ). From the derivation of Γ ` e : σ
we obtain another solution Cs0 such that Cs0 (φ) ∼ σ . Since the solver produces most general solutions we
know in particular that there exists a fully monomorphic substitution π such that π ◦ subst(Cs ) = subst(Cs0 ).
This gives the desired result.
Theorem 4.15 (Principality). Suppose Γ ` e : σ . Then there exists a type σ ? such that Γ ` e : σ ? and σ = πσ ?
where π is a fully monomorphic substitution.
Proof. Take Γ ` e : φ C . Given that the derivation Γ ` e : σ exists, by Corollary 4.3 we are guaranteed to
obtain a solution Cs for C . Then by Corollary 4.14 we know that Γ ` e : Cs (φ) and σ ∼ πCs (φ) for where π
is a fully monomorphic substitution. Take σ ? = Cs (φ) and we are done.

4.4. INTEGRATION WITH OTHER CONSTRAINTS
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Polymorphic types

σ, φ

::=

αu | ∀a. Q ⇒ µ

Atomic constraints

B

::=
|
|

σ∼φ
...
C σ1 ... σn

Γ`e:σ
..
.

Equality
Open for extension
Type classes, for example

C

..
.

Γ ` (h e1 ... en :: ∀b. Q ⇒ η) : ∀b. Q ⇒ η

∇b. ∃υ. ( Q ⊃ C , ... )

annapp

for each branch Ki xi → ei
Γ ` e0 : σ0

C0

α, β fresh

Γ ` case e0 of{K x → e} : β u

Ki : ∀a b i . Qi ⇒ σi → T a ∈ Γ
Γ, xi : [a 7→ αu ]σi ` ei : φi
Ci
υ i = fuv(φi , Ci ) − fuv(Γ) − α

C0 , (σ0 60m T αu ), ∇b i . ∃υ i . ( Qi ⊃ Ci , β u ∼ φi )

case

Figure 4.17: Extensions for integration with other constraints

4.4

Integration with other constraints

The extension of gi to cope with other kinds of constraints, such as type classes or rows, follows the same path
as the one discussed in § 3.5. Figure 4.17 describes the adjustments needed to the constraint-based formulation:
extend the language of polymorphic types and keep track of the local assumptions arising from annotations
and pattern matching over GADTs.

4.5

Relaxing guardedness

Let us begin with an example. The expression choice [ ] ids , where choice :: a → a → a fails to type check,
since that application requires [ ] to be typed as [∀ a.a → a]. As we discussed previously, this is not allowed by
the guardedness restrictions, since the only type variable in the type of [ ] is not guarded. On the other hand,
let us look at the constraints gathered for choice [ ] ids :
∀ a.a → a → a 62m αu1 → β1u
A t
{δ1 }. ∀ a.[a] 60m δ1t ⇒ δ1t  αu1

β u 61 αu → β2u
β2u 60m δ3t
A 1t m 2
{δ2 }. [∀ a.a → a] 60m δ2t ⇒ δ2t  αu2

After several steps of rewriting, we reach a constraint of the form [∀ a.a → a] 60m [m ], where [m ] corresponds
to the instantiation of the type of the empty list. This leads to the type equality m ∼ ∀ a.a → a, and then we
fail because a fully monomorphic variable cannot be unified with a polymorphic type. But nothing would
actually go wrong if we substituted  for ∀ a.a → a in the rest of the constraints, even though sorts do not
match. This suggests that sometimes we can relax the guardedness restrictions in the solver to get a consistent
solution. Figure 4.19 confirms this statement: the number of accepted programs – out of a representative set –
is increased.
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The downside is that the declarative specification is no longer in one-to-one correspondence with the
constraint-based implementation, but rather serves as a lower bound for typeability. It remains as future work
to characterize the set of programs allowed by the following techniques in a better way that “this type system
accepts whatever its implementation accepts”.

4.5.1

Equality-only second phase

The first approach to enlarge the set of accepted programs is to defer the check for well-sortedness until the
very last moment. That means dropping the rule which states:
αs ∼ σ

⇐⇒

σ 6≡ β s2 , 6` σ : s |

⊥

This is all we need to accept choice [ ] ids . Note that we do not flag ill-sorted equalities as errors, but we still
keep the invariant that every substitution is well-sorted.
However, just dropping this rule is not enough to guarantee that we obtain a solved form as a product of
the solving process. For example, the following constraints
αm ∼ ∀ a.a → a, β t ∼ [αm ]

cannot be further simplified, since 6` ∀ a.a → a : m, but does not respect the invariant of solved forms in
which an equality only mentions variables which are unrestricted, since it contains β t ∼ [αm ].
The solution is to introduce a second phase in the solving process. This phase should start with a constraint
set which is almost in solved form. In particular, any usages of instantiations or generalization constraints
should be flagged as errors.
σ 6ns µ
A
( {α}. C ⇒ σ)  φ

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

⊥
⊥

We allow, however, any of the rules from Figure 4.9 dealing with type equalities, in which we forget completely
about sorts of variables. That means that substitution can be performed regardless of the sort assigned to
variables:4
αs1 ∼ σ \ β s2 ∼ φ

⇐⇒


α ≺ β, α ∈ fv(φ), 
` σ
:s |

β s2 ∼ [α 7→ σ]φ

By following these rules, the set of constraints in our example is rewritten to a solved form:
αm ∼ ∀ a.a → a, β t ∼ [∀ a.a → a]

A reasonable question to ask is why we need to have this second phase at all? The answer is that we need
an exhaustive substitution in order to guarantee that the solution does not involve infinite types. One example
of the scenario we aim to forbid is the following set:
αm ∼ ∀a. a → β t → a, β t ∼ [αm ]

Substitution leads to αm ∼ ∀a. a → [αm ] → a, which is and should be flagged as an error.
4

We emphasize this fact by crossing out the sort check in the rule.

4.5. RELAXING GUARDEDNESS

4.5.2
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Iterative relaxation

The previous approach already extended the set of accepted programs somewhat, but has a big disadvantage:
relaxed equalities cannot influence instantiation or generalization constraints. But consider the example
map applyTwice (single id). After constraint gathering and some amount of solving, we reach the constraints:
(∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool)  αu → β u
A
[γ t ]  [αu ], ( {δ}. δ t → δ t )  γ t

From applyTwice
From single id

From the first one we discover that αu ∼ ∀ a.a → a. This respects the sorts, so it is OK. But once we substitute
in the second constraint, we get γ t ∼ ∀ a.a → a. Had we not the guardedness restrictions, we could complete
A
the solving process by actually applying the substitution in the last constraint, ( {δ}. δ t → δ t )  (∀ a.a → a).
This example shows that it is not enough to wait until the equality-only second phase, since we may have
residual generalization (or instantiation) constraints left.
To deal with these scenarios, we have developed a second relaxation procedure. The main difference
from the previous one is that it is iterative: we first do rewriting as usual, and if we get stuck we then apply a
defaulting procedure which modifies the sort of some variables. With more restrictive sorts, rewriting may
now proceed further, and if it gets stuck again, we apply defaulting again. The guarantee is that we only need a
finite number of rewriting + defaulting iterations, either because we find a solving form, or because we find
that the set of constraints is inconsistent.
Remember that as part of the solving process we keep a sort assignment, which maps each variable to the
sort of types – unrestricted, top-level or fully monomorphic – it is allowed to unify with. In this variation, we
keep two sort assignments, which we call the current ∆ and the ﬁnal ∆? assignments. Whenever a rule needs
to query the sort of a variable, it uses the current assignment. For example:
sorts(∆, ∆? ) \ α ∼ β

⇐⇒

∆(α) = s1 , ∆(β) = s2 , s1 @ s2 |

β∼α

On the other hand, whenever we introduce a new variable α by instantiation, we record their “real” sort – the
one assigned by the classification judgment Bns by taking into account the guardedness restrictions – in the
final sort assignment ∆? , and declare in the current sort assignment ∆ that α is unrestricted.
sorts(∆, ∆? ), ∀a.µ 6ns η
A
sorts(∆, ∆? ), ( {α}.C ⇒ σ)  η

⇐⇒
|
⇐⇒

freshenns (∀a.µ) = h∆0 , υ, µ0 i
∃υ. (µ0 ∼ η), sorts(∆ t [υ 7→ u], ∆? t ∆0 )
C , σ 60m η, sorts(∆ t [α 7→ u], ∆? t real sorts for α)

In a sense, we are forgetting about guardedness completely: making a variable unrestricted imposes no
restrictions whatsoever on the kind of types it can be unified with. This is actually enough to make our
map applyTwice (single id) example go through.
But of course, pretending that all variables are unrestricted destroys the goal of guardedness, since constraints of the form σ 6 α become stuck again. The solution to this situation is, whenever there are no more
rules we can apply, to replace the current assignment with the final one.
sorts(∆, ∆? )

⇐⇒

sorts(∆? , ∆? )

priority ∞

Note that this step only applies to those type variables which are free in the current set of constraints. If after
the application of this rule new variables are introduced by instantiation, these new variables begin their life
as unrestricted. This is why the process has to be iterated: by forcing some amount of guardedness we open
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head :: ∀ p.[p ] → p
tail
:: ∀ p.[p ] → [p ]
[]
:: ∀ p.[p ]
(:)
:: ∀ p.p → [p ] → [p ]
single :: ∀ p.p → [p ]
(+
+) :: ∀ p.[p ] → [p ] → [p ]
length :: ∀ p.[p ] → Int
map :: ∀ p q.(p → q) → [p ] → [q ]
ids

:: [∀ a.a → a]

id
inc
twice
choice
poly
auto

:: ∀ a.a → a
:: Int → Int
:: ∀ a.(a → a) → a → a
:: ∀ a.a → a → a
:: (∀ a.a → a) → (Int, Bool)
:: (∀ a.a → a) → (∀ a.a → a)

app
:: ∀ a b.(a → b) → a → b
revapp :: ∀ a b.a → (a → b) → b
runST :: (∀ s.ST s v ) → v
argST :: ∀ s.ST s Int

Figure 4.18: Type signatures for functions used in the comparison
the box to new instantiations for which at first we prefer to relax the guardedness conditions. In the limit this
iterative process just imposes the same guardedness conditions as the original one, since ∆? is updated in the
same way.
There is just one small caveat: if at the end all the guardedness conditions are imposed, what should we
do with αt ∼ ∀ a.a → a. In the beginning α is treated as unrestricted, so everything is fine. But once it
is considered top-level monomorphic, an error is signalled. To prevent spurious errors, we have to ensure
that the final sort assignment reflects this new scenario. We do so by updating the sort of the variable α to be
unrestricted:
α ∼ σ, sorts(∆, ∆? )

⇐⇒

∆(α) = u, σ 6≡ β |

sorts(∆, ∆ u [α 7→ u])

We remark that this rule only applies if we are in the first iteration for this variable, so no restrictions are
imposed yet, and if the equality does not involve another unification variable.
Figure 4.19 shows a couple of examples where the two-phase relaxation approach is not powerful enough
to accept a program, but the iterative approach does. We conjecture that this iterative approach accepts strictly
more programs than introducing an equality-only second case, but proving this result remains future work.

4.6

Related and future work

There is a vast amount of literature about first-class polymorphism for ML-like languages. We know that full
type inference for the whole of System F is undecidable [136], so every attempt involves a trade-off between
expressiveness – how many programs we can type – and how involved the type system becomes. Figure 4.19
presents a comparison of gi with the most prominent examples of impredicative type systems; the signatures
of the functions in the table are given in Figure 4.18.
Higher-rank polymorphism [89, 33]. Type inference in the presence of higher-rank polymorphism,
but where instantiation is restricted to be predicative enjoy practical solutions – in fact [89] is the basis
of the RankNTypes extension in GHC. Most type systems use a bidirectional approach to propagate type
information up and down the AST.

4.6. RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
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GI

MLF

decl. spec.
2-phase
iter.
polymorphic instantiation: given f :: ∀ a.(a → a) → [a] → a
const2 = λx y .y
X
X
X
X

HMF

FPH

HML

X

X

X

X

X

MLF infers (b > ∀ c.c → c) ⇒ a → b, whereas gi infers a → b → b.

choice id

X

X

X

X

MLF/HML infer (a > ∀ b.b → b) ⇒ a → a, whereas FPH/gi infer (a → a) → a → a.

choice [ ] ids

No

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No

X

X

gi needs an annotation on [ ] :: [∀ a.a → a ].

auto = λ(x :: ∀ a.a → a).x x

MLF infers (∀ a.a → a) → (∀ a.a → a), whereas gi infers (∀ a.a → a) → b → b.

id auto
choice id auto

X

No

X

No

X

No

X
X

Two-phase and iterated gi accept the version with auto :: (∀ a.a → a) → (∀ a.a → a).

No

f (choice id) ids

X

X

X

No

X

No

X

X
X

No

X

X

gi needs an annotation on id :: (∀ a.a → a) → (∀ a.a → a) in the previous two examples.

poly id
poly (λx.x)
id poly (λx.x)

X
X
X

inference of polymorphic arguments
λf .(f 1, f True)
No
All systems require an annotation on f :: ∀ a.a → a.

No

λxs.poly (head xs)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

X

No

No

No

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

All systems except for MLF require an annotation on xs :: [∀ a.a → a ].

functions operating on polymorphic lists: given g :: ∀ a.[a] → [a] → a
length ids
tail ids
head ids
single id
id : ids
(λx.x) : ids
single inc +
+ single id
g (single id) ids
map poly (single id)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

No
No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

No
No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

No
No
X

No

gi needs an annotation on single id :: [∀ a.a → a ] in the two previous examples.

map head (single ids)

X

X

X

X

application functions
app poly id
X
X
X
X
X
revapp poly id
X
X
X
X
X
runST argST
X
X
X
X
X
app runST argST
X
X
X
X
X
revapp runST argST
X
X
X
X
X
η -expansion: given h :: Int → ∀ a.a → a, k :: ∀ a.a → [a] → a, lst :: [∀ a.Int → a
k h lst
No
No
No
No
No
k (λx.h x) lst
X
X
X
X
No

Figure 4.19: Comparison of impredicative type systems

X
X
X
X
X
→ a],

X
X
X
X
X

No

No

X

X
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Alas, from the point of view of type error diagnosis, these algorithms do not work very well. First of all, the
AST is traversed in a deterministic way, which biases the reporting towards nodes visited later. Furthermore, the
integration of these systems with other type system features, such as type classes, imposes a two-phase approach
to type checking: first propagation of higher-rank information, then resolution of the other constraints. A
decision from the first phase may lead to an error in the second one, but it becomes very difficult to relate them.
As we have said several times in this thesis, a constraint-based approach solves these problems. Thus, even
though gi may not be more expressive, and in some cases even less, than other higher-rank approaches, its
design is more easily integrated with other constraints.
HMF [64]. This system is a generalization of the classical Hindley-Damas-Milner (HM) algorithm for
impredicative polymorphism. The implementation is thus quite simple to anybody versed in type inference.
Unfortunately, HMF also inherits the bad characteristics of HM with respect to error diagnosis, like bias. It
remains to be seen whether the approaches to unbias HM and obtain better error messages, such as those
described by McAdam [75], are applicable to HMF.
Another point of comparison between HMF and gi is their declarative specification. HMF possesses a
declartive specification, but it contains side conditions which range over all possible derivations of an expression.
For example, let bindings must always use the type with less “polymorphic weight” of all those available. That
kind of side conditions are considered tricky in practice, and not so helpful for the programmer to understand
whether a program type checks or not. In contrast, the guardedness condition in gi is syntactical, and thus
easier to check and understand for a programmer.
MLF [11, 99, 12]. Our first attempts at the problem of impredicativity were greatly influenced the question:
“what if the instance bounds in MLF were treated as constraints in the sense of HM(X) and OutsideIn(X)?”.
Without any doubt, MLF is the most powerful inference algorithm for impredicative polymorphism – it gets
the most ticks in Figure 4.19. Alas, power comes at a cost: the language of types is not plain System F, but an
extension where type variables can be quantified with instance bounds. This means that the end user faces a
more complex interface to interact with.
The complexity of implementation also means that integrating MLF with other constraints is not a trivial
task [66]. In contrast, gi is already based on constraints, opening the door to support type system extensions
in a generic way.
FPH [134] and HML [65]. These two systems build upon the work of MLF, restricting the external interface
to System F types. This is better from the perspective of error diagnosis, since users only deal with a smaller
and well-known language, but still requires important machinery in their implementation.
The difference between those systems is that FPH uses “boxes”’ around inferred types to control the
amount of instantiation that is allowed, whereas HML simply removes rigid equality constraints from the
language of types of MLF. According to Figure 4.19 HML is slightly more expressive than FPH, although
both guarantee that any applicative expression (without abstractions) from System F is accepted without
annotations.
Annotations. Annotated abstractions are common in type systems with first-class polymorphism. gi
introduces a novel form of annotation in the language of λ-terms, namely annotated applications.
Each of the different type systems described in this section treats annotations in a slightly different way.
The main distinction is between soft and rigid annotations; in the latter case the type of the expression has to
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match exactly the annotation, whereas soft annotations still allow some amount of instantiation afterwards.
QML [100] includes both kinds. Visible type application [35] distinguishes between implicitly instantiable
variables, which are treated as predicative, and explicitly instantiated ones, where impredicativity is allowed.
Future work. Future work on gi should focus on both extending the set of accepted programs, and
coming up with declarative specifications of the approaches in § 4.5. In particular, the invariance of the function
type demands η -expansion in many places where current approaches to higher-rank (but not impredicative)
polymorphism work well. Another interesting direction is to integrate visible type application [35] as a different
way to annotate expressions where impredicative types cannot be inferred, or are simply not allowed by the
guardedness restrictions.
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5

Error customization:
context-independent techniques

Customization techniques in type error diagnosis can be categorized roughly depending on whether the context
in which the expression to type check occurs influences the diagnosis itself. We have discussed this issue in § 1,
an error arising from an inconsistency between Int and Bool needs a different message depending on whether
we use the concatenation operator (++) with lists of different types, than if we have mistakenly used a Boolean
to index a list. Context-dependency is powerful, and is treated in the forthcoming chapter, but there is still a
lot to be gained using context-independent techniques as described in this chapter.
Two phases in the type checker pipeline are amenable to domain-specific customization: constraint solving,
and explanation. In the former case, we can directly influence which and how type errors are reported by
introducing domain-specific solving rules and errors, as described in § 5.1, and track more information to phrase
error messages more accurately, as shown in § 5.3. This additional information is also consumed during the
explanation phase, which allows improving error messages using the techniques in § 5.2, which are generalized
in § 7.
Several of the techniques presented in this chapter have been described in greater or lesser detail in the
literature. There is however no comprehensive account of them in relation to domain-specific diagnosis. Giving
such an account is a secondary goal of this chapter. For that reason, this chapter contains no related work
section. Instead, we describe already-existing techniques as variants or predecessors to the techniques in this
chapter. Our final aim is to convince the reader that even small improvements to the internals of a compiler
can have a great impact on the usability of DSLs.

5.1

Influencing solving

Constraint gathering, in principle, cannot fail except for those cases in which an out-of-scope identifier is
referenced – so it bears almost no relation to type error diagnosis. Constraint solving, on the other hand,
is instrumental in the production of type error messages in the compiler, since it takes care of detecting
inconsistencies among constraints. Furthermore, the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase uses the final
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result of solving – usually a set of residual constraints – as part of the information to decide which error is
reported and where it comes from. This suggests that techniques that influence how solving proceeds also
have an influence on type error reporting.

5.1.1

Type error constraints

Since version 8.0, users of GHC have the ability to produce custom inconsistency errors during type resolution
by means of a special construct TypeError [27]. The archetypical example is providing a better user experience
when using the show function which converts a value into its string representation. In the general case, we do
not want to allow functions to appear as arguments to show . The solution is to write an instance of the Show
type class which has one TypeError constraint as context:
instance TypeError (Text "Functions cannot be shown: argument missing?")
⇒ Show (a → b)

Now, if the user tries to compile show (λx → x), he or she receives that custom message instead of the
following, which is less understandable and introduces a mechanical aspect by showing internal type variable
names like t0 :
No instance for (Show (t0 -> t0)) arising from a use of ’show’
Of course, the typical scenarios in which this message appears do not need to involve a λ-abstraction given
directly as an argument to show , but rather incomplete applications such as show (f e1 e2 ) where f needs
three arguments to provide a non-functional value instead of only two.
The reader may be aware that in newer versions of GHC the error message about Show not having an
instance for functional values is extended with a hint (maybe you haven’t applied a function to
enough arguments?). However, this special reporting is baked into the compiler and works only for
function types. In order to enhance the usability of DSLs, we would like for DSL authors to be able to provide
such hints for their own libraries.
TypeError is a relatively recent addition to GHC. We can see that in its design several type-level features
are combined. TypeError is defined as a polymorphic type family, which enables using it not only as constraint
– which amounts to instantiating the result type to Constraint –, but also as a subpart of any larger type. The
type family is declared as closed to prevent any undesired interactions.
type family TypeError (a :: ErrorMessage) :: b

The error message is encoded using the promoted version of the following data type:
data ErrorMessage = Text Symbol
| ∀ t.ShowType t
| ErrorMessage :  : ErrorMessage
| ErrorMessage : $$ : ErrorMessage

As we shall see in § 6 this design allowed us to reuse most of the error customization features already present in
GHC when introducing context-dependence.
Nicely, we can use GHC’s type-level facilities to abstract common patterns in the use of TypeError . For
example, it is very common for a type class not to be implementable for functions. We can write a template for
that error message by means of a type synonym:
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type NoFunctionsAllowed c
= TypeError (Text "Cannot " :  : ShowType c :  : " functions")

which we can later use in the definition of the instance for functions:
instance NoFunctionsAllowed Show ⇒ Show (a → b)

In that way, we ensure that error messages are all built from the same textual template, instead of each specific
instance accidentally having a slightly different wording.
At a very high level, GHC treats any appearance of TypeError (even nested within type constructors or
type family applications) as an inconsistency, in the same way as it does for Int ∼ Bool , for example. As a
consequence, we can use TypeError to describe domain-specific invariants over our own types, if we are able
to detect such an error condition during constraint solving. For example, an implementation of the vinyl
extensible records library may use TypeError to explain that it is incorrect to access a field which does not
appear in a given record type.
type family Elem x xs where
Elem (f ::: t) [ ] = TypeError (Text "The record does not contain a field "
:  : ShowType f :  : Text " of type " :  : ShowType t)
Elem ... -- rest of cases

The Show and Elem examples point to a common pattern in type error customization in GHC: replacing a
left-undischarged error, arising from the lack of an instance to the corresponding type class or family, with an
inconsistency. Introducing an instance with a TypeError context imposes an additional invariant in contrast
to merely providing no instance, since the non-overlapping rules forbid defining such an instance in any other
module.
As a historical remark, before the introduction of TypeError in GHC the opposite approach could be
used: instead of generating an inconsistency, for which no control was offered over the error message, you
generate a left-undischarged error. Kiselyov et al. [57] define an instance-less Fail type class in Haskell to
indicate failure in solving.
class Fail f

Using a custom type constructor one could get a custom text shown.
data FunctionsCannotBeShown
instance Fail FunctionsCannotBeShown ⇒ Show (a → b)

The result is definitely not as neat as a compiler-supported constraint and one could argue that the user of the
DSL still needs to learn how to decode the obtained error messages:
No instance for (Fail FunctionsCannotBeShown) arising from a use of ’show’
The approach taken by GHC with the special TypeError constraint can be introduced in any other
constraint-based type engine. The compiler provides a special constraint Error , which is parametrized with
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whatever information is needed to phrase the error message. Whenever the constraint solver finds this constraint,
an inconsistency is signaled. In the CHR formalism, this behavior amounts to introducing the following rule:
Error ⇐⇒ ⊥

In most cases, though, we want to assign a higher priority to those errors coming from Error constraints than
to those which do not, since they presumably are more helpful due to their domain-specific content. This
priority manifests itself in the techniques described in § 7, but also in other approaches to generic type error
diagnosis, like minimally unsatisfiable subsets [122].

5.1.2

Custom solving rules

During type checking, some declarations in the source code end up as rewriting rules. As discussed in § 1.4 we
call them axioms. But the power of axioms is not unrestricted, as the generated rules always adhere to some
shape predefined by the compiler.
For example, using Haskell type classes it is impossible to create a CHR where the head involves two
different constraints. But this scenario may arise, [45] describes a directive to forbid types to implement two
different type classes, like a Haskell type inhabiting both Integral and Floating type classes. Using the CHR
language, such an invariant is easy to enforce:
Integral τ , Floating τ ⇐⇒ ⊥

It is clear that custom solving rules are powerful enough to express the behavior of type error constraints, and
the programmer may even have different error constraints for different situations.
One could expose the underlying machinery of the compiler and let the programmer introduce his or
her own rules in the system. The Haskell-like language Chameleon [122] includes this facility; the prototype
compiler Quique developed as part of this work also provides it. In those cases, the additional rules are expressed
in the source code itself. GHC’s type checker plug-ins [40] take another approach: new rules can be added, but
they must be compiled beforehand and loaded as an extra module to the compiler.
The work in [40] uses units of measure as an example scenario in which custom solving rules excel. Units
of measure form an Abelian ring, since the order does not matter (m · s is the same unit as s · m) and have inverse
powers with obey the usual rule ` · `−1 = 1. This reasoning needed for units of measure is thus quite different
from typing, where order usually matters and types are compared syntactically with very few simplification
rules.
Unfortunately, custom solving rules bring two big problems to the table:
1. Type systems are logical systems carefully crafted to obtain efficient algorithms and give sound results.
Introducing a rule may break these guarantees: type checking might become slower or even nonterminating, confluence may be lost resulting in apparently erratic behavior, and in the worst case the
resulting system might be unsound. In general, none of those problems have generic solutions which
could be instantiated for each new compiler.
2. Even when the aforementioned problems could be addressed, the type of an expression influences what
code is generated and its operational behavior. For example, the choice of a particular type class instance
in Haskell leads to the injection of a specific dictionary, and rewriting of type families leads to explicit
coercions between types.
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It is far from clear how a compiler may support describing how to generate code from a custom-solved
constraint. In GHC [40] it is possible to mark some type families as axioms (in the logical sense of the
word, that is, as statements taken to be true without further justification) and let plug-ins use instances
of those.
Inside of the GHC dialect of Haskell there is a dichotomy between using type classes, which allow implementations to depend on the type in an ad hoc fashion but have a simpler solving story – no overlapping,
no closed list of cases –, and using type families, which have a stronger equational theory but provide no
dictionaries. Some efforts like instance chains [82] introduce the missing features into type classes, although
such power might not be strictly needed, as type families can encode many of the uses of type classes as we
describe in [115].

5.2

Customizing explanation

A simple way to introduce domain-specific terms into error messages is to be able to inspect the errors that arise
before they are printed to the screen, and have a choice to rewrite the default error message from the compiler
in part or entirely. In this section we describe our implementation for custom names in GHC and refer to
similar solutions in other language implementations, namely Scala and Idris.

5.2.1

Custom names for types

In § 1 we introduced the diagrams library and its core type QDiagram b v n m which represents a drawing
with a given back-end, vector space, numeric field and annotation types, respectively. If we use a function
that requires vector spaces of two argument drawings to be equal but provide drawings in which they do not
coincide, the compiler (GHC in this specific example) prints the following default error message:
Couldn’t match type ’V2’ with type ’V3’
This message leaks information about the internal representation of diagrams, namely that 2-D diagrams
are characterized by V2 and 3-D diagrams by V3 . In order to close this gap, we need a way to customize the
printing of types by the compiler.
Couldn’t match ’2-D diagram’ with ’3-D diagram’
In a first attempt, we try to define a simple type family that returns a custom name for those types
representing domain-specific information, and defaulting to the normal ShowType for the remaining cases. If
we have such a type family for the diagrams at our disposal, say DiagramsName , we can use it to inject our
domain-specific terms into a TypeError . For example, the following type family returns the preferred back-end
for each vector space, and a custom error message if none is known.
type family PreferredBackend v where
PreferredBackend V2 = SVG
PreferredBackend v = TypeError (Text "No preferred back-end for "
:  : DiagramsName v )

Since we have an enumeration of special cases with a default, making DiagramsName a closed type family
seems a natural solution:
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type family DiagramsName (t :: k) :: ErrorMessage where
DiagramsName V2 = Text "2-D diagram"
DiagramsName V3 = Text "3-D diagram"
...
DiagramsName t = ShowType t

Alas, this solution does not work well when free variables are involved. The application DiagramsName α
for an unknown α does not rewrite to ShowType α, but is stuck. The result is that the DSL user sees
DiagramsName α (with α replaced by some printable name to be able to show it on the screen) as part
of the error message.
No preferred back-end for (DiagramsName a0)
The behavior we want for DiagramsName is in fact closer to an overlapping set of instances than to a closed
one. In the former case, GHC tries to use the closest-matching instance:
type family DiagramsName (t :: k) :: ErrorMessage
type instance {-# OVERLAPPABLE #-} DiagramsName t = ShowType t
type instance {-# OVERLAPPING #-} DiagramsName V2 = Text "2-D diagram"
type instance {-# OVERLAPPING #-} DiagramsName V3 = Text "3-D diagram"

Allowing overlapping instances in a type family makes the type system unsound, and thus GHC has no other
choice but to reject the previous code. If we could statically guarantee that DiagramsName is only used as part
of a TypeError , this soundness issue does not arise, since we know that an error message is going to be reported
anyway. Alas, verifying this invariant over any possible use of DiagramsName is in general an undecidable
problem, and even then the analysis is not modular.
The only solution then is to build support for the customization of how types are printed into the compiler.
We have implemented such support into a custom branch of GHC. In this version of the compiler, any type
can declare how to be printed by instantiating the CustomName open type family.
type instance CustomName V2 = Text "2-D diagram"
type instance CustomName V3 = Text "3-D diagram"

The compiler knows that every time ShowType t is encountered as part of an error message (and only at
that point), it should first try to reduce CustomName t . If it succeeds, the resulting text is used instead of a
pretty-printed version of the type itself. Given this behavior, we do not need to use a custom type family in
PreferredBackend , just the usual TypeError .
Type families have the ability to match not only in the top-level constructor of a type, but also deeper.
We can use that ability to give simple names for simple domain terms, and only give long descriptions for
uncommon usage patterns. In the diagrams example, there is no point in reporting the vector space and
numeric field when the back-end of a diagram is known, since the former two directly depend on the latter. A
well-formed SVG diagram is always two-dimensional and uses Double as the underlying numeric type.
type instance CustomName (QDiagram SVG V2 Double Any )
= Text "SVG diagram"
type instance CustomName (QDiagram SVG V2 Double m)
= Text "SVG diagram with annotations of type " :  : ShowType m
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One downside of this approach is that in order to use a custom name, you have to bring the corresponding

CustomName instance declaration into scope. Most of the time we foresee that such custom name would be

in the same module that the definition of the data type, but if we wrap an existing library to provide custom
diagnosis, this creates a problem with orphan instances.
Another possibility would be to search for all CustomName instances in all the modules in each library we
use prior to type checking. However, this departs too much from the usual behavior of modules in Haskell,
and may give problems related to conflicting instances. The source of those conflicting instances would
be libraries which export different names for the same type; for example, we may want to customize [a]
as Non-deterministic computation of type ’a’ in a library for logic programming, but not in a
library for more common list operations.

5.2.2

Descriptions for implicits

Scala is a JVM-based programming language that supports both functional and object-oriented constructs.
The sorts of inconsistencies that arise during type checking in Scala are very similar to those in Haskell: types
which do not match. In contrast, left-undischarged errors arise from very different scenarios compared to
Haskell: the subtyping relation between classes – whether a type A cannot be proven to be a subclass of B –
and the usage of implicits. The latter feature is our focus in this section.
In contrast to Haskell, Scala does not curry functions by default, but asks the programmer to divide
arguments in different blocks. The caller must then provide all elements in a single block at once.
The last one of those blocks can be marked with the implicit keyword to state that the arguments in that
block are implicit. When the function is called, you can choose to give an explicit value for those parameters,
or leave some (or all) of them out. The compiler tries to find a value for the missing implicit parameters by
searching for values of the appropiate type among those which are in scope, in a similar fashion to the type
class resolution mechanism in Haskell.
def notEquals [A] (x : A, y : A) (implicit eq : Eq [A]) : Bool = !eq.equal (a, b)

In this case, the last argument represents the equality predicate to be used between the two elements of type A.
When notEquals is called, the value of eq may be provided explicitly, or may be omitted leading to a search
by the compiler to find some value. The rules for that search are quite complicated, but it is enough for our
purposes to know that Scala tries to find a value of the required type in the most inner scope possible. In many
cases this implicit argument refers to a trait, the Scala construct akin to a Java or C# interface, with values for
different types being provided by a so-called companion object; the Scala community refers to this design as the
type class pattern.
trait Eq [A] {
def equal (x : A, y : A)
}
object Eq [A] {
implicit eqBool = new Eq [Bool ] {
def equal (x : Bool, y : Bool) = ...
}
}

-- implementation omitted

If we call distinct (true, false), the compiler translates this code to distinct (true, false) (eqBool), since
eqBool is the only value in scope with the right type, namely Eq [Bool ].
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As hinted above, the use of implicits has been advocated as a substitute for type classes [86], since they
provide a greater degree of control to override the default search strategy. In fact, newer languages such as Scala,
Agda or Idris only feature implicits, and represent type classes in terms of implicits.
In recent versions of Scala we can annotate a trait with an @implicitNotFound annotation [101]. Whenever
an implicit value cannot be inferred for a given trait, the declared message is shown instead of the default
message from the compiler.
@implicitNotFound (msg = "Type ${A} does not support equality")
trait Eq [A] {...}

It is not hard to envision this idea applied to Haskell type classes or any other form of constraint in a language.
The PersistEntity type class from the database library persistent is a good candidate for such an annotation,
since we can give a hint of how to resolve the problem in general.
{-# INSTANCE_NOT_FOUND "Data type ${e} is not declared as a Persistent entity." #-}
class PersistEntity e where

Although conceptually easy, @implicitNotFound may not always lead to the desired error messages. Consider in Haskell the constraint Eq [a]. Given the built-in instance Eq a ⇒ Eq [a], it must be the case that if an
instance is left undischarged for Eq [a], there must be a missing instance for Eq a. Thus, we prefer to show the
error message
Type ’a’ does not support equality
to a message mentioning the outer list constructor
Type ’[a]’ does not support equality
This example suggests that we should rephrase the error messages using the annotations in the residual
constraints at the end of the solving phase. However, depending on the shape of the instance rules, this may
lead to an explosion of error messages; instead of an error over (a, b, c, d) we get four errors, one per parameter.
Furthermore, mentioning only the last constraint breaks the link between the source of the constraint and the
error message.
Custom names for constraints. The idea of attaching a custom name to types can be generalized to
the realm of constraints.1 Using that information, we can describe an error message which involves user-defined
constraints (like type classes) using domain terms.
Take for example the PersistEntity type class from the persistent library. If we do not want the exact
constraint name to leak to error messages, we can annotate its definition:
{-# DESCRIPTION "information of ${e} as an entity" #-}
class PersistEntity e where

Now we can replace each appearance of PersistEntity e with its description. In § 1 we discussed the case in
which a certain type Person does not have such an instance; the message would now read:
1

In fact, in modern GHC constraints are just types of the Constraint kind.
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Cannot obtain information of ’Person’ as an entity
Apart from the increased readability of the message, this approach also leaves more room for re-designing the
library while maintaining the same external interface in terms of errors. One of such re-designs is to change the
name PersistEntity to the name Entity living in the module Persistent . If the description of the type class is
maintained, most users of persistent would never notice the difference.
Custom names for both types and constraints are a simple way to hide DSL internals to the programmer,
which are in general also simple to implement in a compiler. The downside of this simplicity is its limited
expressiveness.

5.2.3

Type error rewriting

Both the custom names and the annotations for not found implicits are instances of a more general approach
to introducing domain terms in error messages: rewriting. The core idea is that after type checking, each error
is processed by a series of error handlers. Each handler inspects the errors and may alter some parts of them,
including the message to be shown.
In order to implement this feature, the compiler needs to define the whole universe of possible errors,
parametrized with enough information to make it possible to discern the domain-specific scenarios. This is in
general a non-trivial engineering task: some world-leading compilers such as GHC only remember the error
information as a string, making it very hard to parse and obtain the actual source of the error after the solving
phase.
On the other side of the spectrum we find Idris, in which the reflection mechanism built in the language is
used to define error handlers simply as functions from an Err data type representing the error from the solver
to an ErrReport describing how to phrase the problem [21]. Error handlers usually do not target all errors, and
may signal that they do not want to rewrite a specific error.
The following example, simplified from [21], rewrites a left-undischarged error related to not finding a
certain column in a schema when using a database DSL.
% error handler
total
dbErr : Err → Maybe (List ErrorReportPart)
)) )
dbErr (CantSolveGoal ‘(HasCol ∼s ∼c ∼(P Bound
= Just [ TextPart "The schema", TermPart s
, TextPart "does not contain the column", TermPart c ]
dbErr = Nothing

Users of this library no longer get errors similar to
Can’t solve goal (HasCol s c ...)
Instead, the problem is communicated using domain-specific words such as “schema” and “column”.
The reader may have noticed a use of the backtick ‘ and tilde ∼ symbols in the definition of dbErr . Those
operators belong to the quotation mechanism in Idris. The backtick obtains the internal representation of a
term (or type, in Idris they are both in the same syntactic category) from its surface description. By using ∼
we go back to the realm of normal terms: in patterns ∼ matches against a value, and in expressions ∼ splices –
inserts – the corresponding fragment of code. Quotations in Idris are a typed version of their Lisp counterparts,
with the usual comma symbol replaced by the tilde.
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x : ∀a.τ ∈ Γ
α fresh
var
Γ ` x` : [a 7→ α]τ`

α fresh
x : α` , Γ ` e : τ
C
abs
Γ ` (λx.e)` : α` →` τ
C
α fresh
Γ ` e 1 : τ1
C1
Γ ` e2 : τ 2
Γ ` (e1 e2 )` : α
C1 , C2 , τ1 ∼ τ2 →` α`

C2

app

Figure 5.1: Constraint gathering for hm, tracking the location of types

Rewriting is a powerful way to inject domain knowledge in type errors, but has some disadvantages:
• It is only possible to inspect and rewrite the errors the solver gives us, but there is no influence on the
generation of errors. In a dependently-typed language like Idris this fact is not very problematic, because
type checking in this kind of languages usually imposes a very strict flow of information. In simpler
type systems, such as Haskell’s, there is room for different solving strategies, which lead to different sets
of errors.
• We only have information about the final stage available to rewriting. In some cases, though, the trace
of solving also gives useful information to point at the error. We already mentioned this problem when
describing @implicitNotFound annotations.
• The definition of error handlers is tied to the way the compiler phrases the errors as a data type. This
imposes a huge forward compatibility problem: if the compiler writer wants error handlers to keep
working indefinitely, the sorts of reported errors cannot change.
These problems affect also the other solutions outlined in this section. In the next section we enhance these
techniques by keeping more information around, including the origin of types and constraints and the trace of
errors, but still as part of a context-independent approach.

5.3

Tracking more information

The end goal of domain-specific type error diagnosis is to explain the errors coming from the compiler, phrased
using programming language terminology, in a way that is more understandable to a domain expert. The
previous two sections describe how to influence the “how?” and the “what?” of type error messages – by
either influencing the solving process or by rewriting the messages themselves – but we have not described any
support for the “why?”. In many cases, an error can be better understood if we know where it came from and
how the source code led to that problem.

5.3.1

Tracking types

During the 2014 Haskell Implementors Workshop, Augustsson presented a technique for tracking the provenance of types during unification [5], that is, the origin and location of each type used in constraint solving.
This information is quite useful both when phrasing a type error – since we have information about how the
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constraints originated – and in the blaming phase – since we know which parts of the source code generated
the constraints.
As an example of the technique, take the ill-typed expression [True, ’a’ ]. The default error message in
GHC correctly points to the types involved in the inconsistency,
Couldn’t match expected type ’Bool’ with actual type ’Char’
In the expression: ’a’
In the expression: [True, ’a’]
The programmer may correctly infer that Char comes from the expression ’a’, but there is no indication of
the origin of the Bool type in the error message. The following is a better error message:
Couldn’t match types ’Bool’ and ’Char’
In the expressions: True (type ’Bool’)
and: ’a’ (type ’Char’)
In the expression: [True, ’a’]
Here, the terms and their types are explicitly linked, in contrast to the previous message.
In order to provide this kind of error messages the technique from Augustsson [5] adds an annotation to
each type component – either variable or constructor. The annotations refer to a location which denotes its in
the AST. The modified constraint gathering judgment is given in Figure 5.1; we assume that each node n is
annotated with its location `, which we denote by n` .
At the moment of solving, we do not take this extra location information into consideration when applying
rules. This means in particular that by substituting a type variable with another type, we lose the location
information of the former, which is completely replaced by the latter. Only when we need to phrase an error
message, do we look at the saved locations. In the prototype presented at [5], the wording of that specific error
message becomes:
Type error: The differing types are:
Bool introduced at True
Char introduced at ’a’

5.3.2

Tracking constraints

The idea of tracking the provenance of types can be extended to track that of constraints. In the same talk,
Augustsson highlights the example 1 + ’a’, which fails because (+) requires a Num instance which is not
available for Char values.
There is no instance for Num Char
The class Num was introduced at +
and the type Char was introduced at ’a’
However, we argue that this is not enough, since the trace of solving is also needed to understand the message.
Suppose we write d1 ≡ d2 where d1 and d2 are lists of a Dice data type for which no instance of Eq exists. As
in our description of Scala’s @implicitNotFound annotation, here it is not obvious how to phrase the error:
the problem is the last Eq Dice instance, but the elements are of type [Dice ]. A better message describes the
steps needed to reach that final constraint,
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x : ∀a.Q1 , ... , Qn ⇒ τ ∈ Γ
α fresh
var
Γ ` x` : [a 7→ α]τ`
track([a 7→ α]Q1 , h`i), ... , track([a 7→ α]Qn , h`i)

Figure 5.2: Constraint gathering for hm, tracking constraints
There is no instance for ’Eq Dice’
needed for the instance ’Eq [Dice]’
The class ’Eq’ was introduced at ==
and the type ’[Dice]’ was introduced at d1
In that way, the programmer is more aware of the reasoning followed by the compiler. Furthermore, it is
common that the rules embodied by the axioms in the source code correspond to rules in the domain.
Given a type engine formed by a constraint gathering judgment and a solver based on CHRs, as assumed
throughout this thesis, we can transform the original rules into extended rules which track the solving trace in
addition to simplify and solve constraints. The first step is changing the syntax of constraints slightly: from
now every constraint C is annotated as track(C , h`1 , ... , `n i), indicating that the constraint comes from `1 ,
which in turns comes from `2 and so on. For those constraints generated during the traversal of the AST, this
trace is initialized with the location of the expression visited in that moment, as given in Figure 5.2. For the time
being, let us assume that the type equalities arising from λ-abstractions and term application are annotated in
the same way.
As defined in § 3.2, each CHR can be described as a simpagation rule where some of the sets of constraints
may be empty. Consider those in which the set of removed constraints is a singleton:
H1k , ... , Hnk \ H r ⇐⇒ ∇x.∃y . B1 , ... , Bk

In that case the location is transferred from H k by enlarging its trace with H k itself. Thus, H k disappears from
the solver, but it is still visible in the trace of B1 , ... , Bk .
track(H1k , `r1 ), ... , track(Hnk , `rn ) \ track(H r , h`1 , ... , `m i)
⇐⇒ ∀x.∃y . track(B1 , hH k , `1 , ... , `m i), ... , track(Bk , hH k , `1 , ... , `m i)

This transformation implies, in particular, that when a type is substituted into another constraint, the trace
does not include the type equality. This is not problematic if we also keep the provenance of types, as described
above. The block of universal and existential quantification is kept as is.
We come to a problem, though, when the set of removed constraints has a cardinality different from one,
since in general there is no obvious choice for the trace to be propagated. A slicing approach [98, 41, 122]
essentially boils down to remembering the union of all traces at each step. The disadvantage of such an approach
is that traces may become very big and there is no linear description of the process which is easy to print as an
error message. We instead advocate choosing one of the constraints in H r and H k as the major constraint, and
propagate the location of that constraints to all the new constraints generated by the rule.
One last detail to take into consideration is how substitution affects the already-saved trace of a constraint.
At first sight traces should be immutable, since they just recall the history of a constraint. But since the trace is
partial, given that we only propagate the major constraint for each rule, it is sometimes worthy to substitute a
type variable in the trace. Consider the following example: we start with Eq [β ] for a yet-unknown β , which
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we simplify to Eq β . Later we discover that β ∼ T for a type T without an Eq instance. If we apply our
technique without trace substitution, the error message looks like:
There is no instance for ’Eq T’
needed for the instance ’Eq beta’
needed for the instance ’Eq [beta]’
whereas a much better message would hide the internal type variables and remove duplicate lines,
There is no instance for ’Eq T’
needed for the instance ’Eq [T]’
pointing directly to the type T from the initial constraint. Even better, we can use this technique in combination
with custom names for constraints,
Cannot obtain equality for ’T’
needed for equality for ’[T]’

5.3.3

Tracking type equalities

The generic technique for tracking constraints can be improved for one of the most common kinds of constraints, type equalities. Take a data type which has more than one parameter, like our beloved QDiagram.
From the equality of two of these, QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 we get four different
constraints – b1 ∼ b2 , v1 ∼ v2 , n1 ∼ n2 and m1 ∼ m2 – which share the same trace. Suppose that the two
back-ends happen to be different; a type error is issued,
Couldn’t match ’SVG’ with ’HTML’
needed for QDiagram SVG V2 Double Any ~ QDiagram HTML V2 Double Any
The error message could be more domain-specific if it indicated what SVG and HTML represent in the larger
type, in the same way we have been talking about them,
Couldn’t match back-end ’SVG’ with ’HTML’
The second improvement stems from the observation that sometimes type equalities are used to match
the type of an arguments against an expected literal type, like in the case of the diagrams’ strokePath,
strokePath :: (..., v ∼ V2 ) ⇒ Path v n → QDiagram b v n Any

where v is compared to V2 , whereas in other cases type equalities arise from reusing the same type variable in
different positions. The function atop features both types,
atop :: (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 , d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ,
b1 ∼ b2 , v1 ∼ v2 , n1 ∼ n2 , m1 ∼ m2 ,
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1 )
⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

The first two equalities declare that d1 and d2 are expected to be QDiagrams, the rest just makes each of the
sub-elements to coincide. Good error messages should distinguish between these cases, the case of expected
types is asymmetric,
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Couldn’t match back-end ’V3’ with expected ’V2’
whereas non-coincidental types have a symmetrical relation,
Back-ends ’V2’ and ’V3’ do not coincide
Incidentally, in the presence of both improvements to type equalities we no longer need to explicitly turn
each type signature into a long list of type equalities, separating each of the different subterms which appear.
For example, the signature for atop could be simplified to:
atop :: (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 , d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 , d1 ∼ d2 ,
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1 )
⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

A call to atop where drawings have different back-ends gives now rise to:
Back-ends ’SVG’ and ’HTML’ do not coincide
needed for ’QDiagram SVG V2 Double Any’
and ’QDiagram HTML V2 Double Any’ to coincide
Suppose that, either by using explicit annotations or by some form of heuristic, all type equalities in the
gathering process are categorized as “expected” or “coincidence”. One such simple heuristic for inference,
which works when all type equalities have the form α ∼ τ for a type variable α, is to take an equality to define
an expected type if τ is not a variable and to ask for coincidence in the other case.
In order to track the position of each type parameter, we reuse the mechanism of § 5.3.1, that is, annotating
parts of the type with a location. However, in that description those types which do not appear directly as
result of an expression lack one such location. Here we want to annotate every nested type. The idea is to
enlarge the concept of location to that of a path: starting with a source location ` we dive into the type by
moving to the i1 -th position of the type constructor T, then to the i2 -th position of S and so on. We represent
this as a ◦-separated sequence,
` ◦ T/i1 ◦ S/i2 ◦ · · · ◦ Z/in

The propagation of locations follows the same discipline as in § 5.3.1.
The novelty is that now when faced when an inconsistent equality between two types τ1 and τ2 , we have
two more pieces of information. First of all, whether the equality was of the “expected” or of the “coincidence”
kind. Second, each of the types is annotated with its corresponding path,
` ◦ T1 /i1 ◦ T1 /i2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tm /im

`0 ◦ S1 /j1 ◦ S2 /j2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sn /jn

To derive the error message, we look at the largest common suffix Tj /ij ◦ T1 /i2 ◦ · · · ◦ Tm /im shared by both
paths. In the following discussion we assume that τ1 and τ2 (represented as tau1 and tau2 in the code) are
the types for which the inconsistency is signalled, and that τ1 and τ2 form a subexpression of some types ρ1
and ρ2 which appear in the source code.
• If this common prefix is the entire path, that means that we navigated along both types in the same way,
which points out a big amount of similarity in the use. The wording of the error message in this case
depends on the kind of equality.
– If the original types ought to coincide, we show an error message along the following lines:
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{i_m} of ... of {i_2} of {i_1}
’tau1’ and ’tau2’ do not coincide
needed for ’rho1’
and ’rho2’ to coincide
where {i} represents the custom name given to each of the positions in a data type.
As an example, consider two arguments to atop that differ in the back-end component because
one is SVG and the other one is HTML. By following this procedure, the error message that
would be shown is:
Back-ends ’SVG’ and ’HTML’ do not coincide
needed for ’QDiagram SVG V2 Double Any’
and ’QDiagram HTML V2 Double Any’ to coincide
– The converse case is having an equality of the “expected” type, like the requirement of strokePath
for its argument to be of the form QDiagram b V2 n m for some specific b, n and m. In this case,
the error message template can be more specific:
Couldn’t match expected
{i_m} of ... of {i_2} of {i_1}
’tau1’ with actual ’tau2’
When applied to the case of the argument to strokePath being QDiagram b V3 n m (note the
V3 which should have been V2 ), this procedure leads to the following error message:
Couldn’t match expected back-end ’V2’ with actual ’V3’
• If this common prefix is shorter than the entire sequence, then we factor out the common part in the
error message and point to the rest of the location in each of the two components of the equality. For
example, in the coincidental case the following is a possible phrasing:
{i_m} of ... of {i_j}
’tau1’ and ’tau2’ do not coincide
needed for ... of {i_1} of ’rho1’
and ... of {j_1} of ’rho2’ to coincide
As an example, consider the problem of checking α ∼ β , where the source of the information is
[α]
Maybe β

∼
∼

[(QDiagram SVG V2 Double Any , Int)]
Maybe (QDiagram HTML V2 Double Any , Int)

The resulting error message is:
Back-ends of the first component
’SVG’ and ’HTML’ do not coincide
needed for the element type of ’[...]’
and the optional type of ’Maybe ...’ to coincide
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Note that the fact that to get to the problem we need to first traverse the element type of the list or
the wrapped type of the Maybe , and then in both cases the first component of the pair and then the
back-end part of QDiagram is manifest in the error message.

All the presented types of tracking introduce domain-specific terms in the explanation phase of type
checking and inference. We think that merely giving custom names to the types, type parameters and constraints
already improves the experience of using a DSL. The information required for the annotations is usually
present in textual form in documentation, so these techniques do not require a big effort on the part of the
DSL author.

6

Error customization:
context-dependent techniques

The techniques presented in the previous chapter are applied depending only on the type structure of the
program. However, as discussed in the introduction, the context in which a type appears, e.g., the specific
function which is applied, or the position of an expression as an argument, gives very useful information
for type error diagnosis. We move thus to the realm of context-dependent techniques, several of which are
presented in this chapter.
The first two techniques described in this chapter, hints and nested structure, have been implemented in
GHC. Such an integration provides two main benefits. On a purely technical level, we can reuse many of the
type-level techniques already implemented there to enable reuse and abstraction. This itself is a development
with respect to other approaches to customizable type error diagnosis which force DSL authors to duplicate
code. On a practical level, using GHC provides us with many examples of DSLs which potentially benefit
from our research. The examples in this chapter actually come from real libraries, and are supplemented by the
examples in Appendix A.
Unfortunately, the techniques which we have integrated in GHC have several disadvantages. Hints, for
example, forget some information about the trace of constraint solving, which makes the job of the blamer
more difficult. In other words, we gain some domain-specificity but we lose in terms of error localization. The
second technique which uses nested structure solved this problem by imposing an order in the constraints.
Alas, this order is sometimes too rigid, which biases the constraints which are blamed in later phases.
Our solution is to detach the custom error information from constraints, storing the additional information
into so called error contexts. Our prototype compiler Quique features error contexts within a Haskell-like
language that includes type classes, type families and impredicative polymorphism. In this case integration
with GHC would have been too big of an engineering project, since error contexts involve broader changes to
the internal structure of a compiler.
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Hints

The first technique we present consists of annotating constraints with messages. The message associated with
a given constraint ought to be reported whenever that particular constraint either leads to an inconsistency
or is left undischarged at the end of the solving phase. For example, take the atop function from diagrams
which we discussed in § 1.2.2:
atop :: (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 , d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ,
b1 ∼ b2 , v1 ∼ v2 , n1 ∼ n2 , m1 ∼ m2 ,
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1 )
⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

We annotate each constraint with a message – or a hint – to be shown whenever it is found to be inconsistent.
The resulting signature is still plain Haskell: it only requires the DataKinds extension to be able to use literal
strings in the messages.
atop ::
( (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 )
‘InconsistentHint‘ (Text "argument #1 to
(d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 )
‘InconsistentHint‘ (Text "argument #2 to
(b1 ∼ b2 ) ‘InconsistentHint‘ (Text "diagrams
(v1 ∼ v2 ) ‘InconsistentHint‘ (Text "diagrams
(n1 ∼ n2 ) ‘InconsistentHint‘ (Text "diagrams
(m1 ∼ m2 ) ‘InconsistentHint‘ (Text "diagrams
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1 )
⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

’atop’ must be a diagram"),
’atop’ must be a diagram"),
must use the same back-end"),
must live in the same space"),
must use the same field"),
must use the same annotations"),

The InconsistentHint annotations are predicates which influence the way type error messages are reported.
If we now try to call the function with values of the wrong type, the custom text is attached as a hint to the
standard error reported by our version of GHC:
example = atop True ’c’

* Couldn’t match type ’QDiagram b v n m’ with type ’Bool’
...
* In the expression: atop True ’c’
...
* Hint: argument #1 to ’atop’ must be a diagram
We stress that hints are attached to a specific constraint in a specific type signature, achieving the contextdependency we are aiming for. These hints do not need to appear in the original DSL, we can create a wrapper
library after the fact. For example, we can make atop point to the original function in the diagrams library:
import qualified Diagrams.Combinators
atop :: (...) ⇒ d1 → d2 → d1 -- Previous annotated signature
atop = Diagrams.Combinators.atop
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Furthermore, by simply type checking this definition, the compiler ensures that the annotated type signature
is compatible with the original type. Checking this soundness property requires additional work in other error
customization proposals [46, 113] – including our own as described in § 9 –, while in this case it follows directly
from the rewriting rules of hint combinators.
One related issue is that of completeness. In Haskell, it is allowed to give an expression a type less general
than its principal one. Unfortunately, this means that in the process of annotating we can inadvertently restrict
the type signature. If we want to ensure that the original and annotated versions of a function type check in
exactly the same set of scenarios, we need an extra definition.
atopCompleteness :: (OrderedField n, Metric v , Semigroup m)
⇒ QDiagram b v n m → QDiagram b v n m → QDiagram b v n m
atopCompleteness = atop

The goal here is to verify that our annotated atop can be used anywhere the type of the original atop can be
used. We achieve this goal by checking the annotated atop against the type signature of the original.
In the definition of InconsistentHint , the second error message is specified as having kind ErrorMessage ,
the same kind used by TypeError (§ 5.1.1) for its messages. This means that our hint can be made to show the
types involved in the inconsistenty, not only literal strings. For example, we could refine the third hint to
include the names of the offending back-ends:
(b1 ∼ b2 ) ‘InconsistentHint‘
(Text "the diagrams use different back-ends " :  : ShowType b1
:  : Text " and "
:  : ShowType b2 )

For left-undischarged errors, we provide a similar LeftUndischargedHint annotation. The persistent
library provide a use case for this ability. If you want to use this library to save information of a given data type
in a database, you need that data type to be an instance of the PersistEntity type class. But in practice you
never write such an instance, because the library comes with a small module based on Template Haskell which
is able to do this job for you. Alas, it is very hard to know about this feature by merely looking at the error
message; a better error message may point at it, as described in the introduction:
insertUnique ::
(MonadIO m, PersistUniqueWrite backend,
PersistEntity record ‘LeftUndischargedHint‘ (
Text "Type ’" :  : ShowType record :  : Text "’ is not declared as entity."
: $$ : Text "Hint: entity definition can be automatically derived."
: $$ : Text "Check the documentation at http://www.yesodweb.com/...")
⇒ record → ReaderT backend m (Maybe (Key record))

Now, if the type we try to insert into the database is not declared as an entity in Persistent terms, the user
obtains a suggestion on how to fix the problem. Using this same idea, we could also improve the user experience
for type classes which can be automatically derived, such as Eq and Ord .
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Implementation

The implementation of hints inside GHC is divided into two parts: the user-facing library part and some
modifications to the type checker itself. The former part consists of definitions of new constraint combinators
InconsistentHint and LeftUndischargedHint . Note that in order to compile this code in GHC we make use
of yet another language extension introduced in version 8.0.1, namely UndecidableSuperClasses . The reason
is that in the declaration of the classes we use c , which is a variable. Without this extension, GHC refuses
this definition, since it cannot statically guarantee that type checking terminates. However, our definition
of InconsistentHint and LeftUndischargedHint do not pose any threat to termination. Note also that this
extension is only needed in the declaration of those type classes, not when they are used, so both the DSL
authors or their users are completely unaware of the use of this language extension.
class
c ⇒ InconsistentHint
instance c ⇒ InconsistentHint

(c :: Constraint) (msg :: ErrorMessage)
c msg

class
c ⇒ LeftUndischargedHint (c :: Constraint) (msg :: ErrorMessage)
instance c ⇒ LeftUndischargedHint c msg

These instances imply that to solve a constraint containing a hint, that is, InconsistentHint c msg or
LeftUndischargedHint c msg , the compiler must solve c itself. Note that this definition, which is parametric in the constraint c , would not have been possible before the introduction of the Constraint kind in
GHC, described in § 2.5. Nevertheless, the full power of the Constraint kind is not needed to implement this
technique. A compiler writer may also provide hints as special combinators on the constraint level – in GHC
this level happens to coincide with the type level.
The choice of type classes InconsistentHint and LeftUndischargedHint to recall the hints poses in principle
a performance problem, since dictionaries have to be created and passed around. We can solve this problem by
asking the compiler to inline the definition of the hint-annotated version. For example, in GHC we declare
this fact for atop using:
{-# INLINE atop #-}
Now, after type checking, each call to atop is replaced by its body Diagrams.Combinators.atop , making the
use of the annotated version essentially for free from a performance perspective.
To make sure our annotations are taken into account, we need to change the solving process inside the
compiler to retain information about our hints. We do this by transforming a set of CHR∇ rules in a fashion
similar to § 5.3. No constraint C appears “naked” any longer, instead it is represented as hints(C , h⊥ , hU ),
representing its association with an inconsistency hint h⊥ and a left-undischarged hint hU – both annotations
may be present for each constraint. The grammar of hints is just an embedding of GHC’s ErrorMessage kind.
Hints

h

::=
|

−
No hint
Text "t" | ShowType τ | h1 :  : h2 | h1 : $$ : h2

Hints are updated by the solver whenever a qualifier for our special classes LeftUndischargedHint and InconsistentHint
are encountered. This is mediated via the following rules:
hints(Q ‘InconsistentHint‘ k⊥ , h⊥ , hU )
hints(Q ‘LeftUndischargedHint‘ kU , h⊥ , hU )

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

hints(Q, k⊥ , hU )
hints(Q, h⊥ , kU )
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Every rewriting rule in the solver must also be updated to propagate hints, otherwise hints attached to
constraints that only indirectly turn into an error will not be reported. As we did in § 5.3, let us begin with
those CHRs with only one constraint in the removed section:
H1k , ... , Hnk \ H r ⇐⇒ ∇x.∃y . B1 , ... , Bk

The hints flow from the removed constraint into the new body:
hints(H1k , k⊥,1 , kU ,1 ), ... , hints(Hnk , k⊥,n , kU ,n ) \ hints(H r , h⊥ , hU )
⇐⇒ ∀x.∃y . hints(B1 , h⊥ , hU ), ... , hints(Bk , h⊥ , hU )

But in general, this propagation strategy becomes problematic when more than one constraint is involved in a
rewriting step, since the solver may have to merge different hints. This is one of the biggest problems with
this approach; in some cases a “master” constraint can be defined for each rule, but in general there is no way
to decide how to combine hints. This is the same problem as in § 5.3.2, how to combine error information
originated from different constraints.
In our implementation of GHC we took the design decision of always using the constraint which was
more recently popped from the work-queue which the compiler keeps to know which is the next constraint
to be considered. The main reason for this decision is that this change is not very invasive to the GHC code
base, and still works well in practice, except for unification constraints which are handled mostly outside of the
work-queue mechanism.

6.1.2

Reuse and Abstraction

In the description of TypeError in § 5.1.1 we discussed how type-level programming facilities, such as type
families and type synonyms, enable reuse and abstraction of error messages. The same technique can be applied
to our hints. For example, we can define a type synonym which bundles a type class constraint with a default
error annotation, instead of the bare constraint. For example, the authors of persistent could re-define
PersistEntity as follows:
type PersistEntity record = PersistEntity 0 record ‘LeftUndischargedHint‘ (
Text "Data type ’" :  : ShowType record :  : Text "’ is not declared as entity."
: $$ : Text "Hint: entity definition can be automatically derived."
: $$ : Text "Check the documentation at http://www.yesodweb.com/...")

where we assume the old PersistEntity from the Persistent library has been renamed to PersistEntity 0 . In
that way, every time an expression mentions the PersistEntity type class in a type signature, the hint becomes
attached to it and will be shown to the DSL user if the constraint is left undischarged.
We can go one step further by abstracting over common patterns in DSL type error diagnosis. As usual in
functional programming, this abstraction is described by a function; type families are the tool for type-level
functions in Haskell.
Our annotated type signature for atop at the beginning of the section has some clear duplication. First, for
both arguments we check that they have the correct head constructor, QDiagram. Then, for every argument to
QDiagram, we check for equality between that component of each argument, with a similar InconsistentHint
for each case. We can remove the apparent duplication by introducing some combinators, resulting in the
following cleaner type signature:
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type family ShapeHints (xs :: [(∗, ∗, Symbol)]) :: Constraint where
ShapeHints xs = ShapeHints 0 1 xs
type family ShapeHints 0 (n :: Nat) (xs :: [(∗, ∗, Symbol)]) :: Constraint where
ShapeHints 0 n [ ]
= ()
ShapeHints 0 n ((x1 , x2 , e) : xs) = (ShapeHints 0 (n + 1) xs,
x1 ∼ x2 ‘InconsistentHint‘
(Text "arg #" :  : ShowType n :  : Text " must be a " :  : Text e))
type family ArgsHints (n :: Symbol) (xs :: [(∗, ∗, Symbol)]) :: Constraint where
ArgsHints n [ ]
= ()
ArgsHints n ((x1 , x2 , e) : xs) = (ArgsHints n xs,
x1 ∼ x2 ‘InconsistentHint‘
(Text "the " :  : Text n :  : Text " use different " :  : Text e))

Figure 6.1: Common type error patterns using type families

atop :: (ShapeHints [(d1 , QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 , "diagram"),
(d2 , QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 , "diagram")],
ArgsHints "diagrams" [ (b1 , b2 , "back-ends"),
(v1 , v2 , "vector spaces")
, (n1 , n2 , "numeric fields"), (m1 , m2 , "annotations")]
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1 )
⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

The definitions of ShapeHints and ArgsHints are given in Figure 6.1. In both cases we traverse a list of tuples
containing the elements which should be equal and information needed to produce the hint if they are not. In
the case of ShapeHints we use a counter which is incremented at every step to be able to inform the programmer
about which argument did not have the right shape.1 For the hints over arguments, we also require a name for
the whole structure; such type-level string literals have the kind Symbol in GHC.

6.1.3

Order matters

We have already mentioned one problem with the hints approach: it is not clear how to merge hints when the
corresponding CHR∇ rule contains more than one head. This is not the only problem, unfortunately. Due to
the non-deterministic nature of CHR solving, hints are not always propagated in the desired way.
Let us look at a concrete example in which we obtain a surprising hint for our atop example. Say we want
to combine two diagrams d1 :: QDiagram SVG V2 Double () and d2 :: QDiagram SVG V3 Double (). The
difference between the types lies in the vector space component, so we expect the hint to refer to this fact. The
first step in type checking atop d1 d2 is gathering the necessary constraints. After some simplifications, the
constraint set contains the equalities given below; we identify each one by the number on top of the ∼ symbol.
Furthermore, each constraint is annotated with an inconsistency hint coming from the atop signature, which
we refrain from showing here for the sake of conciseness.
1

GHC is able to perform some type-level computation over natural numbers using the built-in kind Nat.
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1

QDiagram SVG V2 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ,
2

QDiagram SVG V3 Double () ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ,
3

4

5

6

b1 ∼ b2 , v1 ∼ v2 , n1 ∼ n2 , m1 ∼ m2

Since the constraint solver is allowed to consider equalities in any order, it might well perform the last four
substitutions first. We are then left with the following two constraints:
1

QDiagram SVG V2 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ,
2

QDiagram SVG V3 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1

From the first constraint the solver now discovers that v1 ∼ V2 , and applies this fact in the second:
2

QDiagram SVG V3 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 V2 n1 m1

The problem to report is that V2 does not match V3 . But the hint associated with the second constraint
is argument #2 to ’atop’ must be a diagram. Reporting that hint as part of the error message is
completely misleading for the user: the second argument is in fact a diagram! As a response to this problem we
have developed other techniques which give the DSL author more control over the order of solving.

6.2

Nested structure in constraints

The technique of adding hints to constraints is simple and straightforward to implement. Unfortunately, it
is not applicable to those languages which use interaction rules with more than one constraint. In addition,
hints do not act in a predictable way due to the unspecified order of constraint solving.
Our solution is to give some control to the DSL author over the order in which constraints are considered.
In the last example of the previous section, if we ensure that the d ∼ QDiagram b v n m constraints are
solved before the others, the misleading hint will never arise. Techniques for custom ordering of constraints are
available in the Helium Haskell compiler [46, 44]. The challenge is to integrate order customization within
the GHC solver, without losing the facilities for reuse and abstraction that the hints technique provides.
The key component of this new approach is the following constraint combinator:
IfNot (c :: Constraint) (⊥ :: Constraint) (ok :: Constraint)

For each constraint c wrapped in this combinator, we specify both how to continue when the constraint is
inconsistent – the ⊥ branch – and how to continue when that is not known to be the case – the ok branch.
This is an important point: if we do not know whether a constraint is consistent or not, we take the ok branch.
One example of such a constraint is an equality α ∼ β , which may turn out to be inconsistent or not depending
on the values we later find for both type variables. By nesting applications of IfNot we dictate the order in
which constraints are checked. For example, this is part of the type signature of atop where constraints are
solved sequentially from top to bottom:
atop ::
IfNot (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ) (TypeError "Arg. #1 must be a diagram") (
IfNot (d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ) (TypeError "Arg. #2 must be a diagram") (
IfNot (b1 ∼ b2 )
(TypeError "Back-ends do not coincide") (
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IfNot (v1 ∼ v2 )
...)))) ⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

(TypeError "Vector spaces do not coincide") (

As we shall see later, the semantics of IfNot ensures that b1 ∼ b2 is only considered by the solver if both
d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 and d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 are consistent with the typing. Knowing this,
we can safely point to the difference in back-ends as cause for the error.
Another difference between IfNot and hints is that in the former case we can use TypeError to signal a
problem. The fact that we can use any constraint as ⊥ argument to IfNot gives us additional flexibility which
shall be important to implement some of the type error patterns later in this chapter. The only restriction is
that this ⊥ argument must ultimately result in an inconsistency for the whole system to be sound – we discuss
how to statically enforce this invariant in § 6.2.1.
There is one caveat. IfNot imposes an ordering between constraints gathered from the same type signature.
A custom ordering is also needed between constraints coming from different expressions. For example, when
type checking atop d1 d2 , the constraints nested with IfNot should only come into play after all the constraints
from both arguments d1 and d2 have already been considered. Otherwise we risk that constraints from atop
infect those from the subexpressions d1 and d2 , as was the case in the first example in this section.
Techniques to describe such relations include specialized type rules [46] – which we extend and generalize
in § 8 – and priorities for those systems based on Constraint Handling Rules [59] such as Chameleon [122].
Modifying the entire gathering process to accommodate these constructs in GHC is not really feasible, since
the architecture of the compiler merges gathering with part of the solving phase; in particular unification
constraints are solved on the fly. Fortunately, we do not really need complete control over the ordering. The
most common use case is to prioritize constraints coming from the arguments in an application node over
those coming from the function application itself. In our implementation, you can request this treatment
with a simple pragma:
{-# CHECK_ARGS_BEFORE_FN atop #-}
Now, whenever atop d1 d2 is type checked, we are sure that the maximal amount of information has been
obtained from the arguments before considering the application itself.

6.2.1

Implementation

In order to implement this approach, we adapt the gathering phase to make it aware of the new pragma
CHECK ARGS BEFORE FN, and also the solving phase, which has to take constraint priorities into account and
rewrite IfNot constraints according to the rules described previously.
The modified syntax of constraints, given in Figure 6.2, now includes optional priorities. These priorities
are generated by the new judgment given in Figure 6.3. The main change is the addition of a new numeric
input n, which syntactically appears after the environment Γ, and which represents the current generation
priority. This priority is used when creating new constraints, and updated when traversing an application
if the head was annotated with the corresponding pragma. As part of this modification, we moved from a
rule for application with only one argument to multi-application. This is consistent with how GHC treats
applications.
Clearly, the constraint solver must be made to obey these priorities. This entails three different things:
1. It should only perform a rewriting step involving a constraint with priority n if no rewriting step can be
taken with a constraint with priority larger than n.
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Q#n

Constraint with priority

Figure 6.2: Syntax of constraints extended with priorities

α fresh

α fresh

(x : ∀a.Q ⇒ τ ) ∈ Γ

Γ ; n ` x : [a 7→ α]τ

[a 7→ α]Q # n
Γ ; n ` f : τ0

(
n0 =

n+1
n

C0

C
C

α fresh

if f has a CHECK ARGS BEFORE FN
otherwise

Γ ; n ` f e1 ... en : α

Γ, (x : α) ; n ` e : τ

Γ ; n ` (λx → e) : α → τ

Γ ; n 0 ` e i : τi

Ci

C0 , C1 , ... , Cn , τ0 ∼ (τ1 → · · · → τn → α) # n

Figure 6.3: Constraint generation with priorities
Note this it does not mean that all constraints with priority m disappear before considering any constraint
at m −1: high priority constraints, like Eq [α], might get stuck, meaning that rewriting can only proceed
after additional information has been found, like an assignment to α. When that happens it is possible
for constraints with lower priority to be considered.
2. The new constraints generated by a rewriting step inherit the priority of their parent. Interaction
between several constraints does not pose a problem, as opposed to hints: the children are assigned the
smallest of the parent priorities.
3. Whenever two constraints of the same priority can be rewritten, the one that is not an IfNot should
take precedence. This design choice ensures that the inconsistency check can take into consideration as
much information as possible.
1

2

For example, if we have α ∼ Bool and α ∼ Int , with the same priority, but only the second with
a custom message, we prefer the compiler to consider first the equality with Bool , so that the error is
2
found in Bool ∼ Int and the custom error message reported.
The CHR framework has been extended by several authors with priorities, as described in § 3.2. CHR priorities
can be used to implement our constraint priorities in a very simple fashion. To achieve this we assign to each
rule a priority which is the lower bound on the lattice of pairs hn, ιi, where n is the numeric priority of the
constraint and ι a Boolean switch stating whether any rule involves an IfNot constraint.
The last part of the implementation consists of the custom rewriting of the new constraints. In most cases,

IfNot c f o is equivalent to the conjunction of c and o , except for the case in which c is inconsistent. This

inconsistency should only be apparent when we are trying to solve constraints, not when they are given. For
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that reason, we need to behave differently depending on the scope of the constraint.
IfNot c f o # n @ (ς, ⊃iL )
IfNot c f o # n @ ς

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
|

c # n @ (ς, ⊃iL )
ς 6= (ς 0 , ⊃iL )
(
f #n@ς
c # n @ ς, o # n @ ς

if c is inconsistent
otherwise

This rewriting is sound if the property of f ultimately resulting in an inconsistency is respected:
• If c is inconsistent and we know it when we process the corresponding IfNot , we can replace it by f . In
any case the compiler will not continue further because an error is to be reported.
• It might be the case that we only found c to be inconsistent later. But in that case we still have that
constraint available because of the second branch of the rewriting.
Detecting inconsistencies while solving. We have already discussed that it is not important that we
detect all inconsistencies at the moment of rewriting an IfNot constraint, since the system remains sound if the
inconsistency is found later in the process. But we still have the question of how we detect any inconsistency at
all: finding this out might require an arbitrary amount of solving.
In our implementation in GHC we have decided to only handle the simplest case: type equalities which are
guaranteed to fail even if some further substitution changes parts of the equality. Type equalities, as discussed
in the introduction, are the main source of inconsistencies in a Haskell program. Furthermore, GHC already
knows of such a notion: it is called apartness. For that reason, the user-facing constraint in our implementation
is called differently:
WhenApart a b f o representing IfNot (a ∼ b) f o
The notion of apartness was introduced alongside closed type families [34]. In contrast with open type
families, whose instances must not overlap, closed type families introduce a list of patterns which should be
checked in order. This in turn allows for patterns where the same variable appears more than once (so called
non-linear patterns), as in this definition of type equality:
type family a :≡: b :: Bool where
a :≡: a = True
a :≡: b = False

If we are faced with an application of the type family where one of the arguments is a variable, like Int :≡: α, it
is not sound to reduce the type family: we need to wait until a substitution settles the question. However, if
we have an application such as Int :≡: [α], we are free to rewrite to False . The reason is that Int and [α] can
never be made to unify, or in other words, are apart.
Going back to our example, let us check that with the new type signature using IfNot and the new pragma
applied to atop , the problem discussed at the beginning of the section has been resolved. Recall that we
considered atop d1 d2 , for d1 :: QDiagram SVG V2 Double () and d2 :: QDiagram SVG V3 Double (), and
discussed how the hints approach incorrectly reported the whole constraint as responsible for the error, instead
of pointing out at the V2 against V3 inconsistency.
Following the new constraint generation rules from Figure 6.3, we get the following two constraints, both
with the same priority. Note that the first three lines form a single constraint with nested applications of IfNot
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(we omit the error messages for the sake of conciseness). The second constraint relates the type of the function
and of its arguments.
IfNot (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ) (TypeError "...") (
IfNot (d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ) (TypeError "...") (
IfNot (b1 ∼ b2 ) (TypeError "...") (IfNot (v1 ∼ v2 ) (TypeError "...") (...)))),
d1 → d2 → d1 ∼ QDiagram SVG V2 Double () → QDiagram SVG V3 Double () → α

As stated above, non-IfNot constraints take precedence, so the solver chooses the last constraint as the one to
rewrite. The conclusion is that d1 ∼ α ∼ QDiagram SVG V2 Double () and d2 ∼ QDiagram SVG V3 Double ().
These substitutions are applied in-place by GHC, leading to the following rewritten constraint:
IfNot (QDiagram SVG V2 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 ) (TypeError "...") (
IfNot (QDiagram SVG V3 Double () ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ) (TypeError "...") (
IfNot (b1 ∼ b2 ) (TypeError "...") (IfNot (v1 ∼ v2 ) (TypeError "...") (...))))

The solver now needs to decide whether QDiagram SVG V2 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 leads to
an inconsistency. The arguments to the equality are not apart, so satisfiability is still possible. This means that
the second branch of our rewriting step is applied, resulting in:
IfNot (QDiagram SVG V3 Double () ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ) (TypeError "...") (
IfNot (b1 ∼ b2 ) (TypeError "...") (IfNot (v1 ∼ v2 ) (TypeError "...") (...))),
QDiagram SVG V2 Double () ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1

Once again, an equality constraint takes precedence over a IfNot constraint. In this case we find values for all
variables subscripted with 1, which we substitute in-place:
IfNot (QDiagram SVG V3 Double () ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 ) (TypeError "...") (
IfNot (SVG ∼ b2 ) (TypeError "...") (IfNot (V2 ∼ v2 ) (TypeError "...") (...))),

The process continues in a similar fashion until we get to this state:
IfNot (V2 ∼ V3 ) (TypeError "...") (...)

The types V2 and V3 are apart, so we know that V2 ∼ V3 leads to an inconsistency. Thus, we rewrite the
whole IfNot constraint to TypeError "Vector spaces are different", which is reported in due time
as an error by GHC. The other branch of the IfNot constraint is forgotten.
Ensuring soundness. As we have discussed above, the rewriting of IfNot c f o to f whenever c is found
to be inconsistent is only sound if f forms an inconsistent set of constraints itself. Otherwise ill-typed code
would be able to pass through by wrapping its type signature in an IfNot constraint. In order to prevent
this scenario, we need to perform an extra check on the type signatures. This check is unfortunately not yet
available in our implementation in GHC.
The check is described as a pair of judgments in Figure 6.4. Given a type signature ∀a.Q ⇒ τ , we need to
check whether  Q ok. The rules of this judgment traverse the entire tree of constraints, keeping a log of the
constraints which have already been visited and are now part of the environment Q . The only non-trivial rule
is the one for IfNot c f o . In that case, we need to switch to the Q f inconsistent judgment for the second
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B is inconsistent with respect to Q
Q
Q

B inconsistent

f inconsistent
Q, c o inconsistent
Q IfNot c f o inconsistent

Q, Q1 , ... , Qi−1 , Qi+1 , ... , Qn
Q

Q
Q

Q, Q2 , ... , Qn

Qi inconsistent for some i

Q1 , ... , Qn inconsistent

P ok

f inconsistent
Q, c
Q IfNot c f o ok
Q1 ok
Q

o ok

...
Q, Q1 , ... , Qn−1
Q1 , ... , Qn ok

Qn ok

Figure 6.4: Judgments checking soundness of IfNot constraints
argument, whose goal is to check that f is guaranteed to lead to an inconsistency. Atomic constraints are given
to the constraint rewriting engine, whose operation must finish with a ⊥ in the set of residual constraints. A
set of constraints is inconsistent whenever at least one of them is inconsistent; in the case of an IfNot c f o
constraint both branches f and o must lead to an inconsistency.
In a realistic implementation, we need to be a bit more careful. In GHC we also have type classes, which
might appear in any position. It is not enough to expand type families, since they might use recursion. In
that case we need to do fixpoint iteration over the call graph, taking into consideration that under a given
environment more than one branch of the type family could be taken.

6.2.2

Type error patterns

The integration of hints as part of GHC’s Constraint kind opened possibilities for reuse and abstraction in type
error diagnosis. Below we discuss a number of scenarios where we can do the same, exploiting the expressive
power that IfNot provides. In § A we provide full wrappers for the path library using these patterns and a few
others described in § 7.4.
Check in order. The description of IfNot constraints has simplicity as one of its advantages: only one
new kind of constraint and a new pragma need to be considered by the type checker. However, writing a long
type signature with nested IfNot becomes cumbersome really fast. Our first step is to give embedded DSL
authors better syntax: an embedded DSL for describing type error diagnosis for embedded DSLs!
First of all, we need to describe the kind of errors we can rewrite, that is, differentiate between inconsistencies
and left-undischarged errors. Since, in our implementation, the only inconsistencies we can detect are due to
apartness, we bake this fact directly into the data type with the (:6∼:) constructor.
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type family CustomErrors (cs :: [CustomError ]) :: Constraint where
CustomErrors [ ] = ()
CustomErrors ((a :6∼: b
:V: msg ) : cs)
= IfNot (a ∼ b) (TypeError msg ) (CustomErrors cs)
CustomErrors ((Undischarged c :V: msg ) : cs)
= (c ‘LeftUndischargedHint‘ msg , CustomErrors cs)
CustomErrors (Check c
: cs)
= (c,
CustomErrors cs)

Figure 6.5: Initial implementation of CustomErrors
infixl 5 :6∼:
data ConstraintFailure = ∀ t.t :6∼: t | Undischarged Constraint

This data type definition is promoted by GHC to a kind definition. In fact, we can only use it as a kind since
the Undischarged constructor needs a Constraint as argument. One remark to make at this point is that the
definition of (:6∼:) requires both types to be of the same kind: we model homogeneous inequality. If we want
further control over kinds, we can always change ∀ k (a :: k).τ – where a single kind is introduced – into
∀ k1 k2 (a :: k1 ) (b :: k2 ).(k1 ∼ k2 , a ∼ b) ⇒ τ – where kinds may differ at first but are made equal during
solving.
The next step is adding the possibility to attach a custom message to these error conditions. Instead of
mixing the type of error with the message itself, we create another data type, CustomError , which takes as
arguments the error condition and the message; or declares a constraint without a message using the constructor
Check .
infixl 4 :V: -- Binds less strong than ConstraintFailure
data CustomError = ConstraintFailure :V: ErrorMessage | Check Constraint

Finally, we need to turn a list of those CustomError s into a nested sequence of IfNot s and constraint conjunction. We do this by means of a type family, CustomErrors , given in Figure 6.5. This definition relies heavily on
GHC’s support for treating constraint as another kind of types.
With the help of the aforementioned type family, we can provide a nicer surface language for error
customization. A type signature with custom type errors is now defined by a list of error-message pairs,
wrapped in the CustomErrors family. This is how the atop function is annotated with this new syntax:
atop :: CustomErrors [
d1 :6∼: QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 :V: Text "Arg. #1 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
d2 :6∼: QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 :V: Text "Arg. #2 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
b1 :6∼: b2
:V: Text "Back-ends do not coincide",
...
Check (OrderedField n1 ), Check (Metric v1 ), Check (Semigroup m1 )
] ⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

As in the case of hints, we can abstract some further commonalities like non-coincidence of parameters:
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type DoNotCoincide name a b
= a :6∼: b :V: Text name :  : Text " do not coincide: "
:  : ShowType a :  : Text " vs. " :  : ShowType b

Note however that the type assigned to DoNotCoincide in this case is not ∗ → ∗ → Constraint as previously,
but rather ∗ → ∗ → CustomError . This means that DoNotCoincide a b is not a constraint, in the GHC sense,
just a description of a CustomError , which stills need to undergo conversion via the corresponding type family.
On the one side, this limits the applicability of the synonym, which may only be used in combination with our
custom type errors API. On the other hand, this same fact guarantees that DoNotCoincide is not mixed with
other APIs which also use Constraint , but with a very different intention.
Check in partitions. One limitation of our current implementation of CustomError is that once you
find an inconsistency solving halts: only one type error can be found, even if there are multiple independent
ones. For example, in atop we can partition the constraints into three sets so that each set contains mutually
independent constraints:
• The first elements of the partition checks that both arguments are of the shape QDiagram b v n m.
Each type equality refers to completely different variables, so there is no dependency between them.
• Once we know that both arguments are indeed diagrams, we can move on and check the equality of
each pair of type arguments. These checks are again independent of each other.
• Finally, we can check whether types obey the corresponding instances. We prefer to do this at the latest
possible moment to prevent error messages coming from under-specified type variables.
In order to describe this diagnosis strategy we do not need to declare any new data type: the previous

CustomError still suffices. But the argument to CustomErrors is no longer a list, but rather a list of lists, each

list representing one set of independent constraints. For this solution to work, we need to allow any constraint
to appear in the failure position of IfNot . This is what led us to the current design of IfNot , instead of merely
using an error message when the constraint being checked is found to be inconsistent.
In terms of the code, which is shown in Figure 6.6, the previous CustomErrors type family is divided
into a top-level driver – which retains the name – and an auxiliary CustomErrors 0 which takes an additional
parameter p . This extra parameter indicates whether we are traversing the list of constraints after already having
found a failure or not:
• If p is equals to Fail , that means that we have already found an inconsistency. In that case, we go on
checking the rest of the constraints in the same partition – which are supposed to be independent from
each other – but stop after the current partition ends. This behavior is reflected in the second equation
for CustomErrors 0 .
• On the other hand, if p is Ok , once we finish checking the current partition we move to the next one, as
described by the first equation.
• The change from Ok to Fail is done by the third equation. There we find a call to IfNot , its arguments
are built recursively. However, note that in the failure branch the first parameter to CustomErrors 0 is
always Fail , regardless of the state in which we started.
A new type signature for atop is then defined as follows:
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data CustomErrorsPath = Ok | Fail
type family CustomErrors (css :: [[CustomError ]]) :: Constraint where
CustomErrors [ ]
= ()
CustomErrors (cs : css) = CustomErrors 0 Ok cs css
type family CustomErrors 0 p cs r :: Constraint where
CustomErrors 0 Ok
[ ] r = CustomErrors r
CustomErrors 0 Fail
[ ] r = ()
CustomErrors 0 p ((a :6∼: b
:V: msg ) : cs) r
= IfNot (a ∼ b) (TypeError msg , CustomErrors 0 Fail cs [ ])
(CustomErrors 0 p cs r )
0
CustomErrors p ((Undischarged c :V: msg ) : cs) r
= (c ‘LeftUndischargedHint‘ msg , CustomErrors 0 p cs r )
CustomErrors 0 p (Check c
: cs) r
= (c,
CustomErrors 0 p cs r )

Figure 6.6: Partitioned implementation of CustomErrors
atop :: CustomErrors [
[d1 :6∼: QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 :V: Text "Arg. #1 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
d2 :6∼: QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 :V: Text "Arg. #2 to ’atop’ must be a diagram" ],
[DoNotCoincide "Back-ends"
b1 b2 ,
DoNotCoincide "Vector spaces"
v1 v2 ,
DoNotCoincide "Numerical fields" n1 n2 ,
DoNotCoincide "Query annotations" m1 m2 ],
[Check (OrderedField n1 ), Check (Metric v1 ), Check (Semigroup m1 )]
] ⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

Let us check that the application of CustomErrors turns into the desired combination of type errors by
expanding the type family applications. For the sake of conciseness we only show part of the expansion.
atop :: IfNot (d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 )
(TypeError (Text "Arg. #1 ...")
, IfNot (d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 )
(TypeError (Text "Arg. #2 ..."))
())
(IfNot (d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 )
(TypeError (Text "Arg. #2 ..."))
(IfNot (b1 ∼ b2 )
(TypeError ..., IfNot (v1 ∼ v2 )...))
(IfNot (v1 ∼ v2 )...))

-- 1a
-- 1b
-- 3a
-- 2
-- 3b

The expanded type signature first checks the shape of d1 . When this fails, we generate a type error in (1a), but
will also consider the remainder of the partition at (1b). If the check on d1 succeeds, we also need to check the
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remainder of the partition, which we do in (2). The main difference occurs when we have finished checking
the first partition. If any of the constraints turns out to be inconsistent, we do not continue with the second
list in the partition (i.e., we move to (3a)). In contrast, if we are on the OK path (which is always the left-most
nested one), we move on to the next list of independent constraints (starting at (3b)).

6.3

Error contexts

The introduction of the nested structure in constraints overcomes most of the problems with the hints
approach. However, IfNot is too rigid: it imposes a sequential order in solving and only produces the desired
custom error message if at the point in which inconsistency is checked we have discovered enough information;
for example, the outcome from a type equality involving type variables depends heavily on whether we are
able to find the value for those variables before IfNot comes into play. For the first problem we have described
a workaround – check in partitions – but the second one still remains. The ideal technique should describe
custom type error structure, while leaving enough freedom to the blamer.
The root of the problem is that we have tried to keep constraints custom messages together. The solution
is thus to detach these two pieces of information: on the one hand constraints are again seen as simple sets, and
on the other hand we have information about ordering and custom messages. More precisely, constraints are
categorized into nested error contexts, each of them optionally holding an error message. The order in which
the solver ought to consider constraints is now given by the contexts, but since they now hold more than one
constraint, the behavior is not entirely sequential as with the IfNot approach. Constraints from independent
error contexts can be solved in any order.
At a low level, the context information of a given function looks suspiciously similar to the IfNot version,
where the previously outer constraints now become the inner one, and vice versa. Here is a possible signature
for the function atop in the diagrams library:
atop
:: context "Space prerequisites are not met" {
context "Diagrams have different annotation types" {
context "Diagrams have different coordinate types" {
context "Diagrams have different vector spaces" {
context "Diagrams have different drawing backends" {
context "First argument to ‘atop‘ is not a diagram" {
d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1
}, context "Second argument to ‘atop‘ is not a diagram" {
d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2
}, b1 ∼ b2
}, v1 ∼ v2
}, n1 ∼ n2
}, m1 ∼ m2
}, OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1
}, result ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1
⇒ d1 → d2 → result

Notice however how the outer error context, annotated with "Space prerequisites are not met",
involves more than one constraint. If any of them fail, this context will be reported; but there is no need to
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sequentialize the solving. Furthermore, contexts are agnostic to the type of constraints. In the case of IfNot we
were restricted to those for which an inconsistency can be detected – in the case of GHC, those are only type
equalities.

6.3.1

Why error contexts?

At this point, and even after reading this chapter, it might not be obvious why error contexts are better than the
combination of sequential and nested constraints as done by either hints or IfNot . To answer this question we
have to consider how error contexts interact with the different parts of the type engine: the solving, gathering
and blaming-explanation-and-reparation phases. Some of these reasons have already been considered at earlier
points in this thesis; others cannot be completely understood until the end of the thesis.
One important property of error contexts is that they are applicable irrespective of the underlying solving,
whenever it is based on the CHR∇ formalism. In contrast, hints do not work well with interaction rules, and
IfNot -like constraints demand that the solver is extended to detect inconsistencies.
Error contexts also give more freedom to the compiler to choose which errors to blame in case of an
inconsistency. With the other techniques, only one specific constraint is pointed to. However, it seems more
sensible to see a problem in the source code as originating from multiple but conﬂicting constraints. It is better
then to let the already-proven technology of the blamer – maybe extended with domain-specific knowledge as
described in § 7 – decide which constraint is ultimately responsible, and just extend the associated error report
with some contextual information.
Every time blaming is considered, we need to talk about bias. Since solving is ultimately a deterministic
process – although conceptually rewriting is approached in a non-deterministic fashion – compilers prefer
to assign blame to constraints in some parts of the program more than others (for example, arguments to a
function instead of the function itself). We do not need to remove the bias entirely, instead we advocate to
embrace and use it in our favor, making the blamer aware of domain-specific preferences. As we shall see in § 7,
error contexts can be overloaded with this task. As a consequence, the design of pruning for conditional rules
(§ 8.4) also integrates with error contexts.
Finally, error contexts are composable: it is easy to build a tree of constraints of an expression from subtrees
coming from subexpressions. In contrast, IfNot constraints may only appear in signatures, and we had to
invent a separate system to give priority to some constraints over others. Thus, when considering gathering
(§ 7), error contexts have the best underlying structure.
Error contexts provide indeed a sweet spot in the design of custom type error diagnosis. It took some time
indeed to reach this sweet spot: our earlier papers [107, 111] approached the problem with a nested structure,
but struggled with the problem of representing complex gathering procedures.

6.3.2

Formalization

Although in the example above we describe the error context structure using a type signature, this does not
have to be the case in every implementation. Formally, the only need for error contexts is to know the nesting
structure associated to the error contexts and which constraints are attached to each context.
Deﬁnition 6.1. A set of constraints with error contexts is a quadruple hQ, B, , κi:
• Q is a set of constraints.
• B is a set of context identiﬁer.
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•  is a partial order over B with a maximum value R. We can visualize this relation as a tree (there is an
edge between b1 and b2 if b1 ≺ b2 ) with R as its root.
• κ : Q → B assigns an initial context to each constraint in the set.

Since  is a partial order, we can define a join operation t between error contexts such that b = b1 t b2 if
and only if b is the smallest context such that b1  b and b2  b. We extend this operation in the natural way
to sets of constraints. Using this operation, we define the minimum error context of a set Q of constraints:
κ(Q) =

G

κ(C )

C ∈Q

The context reported by κ is the smallest one which contains all constraints. This gives us a precise answer to
our question of how to combine the error messages (now, contexts) for several constraints: just take the t of
their corresponding contexts. Visually, the minimum error context is found by climbing the context graph
until we find the first common ancestor of all the constraints in Q .
The ordering imposed by contexts needs to be taken into consideration during solving.
Deﬁnition 6.2. Let Q be an inconsistent set of constraints with context κ(Q). We say this set is context-minimal
if there is no constraint C ∈ Q that appears in another inconsistent set Q 0 such that κ(Q 0 ) ≺ κ(Q) – note
the strict inequality between both.
This minimality condition tells us we can only report an inconsistent set Q in a context κ if none of the
constraints in Q is involved in another error in a more nested context κ0 , that is, κ0 ≺ κ. Otherwise, we
prefer to report κ0 . Note that for a given (set of) constraints, there can be more than one minimal set in which
they are involved. It is the duty of the last phase to choose which one to blame, depending on general and
domain-specific knowledge.
In addition to the error contexts, the compiler maintains a map from error contexts to error messages. This
map does not have to be complete: we shall see that some error contexts are used only as a way to describe how
blame is assigned in the corresponding phase. But whenever a constraint is blamed in a context for which the
map contains custom information, the compiler is expected to show that information instead of the default
error message.
The reason for detaching error messages from error contexts is two-fold. First, on a conceptual level our
focus is on the context of an error, which we think is the most useful information for the programmer in order
to fix a problem. Such a context may be annotated with a custom error message, which provides even more
information, but does not need to. Second, from a technical level error contexts give the minimal information
required to know which message to report – there is no need to move long strings around the type checker.
Furthermore, in the future we might decide to enlarge the amount of information attached to each context
instead of having just an error message. Describing our procedure in these terms ensures that the algorithm
does not need to be changed in such a situation.
Implementation in CHR∇ . Given a set of CHR∇ rules, we accommodate contexts by applying a transformation, as we have been doing throughout this thesis. In this case, each constraint C is wrapped as
context(C , b), declaring that the constraint currently lives in context b . We assume that at the beginning of the
solving process all constraints live in their initial contexts, context(C , κ(C )). During this initialization phase,
the relation between each context and its parents is also introduced in the system.
Our implementation uses bubbling as a mechanism to guide solving. In short, we only allow constraints
in the same context to interact. When we are sure that no more rewriting can be done in a given context, we
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“bubble up” the remaining constraints to its parent. This allows interaction with constraints in sibling contexts.
Consider a general simpagation rule in CHR∇ :
H1k , ... , Hnk \ H1r , ... , H`r ⇐⇒ ∇x.∃y . B1 , ... , Bm

The guiding principle is that only constraints in the same context interact. This is can be expressed in a simple
way in a rule by using the same variable in all constraints:
context(H1k , b), ... , context(Hnk , n) \ context(H1r , b), ... , context(H`r , b)
⇐⇒ ∇x.∃y . context(B1 , b), ... , context(Bm , b)

Note that the problem of flowing information from several heads – one of the essential problems with hints –
does not appear, since we force everything to happen in the same context.
With only this transformation, constraints in different contexts would never be able to interact with each
other. The only way for constraints to interact is when they are in the same context. As we discussed, we use
bubbling to move constraints between different contexts.
b1 ≺ b2 \ context(Q, b1 ) ⇐⇒ context(Q, b2 )

The careful reader may have noticed that introducing this rule as is implies that eventually all constraints will
end up in the root context. However, for inconsistencies we want to keep the information about which context
was involved when the problem occurred. The refined version of the rule above is:
b1 ≺ b2 \ context(Q, b1 ) ⇐⇒ Q 6≡ ⊥ | context(Q, b2 )

Even with that modification, the previous rule breaks some of our guarantees about contexts. Since CHR
engines can non-deterministically choose which rule to apply next, it might decide to move all constraints up
and up until they reach the root R and only then begin with the “real” solving. But thanks to rule priorities, as
introduced in § 3.2, we can schedule this rule to apply only when no other does. For example, by giving priority
2 to the bubbling rule and 1 to the rest.2
b1 ≺ b2 \ context(Q, b1 ) ⇐⇒ context(Q, b2 ) priority 2

This rule is not completely correct, though, because it fails to take into account the minimality condition for
contexts. Consider this situation:
• Constraint Q1 lives in context b1 , and Q2 in b2 .
• b1 and b2 are different, but have the same parent b.
• Context b is not the root, so it has a parent, say b0 .
With the bubbling rule a possible trace of execution is that Q1 is bubbled up to b and then to b0 . Because Q2 is
in b2 , no interaction can take place. Then Q2 is bubbled twice too, to b0 . At the end, Q1 and Q2 interact in
context b0 , but we wanted them to do so in b.
The solution is simple: bubbling of more nested contexts happen before less nested ones. In this case, we
must give priority to Q2 moving to b in contrast to Q1 moving from b to b0 . We achieve this by changing the
priority of the rule depending on the context.
2

We follow the convention that smaller numbers mean higher priority.
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Deﬁnition 6.3. The height of a context b, denoted H(b), is the length of the shortest path from the root R
to b. Other way to define this notion is:
H(b) = #{b 0 | b 0 is an ancestor of b}

where b0 is an ancestor of b if either (1) b0 is the parent of b, or (2) b0 is an ancestor of the parent of b; and #S
denotes the cardinality of a set S . These two definitions lead to the same value.
The height of a set of contexts B, HB is defined as the maximum height of any of its contexts. This corresponds
to the height of the tree representing the contexts.
The final version of the bubbling rule uses the nesting level to prefer bubbling constraints lower in the
tree over ones closer to the root context. The added constant 2 ensures that bubbling has less priority than
rules from the type system.
b1 ≺ b2 \ context(Q, b1 ) ⇐⇒ context(Q, b2 ) priority 2 + HB − H(b2 )

This ensures that no constraint is moved from b1 to its parent b2 until all constraints that live in contexts
nested inside b1 have been bubbled up. The combination of this fact with the only interaction of constraints
in the same context achieves the minimality condition.
Theorem 6.1. Given a ordering relation  describing a tree structure over contexts:
1. If the original set of CHRs is conﬂuent, any two traces of solving the modiﬁed CHRs starting from the
same initial set lead to equivalent states, modulo the contexts attached to inconsistent constraints.
2. If the original set of CHRs terminate for a given initial set of constraints, the modiﬁed CHRs also
terminate for it.
Proof. The key point is noticing that each trace of execution using the modified CHRs corresponds to a trace
of execution using the original set, plus some applications of the bubbling rule.
We can only apply the bubbling rule a finite number of times, corresponding to the number of nodes in
the tree. As a consequence, if the trace is finite for the original CHRs, then it is so for the modified. Hence,
(2) holds.
In the same vein, given two traces of the modified CHRs starting with the same initial set of constraints,
the corresponding traces using the original set must be equivalent, because of the confluence of the original
CHRs. In particular, if at the final state no ⊥ constraint is in the current set, the final states with the modified
CHRs must also be equivalent. In the case in which ⊥ appears, we cannot rule out the possibility of finding
the inconsistency at different moments. For that reason, the contexts appearing as arguments in ⊥ constraints
might be different.
The other important property we want for our CHR implementation of contexts is context-minimality.
That is, the inconsistent sets it finds are always context-minimal, as described above. Alas, it is not possible
to guarantee this fact in general. The reason is that there might exist an inconsistent set of constraints whose
inconsistency is not detected by the the solver; in other words, the solver might not be inconsistency-complete.
This prevents the modified CHRs from finding the correct context to report.
Deﬁnition 6.4. We say that a set of CHRs is inconsistency-exhaustive if given an inconsistent set of constraints
as input, they are guaranteed to generate a ⊥ constraint.
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Theorem 6.2. Assume a given set of constraints with contexts and a set of CHRs to which the transformation
is applied. If the CHRs are inconsistency-exhaustive, then every set of constraints leading to ⊥ form a contextminimal set.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a set of constraints I which is reported as inconsistent but is not contextminimal. Then there exists another inconsistent set J such that κ(J) ≺ κ(I ), but which has not been found
as such by the CHRs. This contradicts the definition of inconsistency-exhaustive.

6.3.3

Reuse and abstraction

Given that error contexts are not available in GHC, but rather in our prototype compiler Quique which does
not support the Constraint kind, we have no abstraction facilities in our implementation. However, it is clear
that the same techniques using type-level programming, can be used with error contexts.

6.4

Related work

In the PhD thesis of Wazny [135] – implemented as part of Chameleon [122] – we find a proposal similar to
our hints for attaching custom errors to constraints. More concretely, it is possible to attach a custom message
to each constraint when it is created. The main difference between that system and ours is how messages are
propagated: we use forward propagation, in the sense that hints are updated as the solving progresses. On the
other hand, the discovery of which error message to print is done by backwards reasoning in Wazny’s work.
This difference is mainly due to the way in which each system implements blaming: Chameleon [122] checks
for minimal unsatisfiable subsets of constraints after the solving ends, while both GHC and our prototypes
use the outcome of the solving phase.
The implementation of Scala’s @implicitNotFound [101] is very similar to our LeftUndischargedError
constraints. The main difference is that in Scala the information exists just as an extra-linguistic annotation,
whereas we reify the information as a Constraint which can be manipulated within the type-level capabilities
of GHC.
Our definition of IfNot exposes a bit of programmability inside of GHC’s type checker. Although it is not
the original intention, by nesting IfNot s it is possible to create custom solvers for some types of constraints.
In that sense, our work is close to type checker plug-ins [28], which introduce custom solver rules. The main
problem with custom rules is that the soundness and termination properties of the entire type system might
be at risk. In this work, we have stated a property, Q Pok, which can be automatically checked to ensure
soundness, but only when IfNot is applied with its original goal of error customization.
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7

Reparation and blaming

Most descriptions of constraint-based type inference consider error reporting as part of the solving process. As
described in the introduction, we instead allocate error reporting to its own phase. This final phase of the type
engine has three different, but very related, tasks:
• Blaming, that is, deciding which constraints and which parts of the program are responsible for a
given inconsistency, or are the origin of a left-undischarged constraint. In most cases there is no single
constraint to be blamed, but rather a set which together give rise to the error.
• The programmer also needs an explanation of why the interaction between the blamed parts of the
program results in an ill-typed expression. In some cases this is an easy task – this function needs an
Int argument and you gave a Bool value – but in general a huge amount of solving might take place
between the original constraints and the ultimate error.
• In a perfect world every error message would suggest a possible reparation which solves the problem. We
cannot read programmers’ minds, so this is indeed an impossible task to achieve in full generality. But
in the restricted scenario of a program written in a DSL we can certainly detect common error patterns
and point to fixes (or just to documentation).
On top of that, our approach to type error diagnosis also injects information about the context of the error, as
defined in the previous chapter.
It is obvious that an explanation of an error depends heavily on the choice of blamed constraints, which in
turn determines the possible fixes. But the influence also goes the other way round: depending on the kind of
errors that the compiler is able to explain and repair, it should prefer blaming some sets of constraints over
others. In any case, we need a way to detect those common error patterns, check the applicability of the fixes,
and prioritize some reports over others. In our framework this information is encoded as (domain-speciﬁc)
transformations, which is the key concept of this chapter (§ 7.2). As we shall see, to encode context-dependent
transformations we need to generate additional information in the gathering phase as annotations. Finally, it
might be the case that one transformation is not enough to solve the problem, so the compiler needs to apply
several of them in sequence (§ 7.3).
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Figure 7.1: Graphical representation of generic constraint solving
In § 7.4 we discuss another way to implement custom transformations in those cases for which adding an
additional phase for blaming is not possible – in our case, an already-existing compiler, GHC. The key idea is to
look at transformations as additional constraint rewriting which happens at the very end of the solving phase.
In our implementation we reuse the CustomErrors mechanism introduced in § 6.2 to get useful heuristics
such as siblings.

7.1

Reparations as removals

In a constraint-based setting, we can represent the work of the constraint solver as a graph, where nodes
represent all the constraints that have been gathered or arisen due to a sequence of solving steps, and edges
represent applications of rewriting rules. The initial set of constraints obtained by gathering are just those
nodes which have no input edges. Figure 7.1 shows one of those graphs, where constraints have been turned
into ◦ symbols. This point of view is used by some generic error-diagnosis techniques [143, 46].
Such a graph already provides an upper bound for blaming: point out all the initial constraints for which a
path exists to an inconsistency – in the terminology of this thesis, a ⊥ constraint – or to a constraint which is
left undischarged. This is the approach taken by error slicers [41, 97, 102, 98]: report all the parts of the program
that have interacted in any fashion leading to the problem.
The obvious disadvantage of error slicing is that too many constraints might be reported, and not all of
them do really influence the type error. For example, the following expression:
[3, True, False ]

is ill-typed, since every element in a list must be of the same type, but here we have Booleans and integers. The
question is: which of the subexpressions should be reported? The choices are not only the literal elements;
given that the code is just sugar for
3 : True : False : [ ]

every application of the (:) function might also be pointed as reponsible for the problem.
The approach taken by the Chameleon compiler [122], among others, is to extract from the whole slice a
so-called minimal unsatisﬁable subset: a subset of the initial constraints which are inconsistent when taken
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together, but become satisfiable when one of them is removed. In our case, from the initial set {α ∼ Int, α ∼
Bool, α ∼ Bool} we go down to just one equality with Int and one with Bool , and correspondingly from
blaming three to blaming two subexpressions.
The downside of minimal unsatisfiable subsets is that they are not unique: starting from a given set of
unsatisfiable constraints, there might be several minimal subsets, which leads to be question of which one to
report. At that point we need to quantify how probable it is for each possible error to be the true cause of the
ill-typedness of a given program. This is not something that we can easily quantify, leading to the development
of different heuristics for blaming.
There are many of these heuristics described in the literature, in addition to the aforementioned Chameleon
[122]. The Helium compiler [43] chooses the best constraints to blame by using an ancillary data structure
called a type graph, which succinctly represents equality constraints. Another, more recent, line of work uses
SMT solvers optionally extended with probabilistic techniques [143, 87, 68]. One of these frameworks has
been ported to work on the full GHC variant of Haskell [144], which makes it a great choice for integration
with our domain-specific customization.
Although very different at the micro level, all of the aforementioned techniques have the same philosophy
about what blaming means: “blaming” is just a synonym for “removal”. For left-undischarged errors, we ought
to blame those constraints such that by removing them the undischarged constraint is no longer generated.
Inconsistencies are similar, but now our aim is to prevent the error from arising. In any case, we want to remove
constraints until the remaining set is satisﬁable and can be rewritten to an empty set of constraints. Another
way to see it is that by replacing each blamed expression by a catch-all expression1 (like undefined in Haskell)
the program type checks.

7.2

Reparations as transformations as rewritings

Looking at blaming and reparation as synonyms for removing constraints from the original set is conceptually
simple. Alas, this approach restricts the kind of reparations that we can describe. In particular, it does not
encompass two important examples found in the literature:
1. The work of McAdam [74] uses fixes involving type isomorphisms, like that of a → b → c and
(a, b) → c . For example, if we write f x y but f has type (Int, Int) → Bool , the system is able to
suggest tupling the arguments into f (x, y ).
2. Helium also considers whether the problem can be fixed by permuting the order of arguments, or by
replacing a function with a so-called sibling function – one which looks pretty similar to the original and
can thus be easily confused, like h∗i and h$i – among other heuristics [46, 43]. As we have mentioned
before, Helium uses a type graph internally, but the ideas can be rephrased in the language of constraints.
None of these examples involve merely removing constraints, but rather replacing some “wrong” constraints
with “good” ones and checking that the end result is a satisfiable set of constraints.
We want our type checking and inference pipeline to handle all of those cases. For that matter, we view the
blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase as a transformation that takes as input the original set of constraints
and produces a new one with no inconsistencies or left-undischarged constraints. The blame is put on the
constraints that are replaced, whereas the explanation and reparation depend on the specific transformation that
has been applied. Since the first transformation chosen might not yet lead to satisfiability, several round-trips
to the solver might be needed, as depicted in Figure 7.2.
1

In programming languages based on Hindley-Damas-Milner, a catch-all expression is one with the type ∀ a.a.
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Figure 7.2: Iterative procedure for the blaming, explanation and reparation phase
In the spirit of constraint solving, we reuse the term rewriting paradigm to formalize this idea of transformation. A transformation is obtained by iteratively applying transformation rules, each of them of the
form:
C1 , ... , Cn

0
C10 , ... , Cm

fix H

The blaming-explanation-and-reparation engine iteratively considers these rules, and whenever one of them
matches a set of constraints C1 , ... , Cn , it replaces them by the right-hand side of the rule and records the
message H as the fix. If the new set of constraints, which now contains C10 , ... , Cm0 instead of C1 , ... , Cn , is
satisfiable, then the original constraints are blamed for the error and the recorded fix is shown to the user.
Otherwise, we apply more transformations until we end in a satisfiable state. For the sake of conciseness, we
assume that the message H in each of the rules comes from the language of hints defined in § 6.1.1, which in
turn was influenced by the ErrorMessage data type used in GHC.

7.2.1

Interlude: building an error message

At this point in the thesis we have described several pieces of information which influence the wording of
an error message, but have never laid out how to combine those pieces. To recount, the data available to us
consists of:
1. The blamed constraints, that is, those chosen to be reported as responsible for the problem. This set of
constraints is obtained from the application of transformations. The choice of constraints influences
both the explanation of the problem, and which parts of the source code are shown.
2. The trace of transformations may hint to a possible ﬁx. Blaming only describes the problem with respect
to the given source code; fixes go a step further and suggest changes to the source code in order to solve
the problem.
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3. The error context – introduced in § 6.3 – contains additional information about the reason why the
chosen constraints lead to an inconsistency or left-undischarged error.
To make everything more concrete, here is a version of the template we use in our prototype compiler to show
type errors to the programmer:
Error context (if available):
- Explanation (obtained from blamed constraints)
- In location (obtained from blamed constraints)
Hint: possible fix (if available)
For example, consider a function translate::Float → Float → QDiagram b V2 n m → QDiagram b V2 n m,
which translates a given diagram in a two-dimensional space. A programmer used to vector notation may use
translate (1, 2) d – note that the numbers are stored in a tuple – instead of the expected translate 1 2 d . A type
isomorphism transformation could solve this problem by rewriting the constraint fn ∼ Float → Float →
QDiagram b V2 n m → QDiagram b V2 n m into fn ∼ (Float, Float) → QDiagram b V2 n m →
QDiagram b V2 n m. The error report in that case is:
- Couldn’t match expected Float -> Float -> ...
with actual (Float, Float) -> ...
- In the expression ’translate (1, 2) d’
Hint: arguments need to be passed one by one
Another example from the diagrams world involves a function show2D :: QDiagram b V2 n m → IO ()
which displays a two-dimensional diagram on the screen. To enhance usability of this library, it is useful to
introduce an error context for the first argument with an associated message ’show2D’ only works on
two-dimensional images. In addition to this, during the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase, the
library author may provide a generic transformation rule:
QDiagram b V3 n m
QDiagram b V2 n m
fix "use ’project3Dto2D’ to turn a 3-D image into 2-D"

where project3Dto2D is an existing library function that turns a three-dimensional image into a two-dimensional
one by projection. Now, if the user of the library tries writes show2D d where d is a three-dimensional diagram,
he or she gets an error message with a context defined in show2D plus a hint from the transformation rule:
’show2D’ only works on two dimensional images
- Couldn’t match expected V2 with actual V3
- In the first argument of ’show2D d’
Hint: use ’project3Dto2D’ to turn a 3-D image into 2-D
Needless to say, each compiler author has a slightly different idea of how error messages should be formatted.
But the previous examples make clear that all the pieces in this thesis are useful to achieve customization, and
that their goals do not overlap.

7.2.2

Examples of transformations

The generic framework of reparations viewed as transformation rules encompasses many of the examples in
the literature: removals, type isomorphisms, type graph-based heuristics. But most importantly, it opens the
door to domain-speciﬁc transformations, which encode knowledge from common error patterns when using a
specific DSL. In this section we describe the examples in our formalism.
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Type isomorphisms. These reparations, introduced by McAdam [74], consider the idea that some types in
functional languages are isomorphic, and thus easily confused. One of the main offenders is the isomorphism
between (a, b) → c and a → b → c . The following two rules point to currying and uncurrying as possible
solutions to a problem:
fn ∼ a → b → c
fn ∼ (a, b) → c

fn ∼ (a, b) → c
fn ∼ a → b → c

fix "arguments need to be uncurried"
fix "arguments need to be curried"

Another possibility is to remind the programmer that Haskell does not use parentheses and commas in function
application:
fn ∼ (a, b) → c

fn ∼ a → b → c

fix "application does not use parentheses"

Since these transformations are checked for satisfiability before being reported to the user, we can be sure
that the suggested (un)currying will make the program type check. But once again, this is just an educated
guess based on the type information: instead the correct solution might be calling a different function, or
re-defining some local binding so it gets arguments in the desired way. In § 7.3 we describe how to prioritize
some transformation rules over others.
Conversions and siblings. From the point of view of the topic of the thesis, the main advantage of
looking at blaming and reparation as generic transformations is that we can encode domain-specific error
patterns as transformation rules. Take for example the case of persistent. The type-safe way to obtain a
record by its key
get :: (MonadIO m, PersistRecordBackend record backend)
⇒ Key record → ReaderT backend m (Maybe record)

requires the key value to be wrapped in a special type Key record . But since in most other libraries this wrapper
is not needed, users often forget about it and use a plain integer value. The following transformation checks
whether we are in a similar scenario: if by pretending the argument to be an Int insteaf of Key record the
program type checks, the compiler may decide that the root of the problem is a missing conversion.
fn ∼ Key record → ReaderT backend m (Maybe record)
fn ∼ Int → ReaderT backend m (Maybe record)
fix Text "An explicit conversion to Key " :  : ShowType record
:  : Text " is missing"

Simple domain-specific transformations work fine when only one function matches a given type, or the
solution is shared with all the instances of the problem. But consider now a simplified version of diagrams
that contains the following two functions to create a color, both with and without alpha:
rgb :: Int → Int → Int
→ Color
rgba :: Int → Int → Int → Int → Color

Now if the user of the DSL writes rgb 0 255 0 90, we want the reported error message to point to the fact that
rgb and rgba are often confused. Thus we write the following rule:
fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Color
fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Int → Color
fix "did you want to use ’rgba’ instead of ’rgb’?"

This last transformation rule is an example of the siblings heuristic introduced in Helium [46, 43].
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A rule which just tries to remove one constraint from the set is easily defined:
C

>

fix M

This rule simply replaces any constraint C with an empty set, which we represent as >. An actual compiler
includes more concrete versions of those removal rules which encode a message.
α∼β

>

fix "Cannot match types"

This rule is a bit unsatisfactory, though, for a couple of reasons. First of all, you do not want to suggest this fix
when a better transformation, like the aforementioned (un)currying, also solves the problem, since those other
rules typically carry more information. In order to solve this problem, in § 7.3 we design a system for assigning
priorities to transformations.
Furthermore, one should not try to remove constraints at random, when there are good algorithms to
detect which constraints in a set are the most probable cause of a type error [122, 43, 143, 87, 68]. We can
integrate these algorithms by running them on our original set of constraints. The outcome of any of them is a
set of constraints A1 , ... , A` marked for removal, along with corresponding error messages M1 , ... , M` which
explain the cause of the removal. As explained above, the transformation rule which corresponds to blaming
each constraint is:
Ai

>

fix Mi

It is also possible for the blaming algorithm to require not one, but several of the constraints to be removed at
once. This corresponds to a transformation rule where the left-hand side has more than one constraint:
Ai1 , ... , Ain

>

fix Mi

This shows that our framework based on transformations is not at odds with other procedures for generic
error reporting. From our point of view, a compiler with good error reporting should support both directions:
a good algorithm for the default case, enhanced by the techniques of this thesis to provide customizable type
error messages when possible.
Defaulting. Some languages, the most prominent being Haskell [72, section 4.3.4], try to avoid ambiguities
by having a default type linked to some special constraints. For example, the numeric literal 5 in Haskell is
overloaded with the type Num a ⇒ a, but if the rest of the program does not constrain a to a specific type, the
compiler defaults a to Integer .
Note that defaulting is not only useful for numerical types: it has also been advocated as a tool for improving
domain-specific type error diagnosis [45]. For example, the diagrams documentation suggests fixing a specific
type Any when an ambiguity error occurs. Instead of asking the programmer to potentially learn a new feature
of the language, type annotations,2 defaulting silently removes the error, and may report back the actual code
to add to fix the problem.
As stated in § 1.2, in this thesis we do not treat type errors which involve ambiguous type variables. However,
defaulting provides a prime example of the general applicability of transformation rules to describe reparations
which help in this sort of type errors. Here is the rule which constraints a type to be Integer if it is known to
have a Num instance.
Num α
2

α ∼ Integer

In fact, to get type annotations working in GHC, most of the times you need to enable the ScopedTypeVariables extension. Thus,
programmers need to learn not one but two new features: language extensions and type annotations.
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Since transformed sets of constraints are checked for consistency before being reported to the user, we know
that if there is another constraint which fixes α to be something else, the defaulting will never be applied.
Nevertheless, since those checks are expensive, it is useful to introduce a constraint ambiguous(α). Before
starting the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase, the compiler adds to set of constraints one of the form
ambiguous(α) for each variable α which has been found to be ambiguous at the end of the solving process.
The transformation rules can then match on these new constraints:
Num α @ ambiguous(α)

α ∼ Integer

This rule restricts the application of numerical defaulting to ambiguous type variables α for which we know
that a Num constraint holds.

7.2.3

Annotations

Let us look again at the transformation rule we defined above for rgb and rgba:
fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Color
fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Int → Color
fix "did you want to use ’rgba’ instead of ’rgb’?"

Our intention is to cover only the scenario in which rgb is confused with rgba. Alas, the rule as it stands applies
to every function with the same types, whereas the fix explicitly mentions the names rgb and rgba. For other
pairs of functions, like hsv 3 and hsva, we obtain the same constraints, but we definitely do not want the same
message to be reported. Once again, we need to introduce context-dependence in our compiler pipeline, in this
case in transformation rules.
Annotations are pieces of information, usually simple terms, which can be attached to constraints during
gathering. Those annotations are completely ignored during solving, but are visible again when deciding which
transformation to apply. By having to match certain annotations, we reduce the applicability of a rule to only
those cases we are concerned with. The solution of our previous example, differentiating uses of rgb from
those of hsv can be done via an annotation, indicated after the symbol @.4
fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Color @ from-rgb
fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Int → Color
fix "Did you want to use ’rgba’ instead of ’rgb’?"

If we guarantee that the from-rgb annotation is only generated when the rgb function is detected, then the
error message does not appear in undesirable scenarios. In this way we have replicated the siblings functionality
[43] available in Helium. The description of how the generation procedure is modified to include annotations
is given in § 8.
Annotations are also applicable in other cases. Consider the case of type checking a conditional expression
if c then t else e . In most compilers, a constraint equating the type of both branches t and e is generated.
Alas, this constraint has a very general form α ∼ β , so without annotations a specific rule for conditionals
would apply to any type equality. However, if we distinguish this specific scenario,
α ∼ β @ conditional

>

fix "Branches of a conditional must have the same type"

then the hint can be targeted to only conditional expressions. Similar problems arise when type checking an
arbitrary number of expressions whose type must be compatible, like in a list literal. In that case, we can even
be a bit more clever and look at all the constraints involved in the same literal instead of blaming only two
specific elements.
3
4

Hue-Saturation-Value, a color model used in computer graphics.
Not to be confused with the @ used in scopes during constraint solving.
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Comparison with post-processing

The approaches to type error customization found in Idris [21] and Scala [93] have one thing in common with
transformations: they all introduce an additional phase which is run in the case of errors being found, before
reporting the actual problems to the programmer. There are however, important differences between them.
Type error customization in Idris is done via rewriting, as we explored in § 5.2.3. But there is no facility to
check whether some modified constraints would have led to a successful outcome of the type checker. In our
framework, rewriting can be expressed by a removal with a custom message.
C

> fix "message"

On the other hand the DSL author can inspect the kind of error – for example, failing unification, and implicit
not found – when deciding whether and how to rephrase the message. This facility is not available in our
framework: transformations apply uniformly, irrespective of the kind of error involved. This difference comes
from a deeper difference in the point of view of the role of transformations: Idris reports about the problem
itself, whereas we prefer to describe the origins and the context of the error.
The Type Debugger for Scala goes a step further than Idris, and provides the whole type derivation for
inspection. This choice is inherent to the way type checking in Scala proceeds, by a form of local type inference
instead of via constraint solving. Special treatment is given to DSLs, which can define plug-ins for the debugger.
However, due to this more complicated structure of the compiler, these plug-ins are much harder to write
than our transformation rules.

7.3

Ranking and combining transformations

As we showed previously, matching on annotations forbids some transformations to be applied. But we still
need a way to rank transformations: otherwise a very general rule such as removal may be considered instead
of a more specific one, like a type isomorphism. In our case, we do not want default transformation rules to
replace domain-specific ones, the latter typically being more useful than the former.
A simple approach is to assign a static number to each rule, and try first the higher ranked ones. For
example, the rule which removes constraints could be given a lower priority than the domain-specific ones to
guarantee that it is only applied as a fallback. As in the case of CHRs (§ 3.2), it is useful to consider a more
general framework in which priorities may depend on the specific constraints matched, including all of their
annotations. For example, given the function update :: Key record → record → ReaderT backend m ()
from persistent, we know that people more often make mistakes involving the first argument – the identifier
of the record – than the second. It is thus advisable to try reparations on that first argument before checking
the second one.
Combination of priorities. One transformation may not be enough to regain well-typedness; in that
case we need a way to rank not only single transformations but sequences of them. In other words, we need a
way to combine several priorities into a single value, so we can rank the combinations.
Consider the function translate :: Float → Float → QDiagram b V2 n m → QDiagram b V2 n m
introduced above. If we write an expression translate (1, 2) d where d is a three-dimensional diagram, we need
to fix two errors. The first one is removing the tuple, which is achieved by a type isomorphism transformation,
and the other one is turning the 3-D picture into 2-D, which can be done by the domain-specific rule described
before.
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The question is: how does the system know that it should try that exact sequence of rules instead of any
other? The simplest approach is just to first attempt sequences of just one transformation, then sequences
of two transformations, and so on. There are two main problems with this idea: first of all, in many cases
applying two rules is better than a single one. For example, if we have f x1 x2 , removing the constraints from f
might be enough, but at the expense of blaming a node very high in the AST. Instead, blaming a subexpression
in an argument is usually a better choice, although we might need to apply two transformations instead. The
second problem is that even if we rank all two-element sequences after the one-element ones, how do we rank
sequences of the same length?
To make this decision of which transformations to apply, we are going to assign a priority to each sequence
of transformation – not only a priority to each single transformation – and then try them in increasing
priority order. A sensible requirement for this priority assignment is to always prefer a smaller sequence of
transformations over a superset of those.
Deﬁnition 7.1. We say that a function f over a set of transformations is a well-behaved priority assignment if
for every sequence of transformations T1 , ... , Tn , and any strict subset {i1 , ... , im } ⊂ {1, ... , n}
f (Ti1 , ... , Tim ) < f (T1 , ... , Tn )

One simple way to get well-behaved priority assignments is to start by assigning priorities to singleton subsets,
and then apply a combination function which satisfies the inequality above. Examples of such well-behaved
combinations include addition and product (if priorities are greater or equal than one).
Theorem 7.1. Given a set of priorities p1 , ... , pn , the function maxi (pi ) +

n
n+1

is well-behaved.

Proof. Given a set of priorities p1 , ... , pm where m > n, we need to prove that
max(p1 , ... , pm ) +

m
n
> max(p1 , ... , pn ) +
m+1
n+1

The maximum on the left-hand side must be greater than or equal to the one on the right-hand side, since it
involves strictly more values. Now, for the fractions:
n
m
>
⇐⇒ mn + m > mn + n ⇐⇒ m > n
m+1
n+1

where the latest inequality holds by hypothesis.
The problem with requiring only well-behaved combination functions is that computing the priorities
of sequences of transformations can be very time-consuming. For that reason we rather prefer independent
combination approaches.
Deﬁnition 7.2. We say that a function f over a set of transformations is an independent priority combination
if there exists a function g over priority values such that for every sequence of transformations T1 , ... , Tn ,
f (T1 , ... , Tn ) = g (f (T1 ), ... , f (Tn ))

If our combination function is both well-behaved and independent, we can just precompute the values of
all singleton transformations and then use g to combine them when required. Going a step further, we can
modify Dijkstra’s algorithm to use our combination function and explore all possible transformations as a
graph. Luckily, the function in Theorem 7.1 is also independent.
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Making it practical. The ideal description of blaming as a search over all possible transformations is still
not practical: potentially every rule could match every possible constraint, leading to an exponential amount
of work. We can refine our procedure to obtain better performance:
• We do not need to consider the whole original set of constraints as input to the sequence of transformations. We can restrict this input to those constraints involved in the inconsistencies, or left-undischarged
constraints found by the solver.
• Since transformation rules are prioritized, we only need to generate lower priority transformations
once we have proven that one with a higher priority does not work. By implementing generic policies –
like preferring a domain-specific transformation over a general one – and choosing the combination
function wisely, the search space can be navigated more efficiently.
• Instead of throwing out the information obtained from the second and subsequent phases of solving,
we can feed this information back to the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase to guide search.
For example, if a certain sequence of transformations leads to a new solution which is still inconsistent
as a whole, but where the amount of ⊥ constraints is smaller, the compiler may decide to extend the
already known sequence instead of starting anew.
Error contexts and transformations. At this point we remember the promise we made at § 6.3:
error contexts can also introduce bias in blaming. In the terms laid in this chapter, this means that some
transformations have to be prioritized depending on the error contexts which contain the constraints involved
in the transformation.
Up to this point, the priority of a sequence of transformations was reflected in a number given by the
priority assignment. The priorities were then ranked using the usual ordering for numbers. To account for
error contexts, we change the ordering relation to B .
Deﬁnition 7.3. Given two sequences of transformations:
• T = {T1 , ... , Tn } which matches on the set of constraints Q ,
• T̂ = {T̂1 , ... , T̂m } which matches on the set Q̂
we say that T has a higher priority than T̂ , T B T̂ , if:
• For every constraint q ∈ Q the initial context κ(q) has more priority or is incomparable to every other
initial context of a constraint q̂ ∈ Q̂ , and at least one has stricly more priority; or
• The priority assignment f (Q) has higher priority than f (Q̂).
The difference with the order presented in § 6.3 for solving is that solving requires all constraints to have
a smaller error contexts to give it priority over a larger error context, whereas in blaming we just require one
constraint to be in a more nested context to give an entire sequence of transformations a higher priority during
the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase.

7.3.1

More informative annotations

To summarize the discussion above, transformation rules match the shape of constraints and annotations
which are generated in the gathering phase, depending on the specific context. There is, however, no need
to restrict ourselves to annotations originated at gathering; additional information can be injected which is
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Figure 7.3: Reparation as part of the type checker pipeline
useful to rank and combine transformations. For example, if a single transformation fixes several errors in
one go, we may prefer to apply that rule – even if it is a bit complicated – since it would lead to a single error
message instead of several of them. In a similar fashion, we may prefer a constraint originating from a small
subexpression instead of a constraint arising from a larger one, even though the error is fixed with the same
transformation.
To be able to decide based on that information we provide statistics over the constraints. In the first case,
we can count the number of ⊥ constraints for which a path exists between the specific constraint and that
inconsistency marker, and then give more priority to larger values. For the second case, we can assign a weight
to each constraint based on the number of AST nodes in the expression which generates the constraint, and
give priority to constraints with smaller weights over constraints originating from big expressions.
From the perspective of a transformation rule, statistics appear as additional annotations which can be
queried as any other. We can refine the transformation rule which removes a constraint to prefer those from
smaller subexpressions:
C @ ast-weight(n)
> fix − priorityn
Since we encode lower priorities as larger numbers, the effect of this extra priority annotation is exactly what
we described. For example, if we have the following piece of code:
1 : True : [ ]

the smallest nodes to blame are either 1 or True . Without this preference, we might as well blame the whole
True : [ ] subexpression as conflicting with 1, which does not really point to the simplest location.

7.4

Reparation as last-phase solving

The approach presented in this chapter requires the compiler to introduce an additional, separate phase for
blaming, explanation and reparation. Although this gives the best results in terms of error messages, the
compiler might need to be rearchitected entirely, a highly undesirable side-effect.
Fortunately, if the solver gives enough control over the priority of constraints, some transformations can
be encoded as constraints which are only considered at the very last moment of solving. In this section we
describe some of those transformations in the framework of IfNot constraints presented in § 6.
This idea might seem weird at first. However, solving and blaming are adjacent in the compiler pipeline,
so it makes sense to share some work on reparation. Even more, once we introduce conditional type rules in
§ 8.4 via an extra iteration of gathering after blaming, we can also encode some reparations in that phase. The
result is depicted in Figure 7.3; it is up to the compiler writer to decide at which stage reparation is invoked.
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Siblings

We have discussed above the example of the following two functions to create a color in a library similar to
diagrams, both with and without an alpha channel:
rgb :: Int → Int → Int
→ Color
rgba :: Int → Int → Int → Int → Color

Now if the user of the DSL writes rgb 0 255 0 90, we want the reported error message to point to the fact that
rgb and rgba are often confused. But only when the change is actually proven to fix the error. This is a case of
siblings [43, 46]: functions which are easily confused with another.
Using a combination of nested IfNot constraints, we can assign rgb the following type signature to get the
desired behavior:
rgb :: IfNot
(fn ∼ Int → Int → Int
→ Color )
(IfNot (fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Int → Color )
(fn ∼ Int → Int → Int → Color )
(TypeError (Text "Try to use ’rgba’")))
() ⇒ fn

-- 1
-- 2
-- 3
-- 4
-- 5

In this signature, the whole type of the function is wrapped in an apartness check (1). If we find out that the
type for rgb is compatible with the typing environment, there is nothing left to do, this is the reason why the
second branch (5) of the top-level IfNot is simply (). If this is not the case, we try to see whether fn is compatible
with the type of rgba instead in (2). If this is the case (4), we then produce the custom type error hinting at the
replacement. If we can assign neither type to fn, then we prefer to get the original error message, as declared in
(3), and there is no mention of the use of siblings if the suggestion does not fix the program.
There is one small caveat with this solution, though. Checking whether the type of fn is compatible with
the one of rgba should be done at the very last possible moment. Otherwise, we run the risk of unifying fn with
Int → Int → Int → Int → Color , only to find later that this choice was not correct. But at this later point in
time we have already lost the error message pertaining to rgba. If we have more than one sibling, the order in
which we check them does not matter, given that the check is done at the end. Thus, we just need to introduce
a way to declare that a given constraint should be considered as late as possible. In our implementation, such
declaration is done via another type class:
class
c ⇒ ScheduleAtTheEnd (c :: Constraint)
instance c ⇒ ScheduleAtTheEnd c

with the special rule that ScheduleAtTheEnd c is rewritten to c , as the instance declaration indicates, so that
c is assigned the lowest priority in the system. In our case we have settled on −1, since gathering may only
produce constraints with non-negative priorities. By wrapping our checks for fn having the type of rgba in this
combinator, we ensure that this choice does not influence further solving.
The implementation of the Sibling constraint is given in Figure 7.4. Apart from scheduling the check of
the replacement type at the end, the definition also includes an extra argument to allow additional constraints
to be checked whenever the original type is accepted – the part marked as (5) in the annotated rgb type signature.
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type Sibling nameOk extra tyOk nameWrong tyWrong fn
= IfNot (fn ∼ tyOk)
(ScheduleAtTheEnd (IfNot (fn ∼ tyWrong )
(fn ∼ tyOk)
(TypeError (Text "Type error in ’" :  : Text nameOk :  :
Text "’, do you mean ’" :  : Text nameWrong :  : Text "’"))))
extra

Figure 7.4: Implementation of Sibling
Our focus in this thesis is type error diagnosis for embedded DSLs, but siblings are also useful for general
Haskell programming. For example, it is quite common for beginners to forget the difference between these
two Applicative functions:
(h$i) :: Applicative f ⇒ (a → b) → f a → f b
(h$) :: Applicative f ⇒ a
→f b→f a

The solver can be informed now of this fact by means of a Sibling declaration:
(h$i) :: Sibling "(<$>)" (Applicative f ) ((a → b) → f a → f b)
"(<$)"
(a
→ f b → f a)
fn ⇒ fn

Given f :: Char → Bool → Int , if the user tries to type check f h$i [1 :: Int ] h∗i "a" h∗i [True ], the resulting
error message reads:
* Type error in ’(<$>)’, do you mean ’(<$)’
* In the first argument of ’(<*>)’, namely ’f <$> [1 :: Int]’
...
Of course, one could also say that (h$i) and (h$) are part of an embedded DSL for “programming with
applicative functors”.

7.4.2

Alternatives and conversions

The ideas underneath the Sibling construction can also be used to handle another common source of errors in
embedded DSLs. In many of them basic types are wrapped in a custom type in order to differentiate usages
and increase type-safety. For example, in persistent primary keys are represented by a type Key e for a
given entity type e . Users of the DSL, however, might be tempted to used basic types instead; it can be very
helpful then to point them to the right function to perform the conversion or the parsing.
The diagrams library also follows this pattern: points in a two-dimensional space, represented by the
type P2 a, are distinguished from vectors, represented by V2 a. Operations are only defined for those concepts
where it makes sense. For example, we can obtain the perpendicular of a vector, not of a point:
perp :: Num a ⇒ V2 a → V2 a
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type family CustomErrors 0 p cs r :: Constraint where
...
CustomErrors 0 p ((a :6∼: b :V? : (alts, msg )) : cs) r
= IfNot (a ∼ b) (ScheduleAtTheEnd
(CustomErrorsAlt alts msg (CustomErrors 0 Fail cs [ ])))
(CustomErrors 0 p cs r )
...
type family CustomErrorsAlt alts ⊥ rest :: Constraint where
CustomErrorsAlt [ ] ⊥ rest = (TypeError ⊥, rest)
CustomErrorsAlt (((a ∼ b) :V! : msg ) : cs) ⊥ rest
= IfNot (a ∼ b) (CustomErrorsAlt cs ⊥ rest) (TypeError msg , rest)

Figure 7.5: Extension of CustomErrors to support alternatives
It is possible that a user tries to compile perp (1, 2), since tuple notation is the standard for vectors in mathematics. The solution in this case is to add a call to the function r2 , which turns the pair into V2 a. Let us
introduce a new combinator to describe alternatives in the signature of perp and suggest the conversion for
the tuple case, with a fallback message for the case in which we cannot give any suggestion:
perp :: CustomErrors [
[v :6∼: V2 a :V? : ([v ∼ (a, a)
:V! : Text "Expecting a 2D vector but got a tuple."
: $$ : Text "Use ’r2’ to turn a tuple into a vector." ]
, Text "Expected a 2D vector, but got " :  : ShowType v )],
[Check (Num a)]] ⇒ v → v

The error message for the expression perp (1, 2) is now much more useful:
* Expecting a 2D vector but got a tuple.
Use ’r2’ to turn the tuple into a vector.
This does not automatically mean that the stated conversion is the one intended by the user – another fix in
this case is writing perp (V2 1 2). But, as in the case of siblings, the message is only reported if introducing the
conversion leads to a well-typed program.
In order to describe this new combinator we need to refine the original CustomError promoted data type
that was introduced in § 6.2.2, by adding a list of alternatives to take.
infixl 4 :V? :, :V! :
data CustomError = ConstraintFailure :V? : ([CustomErrorAlternative ], ErrorMessage)
| Check Constraint
data CustomErrorAlternative = Constraint :V! : ErrorMessage

Now a failed constraint does not immediately turn into an error message, but first checks a list of alternatives,
each with a different message associated to it. These alternatives turn into nested applications of IfNot via
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the modified CustomErrors type family given in Figure 7.5. The names :V? : and :V! : are chosen to suggest
that whereas in the first case you are still unsure of the type, when you produce the message in the alternatives
you know more information about it. The original :V: combinator is still available, but it is now merely a
synonym for an application of :V? : without alternatives:
type cs :V: msg = cs :V? : ([ ], msg )

There is some subtlety related to how these alternatives work that must be taken into consideration by
DSL authors. These alternatives should be regarded as different ways to fix the program which are tried in
order. But as a result of taking one path, some type variables might be unified, affecting other parts of the
program. In that respect, they are close relatives to siblings as presented previously.
In our example with perp 0 , if we take the fail branch of IfNot (v ∼ V2 a) it means that we have enough
information to distinguish the top-level constructor of v , but nothing else. If now the first alternative is
v ∼ (Int, Int) and all we knew about v is that it is of the form (a, b), taking this path leads to unifying both a
and b with Int . In some cases this might not be the intended behavior; in order to ensure that alternatives do
not influence other parts of the program they must be of the form a ∼ T b1 ... bn :V! : msg , where b1 to bn
are fresh variables.

7.4.3

Disadvantages

As we have seen, we can get quite far by adding a simple combinator ScheduleAtTheEnd to a language with
an IfNot combinator. However, there are two main disadvantages to using this technique.
The first one is that the transformations defined by these rules are always function-specific. Even though
some reuse can be achieved by using type-level programming as described in § 6.2.2, it is impossible to describe
generic patterns, such as type isomorphisms. Another example is the domain-specific transformation which
repairs the use of a 3-D image in a 2-D context by injecting a call to project3Dto2D .
The second problem is that understanding how ScheduleAtTheEnd interacts with the solver is quite
tricky. In particular, even though we describe these rules as “last-phase”, changing one constraint may create a
domino effect which produces arbitrary many more rewriting steps. In the worst case, this may influence parts
of the code which are far apart from where the error is. In our examples we have been very careful to avoid this
problem by always introducing fresh type variables in conversions and siblings, but it should not be expected
for a DSL author to know the guts of the compiler in such detail.

8

Custom constraint gathering

At this point all ingredients leading to customizable, domain-specific type error diagnosis have been introduced:
constraints, error contexts, transformations and annotations. But we have taken them as given, sweeping how
they are born under the rug of constraint gathering. It is time to remedy this: in this chapter we describe the
modifications needed to produce fully-decorated sets of constraints.
Since one of the aims of this thesis is to provide context-dependent error customization, we have to make
constraint gathering aware of the context in which it is happening. We take specialized type rules [46] as a
starting point, since they already provide a fair degree of context-dependence. However, specialized type rules
as describes in the literature fall short in some scenarios. In this chapter we focus on the problem of matching
expression with an arbitrary number of subterms (§ 8.2, § 8.3) and making specialized type rules aware of
contextual type information (§ 8.4).
Throughout this chapter we take a quite high-level view of constraint gathering using several forms of
type rules. We defer discussion of the problem of soundness of custom type rules – ensuring that customizing
the gathering process does not lead to ill-typed programs being accepted – and completeness. Both problems
are treated in the more general context of language extensions in § 9. For the implementation of these forms of
matching one could use an extended version of attribute grammars supporting look-ahead [109].

Implementation. The simplest form of type signatures (§ 8.1) works in our development branch of
GHC, whereas the context-aware version is available in the prototype compiler Quique. The other prototype
implementation, Cobalt, features type rules using tree regular expressions (§ 8.2) and also conditionals (§ 8.4).
Unfortunately, this means that none of the prototype compilers implements all the techniques described in
this chapter.
Furthermore, at the time of writing it has become clear that functional patterns (§ 8.3) offer the best
power-to-difficulty ratio while keeping a reasonable syntax. Some of the properties of functional patterns can
be recovered via type-level programming (§ 6.2.2), but a full implementation is not available.
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Type signatures and specialized rules

If we look at the constraint gathering rules of a typical functional language, such as hm as introduced in § 3, we
see that there is only one place where constraints from the environment move to the generated set: the variable
rule (Figure 3.5, page 36). One simple idea to introduce custom constraints, pioneered by Wazny [135], is to
write them as part of a type signature. This is exactly what we do in § 6 when we describe the embedding of
hints and nested constraints as part of GHC.
atop :: CustomErrors [
d1 :6∼: QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 :V: Text "Arg. #1 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
d2 :6∼: QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 :V: Text "Arg. #2 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
b1 :6∼: b2
:V: Text "Back-ends do not coincide",
...
Check (OrderedField n1 ), Check (Metric v1 ), Check (Semigroup m1 )
] ⇒ d1 → d2 → d1

Attaching constraints to functions adds a bit of context-dependence – type equalities are no longer treated
uniformly – but not enough to distinguish between different modes of use of the same function. But atop
might also appear partially applied, for example as part of a fold over a list, foldl1 atop listOfDiagrams . In
that situation, referring to the position of an argument in an error message makes no sense. The error messages
in the previous signature only make sense for an expression of the type atop d1 d2 , since they refer explicitly to
“arg. #1” and “arg. #2”.
The second problem is that type signatures are not flexible enough to indicate how to compose the final set
of constraints from an application based on the constraints from their arguments. But as we have seen, it is
important to know whether everything should go in the same error context, or constraints for the different
arguments should go into different contexts. One could devise a solution based on giving explicit names to
arguments, like in:
atop 0 1 :: CustomErrors [
0 :6∼: QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1 :V: Text "Arg. #1 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
1 :6∼: QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2 :V: Text "Arg. #2 to ’atop’ must be a diagram",
...] ⇒ $0

but once again the problem is that the same type signature is invoked for every usage of the function, regardless
of the amount of arguments provided in the source code. We need a technique which differentiates the
application of atop to two arguments from every other expression featuring the atop function.
This ability is exactly what specialized type rules [46] provide. As the name suggests, this kind of type rules
are applied instead of the default gathering ones whenever the expression at hand is of a given shape. We give a
first example for the atop function applied to two arguments in Figure 8.1. At first glance, it is very similar to
the signature we gave while describing error contexts in § 6.3, and it also resembles the signature extended with
argument numbers given just above it. But there are three key differences:
1. After the name of the rule, atop two args , we define the shape of the expressions to which the rule applies, atop
. Following Haskell conventions, we use the underscore symbol to match any expression
regardless of its shape.
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rule atop two args (atop arg 1 @ arg 2 @ )
do context "Space prerequisites are not met" {
context "Diagrams have different annotation types" {
context "Diagrams have different coordinate types" {
context "Diagrams have different vector spaces" {
context "Diagrams have different drawing backends" {
context "First argument to ‘atop‘ is not a diagram" {
constraints arg 1 ⇒ d1 ,
d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1
}, context "Second argument to ‘atop‘ is not a diagram" {
constraints arg 2 ⇒ d2 ,
d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2
}, b1 ∼ b2
}, v1 ∼ v2
}, n1 ∼ n2
}, m1 ∼ m2
}, OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1
} ⇒ d1

Figure 8.1: Specialized type rule for atop with two arguments
2. We have control of where the constraints of each subexpression should be placed in the error context
structure. For that goal we give identiﬁers to parts of the subtree – we once again reuse Haskell syntactic
conventions for that purpose – and then explicitly execute the gathering process using the constraints
keyword.
3. The result of constraint gathering – remember the judgment is of the form Γ ` e : τ
C – is both
an annotated set of constraints and a result type. After the last ⇒ sign in the signature we indicate the
result type of the whole expression.
In other words, we invoke constraint gathering for a subexpression e using the syntax constraints e ⇒ t ,
which also assigns a name t to the type assigned to that subexpression.
Specialized type rules not only introduce error contexts, but may also describe annotations that will be
used in the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase. The example of the siblings rgb and rgba is one of the
error patterns we saw in the previous chapter that needs such an annotation. The corresponding specialized
type rule is:
rule rgb annot (rgb) do r ∼ Int → Int → Int → Color @ from-rgb ⇒ r

This rule declares that the type of rgb is the given one, with the additional from-rgb annotation.
The other kind of information used in the blaming phase is the ordering used to give priorities to transformation rules. We introduce them by giving an identifier to each error context and then declaring the order explicitly
after the constraint generation block. As an example, consider applications of map :: (a → b) → [a] → [b ]
to two arguments. The usual way to think about error diagnosis for this function is to check that the first
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argument is a function, that the second is a list, and then check that the domain of the former and the elements
of the latter coincide.
rule map two args (map fn @ lst@ )
do context "Fn. domain and list elements should coincide" {
context "First argument to ’map’ should be a function" {
constraints fn ⇒ f , f ∼ a → b
}, context "Second argument to ’map’ should be a list" {
constraints lst ⇒ l, l ∼ [e ]
}, a ∼ e
} ⇒ [b ]

This rule encodes that the blame is to be shared between the whole expression when the two arguments do not
agree. But there is an alternative choice: that the first argument is right on the domain type and the second
argument is to blame if the elements are not of the correct type. In that case, we need to specify a blaming
order between the contexts:
rule map two args (map fn @ lst@ )
do
context fnctx "First argument to ’map’ should be a function" {
constraints fn ⇒ f , f ∼ a → b
}, context lstctx "Fn. domain and list elements should coincide" {
context "Second argument to ’map’ should be a list" {
constraints lst ⇒ l, l ∼ [e ]
}, a ∼ e
} ⇒ [b ]
order lstctx < fnctx

Common context patterns. The reader can check that even in these simple cases some recurring patterns
emerge from the way we combine error contexts and blaming orders. One clear example is nesting several error
contexts in order to check several conditions over the expression in a certain order, as we have done for atop .
Another example is introducing an order for blaming, as shown above for map .
Since these patterns are really common, we introduce a higher-level layer on top of them to reduce the
visual noise and ease the development of domain-specific type rules. These extra features are merely syntactical
convenience, and are translated back to the simpler language of error contexts, constraints and annotations
before executing the rule.
In some cases error contexts only contain one constraint. Instead of context "message" {c } we provide
a convenience synonym c context "message". Even though not much smaller in terms of characters, this
syntax places the importance on the constraint rather than its context.
The second sort of patterns is comprised of mergers,1 each of them taking a list of error contexts and giving
back a new combined context. The simplest of these mergers is blame-in-order, which just introduces priorities
between each context and all the previous ones in the list, as we just did for map . The second one is sequence,
which in addition to imposing a blaming order also nests the contexts one inside the other. Finally, we have
1
The mergers in this section roughly correspond to those introduced in [111]. But it should be noticed that the error structure – based here
on error contexts – is quite different from the one presented in that paper.
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rule atop two args (atop arg 1 @ arg 2 @ )
do sequence {
context "First argument to ‘atop‘ is not a diagram" {
constraints arg 1 ⇒ d1 , d1 ∼ QDiagram b1 v1 n1 m1
}, context "Second argument to ‘atop‘ is not a diagram" {
constraints arg 2 ⇒ d2 , d2 ∼ QDiagram b2 v2 n2 m2
}, b1 ∼ b2 message "Diagrams have different drawing backends"
, v1 ∼ v2 message "Diagrams have different vector spaces"
, n1 ∼ n2 message "Diagrams have different coordinate types"
, m1 ∼ m2 message "Diagrams have different annotation types"
, context "Space prerequisites are not met" {
OrderedField n1 , Metric v1 , Semigroup m1
}
} ⇒ d1

Figure 8.2: Specialized type rule for atop using mergers
parallel, which represents the default way of combining error contexts – making them independent from each

other. This last merger is useful to revert back to the default behavior when several mergers appear nested.
Figure 8.2 shows the specialized type rule for atop with two arguments implemented using mergers. The
code is much shorter than the first variation presented in Figure 8.1, and requires considerably less amount of
nesting.

8.1.1

Matching arbitrary terms

As functional programmers, we love associative operations. The underlying reason is that it allows using binary
operators to combine an arbitrary amount of terms without caring about parentheses. For example, we can
use atop to put n drawings on top of each other,
d1 ‘atop‘ d2 ‘atop‘ ... ‘atop‘ dn

However, from the point of view of the compiler, the underlying application structure is visible, and is used to
guide the constraint generation process. In the previous case we find a top-level call to atop with only two
parameters, one of them being a new call to atop and so on. If we apply the atop two args type rule defined
above, we get a bias towards blaming more nested diagrams. But this nesting is not apparent in the source
code, and thus imposing a blaming order is surprising from a user perspective.
Treating expressions that are nested in several applications as being on the same level in terms of error diagnosis is actually very common. Other examples involve parsers, or in general with members of the Applicative
type class,
f h$i x1 h∗i x2 h∗i ... h∗i xn

and list literals [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ], which under the hood are just syntactic convenience for x1 : x2 : ... : [ ]. This fact
suggests introducing a new feature in our specialized type rule language to encode matching an expression
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with an arbitrary number of subterms by means of a single type rule, which in turn allows for an unbiased
treatment of all those involved subterms. This is our goal in the following sections.

8.2

Tree regular expressions

Our first solution for matching terms with subterms at arbitrary depth involves tree regular expressions. These
are a generalization of the well-known concept of regular expressions over a string to trees. Since ASTs are a
particular instance of trees, many techniques in the literature described for tree regular expressions can be used
to enhance our specialized type rules.
Let us first introduce some definitions.2 A ranked alphabet is a pair F = hF̂ , arity i, where F̂ is a finite set
and arity is a function F̂ → N. The set F̂ represents the constructors used to build values of a data type. We
denote with Fp the set of elements in F̂ whose arity is exactly p . The set of ground trees over F , T (F ), is
defined as the smallest set such that:
• F0 ⊆ T (F ),
• if f ∈ Fp and t1 , ... , tp ∈ T (F ), then f (t1 , ... , tp ) ∈ T (F ).
Note that, in order to keep the exposition simple, our definition does not involve typing information.
In order to define tree regular expressions – we drop the word tree from now on – over a ranked alphabet
F , we first need to enlarge the alphabet with an infinite set of holes H = {1 , 2 , ... }, whose purpose shall
become clear in a moment. The set of regular expressions over F with holes H, R(F , H), is inductively defined
as:
• ∅, > ∈ R(F , H),
• if x ∈ F0 or x ∈ H, then x ∈ R(F , H),
• if f ∈ Fp and t1 , ... , tp ∈ R(F , H), then f (t1 , ... , tp ) ∈ R(F , H),
• if r1 , r2 ∈ R(F , H), then r1 | r2 ∈ R(F , H),
• if r1 , r2 ∈ R(F , H) and  ∈ H, then r1 · r2 ∈ R(F , H),
• if r ∈ R(F , H) and  ∈ H, then r ∗, ∈ R(F , H).
Intuitively, the |, · and ∗, operators correspond to choice, concatenation and iteration, respectively. The
constants ∅ and > represent an impossible match and a pattern that matches any term, respectively.
Let us fix for the following examples a ranked alphabet, F0 = N, F1 = {Literal} and F2 = {Plus, Times}.
The following regular expression matches both 0 + x and x + 0:
Plus(Literal(0), >) | Plus(>, Literal(0))

The reader might be wondering why the concatenation and iteration operations need to be annotated
with a hole, whereas no annotation is used in string regular expressions. The reason is that, in contrast to
strings, trees might grow in more than one place, and one needs to be explicit about which is chosen when
putting together two regular expressions. Holes are the mechanism used for describing positions in a tree. For
2

The encyclopedic reference for tree automata and tree regular expressions is Comon et al. [22].
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example, the regular expression Times(1 , 2 ) leaves the two argument positions open, which can be later
replaced by different regular expressions:
Times(1 , 2 ) ·1 Literal(0) = Times(Literal(0), 2 )
Times(1 , 2 ) ·2 Literal(0) = Times(1 , Literal(0))

On the other hand, the expression Times(, ) forces both positions to be filled with the same element:
Times(, ) · Literal(0) = Times(Literal(0), Literal(0))

Holes are also used in the iteration combinator to describe the position where iteration should take place.
As a simple example, we can describe expressions whose literals always are the number 2.
(Plus(, ) | Times(, ) | Literal(2))∗,

We can represent this regular expression graphically. In the following picture, dashed arrows represent references
from a hole to the corresponding regular expression filling it.
start
any from
Literal

Plus




2

Times




Each regular expression defines a language, that is, a set of trees that are matched by it. First of all, we need
an auxiliary operation of substitution of mutually distinct holes by languages,
t{1 7→ L1 , ... , n 7→ Ln }

which we refrain from formally defining here (see Comon et al. [22] for the complete description of this
operation). The intuitive idea is that everytime you find a hole i in the tree t , you substitute it by an element
of Li . This operation is then lifted from trees to languages
L{1 7→ L1 , ... , n 7→ Ln } = {t{1 7→ L1 , ... , n 7→ Ln } | t ∈ L}

Armed with substitutions, we can define the notions of n-th iteration and closure of a language as follows:
L0,
Ln+1,

=
=

{}
Ln, ∪ L{ 7→ Ln, }

L∗,

=

S

n>0

Finally, we can describe the language deﬁned by a regular expression r , Jr K:
J∅K
J>K
JxK
Jf (r1 , ... , rn )K
Jr1 | r2 K
Jr1 · r2 K
Jr ∗, K

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

∅
T (F )
{x}, if x ∈ F0 or x ∈ H
{f (t1 , ... , tn ) | t1 ∈ Jr1 K, ... , tn ∈ Jrn K}
Jr1 K ∪ Jr2 K
Jr1 K{ 7→ Jr2 K}
Jr K∗,

Ln,
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When we match a term t against a regular expression r , we are actually answering the question of whether
t ∈ Jr K. Efficient algorithms exist for that purpose; but we refrain to describe them here and assume such a
matching procedure is in place for tree regular expressions over ASTs.
The next step is to incorporate tree regular expressions in specialized type rules. Let us consider first the
case of list literals: nested applications of (:) ending in a [ ] constructor.
rule list literal expr @( :  | [ ]) ∗,

The question now is how we access each of the expressions corresponding to the elements in the list. The
solution is to incorporate two new operations into the constraint gathering language: one for traversing a tree –
traverse – and another one for discerning the branch that was taken – choose.
do context "The type of the elements must coincide" {
traverse expr {
choose {
(x @ :xs) ⇒ constraints x ⇒ t, traverse xs, t ∼ e
[] ⇒
}
}
} ⇒ [e ]

The shape of the gathering script follows the shape of the tree regular expression. In this case, we start traversing
the whole expression, as the outer part of the regular expression involves recursion, and then we choose
whether we are matching a (:) or a [ ] constructor. For the case of the empty list, the empty body means that no
constraints are generated. For the cons case, we obtain the constraints of the element x and its assigned type t ,
and ensure that the type coincides with the type of the other elements by using a shared variable e . Then we
keep traversing the rest of the list.
Tree regular expressions provide a first solution to the problem of matching complex terms in specialized
type rules. In fact, our prototype compiler Cobalt uses them. But after some time working with them and
writing specialized type rules for bigger libraries, it became clear that rules written in this fashion become too
complex very fast and thus unmantainable in the long run. In addition, there are two other problems with this
approach:
1. Suppose you want to match a list of atop s being used to combine several diagrams. A first attempt
at a tree regular expression could be (atop   | ) ∗, . The second branch matching anything is
needed to stop the recursion once we get at an expression which is not itself an application of atop to
two arguments.
Alas, this regular expression matches any expression! When confronted with a term, we can always take
the second branch inside the recursion operator, which matches any term. This is not desirable, since the
goal of a specialized type rule is not to handle every possible case. The only solution is to introduce an
additional atop constructor to match in the top level, to guarantee that we have at least one application
with atop ,
atop (atop   | ) ∗, (atop   | ) ∗,

This leads to duplication, not only in the regular expression itself, but also in the description of constraint
gathering, since the code for matching needs to be repeated for each of the arguments.
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2. One important property that every specialized type rule should satisfy is being sound with respect to
the host type system.3 In principle, it is easy to extend soundness checks to handle alternation, since we
can check each branch separately. Alas, it is far from clear how to extend the soundness checks to handle
recursion.
For these reasons we find tree regular expressions unsuitable as a tool for matching unbounded terms in
specialized type rules.

8.3

Functional patterns

In this section we describe a different solution to the problem of matching complex terms, with better programmer ergonomics than tree regular expressions. In many senses this technique resembles how we define
functions by cases in Haskell (and in general in any ML-inspired language). Thus, we also expect the gap that a
DSL author has to bridge to learn our specialized type rules mechanism to be narrower than with other forms
of matching.
As we have discussed several times, the constraint gathering judgment has the general form Γ ` e : τ
C.
But now we want to look at this process not as a judgment defined by a set of derivation rules, but as a function
which given the environment Γ and the expression e as input gives back a type τ and an associated set of
constraints C . The type signature of such a function – which we call (`) to make the connection with the
gathering judgement explicit – is:
(`) :: Environment → Expr → (Type, ConstraintSet)

The first argument of this function, the environment, only changes for binding constructs like abstraction and
let. We mentioned before that we do not want to give programmers the ability to customize those cases. The
environment becomes an inherited attribute which never changes, and the real input to the judgment is the
expression for which we want to gather constraints:
(`) env (λx.e)
= ... -- case for abstraction
(`) env (let x = e1 in e2 ) = ... -- case for local bindings
(`) env e
= (`? ) e -- other cases
(`? ) :: Expr → (Type, ConstraintSet)

What we call a specialized type rule is now defined as a partial function of the type of (`? ). We say that such a
rule is defined by a functional pattern. If an expression is not in the domain of a type rule, this means that it
does not override the defaulting mechanism for that specific expression.
As a first example of this style of type rules, here is the definition of the one for list literals:
list literal expr = let e = freshVariable
([e ], cs) = listliteral 0 expr e
in ([e ], context "The type of the elements must coincide" cs)
list literal 0 [ ]
e = ((), [e ])
list literal 0 (expr @ :rest) e = let (t, cse) = constraints expr
([e ], csl) = list literal 0 rest e
in ([e ], cse +
+ csl)
3

It is important enough to deserve its own chapter in this thesis!
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This example already shows a benefit of defining type rules as functions: we can easily introduce extra arguments
and accumulators to express various error structures. In this case we generate a fresh type variable e at the
start of the match, which is then shared between all the recursive calls to the auxiliary function list literal 0 . By
inspection of the rules we can also see that there is one single error context being generated for all the elements.
Finally, we no longer define the domain of the type rule explicitly as in the case of tree regular expressions: it is
defined implicitly by the applicability of the list literal function itself.
In this setting constraints is no longer a keyword, but a built-in function returning a type and a constraint,
like list literal . The only difference is that constraints is handled by the compiler itself, which applies then the
type rule which corresponds to that expression, either a specialized type rule of the default type rule. We can see
the gathering process as a cooperative task, in which specialized rules can give back control to the main driver.
In order to connect functional patterns to the soundness and completeness techniques of § 9 we need to
express them as typing rules. We can do so by introducing a new judgment `r for every gathering function r ,
with a typing rule for each pattern. The premises of each of the rules in the judgment correspond to each of the
elements before the ⇒ sign in a given branch. In addition, calls to constraint invoke the common gathering
judgment `.
When we apply this procedure to the list literal and list literal 0 functions defined above, we obtain the
following derivation rules:
e fresh
Γ

Γ ; e `list

`list literal

expr : [e]

Γ ; e `list
Γ ` expr : τ
Γ;e

Cexpr

`list literal

0

literal 0

literal 0

expr : [e]

C

context "..." {C }
[] : [e]

Γ ; e `list

(expr : rest) : [e]



literal 0

rest : [e]

Crest

Cexpr , τ ∼ e, Crest

In addition to those new judgments, gathering is now allowed to use the list literal rule in addition to the
default mechanism. In typing rule terms,
C
Γ `list literal expr : τ
Γ ` expr : τ
C

Type signature syntax. Expressing a specialized type rule using functional patterns bring several advantages to the table, but also a big disadvantage: its syntax. In the example of list literals we need to explicitly state
that a variable is fresh, and to combine all the constraints obtained from each of the subexpressions explicitly.
In order to bring the new syntax closer to our formalisms, we introduce a bit of syntactic sugar:
• Every type variable which does not come from a subexpression is considered fresh in the body of the
function. This goes in line with Haskell’s approach of implicitly quantifying over all variables in a type
signature. In addition, we allow to match a type we do not care about.
• In this type rules there is a pattern which is repeated over and over again,
let (t, cs) = f expr

which calls a gathering function and assigns names to the constraints cs and the result type t . We
propose instead to use a type signature notation:
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f expr :: cs ⇒ t

Furthermore, we allow nesting these calls inside of sequences of constraints, with the meaning of
“combine every single constraint which comes from any of these calls”.
With this new syntax, the specialized type rule for list literals becomes:
list literal expr = context "The type of the elements must coincide" {
listliteral 0 expr e ⇒ [e ]
} ⇒ [e ]

list literal 0 [ ]
e :: () ⇒ [e ]
list literal 0 (expr @ :rest) e :: (constraints expr ⇒ t
, t ∼ e,
, list literal 0 rest e ⇒ [e ])
⇒ [e ]

From a high-level perspective, this new kind of rules is just an extension of the type signature mechanism, but
with the ability to inspect the shape of several arguments in a function application. Under the hood, however,
we are building a partial function which the compiler may use during constraint generation.
More examples of recursive rules. We have described several scenarios where functional patterns provide a convenient language to describe decorated constraint sets, but we have not yet shown the corresponding
code. It is time to fix that problem.
When dealing with nested applications of atop , such in the expression d1 ‘atop‘ d2 ‘atop‘ ... ‘atop‘ dn , we
roughly divide the error structure in three parts, as shown in Figure 8.3 in the constraint set of atop list . We
first check that all the arguments are indeed Diagrams. Then we check in parallel that all four type variables
coincide in all arguments, by means of a shared variable for each of them. We obtain those variables by a
traversal of the expression described by atop collect . Finally we check that the given numeric field, vector
space and annotation types are instances of the expected type classes.
The rule for Applicative combinators (h$i) and (h∗i) given in Figure 8.4 is a bit more complex. It shares
with the previous rule the traversal of the entire expression to check for a common type for the applicative
functor f shared by all expressions. But in contrast to atop , in this case the type of the expression changes
as the traversal proceeds. We start at the very end of the expression, which corresponds to the head g in an
expression g h$i x1 h∗i x2 h∗i ..., checking that we have a function. The result of applying the function to
the first argument is threaded to the parent node, which then checks that the function g allows an additional
argument, and so on.
One downside of rules as complex as the ones shown is that it might not be possible to translate them
in the simpler style of type classes used in § 9 for soundness and completeness checks, since the typing rule
performs several traversals over the expression with dependencies between them. One possible solution is to
use the more complex conversion of specialized type rules to a data type in a dependently-typed language such
as Agda, as described in § 9.7.
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rule atop list
atop list expr @(atop
)
= let (cs, bs, ns, ms) = atop collect expr
in sequence {
cs
, parallel {
context "diagrams must use the same back-end" {
map (λb → b ∼ shared b) bs
}, context "diagrams must live in the space" {
map (λv → v ∼ shared v ) vs
}, context "diagrams must use the same field" {
map (λn → n ∼ shared n) ns
}, context "diagrams use different annotations" {
map (λm → m ∼ shared m) ms
}
}
, parallel {OrderedField shared n, Metric shared v , Semigroup shared m }
} ⇒ Diagram shared b shared v shared n shared m
atop collect :: Expr → (ConstraintSet, [Type ], [Type ], [Type ], [Type ])
atop collect (atop d1 d2 ) = let (cs1 , bs1 , vs1 , ns1 , ms1 ) = atop collect d1
(cs2 , bs2 , vs2 , ns2 , ms2 ) = atop collect d2
in ((cs1 , ds2 ), bs1 +
+ bs2 , vs1 +
+ vs2 , ns1 +
+ ns2 , ms1 +
+ ms2 )
atop collect d
= let (cs, τ ) = constraints d
in (context "argument is not a diagram" {
cs, τ ∼ Diagram b v n m
}, [b ], [v ], [n ], [m ])

Figure 8.3: Specialized type rule for nested lists of atop
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rule applicative
applicative expr @( h∗i )
= sequence {
context "All expressions must use the same functor" {
coincideApplicative expr shared f
}, checkApplications expr ⇒ t
} ⇒ shared f t
coincideApplicative :: Expr → Type → ConstraintSet
coincideApplicative (f h$i x) shared f
= (constraints f ⇒ τf , τf ∼ shared f , constraints x ⇒ τx , τx ∼ shared f
coincideApplicative (x h∗i y ) shared f
= (coincideApplicative x shared f , constraints y ⇒ τy , τy ∼ shared f )

)

checkApplications :: Expr → (Type, ConstraintSet)
checkApplications (f h$i x)
= sequence {
constraints f ⇒ τf
, τf ∼ (a → b) message "Head of applicative is not a function"
, constraints x ⇒ τx
, τx ∼ (shared f a) message "Argument does not fit type"
}⇒b
checkApplications (x h∗i y )
= sequence {
checkApplications x ⇒ τx
, τx ∼ (a → b) message "Too many arguments to the function"
, constraints y ⇒ τy
, τy ∼ (shared f a) message "Argument does not fit type"
}⇒b

Figure 8.4: Specialized type rule for Applicative combinators
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Comparison with phasing

Heeren et al. have introduced phasing [46] as another way to deal with arbitrary long terms such as g h$i
x1 h∗i x2 h∗i .... The core idea is that all constraints from phase n are considered before moving to phase n + 1.
In our terms, this corresponds to sequencing constraints.
The main difference is that phase numbers are shared by all type rules applied in a particular binding group.
In particular, there is no facility to express that the phase number of a certain constraint must be one more
than another. This makes specialized type rules less modular, as two unrelated rules may interfere with each
other by simply assigning the same phase number to different constraints.

8.4

Conditional rules

Expressing specialized type rules using functional patterns enables the description of complex traversals by
leveraging the power of functional languages. Alas, we cannot yet capture a recurring pattern in Haskell
code: reusing very general abstractions and operators – such as Functor or Applicative – for domain-specific
purposes – like we do with parser combinators. The purpose of this section is to present a technique to give
good, domain-specific type error messages for those cases in which the methods of a type class are reused as
part of a domain-specific language.
Parser combinators are a primer example of a DSL where the combinators of a well-known type class –
Applicative in this case – are used for a specific purpose. However, the type rule we just gave for sequences of
Applicative combinators is too generic:
All expressions must use the same functor
If we know that the programmer is using these operators to work with parsers, it is desirable to offer type error
messages which speak of that domain in particular. For example,
This expression is not a Parser
Not only are the error messages different, but also the set of fixes may depend on the way programmers use
each specific applicative functor.
The main ingredient of our solution is the extension of specialized type rules with conditions. These
conditions are constraints as understood by the solver, and may refer to the type of an expression e in the
pattern match using the built-in function type (e). For example, we could make the rule applicative work
only over lists by changing its header to:
rule applicative list
applicative list expr @( h∗i ) | type (expr ) ∼ [e ] = ...

The same idea could be applied to uses of the Monoid method (): both String s and QDiagrams are
examples of monoids, but we would like to get different error messages depending on the specific one we are
using in a piece of code. Strings are a “monolithic” type, where it does not make sense to report on parts of the
type itself. On the other hand, a type such as QDiagram b v n m features four type parameters with different
meanings; and we we would like to report different error messages depending on where the violation is found.
Our proposed solution is to distinguish the different scenarios; here is the one for diagrams:
rule monoid diagrams
monoid diagrams expr @(  ) | type (expr ) ∼ QDiagram

= ...
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Yet another example of where this ability is useful is described in the documentation for the lens Haskell
library [58]. This library provides a DSL for accessing and modifying parts of structures, by using concepts
such as lenses, prisms and traversals. Some of these concepts are instances of others (for example, a prism
is a specific sort of traversal). In order to reuse the same function name for all the concepts which support
a concrete operation, the authors introduced several intermediate type classes. However, these type classes
should not be thought of as embodying a common concept, but rather as an implementation detail. In many
functions in the library, the documentation states which are the signatures the function should be think of
having. This is an example for view , copied verbatim from the documentation of the Control.Lens.Getter
module:4
“ It may be useful to think of it as having one of these more restricted signatures:
view
view
view
view
view

::
Getter s a
:: Monoid m ⇒ Fold s m
::
Iso 0 s a
::
Lens 0 s a
:: Monoid m ⇒ Traversal 0 s m

→s
→s
→s
→s
→s

→a
→m
→a
→a
→m”

With the proposed technique, we could match on each of the five possibilities and provide specialized type
errors depending on the intention of the programmer.

8.4.1

Implementation using two stages

Our goal is to make constraint gathering aware of (some of) the typing information of the expression which is
matched at a given moment. Before describing our final solution, it is worthwhile to consider the disadvantages
of the most obvious technique to reach this goal: when we need to decide whether to apply a rule or not,
we look at the constraints gathered prior to that point and check whether those imply the ones stated in the
condition. The disadvantages can be summarized as:
1. The traversal of the tree, the process responsible for gathering the constraints for a given expression,
becomes very complex: you need to move back and forth between the traversal itself and the constraint
solver.
2. It is not clear how the gathering should proceed if during the process the solver finds an inconsistency,
that is, a type error.
3. The decision of whether to apply a specialized type rule will be biased by the order in which constraints
are gathered. If this is done bottom up, then we are constrained to just information about subexpressions,
whereas some more information might come from use sites higher up in the tree. Traversing in a top
down fashion only changes the bias.
Our solution is to use two stages, each of them comprising constraint gathering and solving, instead of a
single one in which interleaving is possible. This new architecture for the type engine is depicted in Figure 8.5.
In the case of successful completion of the type checking and inference procedure, the type engine works in
the usual way. However, if an error is found in the process, we prepare for a second stage by pruning the set of
4
Retrieved 5 September 2017 from the package documentation at https://hackage.haskell.org/package/lens/docs/
Control-Lens-Getter.html#v:view.
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Figure 8.5: Architecture of a type checker with two-stage domain-specific diagnosis
constraints C1 obtained in the first stage until they become a satisfiable set S1 , and then use that set as input
to a second gathering from which we obtain a new set of constraints C2 . The new gathering pass uses those
pruned constraints to decide whether a rule with conditions applies.
In the second traversal of the AST we still need to call the solver in order to find out whether the constraints
in the condition of a specialized type rule hold or not. The difference with the alternative which interleaves
gathering and solving described above is that now the sets of constraints S1 and C2 coming from different
stages are kept separate: solving is done over S1 , new constraints are gathered in C2 . Furthermore, we know
that the constraints S1 which we query form a satisfiable subset, since we pruned them. Thus, we never end up
in the awkward situation in which the checks during gathering end up in an inconsistent state.
Note that in this scenario we benefit from removing as few constraints as possible from C1 to obtain the
pruned set S1 . The more information the second round has, the more precise type rules we are able to apply.
In the extreme case, making a second round with an empty set as S1 becomes non-conditional constraint
gathering.
Our two-stage approach unfortunately suffers from bias. However, this bias is no longer structural: it is
not related to the traversal of the AST, but rather to the operation of a pruner which decides which satisfiable
subset of constraints to return, an easily replaceable part of the system. The pruner is now the part of the
system which decides, in the presence of a type error, which constraints from the inconsistent set are kept for
the second stage. We think that this is a good choice for two reasons: first, at the stage in which the pruner
is executed, it profits from a global view on the solving process, and might decide to select a different set of
constraints depending on how many times those constraints were used, in how many inconsistencies they
were involved, and similar statistics. A second reason is that the pruner can be easily replaced with another one,
maybe one tailored for a specific domain.
Formally, in order to implement two-stage specialized type rules, we replace the constraint generation
judgment Γ ` e : τ
C with a more informed one, Γ, S ` e : τ
C where S is a set of constraints known
to be satisfiable. This set S can be used as part of the input for the solver in order to check whether a given
constraint set Q from a condition holds under that assumptions by checking S ⊃ Q
. It is important
that the obtained residual set of constraints is empty and not simply different from ⊥, because otherwise we
would be checking only the compatibility of Q with S instead of its entailment. The complete pipeline has
now become:
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1. Gather constraints under an empty known satisfiable set of constraints: Γ,  ` e : τ1
C1 . Only
specialized type rules without any condition – or whose condition is trivially satisfiable – play a role in
this first stage.
2. Try to solve the constraints C1
C10 . If C10 is empty, then the solving was successful and we do not
need a second stage of typing, and the compiler can proceed with the following stages.
3. Otherwise, there is an error in the expression e , and we need to start the second stage. First, we prune
C1 to a satisfiable subset S1 . Then, gather constraints under this subset: Γ, S1 ` e : τ2
C2 . At this
point, new specialized type rules, those with a condition, may be triggered.
C20 . It must still be the case that the offending constraint is in C20 –
4. Solve the constraints again C2
otherwise the rules are unsound – but a different set of specialized type rules may now have been used,
changing which constraints are blamed, and in which error contexts they are reported.

If all the specialized type rules are sound and complete, as defined in § 9, then the sets of constraints C1
and C2 are equivalent. For that reason, we do not gain anything from running the gathering and solving phase
a second time when the program is well-typed. However, the error contexts and their corresponding error
messages might change, this is where the utility of this technique comes from, since we can have more specific
error messages in C2 given the information we already know to hold in S1 .
In principle, it is possible to repeat steps 3 and 4 more than once, refining the satisfiable subset at each step.
It is uncertain, however, how much new information we could obtain from prunning C2 which was not yet
available in S1 . In principle it is possible that the new constraints in C2 work better with the pruner and thus
something is gained; but the converse situation might also happen and thus the third round is worse than the
second. We have not performed an actual investigation of this problem in practice, but we expect very little
gain compared with the increase in computation time coming from another run of gathering and solving.

8.4.2

Pruning

In the description above, we have assumed that one can prune any inconsistent set of constraints into a
satisfiable subset. This is a fair assumption: many algorithms can be found in the literature to compute them
[8, 41]. Even better: many algorithms give us not only any satisfiable subset, but a maximal subset. That is, a
subset such that adding any other of the original constraints makes it inconsistent.
The problem with these techniques is that they are non-deterministic: they return a maximal satisfiable
or minimal unsatisfiable subset, but there is no direct way to influence which. A main topic in this thesis is
the importance of blaming the right constraint in order to obtain the desired diagnosis for a specific scenario.
Thus, we need to incorporate the domain knowledge also in pruning.
In § 7 we were faced with a problem similar to pruning, namely reparation. In that scenario we introduced
transformations, which replace some constraints to be blamed with others which may turn into a fix. Unfortunately, there is a key difference between pruning and reparation which stops us from reusing transformations
as they are: a pruned set has to be – as the name suggests – a subset of the original set of constraints. On the
other hand, a transformation is allowed to modify the original constraint set, removing constraints is just one
of the operations it is allowed to perform.
One solution is to reuse the blaming and reparation infrastructure, but take only those transformations
that remove constraints. In other words, use only the transformations of the form
C1 , ... , Cn

>
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This is too restrictive, though, because it removes a lot of domain knowledge from pruning. The alternative
we prefer is to replace every transformation
C1 , ... , Cn

D1 , ... , Dm

with a version in which the right-hand side is replaced by >. That is, we replace modifications with removals,
but the rules are otherwise unmodified. In summary, we iterate the transformation rewriting process by
removing constraints until we get to a satisfiable set.
Comparison with previous work. In the paper in which we introduced two-stage conditional rules
[111] the implementation of pruning is quite different from – and much more complex than – the description
given here. These differences are a consequence of the different way in which we describe how a problem with
a given constraint is linked to an error message.
The so-called constraint script described in this previous work imposes a nesting structure over constraints,
as we do with error contexts in this thesis. The solver is very strict in following this order: constraints from a
node only interact with those of the parent (or sibling) constraints once no more rewriting steps can be applied.
Here comes the important difference: instead of waiting for the entire solving to blame some constraints for a
given problem, we perform this process before moving away from the node. The same holds for pruning: if
we detect that a set of constraints is inconsistent, we prune it before moving to the parent node. Solving and
blaming are alternated, and the result of the solving phase has three elements: the residual set, the blamed set
and the pruned satisfiable set.
Looking at the old approach with our new knowledge shows that insisting on blaming at that early stage
removes possibilities for the applicability of domain-specific transformations. Error contexts, on the other
hand, provide a description of the place at which the error arises; but do not influence which constraint is
blamed unless a explicit blaming order is stated. The same philosophy holds for pruning: we can arrive at a
better satisfiable subset if we defer the process until solving is finished, since we have a more global overview of
the whole process.

8.4.3

Reparation as conditional rules

Transformations, introduced in § 7, are our preferred tool for describing domain-specific reparations. In § 7.4
we saw that some reparations can also be done during solving, removing the need of a complex blamingreparation-and-explanation phase. In this section we look at how reparations can also be modeled as part of
gathering when conditional rules are in place. We hinted at this possibility in Figure 7.3.
Take the case of a sibling, like our favorite confusion between rgb and rgba. If the pruned set of constraints
implies that the type of an instance of rgb must indeed take three parameters, we can decide to raise a custom
error stating this fact by means of TypeError .
rule rgb rgba
rgb rgba expr @rgb | type (expr ) ∼ Int → Int → Int → Color
:: (TypeError "Did you intend to use ’rgba’?") ⇒ Int → Int → Int → Color

Note however that as a reparation rule this is very fragile, since it relies heavily on the pruner retaining enough
information to know the type that rgb should have had. But if it decides to blame an argument instead – a
better default than blaming the function – the condition will not be satisfied and the rule will never fire.

9

Soundness and completeness
for language extensions

The setup in this chapter is more general than the rest of the thesis: the techniques work for any language
extension, of which domain-speciﬁc languages are one (of the simplest) examples.
Most programming languages include plenty of sugar in their syntax. Sugar adds no new power to the language,
but can be understood in terms of more basic constructs. Examples of syntactic sugar include for-each loops
as found in Java or C#, and the do notation used in Haskell for monads.
Some programming languages go a step further and offer facilities to the programmer to add sugar to the
language, essentially extending the language. Macros in Racket [128] and Scala [14], quasi-quotes in Haskell [71]
and packages in Ciao Prolog [49] are well-known examples. Syntactic extensions are defined by a translation
of the syntactic sugar into (more) basic constructs. An example is the translation of let blocks of the form
let x = e in b into the bare λ-calculus, (λx → b) e . A piece of code can be desugared by applying translation
rules until only base language constructs are left.
Albeit simple, such a technique has a distinct disadvantage: the code which is input to further stages of
the compiler is no longer the same. This has various practical implications. E.g., type errors discovered by
analyzing desugared code may be found in code not written by the programmer, leading to cryptic type error
messages. For that reason, we prefer the pipeline from [69, 70], in which language extensions define both their
translation and their typing rules. Programmer code is checked using the base language typing rules plus those
of each extension, and only if the code is found to be well-typed, it is translated to the base language. But what
if the desugared code has a type different from the original code?
To avoid such a situation, we need to ensure the soundness of the typing rule of the language extension
with respect to the base language. Quoting Lorenzen and Erdweg [70], we want the following to hold:
For any base language B , extension X and program p , if p is well-typed in B ∪ X and p desugars
to p 0 , then p 0 is well-typed in B .
Furthermore, we want to be able to check this property in a modular and compositional way. That is, we want
to have a procedure which guarantees that once a language extension is checked, its new typing rules can be
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x :τ ∈Γ
var
Γ`x :τ

x : τ, Γ ` e : ρ
abs
Γ ` λx. e : τ → ρ

Γ`f :τ →ρ
Γ`e:τ
app
Γ`f e:ρ

Figure 9.1: Typing rules for simply-typed λ-calculus
combined without conflicts with the base language; and also that different language extensions can be used
without having to do extra work to check the resulting combination.
In this chapter we depart a bit from the constraint-based formulation of typing, which has been our
basis throughout the whole thesis, and rely mostly on a syntax-directed formulation. For most programming
languages – including the GHC dialect of Haskell – this is not a problem, since they come with a syntax-directed
specification in addition to a constraint-based formulation.

9.1

Languages as type classes

We describe in this section how a base language can be encoded in tagless final style [15], and how it can be
extended in one or several ways. As we discussed in the introduction, these language extensions are defined by
a typing rule and a translation into more basic constructs.
As running example we use the simply-typed λ-calculus, whose typing judgment is given in Figure 9.1.
Note that the typing judgment is syntax-directed: there is only one applicable rule per language construct.
This is an important prerequisite for our technique: it gives us a correspondence between the structure of a
term and its typing derivation.
For each expression in our language, expressed as a Haskell runtime value, we assign its typing derivation,
including information about the environment. Intuitively, we just move things around a bit in the typing
judgment, and instead of Γ ` e : τ , we write e : WT Γ τ (WT stands for well-typedness). The next question
is how the types in our language are represented. For this purpose we can reuse Haskell types, every term in
our language is assigned a type of kind ∗.
Now that we have settled on a representation of types, we turn to the encoding of environments. Instead
of a mapping from names to types, we use a nameless representation using de Bruijn indices. An environment
is then just a list of types, corresponding to increasing de Bruijn indices. Putting everything together, the kind
of WT is:
WT :: [∗] {-The environment -} → ∗ {-The assigned type -} → ∗

For example, the term λx → x can be given any type α → α in any possible environment. We represent this
fact as λ x → x :: ∀ Γ α.WT Γ (α → α), where λ x → x is the yet-to-be-defined representation of the given
λ-term.
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Initial implementation

A first approach to describe λ-terms is to define ` as a data type. Each constructor represents a typing rule,
which are in bijection with the terms, due to the syntax-directedness of the type system. We can do so in Haskell
using a GADT:
data WT Γ τ where
Var :: Proxy i
→ WT Γ (Ix i Γ)
App :: WT Γ (α → β) → WT Γ α → WT Γ β
Abs :: WT (α : Γ) β
→ WT Γ (α → β)

The types of the constructors are almost direct translations of the typing rules of Figure 9.1. The exception is Var ,
which needs to look for the variable in the environment. Since we have settled for a de Bruijn representation of
environments, we refer to the variable we want by position. The type family Ix ,
type family Ix (n :: Nat) xs where
Ix Z
(x : xs) = x
Ix (S n) (x : xs) = Ix n xs

looks up a given position in a type-level list. Since there is no parameter associated with the index i , we need a
Proxy value to communicate it to the compiler. We discussed Proxy in § 2.6, we give here its definition as a
data type:
data Proxy (a :: k) = Proxy

The identity function can be typed using this encoding. Given the huge amount of Proxy values needed
in this chapter, for the sake of readability we write phτ i instead of Proxy :: Proxy τ from now on.
Abs (Var ph‘Z i) :: ∀ Γ α.WT Γ (α → α)

Because of our use of de Bruijn indices, the binding structure is not apparent in the term. In § 9.4 we discuss
another alternative which reuses Haskell binding forms inside our own language. But well-scoping is still being
checked: had we referenced the variable ‘S ‘Z instead of ‘Z , the type would have reflected that at least one type
must inhabit the environment:
Abs (Var ph‘S ‘Z i) :: ∀ Γ α β.WT (β : Γ) (α → β)

The encoding using a data type (usually referred to as initial encoding) has a big disadvantage: it is
impossible to add new constructions to our language – our main goal here – since we would need to add a new
constructor to the WT data type.
data WT Γ τ where
...
Let :: ...

An alternative approach, embedding the WT data type as part of a larger WTWithElse data type,
data WTWithElse Γ τ where
Let :: ...
Base :: WT Γ τ → WTWithElse Γ τ
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Γ`e:τ
x : τ, Γ ` b : ρ
let
Γ ` let x = e in b : ρ

Figure 9.2: Typing rule for let
is not viable either, since we cannot use the extra constructor inside of expressions in the base language, as we
wish. Furthermore, we cannot mix two different base languages when describing an extension.
This problem is an instance of the most general Expression Problem. We solve the problem in our case by
using the ﬁnal tagless approach [15]: instead of using a data type, our language is defined via a type class. The
types corresponding to each rule do not change, but they are no longer constructors:
class Base wt where
var :: Proxy i
→ wt Γ (Ix i Γ)
app :: wt Γ (α → β) → wt Γ α → wt Γ β
abs :: wt (α : Γ) β
→ wt Γ (α → β)

From the concrete syntax perspective, the only change compared to the previous encoding is the different
capitalization on wt imposed by Haskell’s syntax. The types assigned to expressions are only slightly different,
mentioning the class Base we have defined.
abs (var ph‘Z i) :: Base wt ⇒ wt Γ (α → α)

During the rest of the chapter we shall extend this Base type class in order to introduce new constructs to the
described language.

9.1.2

Two flavors of let

Our first addition is the translation of let x = e in b blocks to (λx → b) e : for every new construct
we introduce we must also provide a new typing rule, which is checked for soundness with respect to the
translation. For let bindings, the rule is given in Figure 9.2.
As we did for Base , we can define a type class which encodes the typing rule of let.
class Let wt where
let :: wt Γ τ → wt (τ : Γ) ρ → wt Γ ρ

However, this language is not so useful because it has only one construct, namely let bindings. What we
really want is an extension of Base , which we achieve by letting the Let type class have Base as a superclass.
The translation from the extension to the base language is given as a default deﬁnition. The well-typedness of
such a definition ensures that the translation is itself well-typed, because we have encoded the typing rules of
λ-calculus in the signatures of Base . Furthermore, by using default definitions we ensure that we only use
constructs from the base language and the extension being defined.
class Base wt ⇒ Let wt where
let :: wt Γ τ → wt (τ : Γ) ρ → wt Γ ρ
let e b = app (abs b) e

If the translation does not comply with its typing obligations, a compile error is issued. For example, if we
mistakenly write app (abs e) b, GHC shows the following error message:
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Figure 9.3: Transformations between languages

Γ`b:ρ
end
Γ ` let − in b : ρ

Γ`e:τ
x : τ , Γ ` let r in b : ρ
more
Γ ` let x = e, r in b : ρ

Figure 9.4: Typing rules for multi-let
* Couldn’t match type ’gamma’ with ’tau : gamma’
’gamma’ is a rigid type variable bound by
the type signature for:
let_ :: forall (gamma :: [*]) tau rho.
wt gamma tau -> wt (tau : gamma) rho
-> wt gamma rho
Expected type: wt gamma rho
Actual type: wt (tau : gamma) rho
* In the expression: app (abs e) b
In an equation for ’let_’: let_ e b = app (abs e) b
In other words, we are using an expression in environment Γ while we postulated it to live in a larger τ : Γ.
The diagram in Figure 9.3 shows the steps involved in our soundness check: we want to translate typing
derivations for the extended language to derivations in the base language (the arrow marked with a question
mark). Our Haskell data types represent the typing derivations for each language, and we define the desired
translation between these data types. Since we can go back and forth between Haskell data types and typing
derivations, this implements the desired arrow. A formal definition is given in § 9.1.4.
We do have to be careful here because of the limitations of Haskell as a language for proofs: since the
compiler does not check for termination, we can type expressions that do not correspond to finite typing
derivations. The soundness check depends on this, but the Haskell compiler cannot prove it. To overcome this
limitation, one could apply our technique in a language like Agda, which can guarantee the termination of
functions. In fact, we have done so in § 9.7.
We are not limited to extending the base language once: we can build whole towers of language extensions!
These towers need not be linear: a certain extension E may use extensions A and B in its translation. For
example, instead of having to introduce one local binding at a time, we offer a new construct for introducing
multiple bindings,
let x1 = e1 , x2 = e2 , ... in b
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Lambda.$dmlet_ =
\ (@ (wt :: [*] -> * -> *)) ($dLet :: Let wt)
(@ (gamma :: [*])) (@ tau) (@ rho)
(e :: wt gamma tau)
(b :: wt (tau : gamma) rho) ->
let { $dBase = Lambda.$p1Let @ wt $dLet } in
app @ wt $dBase @ gamma @ tau @ rho
(abs @ wt $dBase @ tau @ gamma @ rho b)
e
Figure 9.5: Translation of let into System FC
in which each binding is visible to the following ones. That is, at en we can use all the names x1 , ... , xn−1 . The
typing rules for this sort of multiple let binding are given in Figure 9.4 where the translation is just a nesting of
simple lets. Thus, the extension is based this time not on Base , but on the Let language we just defined. In
the code this fact is reflected on the choice of superclass for MultiLet .
class Let wt ⇒ MultiLet wt where
end
:: wt Γ ρ → wt Γ ρ
end b
=b
more
:: wt Γ τ → wt (τ : Γ) ρ → wt Γ ρ
more d ds = let d ds

In conclusion, using type classes to encode our language gives a natural way to express extensions, via the
superclassing mechanism.

9.1.3

Extracting typing derivations

Our technique is able to verify the soundness of a typing rule with respect to a translation. However, everything
is very implicit: we know that a typing derivation exists, but we do not know the derivation itself. Knowing how
typing derivations are transformed allows us to obtain a complete derivation in the base language. Furthermore,
this derivation may affect code generation.
Luckily, GHC can provide us with this information. GHC translates Haskell code, where type abstraction,
type application and type class dictionaries are left implicit, into a fully-explicit polymorphic λ-calculus with
data types and coercions called System FC (also known as GHC Core by GHC developers). For example, the
simple code show True leads to an implicit instantiation of the function show :: Show a ⇒ a → String with
the type Bool , and a dictionary describing how to show Boolean values. Once we arrive at the System FC
representation of the term:
show Bool dShowBool True

the dictionary for the Show Bool instance, called dShowBool , is explicitly passed as an argument to show .
Moving back to our language extensions, the translation we write where typing is implicit is elaborated
into a similar fully explicit form. Let us take as example the code generated for let , given in Figure 9.5. We
have a first block, of two lines, where those elements which are implicitly quantified in the type signature, like
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τ , ρ and the type class dictionary (prefixed by $), are abstracted explicitly. Then, we find the parameters we
wrote in the definition. The important part for us is how in the code the type parameters to app and abs are
explicitly applied. In particular, it tells us that a derivation
Γ`e:τ
x : τ, Γ ` b : ρ
let
Γ ` let x = e in b : ρ

is to be transformed into the following one using only basic constructs from the λ-calculus:
x : τ, Γ ` b : ρ
abs
Γ ` λx → b : τ → ρ
Γ`e:τ
app
Γ ` (λx → b) e : ρ

In conclusion, from this technique we not only check soundness of typing and translations, but also get a
description of the transformation of derivations totally for free.

9.1.4

Formal definitions

Up to now, we have worked with the Haskell representation of our language, but have not yet defined formally
the concept of language, extension and soundness.
Deﬁnition 9.1. A language is an inductively defined set L.
Deﬁnition 9.2. A typing T from expressions in L to types Σ depending on contextual information Γ is a
relation T ⊂ L × Γ × Σ. Given a typing T , we call every element ∆ ∈ T a typing derivation.
We denote as L(T ) the language associated to a typing T .
Deﬁnition 9.3. An expression e ∈ L is well-typed in context Γ if there exists a derivation he, Γ, τ i ∈ T .
In this chapter we consider only type systems defined by a set of derivation rules in which the type of an
expression depends only on the types of its subexpressions and its environment.
Deﬁnition 9.4. A typing T is syntax-directed if for every term e ∈ L(T ) there exists at most one derivation
rule which matches that term.
In a syntax-directed setting, well-typed expressions and typing derivations form a bijection. As a consequence,
when we define our data type of typing derivations in Haskell, we are implicitly defining the language of
well-typed expressions in the language.
Deﬁnition 9.5. Consider two syntax-directed typings T and T 0 over the same environment Γ and types Σ, but
with different languages L and L0 respectively. We say that T 0 is an extension of T if there exists an injection
ι : T ,→ T 0 .
We denote as ι̂ : L(T ) → L(T 0 ) the operation of the injection over the underlying languages.
Our definition of languages using type classes ensures that this injection always exists. In Haskell, the
type every expression operating in a certain type can be weakened to a type using one of their subclasses. For
example,
(≡) :: Eq a ⇒ a → a → Bool

can be given the stricter type
(≡) :: Ord a ⇒ a → a → Bool
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Γ ` fn : τ
Γ ` lst : ρ

τ ∼ α → β otherwise "First arg. is not a fn."
ρ ∼ [δ] otherwise "Second arg. is not a list"

α ∼ δ otherwise "Types of function domain and list elements do not match"
Γ ` map fn lst : [β]

Figure 9.6: Domain-specific type rule for map fn lst
Deﬁnition 9.6. Let T be a language and T 0 an extension of it with injection ι : T → T 0 . A translation from
T 0 to T is a function δ̂ : L(T 0 ) → L(T ) such that:
δ̂ ◦ ι̂ = id

In other words, expressions from the base language are left unchanged by the translation.
Deﬁnition 9.7. Let T be a language, T 0 an extension of it, and δ̂ : L(T 0 ) → L(T ) a translation. We say that δ̂
is sound if and only if:
he, Γ, σi ∈ T 0 =⇒ hδ̂(e), Γ, σi ∈ T

This means that any well-typed term in the extended language is mapped to a well-typed term in the
base language. Not only that, but also the type assigned to it remains the same. In our case, where the welltyped translations in the term language directly imply a derivation in the base language, soundness holds by
construction. There is room for a more flexible definition of sound translation where types do not match
exactly but are in somehow related, but this simple setting is enough for our purposes.

9.2

Named functions

Up to now, our translations were always in terms of concepts of the extension and the extended language.
In the translation of some constructs, though, some specific functions need to be in place. One archetypal
example is do notation in Haskell, which is transformed into a series of calls to the >>= bind operator. We
motivate the need for such functions by our first major example: automatically proving the soundness of a
domain-specific type rule [46, 111].

9.2.1

Domain-specific type rules

In this section we use a simpler version of domain-specific type rules as the one in Figure 9.6 for map . As
discussed previously, custom type rules are written by library developers who need not be experts on type
checking. For that reason, a check for soundness is desirable, otherwise the type system can be compromised.
This check should also ensure that after application of a domain specific rule we can obtain a derivation using
only the original rules instead. These are properties our technique provides.
The first thing to note is that ordering, error contexts and annotations in domain specific type rules do not
play a role in the soundness check. These are only important when an expression is ill-typed, and at this point
we are checking the soundness of the domain specific type rule for well-typed expressions. Thus, in the case of
map the typing rule can be simplified to:
Γ ` fn : τ

Γ ` lst : ρ

τ ∼α→β

Γ ` map fn lst : [β]

ρ ∼ [δ]

α∼δ

map∗
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or even further, if we inline the definitions of the variables:
Γ ` fn : α → β

Γ ` lst : [α]

Γ ` map fn lst : [β]

map

We can see this typing rule as an extension of the base λ-calculus, where a custom version of map is translated
to the original map function. Following this line of thought, we define the MapSpec type class for specialized
map application:
class Base wt ⇒ MapSpec wt where
map :: wt Γ (α → β) → wt Γ [α] → wt Γ [β ]

But how do we refer to the original map function? None of the basic constructs of λ-calculus is the
function map . Looking at the environment Γ is not an option either, because the elements there are not named.
The solution is to extend the base language with a new known function map :
class Base wt ⇒ HasMap wt where
mapfn :: wt Γ ((α → β) → [α] → [β ])

and then define MapSpec as an extension of HasMap :
class HasMap wt ⇒ MapSpec wt where
map fn lst = app (app mapfn fn) lst

Our technique is thus not only useful for defining sound language extensions, but can also be used to soundly
change aspects of the typing of a given language, by viewing them as extensions.
The other approach to check for soundness in constraint-based type systems is to generate constraints for
both the original and the translated expressions, and then check whether one implies the other [46]. Fortunately,
this approach is derivable in our technique, with the caveat that the constraints must be expressible as a Haskell
Constraint – type equalities and type classes. These constraints are implicitly gathered by the compiler. For
example, this is the definition of a λ-calculus reifying type equalities – the main change is in the app constructor.
class Base wt where
var ::
Proxy i
→ wt Γ (Ix i Γ)
app :: (γ ∼ α → β) ⇒ wt Γ γ → wt Γ α → wt Γ β
abs ::
wt (α : Γ) β
→ wt Γ (α → β)

In general, the type class encodes gathering, whereas the constraints encode the solving relation.
Being syntax-directed, either directly or via the judgment relation, has a great advantage for proving the
soundness of type rules with respect to constraint-based formulations, since we can perform induction on the
structure of the term. Generalizing the technique of checking for constraint equivalence is very difficult when
type rules may traverse the tree in arbitrary ways – something allowed by the techniques presented in § 8. In
contrast, this approach of using the syntax-directed formulation of rules scale well to any complicated traversal
of the tree.
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lst is known to be of type [e ] for some e
Γ ` fn : τ
Γ ` lst : ρ

τ ∼ α → β otherwise "First arg. is not a fn."
ρ ∼ [δ] otherwise "Second arg. is not a list"

α ∼ δ otherwise "Types of function domain and list elements do not match"
Γ ` fmap fn lst : [β]

Figure 9.7: Conditional domain-specific type rule for fmap fn lst
Soundness for conditional type rules. In § 8.4 we introduced type rules with the additional ability
to check part of the typing context when deciding whether they should be applied. For example, we may have
a rule like the one given in Figure 9.7 where error messages refer to a specific instance of a generic function, in
this case fmap .
In logical terms, checking for soundness means checking the entailment Qr ⊃ Qd , where Qr represents
the typing constraints obtained when using domain-specific type rules and Qd those obtained using only the
typing rules that come with the base language. The key observation is that when we have additional conditions
Cr , the entailment becomes Cr ⊃ (Qr ⊃ Qd ), which is logically equivalent to (Cr , Qr ) ⊃ Qd . If we could
then encode conditions as part of the typing rules, we would not need to change our technique.
Consider the base language extended with fmap with the usual signature:
class Base wt ⇒ HasFmap wt where
fmapfn :: Functor f ⇒ wt Γ ((α → β) → f α → f β)

The specialized type rule with the condition imposed on it looks like:
class HasFmap wt ⇒ MapSpec wt where
map :: (f ∼ [ ]) ⇒ wt Γ ((α → β) → f α → f β)
map fn lst = app (app fmapfn fn) lst

Note that in this case we take advantage of Haskell’s ability to match on higher-kinded types when stating
f ∼ [ ]. In languages where higher-kinded types are not directly available, we can always express the condition
as f α ∼ [e ] for fresh α and e .

9.2.2

List comprehensions

In many cases, a translation from an extended language relies on the availability of certain functions, usually
coming from libraries that come by default with the compiler. List comprehensions are an example of such an
extension. In the Haskell 2010 Report [72, section 3.11] we find the following translation scheme which relies
on concatMap :
List comprehensions satisfy these identities, which may be used as a translation into the kernel:
[e
[e
[e
[e

| True ]
| q]
| b, Q ]
| p ← l, Q ]

= [e ]
= [e | q, True ]
= if b then [e | Q ] else [ ]
= let ok p = [ e | Q ]
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ok = [ ]
in concatMap ok l
[e | let decls, Q ] = let decls in [e | Q ]

where e ranges over expressions, p over patterns, l over list-valued expressions, b over Boolean
expressions, decls over declaration lists, q over qualifiers, and Q over sequences of qualifiers.
To keep the exposition simple, we restrict ourselves to the case in which patterns are simple variables (thus,
x ← lst is allowed, but (x, y ) ← lst is not) and all let bindings introduce a single declaration.
One difference with the foregoing is that comprehensions are not expressions by themselves, but rather a
set of qualifiers and an initial expression. Therefore, we first define a data type that represents the items in a
comprehension, called qualiﬁers in the Report.
data Qualifier
Pat :: wt
Guard :: wt
LetL :: wt

wt Γ Γ0 where
Γ [α] → Qualifier wt Γ (α : Γ)
Γ Bool → Qualifier wt Γ Γ
Γα
→ Qualifier wt Γ (α : Γ)

Each qualifier is indexed with the way it modifies the environment. That is, a value of type Qualifier wt Γ Γ0
takes an input environment Γ and changes it to Γ0 . In order to describe sequences of qualifiers, we need to use
the output environment of a qualifier as the input to the next one, like a type-aligned sequence.
data QList wt Γ Γ0 where
(:[ ]:) :: QList wt Γ Γ
(:/:) :: Qualifier wt Γ ∆ → QList wt ∆ Σ → QList wt Γ Σ

In order to describe a comprehension [e | Q ], we need both a list of qualifiers Q and the expression e that is
executed per item in the comprehension. In contrast to qualifiers, this is an expression, so we can include it as
an extension of Base .
class Base wt ⇒ ListCompr wt where
compr :: QList wt Γ Γ0 → wt Γ0 τ → wt Γ [τ ]

Note that the environment in which e is executed is the final environment Γ0 provided by the qualifiers.
Looking at the translation of list comprehensions, we need (:) and [ ] constructors to construct a singleton
list, a concatMap function for the pattern case, and a conditional, called ifthenelse , for guards:
class Base wt ⇒ HasList wt where
nilfn :: wt Γ [α]
consfn :: wt Γ (α → [α] → [α])
class HasList wt ⇒ HasConcatMap wt where
cmapfn :: wt Γ ((α → [β ]) → [α] → [β ])
class Base wt ⇒ IfThenElse wt where
ifthenelse :: wt Γ Bool → wt Γ τ → wt Γ τ → wt Γ τ

Now we can implement the translation from the Report:
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class (Let wt, HasConcatMap wt, IfThenElse wt) ⇒ ListCompr wt where
compr :: QList wt Γ δ → wt wt τ → wt Γ [τ ]
compr (:[ ]:)
e = app (app consfn e) nilfn
compr (Pat p
:/: r ) e = app (app cmapfn (abs (compr r e))) p
compr (Guard g :/: r ) e = ifthenelse g (compr r e) nilfn
compr (LetL l :/: r ) e = let l (compr r e)

This is a perfect example of the ease of building complex towers of extensions using the final tagless style.
In this case, ListCompr was obtained by a number of different extensions to the base λ-calculus, some of them
independent of the others. Finally, note that we never had to give explicit definitions for the constructors
and functions, like consfn and ifthenelse , that we used: we just postulated their existence without giving a
translation.

9.2.3

A common interface for named functions

Referring to a concrete, named function is such a common task that we imagine giving a general solution. The
important thing to notice is that in these examples we do not really care about whether a function is called
concatMap or fooBar : all we care about is its type. Using this idea, we can extend Base by means of a new
construct which refers to a expression whose type is known.
class Base wt ⇒ Known wt where
...
kno :: Proxy τ → wt Γ τ

We can give names to some specific types to make things more explicit in translations:
mapfn = kno (Proxy :: Proxy ((a → b) → [a] → [b ]))
nilfn = kno (Proxy :: Proxy [a])
consfn = kno (Proxy :: Proxy (a → [a] → [a]))

And just use them where previously we had a custom class:
class Known wt ⇒ MapSpec wt where
map :: ...
map fn lst = app (app mapfn fn) lst

The same scheme can be used even if the function has some qualifiers, like fmap with Functor f . In this
case we can use simply Proxy without any type signature, because the type is inferred from the type signature
of fmapfn.
fmapfn :: (Known wt, Functor f ) ⇒ wt Γ ((a → b) → f a → f b)
fmapfn = kno Proxy

We can use this newly defined fmapfn in MapSpec instead of mapfn. The typing rule is still sound if we do
so, because every typing derivation for a list can be converted into one where the typing rules only ask for a
Functor . At this point, the reader may be left with an uneasy feeling, though: it seems that we should have
some notion of “completeness” for this kind of rules. We explore such a notion in § 9.5.
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Extensibility for extensions

We have built our languages using type classes in order to make them extensible, and now we want to achieve
the same thing for the syntax of comprehensions. But the syntax of qualifiers is a data type, so we end up with
the same problems of extensibility we discussed at the beginning of § 9.1.1. In order to make both the base
language and that of qualifiers extensible, we use a technique introduced by Kiselyov [55].
To illustrate, let us split our qualifiers into two mini-languages: one with patterns and guards, the other
contains the let construct. This means we have to introduce two classes.
class Q wt qual | qual → wt where
pat :: wt Γ [α] → qual Γ (α : Γ)
guard :: wt Γ Bool → qual Γ Γ
class Q wt qual ⇒ QLet wt qual where
letl :: wt Γ α
→ qual Γ (α : Γ)

The translation of let bindings to patterns is direct: [e | let x = t, Q ] is the same as [e | x ← [t ], Q ], so
class (HasList wt, Q wt qual) ⇒ QLet wt qual where
letl :: wt Γ α → qual Γ (α : Γ)
letl e = pat (consfn ‘app‘ e ‘app‘ nilfn)

The question that remains is how to define the following method:
class Base wt ⇒ ListCompr wt qual where
compr :: QList qual Γ ∆ → wt ∆ τ → wt Γ [τ ]

In initial style, we define an instance of Q for the previously defined Qualifier :
instance Q wt (Qualifier wt) where
pat = Pat
guard = Guard

and then perform the same translation as before. This scheme is not very satisfactory, though, because it only
allows extending list comprehension syntax with qualifiers which can be translated to Q constructs, which are
not very expressive. Instead, what we aim for is to have an extensible translation from Q to expressions: the
function compr itself should be made extensible.
The trick, as discussed in [55, section 2.4], is to create instances of the class that take into account the
context in which the operation should work. In our case, if we have a qualifier Q Γ ∆, then the translation
should be able to take an expression living in environment ∆ (the rest of the sequence of qualifiers), and
produce a new expression in environment Γ. This process can be seen as building the expression bottom-up.
In attribute grammar terms, this is like computing a synthesized attribute.
data LangLst wt elt Γ ∆ = LangLst {unLangLst :: wt ∆ [elt ] → wt Γ [elt ]}
instance (HasConcatMap wt, IfThenElse wt) ⇒ Q wt (LangLst wt τ ) where
pat p = LangLst $ λrest → app (app cmapfn (abs rest)) p
guard g = LangLst $ λrest → ifthenelse g rest nilfn
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To build the comprehension we call the functions recursively, starting with an empty list of qualifiers, which
just returns the given expression:
class HasList wt ⇒ ListCompr wt where
compr :: QList (LangLst wt elt) Γ δ → wt δ elt → wt Γ [elt ]
compr (:[ ]:)
e = app (app consfn e) nilfn
compr (q :/: r ) e = unLangLst q (compr r e)

The extensibility has been moved to the instance of Q for LangLst . We are now able to define how letl behaves
independently of the translation of the other sorts of qualifiers.
instance (HasConcatMap wt, IfThenElse wt, Let wt) ⇒ QLet wt (LangLst wt τ ) where
letl b = LangLst $ λrest → let b rest

This example shows that our technique for checking soundness is not restricted to checking only the
syntactic sorts already defined in the language. We can add new constructs which do not directly correspond to
expressions or statements, and still have our correctness guarantees.

9.4

De Bruijn versus HOAS

In our base languages we are very strict in checking that environments coincide in the appropiate way. For
example, the app constructor needs both subexpressions to agree on a common environment Γ:
app :: Base wt ⇒ wt Γ (α → β) → wt Γ α → wt Γ β

However, we know that we can always weaken an environment Γ to a larger ∆, and still have a well-typed
expression.1 But because of this strictness in our formulation of the rules with respect to environments, we
need a specific combinator for weakening environments. For example, consider the following excerpt from the
section on derived conditionals in Scheme’s R6 RS [120]:
The or keyword could be defined in terms of if using syntax-rules as follows:
(define-syntax or
(syntax-rules ()
((or) #f)
((or test) test)
((or test1 test2 ...)
(let ((x test1))
(if x x (or test2 ...))))))
This description is done using the macro facilities in Scheme. After the syntax-rules keyword we specify a
list of names which should be considered special inside of the body of the macro – none in this case, so we use
an empty list (). Then we find a list of pairs (syntactic-form translation), which defines how to
translate each new syntactic form into the base Scheme language. The syntax to specify each of the form is very
close to Haskell’s pattern matching syntax, with the addition of ... to specify a list form with an arbitrary
number of terms. For example, the expression (or testA testB testC) is translated to:
1
This is not true in all type systems. For example, linear types guarantee that each element in the environment is used exactly once in the
expression. However, weakining holds for the usual description of λ-calculus, which is the base of most functional programming languages,
including Haskell.
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(let ((x testA))
(if x x (let ((y testB))
(if y y testC))))
We want to implement this translation using our technique, adding type checking along the way. We
introduce a type class to introduce the necessary Boolean constructors:
class Base wt ⇒ HasBool wt where
true, false :: wt Γ Bool

Our first attempt is just a transliteration of the rules:
class (Let wt, IfThenElse wt, HasBool wt) ⇒ Or wt where
orlist :: [wt Γ Bool ] → wt Γ Bool
orlist [ ]
= false
orlist [x ]
=x
orlist (x : xs) = let x $ ifthenelse (var ph‘Z i) (var ph‘Z i) (orlist xs)

Unfortunately, that code is not type correct:
* Couldn’t match type ’gamma’ with ’Bool : gamma’
[ ... ]
Expected type: wt (Bool : gamma) Bool
Actual type: wt gamma Bool
The problem is that once we are in the body of the let binding, the environment has been extended and now
has a Boolean value as its first element. This means that xs cannot longer be used as-is, because the de Bruijn
indices point to the wrong location. The solution is to add a new primitive to the Base language to weaken the
environment. A weakened version Γ0 of an environment Γ contains all the variables in Γ plus possibly more of
them at the beginning.
class Base wt where
...
weak :: wt Γ τ → wt (α : Γ) τ

Now we can implement orlist by replacing the recursive application in the last equation, orlist xs , with its
weakened form, weak (orlist xs). In that way, the environment of the inner orlist xs does not mention x .
Another case where weakening is needed is the translation of pairs into its Church encoding, as described
by Lorenzen and Erdweg [70]. First, let us declare a type synonym for the Pair type:
type PairT t = (t → t → t) → t

If you have a pair, you can obtain each of the projections by applying different functions to the pair itself.
Using this idea, we write the first part of our language extension:
class Base wt ⇒ Pair wt where
pair1 :: wt Γ (PairT τ ) → wt Γ τ
pair1 p = app p (abs $ abs $ var ph‘S ‘Z i)
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pair2 :: wt Γ (PairT τ ) → wt Γ τ
pair2 p = app p (abs $ abs $ var ph‘Z i)

The pair constructor captures the two elements in an abstraction. The issue is that this abstraction pushes a
new variable into the environment, which was not available in the Γ for the elements. We solve the problem by
weakening:
class Base wt ⇒ Pair wt where
mkPair :: wt Γ τ → wt Γ τ → wt Γ (PairT τ )
mkPair e1 e2 = abs $ app (app (var ph‘Z i) (weak e1 )) (weak e2 )

The translation roughly corresponds to transforming (e1 , e2 ) into λs → s e1 e2 for a fresh variable s .
Having to deal with environments this way is tiresome, though. Once we start dealing with more complex
expression manipulation, we might even need to remove elements not at the head of the environment, or to
reorder some of its elements. A solution that frees us from this tedious work is higher-order abstract syntax
[91], usually shortened to HOAS.
With HOAS, we piggyback on the binding forms of the underlying language (in this case, Haskell) to
represent variables and environments. Our values no longer carry a Γ index: Γ comes from the environment
in which the expression is valid. Instead of enlarging Γ when a new variable is bound, we use an actual λabstraction in which the parameter represents the variable. To define our base language, we can do without
the var case:
class Base h wt where
app h :: wt (α → β) → wt α → wt β
abs h :: (wt α → wt β) → wt (α → β)

Going back to Scheme, the implementations of let and Boolean constructors need almost no change:
class Base h wt ⇒ Let h wt where
let h :: wt α → (wt α → wt β) → wt β
let h e1 e2 = app h (abs h e2 ) e1
class Base h wt ⇒ HasBool h wt where
true h , false h :: wt Bool
ifthenelse h :: wt Bool → wt a → wt a → wt a

Our orlist implementation is much simpler now:
class (Let h wt, HasBool h wt) ⇒ Or h wt where
orlist h :: [wt Bool ] → wt Bool
orlist h [ ]
= false h
orlist h [t ]
=t
orlist h (t : ts) = let h t $ λx → ifthenelse h x x (orlist h ts)

Notice that now we use the binding form λx to introduce the new variable in the let. When we need it, we
can refer to this binding by name, instead of using a specialized var construct with a de Bruijn index. Finally,
because weakening is built into Haskell’s typing rules, we can call orlist h ts directly.
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Given all these advantages, what stops us from using HOAS everywhere? The answer lies in how we
want to treat the output of the compiler. As discussed in § 9.1.3 the elaboration of our translations into an
explicitly-typed language such as System FC corresponds to the transformations we need to perform on typing
derivations. Derivations are most easily written using a explicit environment, and HOAS makes this part more
difficult. Some techniques may help us solve this issue [3], but this remains future work.

9.5

Checking for completeness

In § 9.2.1 we implemented a domain-specific type rule for map applied to two arguments:
class HasMap wt ⇒ MapSpec wt where
map fn lst = app (app mapfn fn) lst

Our translation directly exchanges the map custom syntax with a call to the map function from the base
language. However, as hinted at the end of § 9.2.3, another translation is possible, by using the fmap function
instead. fmap is applicable to any Functor , and lists is an instance of that type class:
class Base wt ⇒ HasFmap wt where
fmapfn :: Functor f ⇒ wt Γ ((α → β) → f α → f β)
class HasFmap wt ⇒ MapSpec wt where
map fn lst = app (app fmapfn fn) lst

These two translations, both sound with respect to the underlying language, differ in one important property:
the first one is “reversible”, whereas the second one is not. That is, given a piece of code, you can replace every
expression matching app (app mapfn fn) lst with map fn lst and the program remains correct. This is not
the case for app (app fmapfn fn) lst : the replacement is only possible if lst has a list type. If we have a different
Functor , reversing the translation makes the program ill-typed.
The knowledge of whether a translation is reversible is important for domain-specific type rules [46, 111].
Type rules are applied depending only on the syntactic structure of a term; in particular, it is not possible to
guarantee application of a certain rule only when some variables have a specific type. For that reason, DSL
writers must be warned when their custom type rules are not complete. If a rule is both sound and complete, it
is indeed a drop-in replacement for its translation.
Deﬁnition 9.8. A sound translation δ̂ : L(T 0 ) → L(T ) is complete if for every well-typed e ∈ L(T ), if for
every expression e 0 ∈ L(T 0 ) such that δ̂(e 0 ) = e we have:
(e, Γ, σ) ∈ T =⇒ (e 0 , Γ, σ) ∈ T 0

Another way to characterize this notion is by considering the inverse of the translation function – maybe
we should call it a sugar-coater – operating only on well-typed terms,2 σ̂ : T → PL0 . A translation is complete
if this σ can be extended to always produce well-typed terms, σ : T → PT 0 .
Let us apply these definitions to our language. In particular, we would like to write the function σ : T →
PT 0 . Alas, we cannot directly pattern match on terms of the language. The reason is that pattern matching
is only available for constructors of a data type, but our languages are described using methods of a type
2

PX represents the power set of X .
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class. Fortunately, there is a solution to this problem, which shares the essence with the problem of extending
extensions discussed in § 9.3.
Consider the original example of the domain-specific type rule for map fn lst . First of all, let us settle the types. On the one hand, an expression where λ-terms and the map function may appear has type
HasMap wt ⇒ wt Γ τ . On the other hand, a set of expressions where that domain-specific type rule may
appear has type MapSpec wt ⇒ [wt Γ τ ]. We want the transformation from the former to the latter to be
applicable no matter what wt is:3
unmap :: (∀ b.HasMap b ⇒ b Γ τ ) → (∀ m.MapSpec m ⇒ [m Γ τ ])

The first solution is to have a data type B for which we can write an instance HasMap B and at the same
time a function unmap 0 :: B Γ τ → (∀ m.MapSpec m ⇒ [m Γ τ ]). One simple way is to go back to the
initial version of our language,
data B Γ τ where
Var :: Proxy i
→ B Γ (Ix i Γ)
App :: B Γ (α → β) → B Γ α → B Γ β
Abs :: B (α : Γ) β
→ B Γ (α → β)
Map :: B Γ ((α → β) → [α] → [Γ])

for which the instances are trivial to write:
instance Base B where
var = Var
app = App

abs = Abs

instance HasMap B where
map = Map

Now we can write the unmap 0 function by pattern matching on B terms and taking advantage of lists being
both Monad and Alternative :
unmap 0 (App (App Map fn) lst)
= do fn0 ← unmap 0 fn
lst 0 ← unmap 0 lst
return (map fn0 lst 0 ) h|i return (app (app mapfn fn0 ) lst 0 )
unmap 0 (Var v ) = return (var v )
unmap 0 (App f e) = app h$i unmap 0 f h∗i unmap 0 e
unmap 0 (Abs e) = abs h$i unmap 0 e
unmap 0 (Map e) = return mapfn

Because of the order in which equations are matched, we know that every time that something with the
map fn lst shape comes in, the domain-specific type rule applies. For the rest of the cases, we need to apply
unmap 0 recursively.
The second possibility is not to use an initial encoding, but rather to integrate the matching mechanism
with the translation into the domain-specific type rule. This involves creating a data type holding a context,
Ctx , telling us at which stage of the matching process we are, and attach that to the expression:
3

The RankNTypes extension must be enabled for GHC to accept this code.
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data MSC Γ τ = MSC (Ctx Γ τ ) (∀ m.MapSpec m ⇒ [m Γ τ ])

There are three cases to consider for this context: whether we have seen the function map , whether we have
seen it applied to a function, and the case we have not seen map at all.
data Ctx Γ τ where
FoundMap :: Ctx Γ ((α → β) → [α] → [β ])
FoundMapFn :: (∀ m.MapSpec m ⇒ [m Γ (α → β)]) → Ctx Γ ([α] → [β ])
NotFound
:: Ctx Γ τ

The indices in Ctx are quite important. Otherwise, we do not keep enough information for the compiler to
know that our code is well-typed. But if we do so, we can write instances for MSC acting as a λ-calculus with
map :
instance Base MSC where
var v = MSC NotFound $ return (var v )
app (MSC FoundMap m)
(MSC fn) = MSC (FoundMapFn fn) (app h$i m h∗i fn)
app (MSC (FoundMapFn fn) mfn) (MSC lst) = MSC NotFound $ do
fn0 ← fn
lst 0 ← lst
return (map fn0 lst 0 ) h|i return (app (app mapfn fn0 ) lst 0 )
app (MSC NotFound f )
(MSC e) = MSC NotFound (app h$i f h∗i e)
abs (MSC e)
= MSC NotFound (abs h$i e)
instance HasMap MSC where
mapfn = MSC FoundMap (return mapfn)

The second branch of app might be a bit surprising, since we tag the MSC value with NotFound . The idea at
that point is that if we have matched a complete map fn lst term, we should start the matching process again,
which we do via NotFound . After running the matching procedure we extract the second part of the MSC
value:
unmap = unmap 0 where unmap 0 (MSC

e) = e

Irrespective of the technique used to implement the inverse of the well-typed desugaring, we need to
check that the function is indeed an inverse and that the return value covers all possible sugarings of the
original expression in the base language. We refrain from doing this for the sake of conciseness. Having to
write this inverse explicitly is definitely a disadvantage of this technique: depending on the complexity of
the domain-specific type rules, doing so can range from trivial to very difficult. In § 9.7.1 we look at another
technique which alleviates some of this burden.

9.6

The Java case study

We have shown a fair number of extensions to the λ-calculus, but does our technique also work for other
languages? In this section we apply our lightweight soundness procedure to define extensions for the for—
loop in the Java language. The same examples are discussed by Lorenzen and Erdweg [70], so the reader can
compare their technique to ours.
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Modeling the language

As in the case of the λ-calculus, the first design decision we need to make is the shape of the typing judgments.
In this case we have five arguments instead of three:
Γ; C `ς e : τ

This judgment tells us that under environment Γ, inside the scope of a class C , the construct e is assigned type
τ . Java, as many other imperative languages, distinguishes between two kinds of syntactic classes: expressions
and statements; the ς argument in the judgment accounts for that distinction.
Classes are modeled by Haskell types. Usually we represent the kind of Haskell types as ∗, but in order to
enhance readability we introduce a synonym for it:4
type JType = ∗

Java classes are related by subtyping: each class may have at most one superclass. In our Haskell world, we use
an open type family to encode the direct parent of a class.
type family JDirectSuperClass (ty :: JType) :: JType

We assume that the instances of JDirectSuperClass form an acyclic graph. This property holds for evey class in
Java, but it is not enforced by our encoding in Haskell.
However, knowing the direct parent of a class is not enough: when type checking we are required to look
along the whole chain of superclasses. We define a new constraint JSuperClass ty p which holds only if p is an
ancestor of ty .
type family JSuperClass ty parent :: Constraint where
JSuperClass t t = ()
JSuperClass t p = JSuperClass (JDirectSuperClass t) p

Having a type family return Constraint as its kind allows us to encode a specific search strategy on superclasses:
first look whether the type and the suspected parent are the same, otherwise move one place up. Encoding this
same strategy with JSuperClass as a type class requires overlapping instances. Since we assumed that instances
of JDirectSuperClass form an acylic graph, this search always terminates.
Java is object-oriented: each class comes with a collection of methods. Each method is defined by its name
and its signature, that is, the types of the arguments required and the return type. As we did with classes, we use
the openness of ∗ as a source for method names; to distinguish this usage from names of classes, we introduce a
different type synonym JMethod . After a class is defined, the methods inside it are set in stone and in principle
cannot be extended. For that reason, we have a mapping from each class to the list of defined methods, instead
of a relation.
type JMethod = ∗
type JSig
= ([JType ], JType)
type family JDirectDefinedMethods (ty :: JType) :: ‘[(JMethod, JSig )]

For our description of the typing judgment, we need the two operations given in Figure 9.8. The first one,
JMethodSig , looks for a method along the inheritance chain. In order to consider all parent methods, we first
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type family JDefinedMethods (ty :: JType) :: ‘[(JMethod, JSig )] where
JDefinedMethods () = ‘[ ] -- Stop
JDefinedMethods ty = JDirectDefinedMethods ty
⊕ JDefinedMethods (JDirectSuperClass ty )
type family JMethodSig (ty :: JType) (name :: JMethod) :: JSig where
JMethodSig ty name = Lookup name (JDefinedMethods ty )
type family Matches (sig :: [JType ]) (actual :: [JType ]) :: Constraint where
Matches [ ]
[]
= ()
Matches (e : ss) (e : as) = Matches ss as
Matches (s : ss) (a : as) = (JSuperClass a s, Matches ss as)

Figure 9.8: Some definitions related to Java methods

type family Lookup (x :: v ) (xs :: ‘[(k, v )]) :: k where
Lookup k ((k, v ) ‘: zs) = v
Lookup k (z
‘: zs) = Lookup k zs
type family (xs :: ‘[k ]) ⊕ (ys :: ‘[k ]) :: ‘[k ] where
‘[ ]
⊕ ys = ys
(x ‘: xs) ⊕ ys = x ‘: xs ⊕ ys
type family Remove (n :: Nat) (xs :: ‘[k ]) :: ‘[k ] where
Remove ‘Z
(x ‘: xs) = xs
Remove (‘S n) (x ‘: xs) = x ‘: Remove n xs

Figure 9.9: Ancillary type families for type-level lists
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concatenate all the lists of directly defined methods using JDefinedMethods and then perform a lookup. Type
families which append and lookup in type-level lists are given in Figure 9.9.
The second operation is checking that a list of types match the signature of a method. In other words,
Matches sig actual holds when each element in a list actual is a subtype of the corresponding element in sig .
As in the case of the superclass relation, we use a type family returning a Constraint in order to implement a
custom search strategy. Note that conjoining constraints is modeled by tupling (see, e.g., the last equation of
Matches ).
The type class that defines our language is in Figure 9.10. The judgments for statements are divided into
two parts: varDecl , assign, while , if and bracket that represent particular statements and the remainder of
the sequence, and end and return that signal the end of a sequence of statements. Information, like the
declaration of a variable, is propagated along the sequence of statements. The distinction between end and
return is that the former does not return any value. Brackets can be used to define scopes to prevent newly
declared variables from escaping.
The expression language allows you to refer to a var iable in scope, to the current instance of a class using
this or to generate a null value. Given an expression, you can call a method in the corresponding class. For this
you need to give a list of expressions typed in the same context. We represent a list in which all values share
part of the indices using FVec , a vector which holds every element inside of a context.
Finally, we need operations to weaken the environment. As hinted at in § 9.4, in this case it is not enough
to remember only the first element in the environment, but it is necessary also to remove elements in between.
For that reason the weaken combinator uses a Remove type-level operation.
The good news is that we only need to do this modeling of the language once. After that, we can add any
number of extensions we want to the Java language.

9.6.2

Enhanced for for Iterables

Enhanced for loops were introduced in Java 5 to make it easier to iterate within collections. A statement:
for (T x : e) s
is transformed into:
Iterator<T> it = x.getIterator();
while (it.hasNext()) { T x = it.next(); s }
The typing rule corresponding to this construct is:
Γ; C `E e : `

(x : T, Γ); C `S s : ω

Γ; C `S r : ρ

getIterator is a method in ` returning Iterator<T>
Γ; C `S for (T x :

e) s ; r : ρ

Iterator<a> is a given generic class in Java, which we need to encode in Haskell. Generics in Java correspond
pretty nicely to type parameters in this representation.
data Iterator a
data HasNext
4

In order to compile the code as is, GHC 8 with the TypeInType extension is needed. This type synonym is not essential for running the

code, though, and JType can be safely replaced by ∗ in all the remaining code.
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data LangElt = S | E
data FVec f xs where
FNil ::
FVec f ‘[ ]
FCons :: f x → FVec f xs → FVec f (x ‘: xs)
class Base wt where

-- Statements
varDecl :: Proxy t
→ wt S C (t : Γ) r
-- rest of sequence with extended environment
→ wt S C Γ r
assign :: Ix i Γ ∼ v ⇒ Proxy i → wt E C Γ v
→ wt S C Γ r
-- rest of the sequence
→ wt S C Γ r
while
:: wt E C Γ Bool
-- iteration condition
→ wt S C Γ inner
-- body of while
→ wt S C Γ r → wt S C Γ r
if
:: wt E C Γ Bool →
-- condition
→ wt S C Γ inner
-- then part, no else
→ wt S C Γ r → wt S C Γ r
bracket :: wt elt C Γ inner
→ wt S C vs r → wt S C vs r
return
end

:: wt E C Γ r → wt S C Γ r
:: wt S C Γ r

-- Expressions
var
this
null
call

:: Proxy i → wt E C Γ (Ix i Γ)
:: wt E C Γ C
:: wt E C Γ e
-- null is in every class
:: (JMethodSig e method ∼ (params, ret), Matches params ps)
⇒ wt E C Γ e
-- object holding the method
→ Proxy method
-- method reference
→ FVec (wt E C Γ) ps -- arguments
→ wt E C Γ ret

-- Weakening
forget

:: Remove i Γ ∼ ∆
⇒ Proxy i → wt elt C ∆ r → wt elt C Γ r

Figure 9.10: Small Java language
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data Next
type instance JDirectDefinedMethods (Iterator a)
= (HasNext, ([ ], Bool)) : (Next, ([ ], a)) : [ ]

With this information in place we can write the type class representing this syntax extension:
data GetIterator
class Base wt ⇒ For wt where
for :: JMethodSig ` GetIterator ∼ ([ ], Iterator α)
⇒ wt E C Γ ` → wt S C (α : Γ) ω
→ wt S C Γ ρ → wt S C Γ
ρ

Note that we can get away with demanding the existence of a getIterator method with the suitable signature;
we do not need the class to implement any specific interface. These restrictions are similar to those imposed in
C# [48]. The translation holds no surprises, except for the tricky manipulation of environments.
for expr inside rest
= varDecl phIterator ai $
assign ph‘Z i (call (forget ph‘Z i expr )
phGetIteratori FNil) $
while (call (var ph‘Z i) phHasNexti FNil)
(varDecl phai $
assign ph‘Z i (call (var ph‘S ‘Z i)
phNexti FNil) $
forget ph‘S ‘Z i inside) $
forget ph‘Z i rest

9.6.3

Scala-like for comprehensions

The Scala language includes an iteration construct very similar to list comprehensions. However, instead of
translating down to list operations, it uses standard Java classes like Iterator<a>. We can implement this
extension on top of the for loops we just described.
In order to keep the discussion brief, we shall not distinguish between single qualifiers and sequences of
qualifiers as we did for list comprehensions. Instead, we have a single data type that encodes the two possible
combinators, patterns and guards, and expect a continuation for the comprehension. The body is given at the
end of the sequence.
data ForComprSyn wt C Γ where
Pat
:: JMethodSig ` GetIterator ∼ ([ ], Iterator a)
⇒ wt E C Γ `
→ ForComprSyn wt C (a : Γ) → ForComprSyn wt C Γ
Guard :: wt E C Γ Bool → ForComprSyn wt C Γ
→ ForComprSyn wt C Γ
Final :: wt S C Γ ω
→ ForComprSyn wt C Γ

For example, the following comprehension:
for (t <- tasks if t.isFinished)
this.print(t.name)
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module Base where
...
ΛEnv : N → Set
ΛEnv = Vec ΛTy
data ` :{n : N} → ΛEnv n → ΛTy → Set where
var : {n : N} {env : ΛEnv n }
→ (p : Fin n) → env ` (env [p ])
app : {n : N} {env : ΛEnv n } {a b : ΛTy } → env ` (a ⇒ b) → env ` a → env ` b
lam : {n : N} {env : ΛEnv n } {a b : ΛTy } → (a :: env ) ` b → env ` (a ⇒ b)
kno : {n : N} {env : ΛEnv n } {r : ΛTy } → known r → env ` r

Figure 9.11: Agda data type representing λ-terms
is represented by the following Haskell value, where we omit the code to obtain tasks for conciseness:
Pat tasks $
Guard (call (var ph‘Z i) phisFinishedi FNil) $
Final (call this phprinti (FCons (call (var ph‘Z i) phnamei FNil) FNil))

The translation is very easy if we piggyback on the previous extension. Note that in the final case, we need to
enclose the given statement in brackets to ensure that no variable leaves the environment.
class For wt ⇒ ForCompr wt where
forcm :: ForComprSyn wt C Γ → wt S C Γ ρ → wt S C Γ ρ
forcm (Pat e es) r = for e (forcm es end) r
forcm (Guard g es) r = if g (forcm es end) r
forcm (Final st) r = bracket st r

Et voilà! Our tower of extensions is proven sound with respect to the typing rules of base Java. The example
shows that our technique applies to a broad range of languages, either entirely expression-based or consisting
of both statements and expressions.

9.7

Implementation in Agda

So far, it seems that our technique works quite well for checking soundness of extensions: we only need to
define the typing rule and the translation once, and the type checker takes care of the rest. However, reality is a
bit more complex: using this technique in Haskell is easy only if the type checker happens to be able to check
that things match up. But in the case in which some additional reasoning is needed, it gets very complex very
soon to feed this information to the compiler.
For that reason, it is interesting to port the technique to a dependently typed language such as Agda [85].
In such a language reasoning and proving is natively supported. Furthermore, Agda ensures that the logic
behind them is consistent.
In contrast with the approach taken before, we are going to define the basic λ-calculus using an initial
encoding. However, our data type is still going to be extensible enough to add new basic functions, such as
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map , without having to define a different data type. The data type ` is given in Figure 9.11. Ancillary Agda
definitions needed to type check this code are found in § 9.9. One change with respect to the Haskell version is
that now environments encode their length in their type, ΛEnv n.
Some definitions are missing from the code listing; they constitute the core of the extensibility of the
approach. The first thing we do is to postulate the existence of a ΛTy type whose elements will represent the
types from the λ-calculus. We know that at least an arrow constructor should be present:
postulate
ΛTy : Set
⇒ : ΛTy → ΛTy → ΛTy

If we step back for a moment, we notice that nothing like that was needed in the Haskell code. This is because in
Haskell there is already one extensible kind, namely ∗, with its own arrow constructor. Note that by postulating
we lose the ability to pattern match on ΛTy , but this is something we do not need for our technique to work.
In order to cope with named functions we introduce another postulated type, known. Each element of
this type represents a function with a given type.
postulate
known : ΛTy → Set

For example, in order to define the Bool data type and its constructors, we use the following code:
postulate
bool : ΛTy
true : known bool
false : known bool

The question is: where do we put this last piece of code? We aim to replicate the nice separation in type
classes that we had in Haskell. Within Agda, we use modules instead. Each new extension to the language
is declared in a separate module, in which the elements lower in the tower of extensions are imported. For
example, in order to define lists we use:
module HasList where
open Base public
postulate
list : ΛTy → ΛTy
nil : ∀ {e } → known (list e)
cons : ∀ {e } → known (e ⇒ (list e ⇒ list e))

In Agda syntax, open brings the module Base into scope, and public makes the declarations inside that module
exposed also when importing HasList .
With all definitions in place, checking the soundness of an extension is as simple as it was using Haskell.
We just need to postulate the existence of the functions being used in the translation, and then encode the
domain-specific type rule and the translation as a definition. In contrast with Haskell, we need to quantify
explicitly over all the variables in use.
module HasMap where
open HasList public
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data ixeq {a b } {A : Set a} {B : A → Set b }
: (x1 x2 : A) → B x1 → B x2 → Set (a t b) where
reflrefl : ∀ {x : A} {y : B x } → ixeq x x y y

Figure 9.12: Equality upon terms with different indices
postulate
map : ∀ {a b } → known ((a ⇒ b) ⇒ (list a ⇒ list b))
module MapSpec where
open HasMap public
: ∀ {n } {env : ΛEnv n } {fn lst a b e : ΛTy }
→ fn ≡ (α ⇒ β) → lst ≡ (list δ) → α ≡ δ
→ env ` fn → env ` lst → env ` list β
map refl refl refl fn lst = app (app (kno map) fn) lst
map

As a nice side-effect of Agda liberal syntax, the type of map looks even closer to the domain-specific typing
rule than it did in Haskell.

9.7.1

Completeness using a recognizer

Given that our definition of λ-terms is encoded in initial style, it seems easier to perform the completeness
check than in the case of the Haskell implementation. Alas, because our named functions are postulated, we
cannot pattern match on them. The way in which we solve the problem is by using one extra postulate: the
existence of a recognizer function able to detect the structure we are interested in. As a nice consequence, we
no longer have to implement the matching process as we had in Haskell.
In the case of our running example for map , the recognizer should tell us, given an expression e , whether
there exists expressions fn and lst such that e ≡ map fn lst , and furthermore that there are types α and β
such that fn :: α → β and that the entire expression it well-typed. More concisely, given Γ ` expr : τ , we ask
whether:
∃ α, β : ΛTy such that Γ ` fn : α → β, Γ ` lst : [α]
and expr ≡ map fn lst, τ ≡ [β]
There is one last problem to solve to be able to express this idea in Agda. If we look carefully, at the end we
want to state the equality between expr and map fn lst . But as we discussed previously, we do not represents
those terms, but also their typing derivation. Thus, what we really want to say is that
(expr : Γ ` τ ) ≡ (map fn lst : Γ ` [β ])

The indices in the type, τ and [β ] are not equal, and this is not allowed by the usual definition of ≡. Instead,
we use an indexed equality given in Figure 9.12, which takes care of this problem by ensuring that the indices
can be proven equal and then the dependent terms are.
The Agda translation of the definition of the map recognizer is given at the beginning of Figure 9.13.
Note that instead of giving names α, β, fn, lst as in the original definition, we name each tuple (α, β) ≡ tys ,
(fn, lst) ≡ terms and then use the projections projl and projr to access each component. The completeness
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maprec : Set
maprec = ∀ {n : N} {env : ΛEnv n } {r : ΛTy } → (expr : env ` r )
→ Maybe (Σ (ΛTy × ΛTy ) (λtys →
Σ ((env ` (projl tys ⇒ projr tys)) × (env ` list (projl tys))) (λterms →
ixeq r (list (projr tys)) expr
(app (app (kno map) (projl terms)) (projr terms)))))
mapcomplete : ∀ {n } {env : ΛEnv n } {r : ΛTy } → maprec → env ` r → env ` r
mapcomplete p e with p e
mapcomplete p.(app (app (kno map) fn) lst) | Just ((a, b), (fn, lst), reflrefl)
= map refl refl refl fn lst
| Nothing
= var n
mapcomplete (var n)
mapcomplete p (app e1 e2 ) | Nothing
= app (mapcomplete p e1 ) (mapcomplete p e2 )
mapcomplete p (lam b)
| Nothing
= lam (mapcomplete p b)
mapcomplete (kno k)
| Nothing
= kno k

Figure 9.13: Completeness for map domain-specific type rule, in Agda
proof now merely needs to ask the recognizer whether our structure is found (in that case Just is returned), or
otherwise just keep recognizing downwards in the tree.

9.8

Related work

In this chapter we address the issue of checking the soundness of a translation to a host language using another
external language (Haskell or Agda in this case), whereas in many other systems the extensions are described
and checked within the language itself. We have mentioned several of these systems already. However, there
is a sharp distinction between two kinds of extension languages: those which ensure that the resulting code
is always well-typed, and those which defer type checking until desugaring is done. We focus on the former,
whose techniques relate to ours.
Typed Template Haskell [88] and MetaOcaml [56] code that compiles is guaranteed to generate well-typed
code. However, the translation is always to the corresponding host language, Haskell or Ocaml respectively,
whereas in our technique we can use different languages as base.
Our verification methodology targets the soundness problem as described for SoundX [70]. Both systems
are applicable to a variety of type systems. The approach, however, differs in several dimensions:
• SoundX uses a custom language to describe extensions and desugarings, whereas we express this information as a finally-encoded DSL in either Haskell or Agda. As a result, syntax in SoundX is more
extensible, since it is not tied to a host language. We do not see this as a big problem, since we expect
our verification technique to be used under the hood, where syntax is less of a problem.
• Both systems try to automatically prove soundness and generate translation of derivations. SoundX does
so with a custom algorithm, whereas we piggyback on the host language type checker and elaborator.
Our technique is thus simpler to implement and understand for those versed in the Haskell and Agda
type systems; on the other hand we are at the mercy of those same compilers, and it can be difficult to
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understand why an extension fails to check.
• Lorenzen and Erdweg define a class of language extensions for which SoundX is proven to work [70].
In particular, there are some restrictions depending on whether a translation relies on its premises to
be in desugared or non-desugared form. Our technique covers most of their problematic examples,
like Church encoding of pairs or multiple let bindings, but we have not yet found a description of the
extensions where our technique fails.
• When using Agda, we have a whole proof language at our disposal. That means that for those cases in
which soundness cannot be readily checked, we can inform the compiler about the missing lemmas
within the framework itself. This is quite important when induction is needed.

9.9

Ancillary definitions for Agda implementation

In the code in § 9.7 we make use of some ancillary Agda definitions for numbers, vector, both dependent and
non-dependent pairs, and equality. Most of them are variations of the definitions in Agda’s standard library;
we repeat them in Figure 9.14 to make the description self-contained.
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data N : Set where
z :N
s :N→N
data Fin : N → Set where
fz : ∀ {n } → Fin (s n)
fs : ∀ {n } → Fin n → Fin (s n)
data Vec (Ty : Set) : N → Set where
[]
: Vec Ty z
:: : {n : N} → Ty → Vec Ty n → Vec Ty (s n)
[ ] : ∀ {Ty n } → Vec Ty n → Fin n → Ty
(x :: ) [fz ] = x
( :: xs) [fs r ] = xs [r ]
infixr 4 ,
record Σ {a b } (A : Set a) (B : A → Set b) : Set (a t b) where
constructor ,
field projl : A
projr : B projl
× :∀ {a b } (A : Set a) (B : Set b) → Set (a t b)
A × B = Σ A (λ → B)
data ≡ {A : Set } : A → A → Set where
refl : ∀{x : A} → x ≡ x

Figure 9.14: Ancillary Agda definitions
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Conclusion and future work

Throughout this thesis we have described several techniques for introducing domain-specific knowledge
into the compiler pipeline when type checking embedded DSLs. In this final chapter we summarize our
contributions and the advantages of our approach, and describe some future work in the area.

10.1

Conclusion

The main goal of our work is to give DSL authors the tools required for improving type error diagnosis for
programmers using those DSLs. Although ultimately the wording – and thus a big part of the quality – of
error reports depends on DSL authors, they need enough knobs to tweak to support their ambitions. We think
that this thesis provides those knobs, and addresses the research questions we posed in § 1.3.
Constraint rewriting as unifying framework. All the elements in this thesis ultimately build on
Constraint Handling Rules. This situates error customization in a larger, well-studied framework, from which
we can reuse implementation and analysis techniques.
We found however that the landscape of CHRs was not enough to cater for the most advanced type
systems we wanted to target. For that reason we have contributed two extensions to Constraint Handling
Rules: higher-order patterns and ∇ quantification to handle variable manipulation (§ 3.4) and scopes to handle
implications (§ 3.5).
Research question 1: expressiveness. In a first approximation, error diagnosis should depend on the
type structure underlying the program: the techniques featured in § 5 work on that level. But as discussed several
times during the text, this is not enough. We need to take into account the context in which an expression
appears, and we do so in § 6. We feel that clarifying this dichotomy is an important contribution of our work.
On a more technical side, this work follows the lead of many other error explanation and customization
techniques, being based on constraints instead of the more classical syntax-directed derivations. An important
difference though is that error information is not directly attached to constraints, but rather provided as a
layer on top of the constraint set (§ 6.3). Error contexts are used both to inform the solver about priorities in
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rule application and to inform the blaming-explanation-and-reparation phase about preferences over which
transformation to apply.
Transformations, presented in § 7, provide a unifying view of the process of reparation and blaming,
something that was missing from the literature. In essence, transformations formalize the intuitive idea of what
reparation is: modify small bits of the program until it ceases to be ill-typed. Those bits which are modified are
the constraints to be later blamed, and the modifications are the reparations to be suggested.
We maintain the conceptual stance that in order to have more powerful error diagnosis we need more
powerful tools to generate constraints and describe their error structure. For that reason we have developed in
§ 8 gathering processes in which the DSL author can inspect full expression trees – not just a single node and its
children – and even take partial typing information into consideration. Otherwise, things like “check that the
type of all backends of diagrams match before checking their vector spaces” become really difficult to express.
Research question 2: abstraction. Our final solution for constraint gathering, functional patterns
(§ 8.3), provides a language where common error patterns can be abstracted. It does so by expressing error
gathering as an extensible functional program. As a result we can use maps, folds, and other higher-order
programs to express patterns in error reporting.
The ability to specialize type rules depending on complex shapes and typing information (§ 8.4) gives the
DSL authors more freedom to modularize their error gathering code. Otherwise, the declaration of a certain
function or type class has to foresee all possible type error scenarios involving those elements.
Along with the conceptual description of recursive and conditional specialized type rules we provide
new techniques for checking their soundness and completeness (§ 9). At this point we also integrate inside
well-known languages, namely Haskell and Agda, in order to borrow techniques from other parts of the
literature into error customization.
Research question 3: advanced types. As we discussed in § 3, we extend CHRs to cope with advanced
type systems. We chose CHRs because several parts of Haskell – such as type classes or algebraic data types –
were already described in that formalism. On top of that we have described GADTs § 3.5, higher-rank, and
impredicative types § 4. We are quite confident that CHR∇ forms a good basis to integrate further type system
extensions, such as row polymorphism. By posing our error customization techniques as changes to CHR∇
rules, we gain support for all those facilities.
The different prototypes we have developed show the feasibility of our ideas. In particular the integration
of hints (§ 6.1) and nested constraints (§ 6.2) in GHC opened up the possibility of working with real-world
libraries.

10.2

Future work

There are several directions in which our work may evolve in the future:
More implementations. We have built two prototypes, each implementing a different subset of the
techniques presented in this thesis, and integrated other techniques into GHC – but unfortunately not the
most powerful error contexts. There is room to research how to tweak our approach for integration on other
compilers. In particular, Helium seems as a good target, since it already implements many heuristics for general
error reporting, and supports a form of type rules for customization.
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Search and backtracking. We have based the description of solving – and also of gathering when
described as an attribute grammar – in the CHR∇ framework presented in § 3. This is enough for many
programming languages, but not for all of them. In particular, the committed choice semantics of CHR does
not allow backtracking in search.
Alas, the specification of some languages needs search with backtracking. This is the case for Swift [125],
where operators can be overloaded with different types with no relation between them – in contrast with ad hoc
polymorphism mediated via type classes. The compiler has no other choice than checking all the possibilities
during type checking.
One promising approach is to extend CHR∇ with the branching mechanism of CHR∨ [2]. It is far from
clear, though, how backtracking interacts with ∇ quantification. Blaming also becomes much more complex,
since to explain why an inconsistency or left-undischarged error has arisen, we need to explain all possible traces
that could have led to it.
Express other type systems using constraints. Constraints, decorated with error contexts, annotations and priorities, are the core of our approach. As discussed in the introduction, functional languages such
as Haskell or ML have been described in this fashion. On the other hand, this reliance on constraints is a great
disadvantage when trying to port our technique to other languages.
One way to solve this problem is to specify gathering and solving judgments for other languages. We have
found two categories of languages which presumably benefit the most from that work:
• Languages which mix functional programming with other paradigms, such as Scala, Swift and F# (mixing
with object-oriented programming), or Mercury and Curry (mixing with logic programming). In those
languages, embedded DSLs tend to be formulated in similar terms to purely functional languages –
without relying too much on other features such as subtyping or cuts – as the practicalities of embedding
DSLs are better understood in the latter.
• Dependently-typed languages, such as Agda or Idris, whose type systems extend those found in conventional, non-dependent, functional languages. We remain a bit skeptical, though, of the possible
outcomes of this research, since type checking in dependent types does not have as much freedom
to reorder its operations, meaning that solving and blaming are much less amenable to control. [36]
provides a first step in this area.
Another, more ambitious possibility is to develop a translation from other formalisms used to describe
type systems into constraints. Bidirectional type rules – which have been used to describe higher-rank and
impredicative type systems and also object-oriented type systems – are particularly interesting.
Ease the development of type rules. Right now, DSL authors have to write specialized type rules
in one language, a version embedded in Haskell to check for their soundness and completeness, and use yet
another language for describing domain-specific solving rules and transformations. In the thesis we have
provided a ground substrate, CHR∇ , for the description of all those elements, which also provides a semantics
for implementation. But work remains to be done to give programmers a better high-level language.
Another possibility is to provide an interactive system to help with the test and refinement of customized
type rule. The process of developing a type rule could start with providing the description of the expressions to
be matched, for which a default type rule is generated. The DSL authors can take this as a first approximation,
to which they add contextual information and better diagnosis.
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Binding in type rules. As mentioned in § 8 we forbid type rules to override binding constructs of a
language, such as let and λ-abstraction. However, by using higher-order abstract syntax [90] DSLs are allowed
to reuse the host language binding constructs to express binding at the DSL level. We do not expect too many
complications if the DSL binding respects the behavior of the host language with respect to environment
modifications. However, if this tracking needs to be modified, it is not obvious how to accommodate this in
the constraint gathering mechanism and the soundness checks.
Abstraction facilities. One of the great advantages of reifying constraints as types, as done in the
GHC dialect of Haskell, is that we can leverage type-level programming facilities to abstract and reuse common
patterns in type error diagnosis, as shown in § 6.2. We have also hinted at a way to handle this problem for
constraint gathering, by describing the process as a pure function. We would like to investigate this problem
more deeply, both trying to understand what are the common patterns in type errors, and then what is the
construct needed to support abstracting over it.
The work on type error diagnosis in Idris [21] points to a very interesting design for such a mechanism: reuse
the reﬂection already present in the language. Indeed, if we can reify constraint gathering and transformations
to first-class objects in the language, we can use all the abstraction mechanisms in the host language. Type error
diagnosis for DSLs becomes then a DSL itself!

A

The path library, annotated

The path library [30] provides operations to manipulate file paths in a safer way than the usual string-based
manipulation. The extra safety comes from using a specialized data type Path, which is parametrized by the
base location of the path, which can be absolute or relative, and the type of path it represents, either a directory
or a file. For example, you may only extract the file name of a path representing a file,
filename :: Path b File → Path Rel File

and may only concatenate two paths if the first one is a directory and the second one is relative:
(h/i) :: Path b Dir → Path Rel t → Path b t

In this section we define type signatures introducing domain-specific terms in all the basic operations of the
path library. This serves as an example of how an existing library can be wrapped, and also as a real world
usage of our techniques.
Almost every operation imposes some requirement on either the base or the type of path. We define four
type synonyms for all the possible cases:
type CheckRel x = x :6∼: Rel
:V: Text "The given path base ’" :  : ShowType x
:  : Text "’ is not relative."
type CheckAbs x = x :6∼: Abs
:V: Text "The given path base ’" :  : ShowType x
:  : Text "’ is not absolute."
type CheckDir x = x :6∼: Dir
:V: Text "The given path type ’" :  : ShowType x
:  : Text "’ does not represent a directory."
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type CheckFile x = x :6∼: File
:V: Text "The given path type ’" :  : ShowType x
:  : Text "’ does not represent a file."

In addition, some operations expect the bases of two paths to coincide:
type EqualBase x y = x :6∼: y
:V: Text "The bases ’" :  : ShowType x
:  : Text "’ and ’" :  : ShowType y :  : Text "’ should coincide:"
: $$ : Text "they have to be either both relative or both absolute."

One common mistake in using the library is giving a string directly as an argument, without prior conversion
to Path. Following the ideas introduced in § 7, we can define custom error diagnosis suggesting parsing the
string to get a well-typed program:
type CheckIsPath x b t
= x :6∼: Path b t :V? :
([x ∼ String :V! : Text "You need an explicit conversion to Path"
: $$ : Text "using one of the parse* functions." ]
, Text "The given expression is not a path.")

Finally we can wrap the operations from the Path module. The original type signatures are given above the
error-annotated ones.
import Path hiding ((h/i), stripDir , isParentOf , parent
, dirname, filename, fileExtension, setFileExtension)
import qualified Path
(h/i) :: Path b Dir → Path Rel t → Path b t
(h/i) :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p1 b1 t1 , CheckIsPath p2 b2 t2 ],
[CheckDir t1 , CheckRel b2 ],
[Check (r ∼ Path b1 t2 )]]
⇒ p1 → p2 → r
(h/i) = (Path.h/i)
stripDir :: MonadThrow m ⇒ Path b Dir → Path b t → m (Path Rel t)
stripDir :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p1 b1 t1 , CheckIsPath p2 b2 t2 ],
[CheckDir t1 , EqualBase b1 b2 ],
[Check (r ∼ m (Path Rel t2 )), Check (MonadThrow m)]]
⇒ p1 → p2 → r
stripDir = Path.stripDir
isParentOf :: Path b Dir → Path b t → Bool
isParentOf :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p1 b1 t1 , CheckIsPath p2 b2 t2 ],
[CheckDir t1 , EqualBase b1 b2 ]]
⇒ p1 → p2 → Bool
isParentOf = Path.isParentOf

A.1. EXAMPLES OF ERROR MESSAGES
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parent :: Path Abs t → Path Abs Dir
parent :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p b t ], [CheckAbs b ], [Check (r ∼ Path Abs Dir )]]
⇒p→r
parent = Path.parent
dirname :: Path b Dir → Path Rel Dir
dirname :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p b t ], [CheckDir t ], [Check (r ∼ Path Rel Dir )]]
⇒p→r
dirname = Path.dirname
filename :: Path b File → Path Rel File
filename :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p b t ], [CheckFile t ], [Check (r ∼ Path Rel File)]]
⇒p→r
filename = Path.filename
fileExtension :: Path b File → String
fileExtension :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p b t ], [CheckFile t ]])
⇒ p → String
fileExtension = Path.fileExtension
setFileExtension :: MonadThrow m ⇒ String → Path b File → m (Path b File)
setFileExtension :: CustomErrors [[CheckIsPath p b t ], [CheckFile t ],
[Check (r ∼ m (Path b File)), Check (MonadThrow m)]]
⇒ String → p → r
setFileExtension = Path.setFileExtension

A.1

Examples of error messages

The following session of the GHC interpreter shows our customized error diagnosis in use. The first example
involves using a string as a path without conversion:
> filename "type-errors/Example.hs"
<interactive>:1:1: error:
* You need an explicit conversion to Path using one of the parse* functions.
* In the expression: filename "type-errors/Example.hs"
Let us define four (non-existing) files with all combinations of base and type:
>
>
>
>

let
let
let
let

pRelDir
pAbsDir
pRelFile
pAbsFile

::
::
::
::

Path
Path
Path
Path

Rel
Abs
Rel
Abs

Dir
Dir
File
File

=
=
=
=

undefined
undefined
undefined
undefined
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We can check that filename and dirname only accept the corresponding types:
> filename pRelDir
<interactive>:2:1: error:
* The given path type ’Dir’ does not represent a file.
* In the expression: filename pRelDir
> dirname pAbsFile
<interactive>:3:1: error:
* The given path type ’File’ does not represent a directory.
* In the expression: dirname pAbsFile
or that isParentOf requires bases to coincide and gives a suggestion if given a string:
> isParentOf pRelDir pAbsFile
<interactive>:4:1: error:
* The path bases ’Rel’ and ’Abs’ should coincide:
they have to be either both relative or both absolute.
* In the expression: isParentOf pRelDir pAbsFile
> isParentOf "type-errors" pAbsFile
<interactive>:5:1: error:
* You need an explicit conversion to Path using one of the parse* functions.
* In the expression: isParentOf "type-errors" pAbsFile
Finally, we can check how the layered implementation of CustomErrors gives back two error messages when
the arguments to (h/i) do not have the right types:
> pAbsFile </> pAbsDir
<interactive>:6:1: error:
* The given path type ’File’ does not represent a directory.
* In the expression: pAbsFile </> pAbsDir
<interactive>:6:1: error:
* The given path base ’Abs’ is not relative.
* In the expression: pAbsFile </> pAbsDir
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Samenvatting

Het gebruik van domeinspecifieke talen (DSTs) is in de laatste jaren gestegen. Er zijn twee soorten DSTs:
externe, waarvoor een compleet nieuwe compiler toolchain is ontwikkeld, en interne, die de gereedschappen
van een general-purpose taal hergebruiken. De tweede optie is in het algemeen de voorkeur in functionele talen
zoals Haskell en ML, maar het heeft een groot probleem: er wordt geen domeinspecifieke uitdrukkingen in de
foutmeldingen door de compiler getoond. Om de abstractie-grens niet te verliezen, is het dus heel belangrijk om
de technieken voor interne DSTs te verbeteren. Vooral, wensen we dat de DSTs ontwikkelaar de foutmeldingen
aan de compiler specificeert.
diagrams is een voorbeeld van DST voor Haskell, die functies voor de constructie van afbeeldingen
aanbiedt. Als je een fout maakt, is niet fijn om deze melding te krijgen,
Couldn’t match type ’V2’ with type ’V3’
In plaats daarvan, zou de melding een domeinspecifieke toelichting moeten geven,
Vector spaces do not coincide: 2-D vs. 3-D
In principe, lijkt het alsof het foutmelding herschrijven genoeg is. Maar soms mogen we deze melding verbeteren.
Bijvoorbeeld, een verkeerd gebruik van de functie
strokePath :: (TypeableFloat n, Renderable (Path V2 n) b)
⇒ Path V2 n → QDiagram b V2 n Any

leidt ook tot een melding over incompatibele vectorruimten. Een goede melding verklaart dat deze functie
alleen met een 2-D tekening wordt gebruikt,
’strokePath’ requires a 2-D path, but was passed a 3-D one
Het is belangrijk dat de technieken voor typeringfouten bewust van de context van een expressie zijn. We
noemen dat context-afhankelijkheid.
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Moderne functionele talen. In dit proefschrift ontwerpen we technieken die met iedere functioneel
taal werken. Dus is een gemeenschappelijke manier om een type systeem te beschrijven nodig. Constraint
Handling Rules (CHRs) zijn hiervoor erg populair; in het literatuur kan men regels vinden voor talen zoals
Haskell, die type classes en type families bevatten.
Helaas zijn CHRs niet genoeg voor de laatste uitbreidingen van functionele talen. Bij voorbeeld, DSTs in
Haskell gebruiken vaak GADTs en higher-rank types, om type-zekerheid te verbeteren. Om die reden hebben
we nieuwe kenmerken naar CHRs toegevoegd: higher-order patterns en universele kwantiﬁcatie met een nieuwe
operator ∇. Het resultaat noemen we CHR∇ . Als bewijs van het nut van CHR∇ zijn specificaties van de
onderstaande kenmerken ontwikkeld.
Wijzigen in de compiler. De typering in moderne compilers zijn meestal in drie fasen gestructureerd.
De eerste fase kijkt naar het programma en levert een set van constraints op. Daarna bepaalt de oplosser of
die set goed is of een fout is gemaakt. In het laatste geval, bepaalt de blamer het deel van het programma dat
verantwoordelijk is, en produceert een foutmelding. Om de meldingen aan te passen, zijn wijzigingen in alle
drie fasen van de compiler nodig.
Hoewel de meldingen uit eindelijk van de blamer afhangen, krijgt die fase zijn gegevens van de oplosser.
Een manier om de blamer te invloeden is dus de oplosser te aanpassen. In de huidige GHC kun je TypeError s
gebruiken, die de type-cheking stoppen met een specifieke melding. In Scala kun je fouten uit implicits met
extra informatie uitbreiden. In dit proefschrift stellen we voor de namen van typen door domeinspecifieke
namen vervangen. Deze techniek is simpel om uit te voeren, en het is ook heel effectief. Met een beetje meer
werk kun je het spoor van constraint oplossing krijgen, en die informatie aan de meldingen toevoegen.
Die technieken zijn simpel, maar ze missen een belangrijke eigenschap: context-afhankelijkheid. De voor
de hand oplossing is aanvullende gegevens aan de constraints toe te voegen gedurende de opleveringsfase. Op
die manier kunnen we de herkomst van de constraints behouden. Hints zijn de makkelijkste implementatie
van dit idee: elke constraint komt met een melding die getoond wordt als die constraint verantwoordelijk voor
een fout is. We hebben hints binnen GHC geı̈mplementeerd.
Helaas is het denken over hints niet zo makkelijk als zijn implementatie, we krijgen heel vaak een andere
melding dan wat we verwachten. Onze positie is dat informatie over fouten onafhankelijk van de constraints
moet zijn. Error contexts (fout-contexten) voegen een genest structuur aan de constraints toe. Die structuur
beschrijft prioriteiten tussen sets van constraints die dezelfde herkomst hebben. We hebben error contexts in
CHR∇ geformaliseerd. Een beperkte vorm van contexts is in GHC geı̈mplementeerd. Op die manier konden
we de nut van (een deel van) onze techniek schatten.
Onze benadering van het werk van de blamer is gebaseerd op transformaties. Elke transformatie beschrijft
een manier om een fout te proberen te verwijderen, als een vervanging van een aantal constraints met dier
andere. De blamer begint met de originele set van constraints, die tegenstrijdig is. Hij probeert die set consistent
te maken met een transformatie. Als die nieuwe set niet meet tegenstrijdig is, gebruikt de blamer de melding
behorende bij de transformatie als verklaring van de fout. Anders probeert de blamer het met een andere transformatie. Transformaties zijn algemeen genoeg om bijna alle andere technieken voor typeringsfoutrepareren te
beschrijven, zoals type isomorphisms and siblings (gelijke functies). We willen ook context-afhankelijkheid voor
transformaties, deze informatie komt ook uit de opleveringsfase in het vorm van annotaties voor constraints.
De laatste vraag die we moeten beantwoorden is waar error contexts en annotaties vandaan komen. De
DST-ontwikkelaar specificeert die informatie. Oplossingen bestaan al: je kunt types van functies uitbreiden,
of domeinspecifieke typeringsregels gebruiken. We ontdekten dat gewone typeringregels niet genoeg waren
om sommige situaties te beschrijven. Bijvoorbeeld, het geneste gebruik van een concrete set van functies, als in
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Die vorm vind je vaak bij parsers en andere Applicative structuren, zoals validatie van invoer van de gebruiker.
Onze oplossing staan op twee benen:
1. De beschrijving van typeringsregels als functionele programma’s, in plaats van een verschillende taal.
Op die manier, hoeft de DST-ontwikkelaar geen nieuwe taal te leren.
2. In ons systeem mag je al in de eerste fase wat informatie over typering krijgen. Dat maakt het mogelijk
om verschillende meldingen voor parsers en validatie te gebruiken, ondanks dat beide leden van de
Applicative type-klasse zijn.
Abstractie. Als je een gehele DST annoteert, ontdek je patronen. Misschien moet je regelmatig vectorruimtes vergelijken, en bijna dezelfde melding bouwen. Een groot probleem met vorige oplossingen naar
typefouten op maat maken was het gebrek aan abstractie. Dus kreeg je duplicatie tussen regels en ook tussen
DSTs. Dit is niet goed op de lange termijn.
Daarom gebruiken we liever functionele programma’s in de eerste fase van de compiler. Er zijn al vele
patronen die bekend zijn, zoals maps and folds. We voorzien dat gelijke situaties in DSTs naar hogere-orde
regels zullen leiden.
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